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Title ofThesis 

ORGANISATIONS THAT TRANSFORM: 

EXPLORING THE CHALLENGES IN THE EMERGING ECONOMY OF ZIMBABWE 

THESIS SUMMARY 

This study examines the challenges of organisational transformation in emerging economies with special reference 
to Zimbabwe. lt is an inductive study using grounded theory, rooted in case study methodology, based on 
Eisenhardt's (1989) eight steps of building theory from case study research. 

A longitudinal multiple case study design is used to capture transformation experiences of four companies 
(covering four business sectors) spanning from 1980 to 2000. 

Fourteen constructs from the within-case analysis form the basis of data collection and these are refined through 
cross-case analysis. Nine themes and sixteen challenges emerge from the study. The challenges and themes 
are used to identify points of convergence and divergence. Issues that trigger organisational transformation are 
spotted and best practices explored. 

Ultimately, the nine emerging themes are crystallized into seven. Both the emerging mode! - the Madzivire 
Transformation Mode! (MaTra) - and the elaborated mode! - the Madzivire Collaborative Transformation Mode! 
(MaCoTra) - are constructed from the seven themes. 

MaCoTra is a refinement of MaTra with the following differentiating features: 

The metaphor of choruses signifies the centrality of collaboration from an African perspective; 
MaCoTra reflects non-linear and linear linkages between choruses; 
Choruses depict the significance of songs in African bonding; 
A persona! commitment to transformation calls for collective bonding around values, visions, missions and 
strategies; 
MaCoTra is a remarkable departure from steps, phases and stages espoused in most Western change 
literature; 
MaCoTra's philosophical base is Ubuntu - 'I am because we are'- focusing on independence and 
interdependence; 
Change interventions may be through individual or multiple MaCoTra choruses; 
The organisational song connects ail organisational members in a choir of transformation. 

MaCoTra addresses the sixteen challenges and exceedingly covers challenges cited in enfolding literature. 

MaCoTra was tested in and outside the study sample. 1 assert that MaCoTra is usable in Zimbabwean companies 
and may be generalized through replication studies in Africa and other emerging economies.Areas offurther study 
towards the achievement of more generalisability of the theory/model are suggested. 

This study addresses the existing knowledge gap and prescribes the Madzivire Collaborative Transformation Mode! 
- MaCoTra - for companies in emerging economies. 

Keyterms 

Case study; Challenges in emerging economies; Challenges of transformation; Change; Change theory; 
Emerging economies; Exploratory study; Organisational transformation; Transformation;Transformation models; 
Transformation strategies;Transformation theory; Zimbabwean companies. 
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ABSTRACT 

An intensive literature search on change theories revealed that: 

There is a knowledge gap in terms of the applicability ·of existing change theories in non-Western, 
emerging economies; 
The transformation theory arena has been driven by case studies; 
Change theories have tended to be prescriptive, with very little, if any empirical testing; and 
There has been no change theory cited which is a prescription for emerging economies. 

This study examines the challenges of organisational transformation in emerging economies with special 
reference to Zimbabwe. lt also develops a theory/model, the Madzivire Transformation Mode! - Ma Tra; and 
elaborates it to become the Madzivire Collaborative Transformation Mode! - MaCoTra. 

A longitudinal multiple case study design is used to capture the experiences (in transformation) of four 
companies spanning from 1980 when Zimbabwe attained its independence to 2000.The four cases cover four 
business sectors. 

To understand the thought processes underlying major decisions made a long the way, perspectives of major 
stakeholders like business executives, worker opinion leaders, the media, customers, suppliers, government 
and civic society are included. 

The study is, therefore, an inductive study using grounded theory, rooted in case study methodology based 
on Eisenhardt's (1989) eight steps of building theory from case study research. The product is consistent with 
Leedy's (1997:163) argument that"the theory is grounded in that it is developed from the data, as opposed to 
being suggested by the literature; that is, theory is an expected outcome from, rather than the starting point 
for the study''. 

Multiple data collection methods have strengthened the grounding ofthetheory bytriangulation of evidence. 
Fourteen constructs from the within-case analysis form the basis of data collection and these constructs 
are refined through cross-case analysis. Nine themes and sixteen challenges emerge from the study. The 
challenges and themes are used to identify points of convergence as well as divergence. Issues that trigger 
organisational transformation are spotted and best practices in organisational transformation explored. 

Ultimately, the nine emerging themes are crystallized into seven. Both the Ma Tra and MaCoTra Models are 
constructed from the seven themes. Case data reveals that organisational transformation revolves a round: 

Changing needs and expectations of internai and external business stakeholders; 
Changing promises; 
Changing delivery processes; 
Changing structures and systems; 
Changing capacity and capability to sustain the change(s). 

Further interrogation of informants through 'how' and 'why' questions revealed thattwo more critical elements 
are an integral part of the themes: 

Capturing changing needs and expectations of internai business stakeholders; 
Capturing changing needs and expectations of external business stakeholders. 
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MaCoTra is a refinement of Ma Tra with the following differentiating features: 

The metaphor of choruses signifies the centrality of collaboration from an African perspective; 
MaCoTra reflects non-linear and linear linkages between choruses; 
Choruses depict the significance of songs in African bonding; 
A persona! commitment to transformation calls for collective bonding around values, visions, 
missions and strategies; 
MaCoTra is a remarkable departure from steps, phases and stages espoused in most Western 
change literature; 
MaCoTra's philosophical base is Ubuntu - 'I am because we are' focusing on independence and 
interdependence; 
Change interventions may be through individual or multiple MaCoTra choruses; 

The organisational song connects ail organisational members in a choir of transformation. 

MaCoTra addresses the sixteen challenges and more than adequately covers challenges cited in enfolding 

literature. 

MaCoTra was tested in one study case and two other companies outside the sample. l assert that MaCoTra 

is usable in Zimbabwean companies and may be generalized to emerging economies through replication 

studies in Africa and emerging economies outside Africa. ln this study, 1 suggest areas of further study towards 

the achievement of more generalisability of the theory/model. 

This study addresses the existing knowledge gap and prescribes the Madzivire Collaborative Transformation 

Model - MaCoTra - for companies in emerging economies. 

xi 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 

1.0 Background to the Problem 

The modern workplace is full of interesting paradox. 

Whereas global companies are looking to emerging markets for growth, companies in 

emerging markets are searching for ways into the burgeoning global economy. 

The globalisation of markets and rapid diffusion of technologies are fast transforming 

the economies of the world. Clegg and Birch (1998) suggest that businesses employing 

traditional management techniques are facing increasingly difficult challenges. These 

challenges daily demand for innovation, flexibility and constant change as well as excellent 

customer care, inspirational leadership and superb communication. 

Secretan (1999:3) summarises the paradox by saying:"There is a growing sense of anxious 

anticipation in the modern workplace,of impending change:the shadow of apprehension, 

disenchantment and betrayal conflicts with the light of hope, opportunity and new 

beginnings': 

There, indeed, is need to cast eyes back on the journey that transforming organisations 

have travelled in order to draw lessons to pave the way into the future. 

Of interest is what has happened and is happening in the world of emerging economies. 

One of the distinguishing characteristics of emerging economies is that they have opened 

up dramatically since the last twenty years. Ramamurti (2000) asserts that this has 

heightened competitive pressures on national firms. This exogenous increase in firm 

competition is a cause for change. 
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Although organisations get involved in change efforts, researchers have consistently sent 

the disturbing and recurring message that about 70% of change initiatives fail. This has 

resulted in an increasing number of researchers getting interested in finding out why the 

failure rate is so high. 

Beer and Nohria (2000:133) attribute most of the failures to the rush by managers to 

change their organisations by "immersing themselves in an alphabet soup of initiatives. 

They lose focus and become mesmerised by ail the advise available in print and on-line 

about why companies should change, what they should try to accomplish, and how they 

should do it''.The two researchers suggest that business executives have to understand the 

nature and process of corporate change much better. 

Other researchers share this concern. 

Ferreira (1997:86), for example, points out: "over the past twenty-five years, a substantial 

amount of research has focused on the character, process, and content of organisational 

change, as well as the circumstances surrounding the change." The scanned literature 

confirms that the emphasis of such research efforts has been on antecedents or 

consequences of change. Ferreira, however, highlights that there is now growing interest 

in the study of processes relating to how organisational change arises, develops and 

progresses. 

This view is supported by Greiner (1998:68) who argues that "there is still much to learn 

about processes of development in organisations''. Of significance is the indication by 

Greiner (1998:68) that "researchers are just beginning to study specific developmental 

problems of structure, control, rewards, and management style in different industries and 

in a variety of cultures''. 
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These concerns imply that an in-depth examination and understanding of challenges 

related to organisational transformation is warranted.Such an understanding is required in 

order to improve the odds of success of change initiatives. 

ln the cited literature, there is a distinct absence of studies focusing on exploring the 

challenges of organisational transformation in emerging economies. 

What is critical is that organisations in emerging economies must become more flexible, 

more responsive, and more willing to change and adapt, if they are to survive. 

Organisations in emerging economies, particularly in Africa, need to enter the global 

market. This realisation has inspired thinkers like Mbeki (1998), Makgoba (1999), and 

Mbigi (2000) to search for an African business renaissance. 

Mbigi (2000:3), for example, presents Africa as an adolescent continent requiring strong 

parenting. He argues that"Africa was thrown into the throes and waves of transformation 

with limited preparation and collective knowledge to meet the challenges''.The implication 

is that organisations in Africa need to learn faster than the rate of transformation to 

revitalise the economy. 

This may be achieved through in-depth studies of the challenges of organisational 

transformation of individual companies in Southern Africa. Specifically, the experiences 

of companies in Zimbabwe (between 1980 when the country attained its independence 

and 2000) may provide interesting insights into how an organisation can th rive and prosper 

in a hostile and challenging global world. 
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The study is also inspired by Dess and Picken (2000:12) who present a Chief Executive 

Officer (CEO) of a global company asserting: 

Learning is at the heart of a company's ability to adapt to a rapidly changing 
environment. lt is the key to being able both to identify opportunities that others 
might not see and to exploit those opportunities rapidly and fully. This means that 
in order to generate extraordinary value for its shareholders, a company has to learn 
betterthan its competitors and apply that knowledge throughout its businesses faster 
and more widely than they do. 

lt would appear sustaining such constant change demands understanding the sources of 

the challenges of change and having workable strategies to deal with such challenges. 

A unique opportunity to learn from histories of companies is presenting itself. As Einhorn 

and Hogarth (1999) put it,"AII decisions are about the future. But deciding what to do and 

how to doit naturally draws on past experience':Thus, looking forward involves looking 

backward in order to avoid making bad decisions relating to change. 

On the basis of the foregoing, this study has three major objectives: 

(a) To establish the similarities and differences in the experiences of 

Zimbabwean companies regarding organisational transformation; 

(b) To find out whether theories of organisational transformation that have 

been successful in developed economies have been applied in the 

selected companies; 

(c) To draw lessons from those change efforts that succeeded and those that 

failed so as to apply these lessons to companies in emerging economies. 

4 
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1.1 The Statement of the Problem 

This research proposes to examine the challenges of organisational transformation in 

emerging economies with special reference to Zimbabwe and to develop a theory/model 

to resolve such challenges. 

1.2 

1.2.1 

1.2.2 

1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

1.2.6 

The Subproblems 

The first subproblem is to examine the experiences of four 

Zimbabwean companies regarding organisational transformation . 

. The second subproblem is to identify the points 

of convergence of the experiences of the chosen companies regarding 

organisational transformation . 

. The third subproblem is to identify the points of 

divergence of experiences of the chosen companies regarding organisational 

transformation. 

. The fourth subproblem is to identify those issues that 

trigger organisational transformation . 

. The fifth subproblem is to explore the Best-Practices in 

organisational transformation . 

. The sixth subproblem is to develop a theory/model to 

resolve the transformation challenges of companies in emerging economies, 

using the four Zimbabwean companies as anchors. 

5 
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1.3 The Questions 

1.3.1 i hetirstquestion.What have four selected Zimbabwean companies experienced 

du ring their transformation efforts? 

1.3.2 The second questjon. What are the points of convergence of the experiences of 

the chosen companies regarding organisational transformation? 

1.3.3 lihE!I third question. What are the points of divergence of the experiences of the 

chosen companies regarding organisational transformation? 

1.3.4 lif'tê .forth question. Which issues trigger organisational transformation? 

1.3.5 Thefift'hquestion.Which are the local and global Best-Practices in organisational 

transformation? 

1.3.6 Thesixth question.What organisation al transformation theory/model is suitable 

for companies in Zimbabwe and what general theory/model is suitable for 

companies in emerging economies? 

1.4 The Delimitations 

1.4.1 The study will focus on the business sector. 

1.4.2 The study examines the experiences of four companies in Zimbabwe. 

6 
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1.5 The Definition ofTerms 

1.5.1 Change. Change is 'in its broadest sense, a continuous, planned or unplanned 

response to pressures and forces' (Jick, 1993). 

1.5.2 Developed economy. A 'developed economy' is an economy where most goods 

and services are easily accessible to most of its members, usually characterised 

by low inflation rates, high economic growth, relatively low unemployment 

rates, and good democratic governance (www.google.com). 

1.5.3 Emerging/Developing economies. 'Emerging/Developing economies' refers to 

'economies characterized by the following six broad features: low levels of living, 

low levels of productivity, high rates of population growth and dependency 

burdens, high and rising levels of unemployment, significant dependence on 

agricultural production and primary product exports,and' subjectto'dominance, 

dependence, and vulnerability in international relations' (Todaro, 1985). 

1.5.4 Organisations. "Goal-directed, boundary-maintaining, and socially constructed 

systems of human activity" (Aldrich, 1999:2). 

1.5.5 Transformation.Transformation refers to 'periodic, discontinuous, metamorphic, 

or frame-braking changes in organisations to overcome inertia or stagnation 

and to enable better alignment with the environment' (Ferreira, 1997). 

7 
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1.6 Assumptions 

1.6.1 Africa is in a transformation mode. 

1.6.2 There is a need to continue searching for an African business renaissance. 

1.6.3 The Zimbabwean company experiences from 1980 to 2000 are a piece of 

ground to learn from. 

1.6.4 Organisational transformation is an intellectual, social, emotional and spiritual 

journey. 

1.6.5 Organisational transformation is achieved through inspiring one person at a 

time. 

1.6.6 An inspired team is composed of a number of inspired persons working 

together. 

1.6.7 Groups of inspired teams become inspired communities. 

1.6.7 A growing presence of inspired communities contributes to an inspired world. 

8 
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1.7 The Importance of the Study 

As we grapple with challenges of organisational change and transformation, it appears we 

need to be in touch with who we are. However, we cannot appreciate who we are and what 

we want to become if we have no understanding of where we came from. 

Africa is endowed with a cultural heritage that draws significantly from spirituality. This 

spirituality focuses on the existence and significance of a hierarchy of spirits. Only one 

African thinker, Lovemore Mbigi, has concentrated his work on how an understanding of 

this heritage may lead to an African business renaissance. 

Mbigi (2000:1 O) argues, "The African Business Renaissance is about our organisations 

finding innovative ways of doing business by harnessing cultural strengths and inspirations 

to meet the challenges of global competition': Mbigi potently suggests that organisations 

need to embark on a cultural renaissance by dealing with their negative past and 

grievances. 

This stance is consonant with Makgoba's (1999:viii) view that "African knowledge systems, 

experiences and contributions remain an untapped reservoir of future innovations and 

solutions to some of humanity's complex problems': 

This studyfocuses on gaining deep appreciation of the challenges (including the'negative 

past and grievances' Mbigi talks about) related to organisational transformation in 

emerging economies.The key contribution of the study is the addition of new insights on 

transformation theories, models, techniques and practices needed to create organisations 

that are inspiring places for employees, customers and suppliers in emerging economies. 

The resultant best practice theory/model should provide a practical, experience-based 
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framework extracted from the actual practice, methods and actions of the chosen 

Zimbabwean companies. The emergent theory/model should help the companies 

effectively manage and lead the transformation process. lt should provide a new sense of 

purpose, cultural values, standards and spirits to companies in order to energise them into 

an African business renaissance. 

Overall, the study is an attempt to address the knowledge gap existing in terms of the 

applicability of existing change theories in non-Western, emerging nations. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

2.0 Introduction 

For the purposes of this study, the surveyed literature covers the following broad areas: 

a survey of emerging economies; 

a survey of change theories; and 

a survey oftransformational models. 

At various points of the literature review, key questions will be raised linking the review 

aspects back to the research problem and sub-problems. 

2.1 A Survey of Emerging Economies 

Aldrich (1999:6) argues that 'organisations are shaped by the contexts in which they are 

established, and thus contemporary organisations reflect the impact of their historical 

origins in societies characterized by growing affluence and competition over the control 

and distribution ofwealth~ 

This implies that any study about how organisations emerge and grow may be informed 

by an appreciation of their political, economic, technological, and social differentiation. 
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2.1.1 Political Structure 

The literature reviewed highlights the political features summarized below. 

There were three main colonial powers in Africa in the 1950's: the French, the Portuguese, 

and the British.The African colonial experience demonstrates that the greater resistance to 

political change, the greater the potential for the destruction of the country. 

There was least resistance to political change in Francophone Africa, except in Algeria. 

ln countries where colonialists stubbornly resisted change there was a degeneration of 

the liberation struggle into civil war and the adoption of Marxism. Experiences in most 

Lusophone countries like Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, Algeria under the French, 

and Zimbabwe underthe British,are examples in this category. 

Key features of colonial rule in Africa include political domination and oppression, lack of 

civil liberties/rights, lack of political freedom, economic domination and exploitation, lack 

of economic rights and lack of economic freedom. 

A further review of the politics of Africa reveals that, evidently, the violent overthrow of 

a government has often been followed by a period of chaos, insurgency, and instability. 

The experience is that various disparate groups and/or elements join hands to dislodge a 

regime they do not want. However, when this regime is at the point of being ousted or has 

been ousted, these groups begin fighting each other. 

Examples are in Liberia {conflict between Taylor and Johnson},Angola {between Union for 

the Total Liberation of Angola (UNITA) and the Popular Movement for the Liberation of 

Angola (MPLA)},Mozambique{between the National Resistance Movementof Mozambique 

(RENAMO)} and the Freedom for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO)}, South Africa 
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{between lnkatha and the African National Congress (ANC)}, and Zimbabwe {between 

the Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU) and the Zimbabwe African National Union 

(ZANU)}. 

These occurrences have been witnessed outside Africa as well. A good example is 

the Mujihadeen people who started fighting each other after routing Soviet forces in 

Afghanistan. 

Looking back to the African past may provide the answer to this political turmoil. 

Traditionally, Africans found peaceful solutions to problems through village meetings. 

These were convened under a 'big tree'to debate issues until consensus was reached. The 

village meetings are called pitso by the Xhosa, ndaba by the Zulu, kgotla by the Tswana, 

asetena kese by the Asante, and dare by the Shona. 

Citing thatWesterners salve political problems by majorityvote,Avittey (1999) acknowledges 

that Africans do so by consensus. Avittey proceeds to assert that majority vote ignores 

minority positions while consensual decision-making takes minority views into account. 

On the basis ofthese observations, it is instructive to examine how this traditional political 

problem-solving strategy may find a place in the transformation of organisations. Part of 

this examination is through appreciating how Mbigi (1997 & 2000) has found a place for 

the dare concept in the Ubuntu Transformational Madel. This model is discussed below. 

Africa's post-colonial experience as from the 1960's provides a picture of economic 

disintegration, political chaos, inane civil wars, and infrastructural and institutional decay. 

For example, by the beginning of the 1990's, those countries that had adopted African 
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socialism abandoned this political positioning. Whereas African leaders blamed western 

aid donors or hostile international economic environments, Avittey (1999) argues that 

internai factors contributed more to the crisis in Africa than external factors. 

lt certainly is the responsibility of Africans to clean up the political mess in those countries 

where it exists. The African business renaissance is calling upon Africans to control their 

destiny since political uncertainty discourages business investment and trade. 

This study aims to draw the positive from African political experiences and contribute 

towards a robust transformational model that exploits the rich African cultural heritage. 

2.1.2 Economie Structure 

Emerging economies offer a major growth opportunity in the evolving world economic 

order. Arnold & Quelch (1998) indicate that the potential of emerging economies has 

already affected a shift in multinational corporations, which now customarily highlight 

emerging market investments in their communications with shareholders. The two 

researchers point out that the proportions of global foreign direct investment inflows to 

developing countries increased from 18% in 1992 to 33% in 1996, when it exceeded $100 

billion. 

The implication is that corporate executives need to rethink their marketing policies in 

order to reflect the distinctively different environments of the emerging nations. 

Of importance is an appreciation of the economic challenges in the emerging markets of 

Africa, particularly Southern Africa. 

Bythe beginning of the 1980's,Africa was moving from one crisis to another.African leaders 
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attending a United Nations special session on Africa in May 1986 admitted this. These 

leaders observed that consolidation of power was wrong and that misguided policies and 

economic mismanagement had played a significant raie in precipitating Africa's economic 

crisis (Avittey, 1999). 

The African leaders at this meeting agreed to restructure their economies away from 

statism. By 1990, more than half of the concerned African nations had signed a structural 

adjustment agreement with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

Such an agreement provided loans to a developing country to revamp its economy and 

reorient it to greater reliance on markets and private sector participation. 

The programmes entailed selling unprofitable state enterprises, revamping the public 

sector to make it more efficient, reducing budget deficits, removing price contrais, 

devaluing exchange rates, and generally dismantling the machinery of state intervention. 

Avittey (1999) reports that the experience with economic restructuring in Africa has been 

generally disappointing. Avittey cites two conceptual flaws to the structural adjustment 

programmes conceived and administered by the World Bank: 

(a) The supply of funds on a large scale to governments in Africa only strengthens 

the role of the state in the economy and undermines the trend towards a 

market economy and a vigorous private sector; 

(b) In most cases in Africa, structural adjustment amounts to reorganising a 

bankrupt company and placing it, together with the massive infusion of new 

capital, in the hands of the same incompetent management that ruined it in 

the first place. 
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Avittey, therefore, suggests that several other requirements need to be satisfied for 

structural adjustment to succeed in Africa. These include installing competent leadership, 

improving the development environment, improving the policy environment, achieving 

political reform, establishing fiscal austerity, and introducing freedom of expression and 

consensus. 

Discussing economic prosperity and liberation in Africa, Mbigi (2000) highlights that 

there are three developmental phases: civil liberation, political liberation, and economic 

liberation. Mbigi argues that the whole of the African struggle is in the third phase - the 

economic struggle- and no African country has won its economic struggle against poverty. 

From this premise, ail African countries are emerging economies, with varying levels of 

poverty. 

The Zimbabwean case is a typical illustration of the interconnectedness between political 

and economic liberation. 

Economie analysts in Zimbabwe are generally agreed that the current economic situation 

in the country is the worst in decades. lt would appear the main driver is the politics 

of the land. The socio-political concerns centre on the government's land redistribution 

programme. 

Presenting an economic overview of Zimbabwe, Ncube (2001) points out that the country 

experienced a negative Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth for 1999 and 2000. 

The highlights of the Zimbabwean economic scenario paint a picture that instructs 

companies tothinkofways to survive in hostile economicenvironments.Most Zimbabwean 

companies have responded by continuously reducing costs, disposing of what they cal! 

non-core operations and introducing highly competitive products. 
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This study seeks to corne up with a transformational theory/model that may be used by 

companies to expand in emerging economies. Of greater interest is uncovering a theory/ 

mode! to be used in those emerging economies that may be considered submerging like 

Zimbabwe. 

2.1.3 National Culture 

Literature on African culture is quite revealing. 

The common thread in an African's way of life is Ubuntu in Zulu - collective personhood 

and collective morality (Mbigi & Maree 1995, Lessem 1996, Mbigi 1997, & Mbigi 2000).The 

Tswana call this collective unity botho, the Shona unhu, Afrikaans broederbond, English 

brotherhood, Xhosa ubuntu, Tsonga bunhu and Venda vhuthu. 

Archbishop Desmond Tutu is renowned for having given the most definitive perspective of 

Ubuntu in 1994. Mbigi (2000:7) quotes Tutu saying: 

Africans have a thing called Ubuntu; it is about the essence of being human, it is part of the gift 
Africa is going to give to the world. lt embraces hospitality, caring about others, being willing to go 
that extra mile one for another. We believe that a persan is a persan through other persans; that 
my humanity is caught up, bound up inextricably in yours. When 1 dehumanize you, 1 dehumanize 
myself. The solitary human being is a contradiction in terms, and therefore you seek work for the 
common good because your humanity cornes into its own in community, in belonging. 
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Exhibit 2.1: The Hierarchy of African Spirits 

Source: Mbigi 1997:49 

God 

Rainmaker 
Spirit 

Hunter Spirit 

Wandering Spirit 

Divination Spirit 

Clan Spirit 

War Spirit 

Avenging Spirit 

Witch spirit 

Mbigi has taken Tutu's challenge and corne up with a synthesis of African culture through 

a hierarchy of spirits (Exhibit 2.1 ). 

The synthesis highlights that dominant African national cultures are governed by the 

creation of a space for the respect, recognition, validation, celebration and affirmation 

of creative spirits. These creative spirits may be considered as archetypes with generic 

values and orientations that, when awakened, become the basis for both persona! and 

organisational transformation. 

From oral tradition, the spirit is the total being which includes the depth of the soul. 

A brief description of these archetypes by Mbigi is given below. 

The witch spirit, lowest in the hierarchy, is a negative spirit meant to promote evil and cause 
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Comparatively, the avenging spirit is one that has been wronged and as a result is filled with 

bitterness.The competitive spirit with killer instinct towards its opponents is encapsulated 

in the third spirit in the hierarchy, the war spirit. 

The clan spirit, the fourth, is a spirit of a deceased relative that is good at improvisation or 

innovation to ensure the survival of one's group or clan. 

Above the clan spirit cornes the divination spirit that characterises the work of soothsayers, 

particularly in helping traumatised groups and societies positively to contribute to 

society. 

The wandering spirit, endowed with the creativity and innovation, is part of a crowd yet 

remains distant from it. This spirit is often persecuted and marginalized. 

Next in line is the hunter spirit that exhibits entrepreneurial characteristics. lt is known for 

restlessness and courage to search for opportunities. 

The highest spirit is the rainmaker spirit chosen by God as an earthly representative. 

Rainmakers are divine human beings, but not gods in themselves. ln prayer, for example, 

the practice is to pray with and through others. ln this regard, to reach the God of the skies 

and ail living things, prayer is through eiders and ancestors. Approaching God directly is 

discouraged.The essence ofthis is the notion of interdependence. 

Afrocentric culture centred around the hierarchy of African spirits is an expression of a 

number of Ubuntu principles. lt is a culture that is inclusive of all the spirits, accepting that 

each contributes to consultation and consensus building in its own unique way. Each spirit 

has a legitimate place requiring people to treat it with dignity, compassion and care for 

collective solidarity to be realised. 
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2.1.4 Technological Structure 

Toffler (1970:34) points out "technological innovation consists of three stages, linked 

together into a reinforcing cycle. First, there is the creative, feasible idea.Second, its practical 

application. Third, its diffusion through society. There is growing evidence that the time 

between each cycle is shortening':This has an impact on the rate of transfer of technology 

from the developed to the emerging economies. 

As information technology has been closely linked to transformation, the discussion below 

foc uses on this area of tech nology. 

Tehranian (1988) identifies four perspectives on information technologies, which are 

relevant to the adoption of technology in emerging economies: the technophilic, the 

technophobic, the technoneutralist, and the technostructuralist. 

Tehranian says the technophiles are optimists who believe that the present technological 

revolution in information storage, processing and retrieval has already inaug urated a 'post 

industrial, information society' with higher productivity and plenty at world centres that 

will eventually trickle to the peripheries. 

This perspective underlines the idea that technologies are born in developed economies 

and transferred at will to the emerging economies. 

By contrast, Tehranian argues technophobes are rather pessimistic about such promises of 

widespread productivity and plenty. They point to the threats that increasing robotisation 

and computer assisted design and manufacturing hold for rising structural unemployment 

and socio-economic dualism. They also point to the perils that the new data bases pose for 

political surveillance and individual privacy, to the dangers that homogenisation of culture 
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by media monopolies present for cultural autonomy and diversity. 

This is the general view held by disadvantaged groups in emerging economies. 

According to Tehranian, technoneutrals typically tend to be consultants, who have little 

theoretical pretension and considerable interest at stake not to alienate their clients. They 

often assume a neutral position regarding the effects oftechnology. 

For Tehranian, technostructuralists argue that technologies are by themselves neither 

good nor bad nor neutral. This implies that to understand the impact of information 

technology,an analysis has to be made of the social structures through which they produce 

their employment generating or reducing, political centralising or decentralising, cultural 

homogenising or pluralizing effects. 

ln this regard, technology is not merely a question oftools- hardware,skills and knowledge 

- software, but also an associated structure. 

Literature on technology also reveals there are at least six features of the new information 

technologies: increasing interactivity, universality, channel capacity, content variety, low 

noise and high speed. 

lnteractivity is becoming more possible by the convergence of telecommunication and 

computer technologies. For example, by combining cable television with computers and 

telephone lines, it provides a fully interactive system for teleshopping, telebanking and 

teleconferencing.Because of the generally poor infrastructure in emerging economies new 

interactive technologies are only beginning to lay the groundwork for more horizontal 

modes of communication. 
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Universality has for long been recognised as a feature of mass communication in developed 

countries.While high rates of illiteracy in emerging economies have limited the print media 

from becoming universal, radio, and increasingly television, have begun to gain status. 

Universality is still a distant dream in emerging economies. 

Channel capacity is slowly increasing in emerging economies through the introduction 

of broadband cab le, satellites, fibre optics, laser technology and more efficient use of the 

electromagnetic spectrum and the geostationary orbit. 

Content variety is a promise less fulfilled in emerging economies. Despite some increase in 

channel capacity, the media diet, for example, is still limited.African nations, like Zimbabwe, 

are crying for local content. 

Low noise, which de pends less on institutional arrangements, is a technological achievement 

gaining currency, but only to the privileged due to high costs. 

High speed is also less affected by institutional arrangements. The transition from copper 

cable to fibre optics is slowly gathering momentum. 

From the discussion above, if the world is viewed as a series of concentric circles, the most 

technologically and economically advanced countries stand at the centre, followed by 

the newly industrialised countries at the semi-peripheries and the least developed at the 

extreme peripheries. 

A critical challenge is how to inventa development strategy for emerging economies that 

bypasses the economic exploitations that have been experienced so far. For the developed 

economies, the challenge is how to share their scientific and technological know-how with 

the emerging economies. 
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Transformation agents have much to learn from the fact that information sharing has a 

synergy effect. Information feeds on information, and thus grows at an accelerating rate. 

Technologies are, therefore, enablers of transformation efforts. 

2.1.5 Generalised descriptions of emerging and developed economies 

From the intensive literature search and discussion with selected members in government, 

civil society and business, a number of characteristics featured as general descriptors of 

emerging and developed economies. These descriptors have been synthesised under four 

variables: political, economic, socio-cultural and technological in Figure 2.1. 

On the basis ofthese descriptions, the respondents concurred thatthe general descriptions 

of emerging economies applied to Zimbabwe in the period 1980 to 2000. 
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Figure 2.1 : 

Vaiii6 

Political 

Economie 

Socio-cultural 

Technological 

A Summary of Key Characteristics of Emerging Economies and 
Developed Economies 

Emerging Economies Dewloped Economies 

A combination of democratic & 
authoritarian regimes 
High incidences of internai contlict 
Weak legislature and judiciary, often 
muzzled by the executive 
Low to no voting powers in global 
institutions such as IMF, World Bank 
& the United Nations Security 
Council 

Low economic growth trends 
cou pied with negative trends 
High domestic & external debts, 
mainly above 10% of GDP 
Heavy reliance on primary industry 
& a few sectors of the economy 
Low savings from investments 
High imports resulting in dumping 
& stifling infant industry 
Excessive government intervention in 
the market 

High birth rates relative to 
economic growth & food production 
Low life expectancy worsened by 
HIV/AIDS 
Low income - high levels of poverty 
High illiteracy levels & child mortality 
High unemployment 

Poorly developed infrastructure, 
particularly roads & communication 
systems 
Low investments in R&D and scientific • 
& technological fields 
Poorly developed transport systems 
Poor water supply & sanitation systems 
High gender inequality in higher 
education & technological spheres 
High military expenditure 
High labour intensive technologies. 

Democratic regimes 
High social inclusion, induding civic 
society 
Strong legislature and judiciary, 
with some independence from the 
executive 
High voting powers in global 
institutions such as IMF, World Bank 
& the United Nations Security 
Council 

High & constant economic growth 
trends 
Little or no domestic & external 
debts 
Diversified industry & high export of 
finished products 
High savings and high private & 
public investments 
Heavy subsidy of local industry 
resulting in dumping in emerging 
economies, stifling those economies 
Moderate government intervention 
in the market. 

Low birth rates relative to economic 
&food production 
High life expectancy 
Highincome 
High literacy levels & low mortality 
Low unemployment 

Weil developed & maintained 
infrastructure, particularly roads & 
communication systems 
High investments in R&D and 
scientific & technological fields 
Highly developed transport systems 
Good water supply & sanitation 
systems 
High gender equality in higher 
education & technological spheres 
Relatively low military expenditure 
High industrialisation 

Sources: Va rio us informants & lite rature evidence. 24 
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2.2 A Survey of Change Theories 

Aldrich's definition of 'organisations' has been adopted for this study. Aldrich (1999:2) 

conceives organisations as "goal-directed, boundary-maintaining, and socially constructed 

systems of human activity': ln this definition, 'goal-directed' reflects that organisations 

are purposive systems, 'boundary-maintaining' refers to enforcement of membership 

distinctions, and 'socially constructed systems of human activity' has to do with bounded 

sets of interdependent role behaviours. 

This choice of definition is consonant with the intention of the study. The intention 

is to analyse what obtains in business organisations. Such organisations are, basically, 

goal-oriented organisations as distinguished from other social units, such as families or 

friendship circles. 

Research on how organisations change emphasizes a search fqr answers to two broad 

questions: 

(a) Through what process do organisations emerge? 

(b) Ta king the existence of organisations as given, how do the organisations transform? 

A brief discussion on the emergence of organisations is going to be followed by a more 

detailed analysis on how existing organisations transform. This approach is used since 

the focus of the study is on existing organisations. Additionally, the approach provides an 

opportunity to link organisational transformation to founding conditions and the growth 

of organisational knowledge. 
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2.2.1 How organisations emerge 

Empirical evidence from studies quoted in Aldrich 1999 (e.g. Baum 1996, Fichman & 

Levinthal 1991, Levinthal 1991, Duncan & Handler 1994, and Spilling 1996) indicates that 

most organisations start small and most change little, if at all,overtheir lifetimes.Such start

ups are a result of entrepreneurial pursuit of organisational knowledge and mobilization of 

resources around an activity system. 

Reynolds, in Aldrich 1999, positions the emergence of organisations (from conception to 

established new firm) as beginning with someone thinking about starting a new business, 

alone or with others, and therefore, engaging in activities to further the objective. Sorne of 

the activities include looking for facilities/equipment, initiating savings to invest, investing 

own money in the new firm, organizing start-up team, writing business plan, or initiating 

other start-up behaviours. 

Presenting that the founding process is not linear but complex and chaotic, Reynolds, in 

Aldrich 1999, argues that the outcomes of the process are highly uncertain. Reynolds also 

suggests that this is because the intentions of the entrepreneurs are misguided, or they 

cannot mobilize needed resources or, in other cases, many cannot achieve the level of 

contrai necessary to gain mastery over organisational boundaries. 

Aldrich (1999) concludes that for th ose organizing attempts that succeed, the entrepreneurs 

will have discovered how to maintain organisation boundaries and will have learnt how 

to reproduce their portion of organisational knowledge. Aldrich also classifies start-up 

organisations as either reproducer or innovator organisations. 

Linder reproducer organisations falls those organisations started from an established 

population whose routines and competencies vary only minimally, if at all, from those 
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of existing organisations. On the other hand, innovator organisations are started by 

entrepreneurs whose routines and competencies vary significantly from those of existing 

organisations (Aldrich, 1999). 

The activities of entrepreneurs that relate to founding of organisations are definitely a 

pointer in the direction of how creative moves by organisation members may generate 

unforeseen consequences. This study investigates how these creative moves impact 

organisational transformations. 

ln addition, of significan·ce is the point Aldrich (1999) raises in connection with how 

social networks affect organisational emergence by structuring the context within which 

entrepreneurs must act. Aldrich suggests that disadvantaged network circumstances 

limit entrepreneurial possibilities for many people. For example, those entrepreneurs 

occupying advantageous social locations have access to emerging opportunities and 

critical resources, whereas those in impoverished locations must rely much more on their 

persona! networking abilities. 

Although these remarks refer to emerging organisations, there may be inferences to 

established organisations that may be tested. For example, in connection with the 

challenges of organisational transformation in emerging economies, it will be interesting 

to find out whether social networks are disadvantaged by virtue of their location. If so, what 

limitations are imposed on the ability to deal with the challenges? 

2.2.2 How organisations change 

Transformation refers to 'periodic, discontinuous, metamorphic, or frame-braking changes 

in organisations to overcome inertia or stagnation and to enable better alignment with the 

environ ment' (Ferreira, 1997). Ferreira's definition implies that to qualify as transformations, 
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changes have to include a qualitative break with routines and a shift to new kinds of 

competencies that challenge existing organisational knowledge. 

Linking back to the definition of organisations by Aldrich (1999) adopted above, the 

'periodic, discontinuous, metamorphic, or frame-breaking changes' may be considered 

as occurring in three dimensions. These are: changes in goals (in the domain claimed 

or in breadth of products and services), boundaries (expansion or contraction involving 

members or other organisations) and activities (administrative or human resource systems, 

or major technological innovations). 

Two models have been chosen to highlight key features on empirical evidence on how 

organisations grow. The first is Aldrich's (1999) variation-selection-retention model and 

the second is Greiner's (1998) evolution-revolution model. A critical analysis of these two 

approaches,among others,demonstrates that researchers no longer frame transformations 

as either-or issues but are considering the conditions under which change occurs from a 

both-and paradigm. 

ln this regard, Aldrich's work gives fresh dimensions on what Greiner takes as the 

evolutionary phase of transformation, as will be summarized below. 

The survey of change theories also includes an overview of change implementation 

strategies. 

2.2.2.1 Aldrich's contribution 

Aldrich (1999) argues that many empirical studies like McKelvey & Baum 1999, Weick 1969, 

McKelvey 1982, March 1981,and Campbell 1994 have contributed towards the evolutionary 

perspective. Aldrich (1999:21) singles out Campbell as the greatest influencer of his own 
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thinking since Campbell was the first ta note that"evolution results from the operation of 

four generic processes: variation, selection, retention and diffusion, and the struggle over 

scarce resources~ 

Exhibit 2.2: Evolutionary Processes 

Evolutlonary 
Process 

Variation 

Selection 

Retenti on 

Struggle 

Definltlon 

Change from current routines and 
competencies;change in organisation forms 

lntentlonal: occurs when people actively • 
attemptto generate alternatives and seek 
solutions to problems. 

Blind: occurs independently of 
environments or selection pressures. 

Differential elimination of certain types of 
variations 

Externat selection: Forces external to • 
an organisation that affect its routines 
and competencies. 

Internai selection: Forces internai to an • 
organisation that affect its routines and 
competencies. 

Selected variations are preserved, duplicated, • 
or otherwise reproduced. 

Contest to obtain scarce resources because • 
their supply is limited 

Source:Aldrich 1999:22 

Example 

Within organisations: problemistic 
search. 
Between organisations:founding of 
new organisation by outsiders to 
industry. 
Mistakes, misunderstandings, surprises, 
and idle curiosity. 

Market forces, competitive pressures, 
and conformity to institutionalised 
norms. 

Pressures toward stability and 
homogeneity, and the persistence of 
past selection criteria that are no 
longer relevant in a new environment. 

Within organisations: specialization 
and standardization of roles that li mit 
discretion. 
Between organisations: 
institutionalisation of practices in 
cultural beliefs and values. 

Struggle over capital or legitimacy 
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These processes are presented in Exhibit 2.2, together with definitions and examples. 

Of significance is the point that variation is presented as either intentional or blind and 

selection as either external or internai. 

lt has to be noted that, as organisations change, variation, selection, retention and struggle 

occur simultaneously rather than sequentially. This is consistent with the observation 

attributed to Reynolds ab ove where the founding of organisations is considered as complex 

and chaotic. 

Aldrich (1999) argues that this evolutionary perspective is a substantive development from 

Darwin's variation-selection-retention mode 1. Aldrich justifies this position by painting out 

that lucid explanations of evolutionary thinking have been provided by researchers like 

Boyd & Richerson 1985, Dawkins 1986, Depew & Weber 1995, and Dennett 1996. 

Aldrich (1999:42) goes further to compare the evolutionary approach to other approaches 

and concludes, "the evolutionary approach is an overarching framework within which 

the value of other approaches can be recognized and appreciated': Population ecology, 

institutional theory, the interpretive approach, organisational learning theory, resource 

dependence, and transaction cost economics are the six approaches that Aldrich chooses 

to reveal how the chosen perspectives deal with issues ofvariation,selection, retention and 

transformation. 
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Exhibit 2.3: Six Perspectives on Organisations: Relation to evolutionary theory 

Perspective 

Ecological 

lnstitutional 

lnterpretive 

Organisational 
Learning 

Resource 
dependence 

Transaction cost • 
economics 

variation, selection, and retendon 

Variation introduced via new 
organisations. 
Selection results from fit between 
organisat ions and environment. 
Retention through external pressures and 
inertia. 

Variation introduced from external origins, 
such as imitation. 
Selection via conformity. 
Retention through transmission of shared 
understandings. 

Variation introduced as people negotiate 
meaning through interaction. 
Selection via emergent understandings and 
compromise. 
Retention is problematic; depends on 
learning and sharing. 

Variation introduced via problemistic search , 
or information discontinuities. 
Selection results from fit to target aspiration 
level or existing organisational knowledge. 
Retention in programs, routines,and culture. 

Variation introduced as managers try to 
avoid dependence. 
Selection via asymmetric power relations. 
Retention a temporary result of coalitions 
and bargaining. 

Variation introduced via intendedly rational 
action. 
Selection involves actions to minimize 
transaction costs. 
Retention via transaction-specific 

investments. 

Source: Aldrich 1999:44 

Transformation 

Organisations are structurally inert and 
slow to change. 
Selection and transformations are 
fundamentally related. 

Organisations change when forced to 
doso. 
lnstitutionalization makes many kind 
of change unimaginable. 

Organisations are not very inert. 
Discontinuities are frequent. 

Organisations are open to change. 
Most change is incremental, rather 
than radical. 

Organisations are strongly subject to 
external control. 
But, managers are active agents in 
trying to control their environments. 

Organisations are open to change in 
response to market conditions. 
But, transaction-specific investments 
li mit adaptability. 
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Exhibit 2.3 summarizes the relation of the six perspectives to evolutionary theory and 

positions evolutionary theory as providing an integrated understanding - not necessarily 

an integrated theory - of how organisations change. 

Exhibit 2.4: Six Perspectives: Contributions to understanding organisational 
evolution 

Perspectlw Evolutlonar, lmpllcatlons 

Ecological 

lnstitutional 

lnterpretive 

Organisational • 
Learning 

Resource 
dependence 

Transaction cost • 
economics 

Emphasis on long-term volatility at population level:founding and disbandings. 
Focused on building empirical generalizations through cumulative research and hypothesis 
testing. 

Emphasis on the socially constructed nature of organisations and populations, 
Allows theorists to link events at multiple levels of analysis. 

Allows room for the play of chance and creativity, 
Treats people as active agents determining their own fate, 
Emphasizes direct observation of social life in the field. 

Builds explicit models of how environments affect organisations. 
Allows theorists to link multiple levels of analysis. 
lmplicitly based on a variation-selection-retention model. 

Emphasizes strategies used by organisations to change their own environments. 
Allows theorists to link multiple levels of analysis. 

Advocates the explicit statement of assumptions and propositions, 

Emphasizes examining the costs and benefits of alternative organisational arrangements. 

Source: Aldrich, 1999:73 

Aldrich (1999) also proceeds to summarize some of the key contributions the six chosen 

perspectives make to the understanding of organisation evolution (Exhibit 2.4). 

lt is evidentthat the evolutionary perspective is open to multiple approaches for explaining 

particular kinds of change. 
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Exhibit 2.5: Variation-Selection-Retention Mode 

Evolutlonary Evolutlonary Explanatlons 
Proass 

Variation The greater the frequency of variations, the greater the opportunities for transformation. 
Level of variation dampened by internai selection criteria favoring inertia, 
Level of variation increased by institutionalised experimentation, incentives to innovate, official 
tolerance of unfocused variation,and creative enactment of organisational practices, especially 
group-based action. 

Selection Changes in selection criteria open avenues for new practices. 
Internai selection criteria not linked to environmental fitness may be realigned, 
External discontinuities may trigger changes in selection pressures, such as changes in 
competitive conditions, government regulations, or technological breakthroughs. 

Retention Transformations are completed when knowledge required for reproducing the new form is embodied 
in a community of practice. Retention by: 

lndividuals and groups, 
Structures, policies, and programs, 

Networks. 

Source: Aldrich, 1999: 171 

The variation-selection-retent ion model (Exhibit 2.5) resulting from an appreciation of the 

evolutionary processes, highlighted in Exhibits 2.2 through 2.4 above,provides evolutionary 

expia nat ions of transformation at the organisation level. 

This study provides an opportunity to assess whether any of these approaches have 

informed the t ransformation of any of the chosen companies. 

Aldrich (1999:196) also highlights that uwhen transformations occur within the life of 

organisations,observers naturally look to that organisation's unique historyfor expia nation, 

examining its age, size, industry, and other dist inctive characteristics~ 

On the basis of this observation.a review of Greiner's contribution to organisational change 

is warranted. 
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2.2.2.2 Greiner's Contribution 

Greiner (1998:55-68) extensively analyses contributions from empirical studies of what 

haippens as organisations grow. A summary of his analysis is illustrated through three 

exhibits below. 

The exhibits are based on the conclusion that, as organisations grow, a series of 

developmental phases can be identified. Each phase starts with a period of evolution 

characterized by steady growth and stability. This period then ends with a revolutionary 

period characterized by substantial organisational turmoil necessitating further change. 

Greiner presents that empirical research on organisational development highlights five key 

dimensions: an organisation's size and age, its stages of evolution and revolution, and the 

growth rate of its industry. 
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Exhibit 2.6: How Organisations Grow 

Large 

Small 
Young 

Source: Greiner 1998:56 

Corl'l)iny in 
higb,1<)Wlh lndustry 

Company ln 
medun . f10Wlh 
induoiy 

Company in 

~ 
~ 1--- 1 evolution: llages ol growth 

EJ revolution: ltllges of crisis 

Age of Organisation Mature 

Exhibit 2.6 illustrates how the five elements above interact as the organisation develops. 

Greiner suggests that management principles and problems are rooted in time and the 

age of the organisation. Such passage of time contributes to the institutionalisation of 

managerial attitudes.As these attitudes become rigid and eventually outdated,employees' 

behaviour becomes more predictable and more difficult to change. 

With regards to organisation size, an increase in the number of employees and sales 

volume has a direct relationship with the organisation's resultant problems and solutions. 

For example, such increases create problems of coordination and communication that may 

warrant changes in the organisation's structure. 
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As organisations grow in terms of bath age and size, there is a period of prolonged 

growth, the evolutionary period, during which only modest adjustments appear. 

Aldrich's (1999) analysis (above) of the complexities underlying what Greiner presents as 

'modest adjustments' du ring the evolution of organisations is ample evidence that there is 

still much to learn about growth of organisations. 

Greiner continues to highlight that the evolutionary periods are punctuated by periods of 

substantial turbulence exhibiting a serious upheaval of management practices. A typical 

example of such turbulence is the turnover rate of Fortune 500 companies in the last five 

decades. 

The challenge for management during each revolutionary period is to create a new set of 

practices to catapult the organisation into the next phase of evolution. 

The fifth dimension,growth rate of industry, relates to the speed with which an organisation 

moves across its evolutionary and revolutionary phases in response to the dictates of 

the market environment. The graph indicates that companies in higher growth industries 

experience having to go through steeper growth curves. 

This study examines the experiences of four Zimbabwean companies to find out whether 

the five dimensions apply. 
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Exhibit 2.7:The Five Phases of Growth 

Large 

C: 
0 
~ ca 
en 
·2 
ca 
e> 
0 

ô 
~ 

Cl) 

Phase 1 2 3 

control 

4 5 

"?" . 

1--1 evolution: stages of growth 
B revolution: stages of crisis 

Small- ---~ ---~ ----~ ------------' 
Young Age of Organisation Mature 

Source: Greiner 1998:58 

Greiner's analysis proceeds to examine five specific phases of evolution and revolution as 

illustrated in Exhibit 2.7. 

The exhibit shows that management adopt a dominant style during each evolutionary 

period in order to achieve growth. Similarly, management have to resolve a specific 

dominant problem related to each revolutionary period in order for the next evolutionary 

period to set in. 

Exhibit 2.7 links back to Exhibit 2.6 in that management in companies in faster-growing 

industries tend to experience the phases more rapidly as compared to those in slower

growing industries. 
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Also critical ta note is that each phase is not only a result of the previous phase but also 

the cause for the next. For example, Phase 2 is a result of the establishment of directive 

techniques ta channel the energy of employees for sustained growth.This is an outcome of 

the leadership crisis that terminates individualistic management style dominant in Phase 

1. At the same time, such directive style results in the autonomy crisis heralding the need 

ta move into Phase 3. 

Exhibit 2.8: Organisational Practices in the Five Phases of Growth 

CATEGORY PHASE1 PHASE2 PHASE3 PHASE4 PHASE5 

Management Makeandsell Elliciency of Expansion of Consolidation of Problem soMng 
Focus operations markets organizatlon and Innovation 

Olganizstional Informai Centralized and Oeœntrarll.lld Une staff and 
Matrix of teams Structure functional and product groups 

geographical 

Top -Management lndlvidualistic 
Directive Delegative Walchdog 

Style and Participative 
entrapreneurial 

Callrol System Market results Standards and Reports and Plans and Mutual goal 
c:ost centres profit centres lnvestment centres setting 

Management Ownershlp Salaryand lndlvidual Profit sharing Team bonus 
Reward Emphasis merit increases bonus and stock options 

Source:Greiner 1998:66 

The rest of the organisational practices in the five phases are summarized in 

Exhibit 2.8. 
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Greiner (1998:65) admits that 'A sixth phase may be evolving in which growth depends 

on the design of extra-organisational solutions, such as creating a holding company or a 

network organisation composed of alliances and cross-ownership.' 

This study investigates whether, in fact, any of the selected companies has experienced 

these phases and alsoseekstofind outifatall anyofthecompanies isseeking opportunities 

to go beyond Phase 5. 

2.2.2.3 Change theory implementation strategies 

Beer & Nohria (2000:133-141) indicate that their study of corporate change over more 

than four decades suggests there are two archetypes, or theories, of why and how change 

should be made. 

The proposition that shareholder value is the only legitimate measure of corporate success 

has resulted in the adoption ofîheory E. Such an adoption usually involves heavy use of 

economic incentives, drastic layoffs, downsizing, and restructuring. 

On the other hand, when the organisation's ability to learn from its experiences is ta ken as a 

legitimate yardstick of corporate success, Theory Ois adopted.Theory O change strategies 

aim to build corporate culture with special focus on employee behaviours, attitudes, and 

commitment. 
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Exhibit 2.9: A Comparison ofTheories of Change 

Cblmenslona Theory E TheoryO Theory E and O Comblned 

Goals Maximize Oevelop Explicitly embrace the paradox 
shareholder value organizational between economic value and 

capabilities organizational capability 

Leadership Manage change Encourage Set direction from the top and 
from the top clown participation from engage the people below 

the bottom up 

Focus Emphasize structure Build up corporate Focus simultaneously on the 
and systems culture: employees' hard (structul8S and systems) 

behaviour and and the soft (corporate culture) 
attitudes 

Process Plan and establish Experiment and Plan for spontaneity 
programs evolve 

Reward System Motivate through Motivate through Use inœntives to reinforœ 
financial inœntives commitment - use change but not to drive it 

payas fair exchange 

Use of Consultants analyze Consultants support 
Consultants are expert 18SOurces problems and shape management in 

Consultants 
solutions shaping their own who empower employees 

solutions 

Source: Beer & Nohria 2000:137 

Exhibit 2.9 compares and contrasts these theories a long key dimensions of goals, leadership, 

focus, process, reward system, and use of consultants. 

The exhibit also reflects how the two may be combined. 

Beer & Nohria suggest the combination after investigating the impact of adopting almost 

pure forms of each archetype in the paper industry. The two researchers report that 

Scott Paper's CEO trebled shareholder returns in 1994 but failed ta build the capabilities 

needed for sustained competitive advantage through the adoption ofTheory E. Employee 

commitment, coordination, communication and creativity were low. The result was that 

Scott Paper had ta be sold ta its competitor Kimberly-Clark in 1995. 
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ByembracingTheoryO,Champion International CEO improved the loyaltyand commitment 

between the company and its employees. The result was that, although the company 

became one of the leaders in the industry on most performance measures in 1997, 

Champion shareholders had not seen a significant increase in the economic value of the 

companyfor over a decade.Consequently,Champion was acquired by Finland-based UPM

Kymmene for a mere 1.5 times its original share value. 

Drawing from the two cases, as examples, Beer & Nohria (2000) suggest that radical 

change in business should combine, in a relevant manner, the 'hard' and 'soft' instead of 

approaching radical changes as an either-or proposition. 

The other organisational cases considered below also illustrate how the two archetypes 

may be combined. The General Electric case illustrates the sequential combination of 

Theory E and Theory O whereas the Mount Carmel case illustrates a concurrent 

combination. 

Further,given the theory on how organisations emerge and grow, it is necessary to consider 

a selection oftransformational models that organisations have attempted to apply and link 

back to the two theories. Such an analysis provides a lens through which to critically view 

the initiatives the companies have experienced. 

2.3 A Survey of Transformation Models 

For the purposes of this study, six transformational models have been selected. These are 

hereunder referred to as:The Kurt Lewin Madel of Change, The Tichy & Sherman Madel of 

Change, The Kotter Madel of Change, The Spector Madel of Change, The Secretan Values

Centred Madel of Change, and the Mbigi Ubuntu Transformation Madel. Such reference is 

meant to recognize and acknowledge the developers of the models. 
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The survey of transformational models also includes an overview of transformational 

techniques and organisational cases. 

2.3.1 The Kurt Lewin-based Models 

From the selected models, the Kurt Lewin model is the earliest. lt appears this model has 

been the basis on which The Tichy & Sherman, the Kotter and the Spector models have 

been constructed. 

Exhibit 2.10: The Kurt Lewin Model of Change 

Current State 

• Existing roles and 
structures. 

• Comfortable, familiar, 
and secure. 

• Controllable, certain, 
and proven. 

• Creating a felt need 
.for change. 

• Managing resistanœ 
tochange. 

Unfreezing 

Transltional State 

• Letting go of old work. 
• Taking on new work. 
• Changing tasks, 

routines, demands 
and relationships. 

• Coping with the loss. 

• Changing people; 
and groups; tasks; 
structure; technology. 

Moving 

Source: Cook, Hunsaker & Coffey 1997:542 

New State 

• New roles and 
structures. 

• New work and routines. 
• Unfamiliar and risky. 

• Reinforcing outcomes. 
• Evaluating results. 
• Making constructive 
modifications. 

Refreezing 

The Kurt Lewin Madel of Change, illustrated in Exhibit 2.10, has three phases: Unfreezing, 

Moving and Refreezing. 

Unfreezing involves raising awareness of the inadequacy of the current conditions and 

reducing resistance to desired change. Resistance to change may be minimized through 

altering existing attitudes and behaviours. 
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Moving involves making the change by letting go of old ways of doing things and 

adopting new behaviours. 

The third phase of this mode!, Refreezing, involves reinforcing the changes made in order 

to stabilize the new behaviours.The intention of this phase is to cause desired attitudes and 

behaviours to be a natural and self-reinforcing pattern. 

Exhibit 2.11: Tichy & Sherman's Model of Change 

Organlzatlonal Dynamlcs 

NNd for Transfonnatlon 
• Felt need fur change 
• Resistance to change 
• Avoiding a quick fix 

1 
Organizational Dynamics 

A Motlvatlng Vision 
• Creste a vision 
• Mobilize commitment 

1 

Act 1: AWAKENING 

Act Il: ENVISIONING 

lndividual Dynamlcs 

Endlngs 
• Disengage from past 
• Disidentify with past 
• Deal with disenchantment 

1 
Individuel Dynamlcs 

Transitions 
• Death and rebirth process 
• Perspective on bath endings 
and new beginnings 

1 
Act Ill: REARCHITECTURING 

1 1 
Organlzatlonal Dynamlcs lndividual Dynamlcs 

Social Architecture New Beginnings 
• Creative destruction • lnner realignment 
• Reweaving 1he social fabric • New scripts 
• Motivating people • Newenergy 

Source:Tichy & Sherman 1993:305 

Comparatively, the Tichy & Sherman mode!, illustrated in Exhibit 2.11, also has three 

phases. What is interesting is that Tichy & Sherman have chosen to construct the mode! 

using a drama metaphor. Organisational transformation, in this model, is exemplified as a 

drama where ideas, dialogue and actions flow among the cast in three acts: awakening, 

envisioning and rearchitecturing. 
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Of importance is that the mode! portrays the drama playing out at organisational and 

individual levels. For example, while the organisation is awakening to new challenges in 

Act I, the individual is grappling with loss in the same Act. 

This Act 1 (Awakening) in the Tichy & Sherman mode! closely matches Kurt Lewin's first 

phase (Unfreezing). Bath activities require employees to untangle their old loyalties and 

relationships with that which has to end. 

Act Il (Envisioning) is similar to Kurt Lewin's 'Moving' as bath relate to some defined 

transition stage. During this stage, employees must be given time to gain perspective on 

bath the endings of one era (at bath organisational and individual levels) and the new 

beginnings of another era. 

On completing the transition stage, employees need to be prepared for the frustration 

that accompanies failure as they replace old mastered routines with new ones. Again, 

therein lies the similarity between Tichy & Sherman's 'Rearchitecturing' and Kurt Lewin's 

'Refreezing'. 
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Exhibit 2.12: The Kotter Model of Change 

1. ESTABILISHING A SENSE OF URGENCY 
Examining the market and competitive realities; 
ldentifying and discussing crises, potential crises, or major opportunities. 

2. CREATING THE GUIDING COALITION 
Putting together a group with enough power to lead the change; 
Getting the group to work together like a team. 

3. DEVELOPING A VISION AND STRATEGY 
Creating a vision to help direct the change effort; 
Developing strategies for achieving that vision. 

4. COMMUNICATING THE CHANGE VISION 
Using every vehicle possible to constantly communicate the new vision and 
strategies; 
Having the guiding coalition role model the behaviour expected of employees. 

5. EMPOWERING BROAD-BASED ACTION 
Getting rid ofobstacles; 
Changing systems or structures that undermine the change vision; 
Encouraging risk and non-traditional ideas, activities, and actions. 

6.GENERATING SHORT-TERM WlNS 
Planning for visible improvements in performance, or 'wins'; 
Creating those wins; 
Visibly recognizing and rewarding people who made the wins possible. 

7.CONSOLIDATING GAINS AND PRODUCING MORE CHANGE 
Using increased credibility to change ail systems, structures, and policies that 
don't fit together and that don't fit the organisation vision; 
Hiring, promoting, and developing people who can implement the change 
vision; 
Reinvigorating the process with new projects, themes, and change agents. 

8. ANCHORING NEW APPROACHES IN THE NEW CULTURE 
Creating better performance through customer- and productivity-oriented 
behaviour, more and better leadership, and more effective management; 
Articulating the connections between new behaviours and organisational 
success; 
Developing means to ensure leadership development and succession. 

Source: Kotter 1996:21 
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Comparing and contrasting the Kotter Mode!, illustrated in Exhibit 2.12, with either the Kurt 

Lewin or Tichy & Sherman models, reveals that the eight stages in Kotter's mode! may be 

clustered into three broad categories. 

Clearly, what Kotter calls 'Establishing a Sense of Urgency' aligns with either'Unfreezing' or 

'Awakening' since it deals with creating a need for change. 

Essentially, 'Creating the Guiding Coalition: 'Developing a Vision and Strategy; 

'Communicating the Change Vision; and ' Empowering Broad-based Action' express 

mobilization to emotionally commit to a desired future. Thus, Kotter's stages 2 through 5, 

may be collapsed into either 'Moving' or 'Envisioning'. 

To ail intents and purposes, Kotter's stage 6 (Generating Short-term Wins) is the beginning 

of redirecting the emotional energy at both organisational and individual levels to anchor 

new approaches.Therefore, this stage may be ta ken as the initial stage of either'Refreezing' 

or 'Rearchitecturing'. From this premise, Kotter's stages 6 through 8 may be considered as a 

reflection of either Kurt Lewin's third phase orTichy & Sherman's Act Ill. 
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Exhibit 2.13: The Spector Model of Transformation 

Phase2 Phase 1 

Shlftlng market 
place demanda 

Leadership comblnlng an .. Shared dlagnosls of 
actlonable vision wlth top management team 
demandlng customer • 
focused perfonnance 

expectations 

Phase 6 Phase 5 

Systems and structural Orchestration and diffusion 
raallgnment to maet .,. of laamlng that movas ...........iil 
needs of customer • innovation across ~ 
sarvlng unitl and organlzatlonal boundarlas 

procassas 

Source: Spector 1995:382-389 

' Phase4 

Experlmentatlon and 
varlety ganeratlon 
across custorner
focused processas 

Spector (1995:382-389) developed a model of change, illustrated in Exhibit 2.13 and 

referred toit as 'A Sequential Model for Corporate Revitilization'.The model is designed on 

the basis of three organisational concepts: customer alignment, sequencing and learning. 

Customer alignment involves looking at all transformation efforts as starting from an 

understanding of how customers define the value of the services and/or products offered 

by an organisation. From this perspective, whatever else follows is only an alignment of 

internai processes with external cont ingencies. 

Spector argues that there is need to understand the sequencing of events du ring and after 

any transformation effort. This understanding is followed by the third organizing concept, 

learning. Such learning involves sequencing interventions that maximize the ability of the 

organisation to learn from its customers and the marketplace, and from itself. 
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An analysis of each of the phases of the model reveals that even this model has its roots in 

the Kurt Lewin model. 

Essentially, Spector's Phase 1 (Shifting Marketplace Demands) is comparable to 'Unfreezing'. 

Shifting marketplace demands is all about market-driven dissatisfaction with the status 

quo that can lead to transformation. Spector highlights that there is need to deal with an 

important blocker called defensiveness. The defensiveness is rooted in an organisation's 

managers becoming used to certain ways of doing things. Defensiveness, then, reflects a 

way of resisting change that characterizes what has to be dealt with in 'Unfreezing'. 

Phase 2 relates to the translation of competitive pressures from the environment into an 

explicit demand for fundamental internai realignment. Such internai realignment enables 

innovation and experimentation that is focused on enhancing value from the perspective 

of the customer. 

For ail intents and purposes, Phase 2 through 5 constitute Kert Lewin's 'Moving'. Phase 2 

marks the beginning of 'Moving' since it is the energy prompted by the vision that triggers 

the start of the transition stage. The shared commitment and responsibility implicit in 

Phase 3 confirms that this stage is still part of 'Moving.' 'Moving' also extends into Spector's 

Phases 4 and 5 which involve the extension of innovation and learning to all levels of the 

organisation and subsequent diffusion of such innovation and learning. 

The learning that evolves across Spector's'first five phases gets anchored du ring 

Phase 6. ln the Spector model Phase 6, formai information and measurement systems, in 

particular, serve to reinforce new patterns of behaviour and interaction and so provide a 

more permanent foundation for the transforming organisation. Phase 6 is, therefore, similar 

to what Kurt Lewin presents as 'Refreezing'. 
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The above discussion highlights that in the field of transformational models, there are a 

number of models that are amplifications of the Kurt Lewin model. 

Figure 2.2: A Synthesis of Kurt Lewin-based Change Models 

Madel Phue1 Phue2 

Kurt Lewin Unfreezing 

richy & Sherman Awakening 

Moving 

Envisioning 

Kotter 

Spector 

Sense of urgency 

Shifting market place • 

demands 

Guiding coalition 
Vision & strategy 
Communicating vision 
Empowerment 

Leadership combining 
vision 
Shared diagnosis 
Experimentation 

Orchestration and diffusion 

PhaNJ 

Refreezing 

Rearchitecturing 

Short-term wins 
Consolidation 
Anchoring 

Systems & structural 
realignment 

A synthetic conceptual framework of the Lewin-based models as analysed above is 

reflected in Figure 2.2. 

The question to address is whether or not any of the chosen Zimbabwean companies has 

applied any of these Kurt Lewin - based models. If any has, what success staries have been 

registered? 
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2.3.2 The Soul/Spirit-based Models 

Two soul/spirit-based models (the Secretan and Mbigi models) have been selected for this 

study. l have called them soul/spirit-based as the emphasis is on honouring the sacredness 

ofhumans. 

Exhibit 2.14: The Secretan Values-Centred Model of Change 

MASTERY 
LEARNING 

CHEMISTRY 
EMPATHIZING 

' DELIVERY 
LISTENING 

Source: Secretan 1997:45 

POWER 
acceleration 

From 
comDttltlon & 1 

fearto 
LOVE 

l 

From 
me 

to vou 

From 
thin~ 

to PEOPLE 

From • 
weaknesses From ..,. 

toSTRENGTHS braakthrough 
4l to KAIZEN 

DIRECTION 
shlfts 

The Secretan Values-Centred Model, illustrated in Exhibit 2.14, conceives an organisation 

as a bicycle with the back wheel providing the power and the front wheel providing the 

direction. 

From the back wheel are derived the life skill values (Mastery, Chemistry, and Delivery) that 

are the source of persona! and organisational power.These values are called PrimaryValues 

and they help kick-start persona! growth and change corporate culture. 
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According to Secretan, the Primary Values are defined as follows: 

(a) means undertaking whatever one does to the highest standards of 
which one is capable; 

(b) 1 means the capability of a person to relate so we/1 with other people 
to an extent that those people active/y seek to associate themselves with the 
person;and 

(c) refers to identifying the needs of others, meeting those needs and a 
passion for being of service. 

According to this mode 1, becoming proficient in Mastery, Chemistry and Delivery depends 

on the adoption of three Accelerators that drive these Primary Values. The accelerators are 

Learning, Empêlthizing and Listening~ 

Secretan also defines each of the Accelerators and what it drives as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

means seeking and practicing knowledge and wisdom. Learning 
drives Mastery. 

l is considering the thoughts, feelings and perspectives of others. 
Empathy drives Chemistry. 

refers to hearing and understanding the communications of others. 
Listening drives Delivery. 

Whereas the back wheel provides the power, the front wheel contains values that give the 

direction. This direction provides the shifts from "old" values to new ones. 
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The five 'Values Shifts' the mode! reflects as critical for organisational change are 

summarized in line with Secretan (1997): 

(a) Vou Before Me. A shift'from me to you' offers a change offocus from increasing 
market share, sales, cash flow, or power to being of service to others and the planet. 

(b) People Before Things. Secretan contends that the genius of Western 
management has been an unsurpassed ability to acquire, measure, analyze and 
cou nt things and that, in doing so, organisations have forgotten that organisations 
are the sum of people, not of things. The people approach recognizes the universal 
desire of people to be trusted, respected and loved. 

(c) Kaizen and Breakthrough. Linder this shift, Secretan argues that creativity 
nourishes the soul and there are two ways to grow: through innovation and 
breakthrough (doing things differently) and kaizen (doing the same things better). 
This subtle difference propels transforming organisations into a class of their own. 

(d) Strengths Before Weaknesses. Secretan points out researchers claim that 
during an average business meeting each idea proposed receives nine criticisms. 
Self-esteem is sucked from the souls of individuals, and therefore organisations by 
criticizing, judging, and jeering. There is need to celebrate strengths or to study and 
perfect successes. 

(e) Love Before Competition, Hostility and Fear. Winning has corne to mean 
defeating one's opponent - it seems there must always be a !oser. Management 
vocabulary is laced with the metaphors ofwar and competition like'beat/eliminate/ 
kill the competition'. Secretan argues that what are considered competitors are 
neighbours and colleagues since life is nota battleground - BUT a playground. 

The Mount Carmel case, discussed below, illustrates how the Secretan mode! has been 

applied. 
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Exhibit 2.1 S:The Mbigi Ubuntu Transformation Model 

Source: Mbigi 1997:115 

Mbigi (1997:113) argues "ln transitional societies where issues of governance and 

redistribution have not been resolved, the political reform of organisations has to be 

tackled simultaneously with issues of reform and efficiency~Concluding that this emphasis 

on political reform marks the difference between the Afrocentric approach and the 

global approach to organisational transformation, Mbigi proceeds to suggest the Ubuntu 

Transformation Madel, Exhibit 2.15. 

According to this model, successful organisational transformation involves three key 

activities:capacity building, work transformation, and political and social transformation.At 

the heart of this model is the need to achieve creative high performance and competitive 

alignment. 

Capacity building aims at increasing the capability of a worker to understand survival 
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challenges at five levels: the global perspective, the national perspective, the industry 

perspective, the organisation perspective, and the persona! perspective. This process 

emphasizes the shifting of mindsets a round governance and public accountability through 

participative co-creation of new paradigms. 

Work transformation emphasizes the management of work, product development and 

technology. 

Political and social transformation involves the creation of inclusive practices focusing on 

issues of governance, distribution, economic, justice and fairness. lt is this aspect of the 

transformation mode! that is value lad en and is critical for the creation of the legitimacy of 

the change effort on the other dimensions ofwork transformation and capacity building. 

This model is a typical integration of Theory E and Theory O discussed above. A critical 

assessment of the three elements (capacity building, work transformation, and social 

and political transformation) gives the impression that Mbigi's model combines the two 

theories with a heavy slant towards Theory O.The Eastern Highlands Tea Estates and South 

African Post Office cases discussed below amplify this impression. 

2.5 A Survey of Transformation Techniques 

The most relevant model under which to survey transformational techniques is Mbigi's. 

This is because Mbigi has one of his transformation pillars as 'Work reform'. 

Work reform centres around the management of work and the continuous improvement 

and intervention of work methods. The focus is the management of value-adding 

processes. 
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Transformational techniques that have been used in business operations include Statistical 

Process Contrai (SPC), Just-in-time manufacturing (JIT), Total Quality Management 

(TQM), Group Technology (GT)/ Optimum Production Techniques (OPT), Total Productive 

Maintenance (TPM) and Core Competencies. Key features of these techniques will be 

discussed below. 

Exhibit 2.16 summarizes the generic best operating practices and their appropriate 

operations environments, structures, and implementation methodologies as conceived by 

Derek van de Riet ofCompetitive Capabilities Africa (Mbigi, 1997). 

Exhibit 2.16: Evolution of Layers of Competitive Advantage 

Technlque(s) lndustrJ Almed at lmprovlng OrganlsatloMI 1tr11C1Ures • .............. 
Type ,........ .... lleellladalaa, 

SPC Assembly Reliability Quality Circles Breakthrough Strategy 

JIT Assembly Reliability Autonomous Work groups Breakthrough Strategy 

TQM Assembly Reliability Autonomous Work Groups Breakthrough Strategy 

GT/OPT Job shops LeadTime Cellular manufacturing Pilot Projects 

TPM Continuous Cost Multi-disciplinary teams Pilot Projects 
Process 

Core 
Competencies Ali industryTypes Focus on orderwinners Cross-functional teams Business Process 

Reengineering 

Source: Derek van der Riet,quoted in Mbigi 1997:117 

Melnyk & Denzler (1996:386) define JIT as "an organisation wide quest to produce 

output within the minimum possible lead time and at the lowest possible total cost by 

continuously identifying and eliminating all forms of waste and variance." 

This definition reflects that JIT requires a broad reorganisation of operations to evolve a 

vital transformation system embodying the notions of value and waste contrai throughout 
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its design, structure and maintenance. The full implementation of JIT produces a complex 

and interlinked web of activities emphasizing continuous improvement. 

ln this regard, employees in JIT environments need to apply analytical tools to monitor 

process performance and evaluate their control of the process. Herein cornes the relevance 

of SPC.SPC is a technique whereby a series of readings are taken and plotted on a graph to 

see whether the process is still centred and whether the variation is normal. Ali assignable 

problems are identified proactively and eliminated to keep the process under contrai. ln 

essence,SPC tells an employee about three things:wherethe employee is doing something 

that should not be done, when the employee is not doing what should be done, and when 

the employee is doing the right thing. 

The third technique, TQM, infuses quality principles into every company principle. lt 

breeds a culture of total commitment to quality and an attitude expressed by everyone's 

involvement in the process of continuous improvement of products and services through 

the use of innovative scientific methods. 

GT is"an equipment layout dedicated to the complete production of a family of similar parts 

by linking together ail operations in a particular process" (Melnyk & Denzler, 1996:415). 

Typically, the layout forms a U-shaped sequence that allows the operator, from a position in 

the middle, to perform ail operations required to build each unit output.This often sharply 

reduces lead-time. 

Melynk & Denzler (1996:885) consider OPT to be "a complete information system for 

production planning and control through which operations managers create detailed 

schedule for the transformation process':OPT procedures embody the theory of constraints 

helping users focus on bottleneck resources. 
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TPM is a JIT method designed to identify and attack all causes of equipment breakdowns 

and system downtime. 

According to Melynk & Denzler (1996), a core competency is a firm's uniquely effective 

business process on which its strategic success depends. These two authors suggest that 

firms can identify core competencies around skills or knowledge sets, value for targeted 

customers, resistance to duplication, focus on a few core competencies, extending ski lis to 

new markets and dynamic skills. 

Having highlighted the features of the identified transformational techniques, it is necessary 

to reflect how to apply them in an African context. 

Mbigi (2000) suggests that work reform in Africa be done in cross-functional teams, multi

disciplinary teams, and shop-floor teams. When the focus is on shop-floor teams, it soon 

dawns on transformation champions in Africa that managing these techniques need to 

consider the cultural endowments. This is more so since most shop-floor workers have 

limited schooling. The emphasis should, therefore, be on oral and visual communication. 

This approach would demystify the techniques, measurements, language, concepts and 

practices, making the techniques understandable to all workers. 

The multi-disciplinary teams, consisting of managers of key disciplines should support 

shop-floor teams in their efforts to achieve the market agenda of cost reduction, flexibility, 

service, waste reduction and equipment availability. 

ln Africa, the cross-functional teams often show up as executive management meetings 

attended by top functional leaders. Their role should be to mobilise resources, set 

performance, and support the effort by the other teams. 
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This study seeks to establish whether the selected companies have applied any of these 

techniques and whether oral and visual communication have been used at shop-floor 

level. 

2.6 A Review of Organisational Cases 

Four organisational cases (Figure 2.3) have been chosen as a platform to reflect on the key 

issues raised in this chapter. Two of the cases (General Electric - GE and Mount Carmel) are 

from the developed economies whereas the other two (Eastern Highlands Tea Estates -

EHTE and South African Post Office - SAPO) are from the emerging economies. 
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Figure 2.3: A Summary of Organisational Cases 

CASE NEED INTERVENTION 

• A strong balance sheet, • Hard issues dealt with, 
GE • Slow-moving bureaucracy, • Soft issues worked on 

• Annual productivity later. 
improvements of 1 % to 2%, 

• Non-global businesses, 
• Modest technology. 

THIORY 

• Efollowed 
byO 

MOUNT • Soul care and sacredness, 
CARMEL • Efficient operation. 

• Higher Ground leadership, • Heavy 0 

EHTE • Company turn-around 

SAPO • Diversity and inclusion 

and and E. 
• Soulful Six Sigma. 

• Ubuntu. 

• Ubuntu-based Strategic 
DiversityTransformation 
(SOT). 

•HeavyO 
and 
light E. 

•HeavyO 
and 
light E. 

LE5SON/OU'ltOMI 

• Boundaryless engagement, 
• Best practice benchmarking in 
and outside company, 

• Human resource practice 
integration, 

• Stretch goals, 
• Tlchy & Sherman model, 
• Five commandments: 

- know the business engine, 
- understand human connection, 
- have a performance bias, 
- be candid & forthcoming, 
- and never be a bully. 

• lntegration of Kurt Lewin- & Soul
based models into Soulful Six Sigma, 

• Quality health service delivery, 
• Mount Carmel profitability. 

•Transformation is a spiritual, 
emotional,social & intellectual 
journey, 

• Social capital mobilization requires 
the artistic creation of relevant 
rituals, 

• EHTE turn-around, 
• Consistent use of various multi-level 
& cross-functional teams of 
facilitators & change champions. 

• lntegration of Kurt Lewin- & Spirit-
based models, 

• Survival agenda for minority groups, 
• Survival agenda for majority groups, 
• Celebration of both similarities and 
differences, 

• Consistent use of various multi-level 
& cross-functional teams of 
facilitators & change champions. 
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2.6.1 The General Electric (GE) Case 

GE is generally recognized for having pioneered approaches to organisational change and 

for recognizing that significant change is a result of profound shifts in people's attitudes 

and behaviours. 

Tichy & Sherman (1993) succinctly summarize why GE needed a revolution under four 

major areas: key characteristics of the company, GE's 100-year-old heritage, the level of GE 

bureaucracy, and the core problems for GE. 

ln 1980, Jack Wei ch inherited a GE with a strong balance sheet, slow-moving bureaucracy, 

annual productivity improvements of 1% to 2 %, non-global businesses and modest 

technology. 

GE's 100-year-old heritage included that it was always considered a company of creative 

ideas and also grew to be the most diverse company in the United States. lt became the 

business school mode! forfinancial management,organisational design,strategic planning, 

development, and succession planning. Consequently, its culture became very inward

focused and very bureaucratie under the fabric of scientific management. 

The level of bureaucracy was in the form of nine layers of management from CEO to 

shop floor. These layers reflected a wedding cake shape company that had a military-like 

nomenclature and was similar across the company. The layers were composed of sector 

executives and staffs who were responsible for putting layers of reviews and procedures 

between CEO and the actual people running the business. The strategic planning process 

with over one hundred planning staff headquarters produced volumes of books and data 

for presentations. 
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ln any organisation, there are two kinds of issues: hard and soft. Finance, marketing, 

engineering, and manufacturing are some of the hard issues whereas soft issues include 

values, morale, and communication. Tichy & Sherman (1993:311) suggest "hard issues 

generally have the greatest effect on the bottom line (profits), whereas the soft issues have 

the greatest impact on the top line (total sales)''.This suggestion is consistent with Beer & 

Nohria'sîheory E discussed above. 

For GE, the hard issues included that earnings growth were average, cash flow was a 

persistent problem because of high capital expenditures and working capital expansions, 

slow-growing electrical equipment core businesses still dominated GE,productivity growth 

was 1 % to 2 % as indicated above, and operating margins stayed in the 7% to 9% range. 

Tichy & Sherman (1993:318) point out three large uncertainties in:"power systems where 

the energy crisis andîhree Mile Island had devastated backlogs, Utah International because 

the Japanese were developing new coal supplies'; and "International mini-GE's (Brazil, 

Canada, Spain, Mexico), which were high-cost entities not ready for the new emerging 

global competition''. 

Beer & Nohria (2000) agree with Tichy & Sherman (1993) that Jack Welch's change strategy 

was sequenced. ln the first phase,GE applied an E-type restructuring in which Welch moved 

quickly and aggressively on the hard issues: Welch took the fat out of the bureaucracies, 

downsized, divested businesses in which GE could not win, and invested where GE cou Id 

win. Tichy & Sherman (1993) call this GE's first big idea where 'the strategy was to be 

Number 1 or Number 2 in any GE business and to get there by fixing, closing or selling each 

of GE's businesses.This was the technical idea. 

After wringing out redundancies and achieving a more positive bottom line profitability, 

Welch adopted an O strategy in 1985 in the form of a series of organisational initiatives 
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to change GE's culture. Beer & Nohria's concept of such sequenced change (from applying 

Theory E to Theory 0) is consistent with Tichy & Sherman's (1993) presentation on two 

other GE ideas:the political and cultural. 

The political idea was the adoption of a corporate structure that pushed most power out 

into the businesses, giving the businesses control over their destiny while at the same 

time integrating and holding certain powers at the centre of GE. The cultural idea was 

encapsulated underWelch's notion of'boundaryless'values and behaviour. 

Senge (1999:74-82) aptly summarizes the wisdom that other organisations may derive 

from the GE experience. The summary emphasizes four key lessons around employee 

engagement, best practices, integration, and goals. 

The involvement and engagement of ail employees needs to be boundaryless, including 

customers, partners, and suppliers. Such boundaryless engagement should focus on 

developing win-win solutions across levels, functions, businesses, and companies. 

Best practices need to be identified and transferred from inside and outside of the 

company. Antennae should be kept tuned to anyone who can help the company become 

productive and successful. 

The above two initiatives need to be integrated with key human resource practices such 

that the sourcing, development, and rewarding of employees is consistent with business 

objectives. 

The fourth lesson concerns the setting of stretch goals. This is recommended since 

employees tend to be creative and innovative and design new processes when they let go 

of conventional wisdom. 
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Whereas Senge (1999) views the contribution of the GE case in terms of the four lessons 

above, Tichy & Sherman were concerned with the crystallization of a model for change and 

drawing out five commandments of a revolution from the GE experience. The model that 

was crystallized has been discussed above as the Tichy & Sherman model. 

A brief look at the Tichy & Sherman model of change, given GE, reveals that: 

during Act 1, employees experienced disengagement when they were laid off 

and businesses were bought and sold; 

during Act 2, employees gained perspective on bath endings and the new 

beginnings in the early and mid-1980's as they spent time envisioning the 

future; 

du ring Act 3, employees became more comfortable with new GE precepts such 

as ownership and boundarylessness and needed to have their goals stretched 

to sustain the momentum of change. 

Besides the Tichy & Sherman model and Senge's four lessons from GE above, Tichy & 

Sherman indicate that the GE case has also contributed five commandments of revolution 

for any organisation: knowing the business engine, understanding the human connection, 

never compromising on performance, being candid and forthcoming, and never being a 

bully. 

Knowing the business engine concerns having a clear understanding of the interaction 

between an organisation's capital and technical resources in the creation of value. For the 

business engine to work, there must be a clearly and carefully articulated vision of the 

support between the technical, political and cultural systems of the organisation. 
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Face-to-face constructive conflict is used to enhance decision-making in order not to 

compromise on performance. However, making tough decisions requires the balance 

between being hard-headed and soft-hearted. 

2.6.2 The Mount Carmel Health System Case 

ln a Business First article on 27 July 2001 entitled 'Seeking a Higher Ground: Mount Carmel 

CEO emp/oys new leadership mode/ to inspire, retain emp/oyees and boost operations; Jeff Bell 

summarizes findings from his interview with Joseph Calvaruso, the Mount Carmel CEO. 

Bell highlights that Calvaruso, with classical music playing softly in the background, now 

talks about 'the kinder, gentler, yet more effective, change leadership mode! that his 

organisation is adopting'. The transformational mode! adopted is the Secretan Value

Centred Madel that is described undertransformational models above. 

Mount Carmel has been in existence for almost 120 years. Because of its religious roots, 

Mount Carmel always has been an organisation that people felt had a spirit and soul to it. 

Calvaruso says 'We feel that spirit and soul gives us a position of higher ground'. 

To fortify its cultural heritage, Mount Carmel launched the Secretan Value-Centred Change 

Madel in September 2000, and prefer to cal! it the Higher Ground mode!. As at the date 

of publication of the article, more than 100 Mount Carmel executives, managers and 

physicians had completed weeklong Higher Ground retreats. Calvaruso, who became a 

believer in Secretan's philosophy in 1999 after attending one Secretan-run retreat about a 

year after being named Mount Carmel's CEO, has attended each of them. 
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Asked by Bell how what was learned from Secretan was transferred to the staff at Mount 

Carmel, Calvaruso had this to say: 

We've had a series of seven- to eight-day meetings, starting with our senior vice 
presidents and medical staff leadership. They were unanimously supportive of us 
moving to what we are now calling Higher Ground Leadership. 

Then we began taking people from other parts of the organisation. ln January we 
began a process that is going to involve all 400 of our managers.We will take each and 
every one to a weeklong retreat where we reawaken those values they ail have. 

We spend a lot of time on the concepts of inspirational leadership and value-centered 
leadership. We talk about values that leaders need. One is courage. A good leader 
needs to be courageous and do the right things, even though it may not be pop'ular. 
Authenticity is another value. People love authentic leaders - people who take off the 
mask and can be themselves. 

And love is a word that many people feel doesn't belong in the workplace. But we ask 
our people, "How many of you want more fear in your life?" No one rai ses his or her 
hand. Then we ask, "How many people want more love in your life?" lt's unanimous. 
Showing love to each other in the workplace is one of the most powerful instruments 
of inspiring people. 

Truth telling is a value we talk a lot about. There is a tremendous cost to teams that 
don't tell the truth to each other and don't keep promises. 

Focusing on a both-and paradigm, Mount Carmel has simultaneously adopted the Six 

Sigma process improvement model that gained attention through its deployment by 

Motorola and General Electric. Six Sigma takes a scientific approach to smoothing out an 

organisation's operational snags and consequently reducing expenses. Mount Carmel had 

the objective of reducing expenses through introducing Six Sigma. 

Mount Carmel call their change initiative Soulful Six Sigma since management has made 

a commitment that no one will lose their job because of Six Sigma. There are times when 

work is redesigned for more efficiency and requiring less people. Mount Carmel will help 

those people find other things in the organisation that fit their calling. 'ln other industries, 

they slash and trash people. We won't do that; Calvaruso retorts. 
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Commenting on how Soulful Six Sigma is being implemented, Calvaruso says: 

We have taken a dramatic, bold approach. We were not going to do this in an 
incremental way. We've taken 44 people in our organisation and given them four 
weeks of intense training over a four-month period. The first class of 20 graduated in 
March.The next wave of 24 is graduating in July. 

Our projected savings for the first wave of 20 was $440,000 through three months.We 
were at about $1.2 million from end of March to mid-June in terms of financial benefit 
savings and revenue increases. We spent about $650,000 on training, so it has more 
than paid for itself al ready. 

We expect a $4 million financial benefit next fiscal year and $1 O million to $16 million 
the second year. 

Calvaruso indicates that a combination of talented managers and the adoption of the 

Higher Ground model that shapes Soulful Six Sigma now contributes to the dramatic 

improvement of both health care delivery and profitability at Mount Carmel. 

The essence of reawakening the spirit and values at Mount Carmel is encapsulated in 

Calvaruso's interview closing remarks: 

The final thing is (Higher Ground) is a standard by which we can make decisions. We 

can sit a round a table and say, "Will this money we are about to spend honor every 
soul? ls it loving?" And the final question is,"Whom does it serve? Does it serve us or 
en noble others?" If we get bad answers on a few of th ose questions, we stop and think 
about ifthis is the right decision. 

The Mount Carmel case highlights that a CEO needs to move from being a change 

champion to role modeling the behaviour change that he expects. Mount Carmel is 

demonstrating how Kotter's model may be applied in organisations intuitively.What is also 

notable is how Mount Carmel has, not only benchmarked externally with Motorala and 

General Electric on Six Sigma, but also infused Value-Centred leadership into the process. 

This approach to radical change demonstrates the concurrent application ofîheory E and 

Theory O as suggested by Beer & Nohria (2000) above. 

lt is instructive to check whether any of the selected companies has experienced such 

interweaving of interventions. 
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2.6.3 The Eastern Highlands Tea Estates Case 

This case reflects how organisational spirits were harnessed and transformed at Eastern 

Highlands Tea Estates (EHTE), using the Mbigi Ubuntu Transformation Model, resulting in a 

competitive and high-performing powerful organisation. 

Mbigi (2000:95) chronicles his experiences with EHTE after asserting"Western management 

techniques were limited in managing rapid and large-scale change involving the creation 

of new worldviews of entire communities to move from the known to the unknown''.The 

experience summarized below started in the late 1970's, when Zimbabwe was at the height 

of its liberation war. 

EHTE is a tea manufacturing company in Zimbabwe in an area bordering with Mozambique. 

This location placed the company near some of the Zimbabwean guerrilla training bases 

in Mozambique, not far away from EHTE. Due to war activities in Zimbabwe at that time, 

EHTE's production fell below 10% as a result of key workers and managers running away 

to urban zones of comparative safety. The British holding company, listed on the London 

Stock Exchange that owned EHTE, wrote off the company atone pound. 

Mbigi (2000:97) points out that the strategic challenge for EHTE, in the early 1980's, 

was to harness the positive organisational spirits in order to release energy and create 

enterprising community needed for high performance, as well as value creation. EHTE, 

therefore adopted some of the Shona tribal management and spiritual practices, values and 

philosophies discussed above, consciously integrating them with Western management 

techniques 

The thrust of EHTE transformation included a focus on a new being of the organisation 

covering application of best operating practices, change of mindsets and creation of a new 
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atmosphere.The key activities were a round creating a new collective communityworldview, 

an organisational and enterprising community spirit based on inspiring collective business 

rituals, songs, symbols, dances, drumming, myths, heroes (mediums) and story-telling. 

The content of ail initiatives aimed at improving performance through doing new, better 

and different business activities. A key driver for organisational design was a new worker 

plot system. Ali tea fields were divided into small plots with each plot allocated to an 

individual worker. Each worker was assigned a plot. 

A lot of collective dialogue and debate was used to reach consensus on production 

standards, systems and targets as well as reward system. This worker plot system was 

aimed at inculcating a sense of collective and individual accountability. This approach 

is a cornerstone of African agricultural worker participation, stewardship and industrial 

democracy. 

The Shona tribal collective renewal and bonding ceremony, called Dandaro,was used 

as a strategic forum for the debates and mobilisation. A Dandaro session is an open-air 

forum that is critical of ail company activities. lt is similar to the 'Work-out sessions' that 

GE adopted. Dandaro sessions, however, are punctuated with singing, dancing, drumming, 

collective story telling, and high performance slogans. 

The employees voluntarily created their own teams consisting of family members, friends 

and work mates.The workers worked on flextime arrangements,creating a free enterprising 

community. 

EHTE was affiliated to the African Tea Foundation based in Malawi. The scientific findings 

of the Malawi organisation were used to pioneer EHTE's best operating practices. For 

example, the Malawi findings urged EHTE to embark on coffee growing. The successful 
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implementation of this idea provided a solution to one of the key business problems 

around capacity utilisation when tea is out of season. 

Tea brokers in London also sent samples of top selling teas for each batch. EHTE multi

level teams met every Thursday in the afternoon for four hours to test tea in order to 

discover new ways of improving tea manufacturing. ln this way, EHTE was involved in 

competitive benchmarking and experimentation as part of developing and implementing 

best operating practices. 

The EHTE case illustrates how transformation may be taken as not only an intellectual 

journey, but also a spiritual and emotional one. ln this regard, Mbigi (2000:100) strongly 

suggests, "social capital mobilisation requires the artistic creation of relevant rituals and 

collective singing, rhythmic dancing and drumming''. 

This case demonstrates the concurrent application ofTheory E and Theory O as suggested 

by Beer & Nohria (2000) above. lt is apparent that the emphasis is tilted towards Theory O. 

This emphasis was particularly reflected by EHTE's annual merry-making production 

festival. The festival was a major strategic ceremony, not only to award and honour best 

workers, best departments and best estates as production heroes, but also to celebrate 

agricultural achievements of the past season and plan for the next. Traditional chiefs, 

traditional healers, managers, spirit mediums, church leaders, community leaders, ail 

employees and their families, political and government leaders would attend with the 

rituals carried out by the traditional Rainmaker. 

EHTE is currently performing well. 
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2.6.4 The South African Post Office (SAPO) Case 

The Strategic Diversity Transformation (SDT) programme for SAPO provides another 

example of the application of Mbigi's Ubuntu Transformation mode!. 

SDT is modular based and run bytransformation champions and facilitators.The facilitators 

were trained and provided with a new multi-disciplinary knowledge base including 

management consulting, mobilisation skills and presentation and training skills. 

The three modules for the two day SDT programme were: 'The challenge of economic 

liberation, Managing our heritage and the past; and 'Survival strategies for minority and 

majority groups in South Africa'. 

'The challenge for economic liberation'module was divided into three phases. 

Phase one focused on civil liberties, Phase two on political liberation and Phase three on 

economic liberation to produce an efficient, prosperous and fair society. 

ln Phase two, the heroic struggles of both Afrikaners and the black people of South Africa 

were narrated in a mythical way to show the similarities in both struggles. A shared sense 

of cultural heritage was created in the process. 

The key emphasis in the third phase was developing a shared agenda for development. 

This was necessary as Mbigi (2000:75) observes"a lot of African struggles losttheir direction 

after the second phase of political liberation''. 

The'Managing our heritage and the past' module was run towards the end of the day.The 

intention of the module was to create discomfort with the past. lt was used to leave the 

white participants with a complete state of disgust oftheir past and black participants very 
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angry about their past.The night would allow participants to reflect on their emotions and 

let go of their past and corne ready to travel into the future the next day.The approàch used 

is consistent with the 'Unfreezing' concept in the Lewin-based models discussed above. 

The night, therefore, was a platform to move into the transition stage where the module 

'Survival strategies for minority and majority groups in South Africa' would be presented 

the following day. 

ln this module, the whites would be assisted in crafting a survival strategy to thrive and 

prosper in a hostile political environment without political power. Examples of minority 

groups, like Jews, who prospered and succeeded in hostile environments, were quoted 

to reinforce possibilities of survival at ail odds. Elements of the survival strategy included 

partnering with the majority and developing a new patriotic agenda that includes the 

majority groups. 

The majority group strategy was a round shifting mindsets from a victimhood mentality to 

a victorhood mentality. Thus, the new positive agenda for the majority group was to be 

decisive and resolve to focus on governing the country efficiently and fairly. 

The second day was, therefore, mainly concerned with the 'Moving' stage of Lewin -based 

models. The ending of the day would 'Refreeze' new behaviours through a bonding 

ceremony around an outdoor tire. lt involved sharing food and drinks punctuated by 

collective singing and dancing. The intention was to create the social capital needed to 

chart the course for a diverse and inclusive work community. 

The two Ubuntu-based cases are an expression of how the experience of liberation 

struggles and organisations in Southern Africa can provide lessons on managing complex, 

rapid and integrated transformation efforts. 
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As Mbigi (2000) summarizes,social capital formation is in three parts:'collective intellectual 

capital formation, collective emotional capital formation: and 'collective spiritual capital 

formation in the form of trust~ To achieve this rapid mass transformation based on African 

cultural heritages demands a rethinking of how to speed up the upskilling and deployment 

of multi-level and cross-functional facilitators to embed transformation in organisations. 

Chapter Summary 

From the literature search, there are four broad revelations: 

There is a knowledge gap in terms of the applicability of existing change 

theories in non-Western, emerging economies; 

The transformation theory arena has been driven by case studies; 

Change theories have tended to be prescriptive, with very little, if any empirical 

testing; and 

There has been no change theory cited which is a prescription for emerging 

economies. 

This study addresses the existing knowledge gap with a view to finding a theory that will 

be a prescription for emerging economies. 

This is critical since Jones & Blunt (1993) warn researchers that Western approaches to 

Organisational Development (OD) tend to reflect their cultural milieu and may contain 

elements that are irrelevant or inimical to African contexts. The two researchers suggest 

that there is a need to develop concepts and approaches to OD and change that are 

effective and sensitive to African contexts. 
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As far as Zimbabwe is concerned, only one study, by Posthuma in 1995, examining 

the process of organisational restructuring in a sample of six Zimbabwean companies, 

was cited. These companies introduced a package of Japanese techniques, including 

total quality contrai, just-in-time, and cellular manufacturing. The findings highlight that 

organisational reform should be treated not only as a set oftechnical solutions but also as 

a process which involves social innovations. 

The introduced techniques were found to yield rapid and tangible improvements in 

production indicators. However, those companies that lacked participation of upper 

management and had ina_dequate policies for human resources development and training 

had difficulties sustaining and advancing these improvements over time. 

The cited study is limited to the usefulness of Japanese techniques in Zimbabwe. lt does 

not look at the relevance of existing theories and models. 

There is need to search for a transformation theory or model that is suitable for Zimbabwe, 

in particular, and emerging nations in general. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 The Approach 

Due to the lack of prior research on the suitability of existing change theories in 

non-Western, emerging economies, the desire to understand transformation within 

organisational contexts and the sensitive nature of data needed, a qualitative approach has 

been chosen (Yin, 1984). The choice of this approach has also been influenced by the focus 

of the study. The foc us is the events associated with the transformation of companies over 

time. 

1 use a multiple longitudinal case design (Newman & Nollen, 1998) to capture the 

experiences of companies spanning from 1980 when Zimbabwe attained its independence 

to 2000. 

ln order to understand the thought processes underlying major decisions made along 

the way, it was necessary to include the perspectives of major stake_holders like business 

executives, worker opinion leaders, the media and customers. 

This study is, therefore, an inductive study using grounded theory, rooted in case 

study methodology, to examine how the chosen Zimbabwean organisations engaged in 

change. 

Strauss & Corbin (1990:24) define the grounded theory approach as "a qualitative research 

method that uses a systematic set of procedures to develop an inductively derived 

grounded theory about a phenomenon':This involves inducting insights from field based, 

case data. 
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Grounded theory has been selected since the study is looking at a rarely explored area for 

which extant theory does not appear to be useful. Brown & Eisenhardt (1997:2), (quoting 

from Glaser & Strauss, 1967), point out that "in such situations, a grounded theory-building 

approach is more likely to generate navel and accurate insights into the phenomenon 

under study than reliance on either past research or office-bound thought experiments''. 

The results from this study are insights into a theory/model of organisational transformation 

suitable for companies in Zimbabwe, and more broadly, in emerging economies. lt was 

also expected that the product(s) would be, and it is, consistent with the argument 

Leedy (1997:163) makes:"the theory is 'grounded' in that it is developed from the data, as 

opposed to being suggested by the literature; that is, theory is an expected outcome from, 

rather than the starting point for, the study''. 
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3.1 The Research design 

Exhibit 3.1: Process of Building Theory from Case Study Research 

STEP ACTIVITY 

Getting started 

Selecting cases 

(rafting 
instruments & 
protocols 

Entering the 
field 

Analysing the 
data 

Shaping 
hypothesis 

Enfolding 
literature 

Reaching closure • 

Definition of research question; 
Possibly a priori constructs; 
Neither theory nor hypothesis. 

Specified population; 
Theoretical, not random,sampling 

Multiple data collection methods. 
Qualitative and quantitative data 
combined 
Multiple investigators 

Overlap data collection and 
analysis, including field notes; 
Flexible and opportunistic data 
collection methods. 

Within-case analysis; 
Cross-case pattern search using 
divergent techniques. 

lterative tabulation of evidence for 
each construct; 
Replication, not sampling, logic 
across cases; 
Search evidence for 'why' behind 
relationships. 

Comparlson with confllctlng 
literature; 
Comparlson wlth simllar llterature. 

Theoretical saturation when 
possible. 

Source: Eisenhardt 1989:533 

RIMON 

Focuses efforts; 
Provides better grounding of construct 
measures; 
Retains theoretical flexibility. 

Constrains extraneous variation and 
sharpens external validity; 
Focuses efforts on theoretically useful 
cases i.e. those that replicate or extend 
theory by filling conceptual categories. 

Strengthens grounding of theory by 
triangulation of evidence. 
Synergistic view of evidence 
Foster divergent perspectives and, 
stregthens grounding. 

Speeds analyses and reveals helpful 
adjustments to data collection; 
Allows investigators to take advantage 
of emergent themes and unique case 
features. 

Gains familiarity with data and 
preliminary theory generation; 
Forces investigators to look beyond 
initial impressions and see evidence 
through multiple lenses. 

Sharpens construct definition, validity, 
and measurability; 
Confirms, extends, and sharpens theory; 
Builds internai validity. 

&ullds Internai valld~ ralses theoredcll 
leve~ and sharpens construct definltlons; 
Sharpens gene,allablllty, lmproves 
construct definitlon, and ralses 
theoretlcal lewl. 

Ends process when marginal 
improvement becomes small. 
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Exhibit 3.1 summarises what Eisenhardt (1989:533) conceives as the process of inducting 

theory using case studies. Eisenhardt (1989:532-3) argues that "this roadmap synthesizes 

previous work on qualitative methods (e.g. Miles & Huberman, 1984), the design 

of case study research (e.g. Yin, 1981, 1984), and grounded theory building 

(e.g. Glauss & Strauss, 1967)': 

The process involves eight steps ranging from the specification of the research questions 

to ,reaching closure. Eisenhardt (1989:548-9) concludes: Firstly,"theory developed from case 

study research is likely to have important strengths like novelty, testability, and empirical 

validity, which arise from inti mate linkage with empirical evidence''.Secondly, this process is 

"particularly well-suited to new research areas or research areas for which existing theory 

seems inadequate': 

On the basis of these remarks, the process above was adopted to inform the research 

design since the roadmap is quite robust and fit for use in this study. 

The adoption of this process was stimulated by Eisenhardt's (1989:549) challenge to other 

researchers. The challenge is that since "most empirical studies lead from theory to data; 

other researchers should realise "the accumulation of knowledge involves a continuai 

cycling between theory and data':Hence, some researchers need to "complete the cycle by 

conducting research that goes in the less common direction from data to theory ... ': 

Consonant with the roadmap above, the eight steps of the design for this study are 

outlined below. 
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3.1.1 Getting started 

The first step of the design process concerned the definition of the research question and 

a possible priori specificàtion of constructs. 

The key research question is: Do existing theories, of how organisations change, apply 

to organisations in non-Western, emerging nations? 

From the literature on change, there were twelve tentative constructs that were used as 

a basis for exploring this question. Ten of these fall under the challenges of initiating, 

the challenges of sustaining, and the challenges of redesigning the transformation 

(Senge, 1999; Chowdhury, 2000). 

Initiation of a change effort refers to the start-up of the effort. Three tentative constructs 

under initiation included time (time available for the effort), help (the kind and quality 

of help provided), relevance (the extent to which the effort was considered relevant) and 

walking the talk (the credibility of the leader(s)). 

Sustenance of the change initiative refers to maintaining the momentum of the change. 

The tentative constructs under sustenance included fear and uncertainty (how fear and 

uncertainty were managed), measurement (how progress was measured and assessed), 

and belief in the change effort (the extent of polarisation in belief about the effort). 

Redesigning refers to developing the capacity of people to reshape the change process 

taking into account the interdependencies within which they operate. The tentative 

constructs included governance (power and accountability of actors), diffusion (how 

learning pervaded the company during the change),and purposeand strategy (rethinking 

company purpose and strategy). 
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Two other possible constructs came up during the literature search: triggers of 

transformation and best practices of transformation. 

The twelve constructs were initially used to design the semi-structured interview and 

focus group discussion guide as reflected in Appendix 1. The semi-structured interview 

guide was used to begin the capturing of experiences of the chosen companies under the 

twelve tentative constructs. This guide aise provided a frame for the other data collection 

methods used. However, as the iteration between data collection and analysis continued, 

two more constructs (key players and success) surfaced. The data collection instrument 

was therefore modified to include these other two possible constructs resulting in fourteen 

tentative constructs. 

3.1.2 Selecting cases 

To explore the key research question, multiple case studies were conducted. ln this 

context, each case is considered analogous to an experiment in traditional hypothesis 

testing research. Multiple cases, then, are analogous to multiple experiments. This 

permits a 'replication' logic (Yin, 1984), "in which the cases are treated as a series of 

independent experiments that confirm or disconfirm emerging conceptual insights" 

(Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997:3). 

The initial four cases were selected from a population of Zimbabwean companies in four 

business sectors. 

Zimbabwe was selected since it is an emerging economy currently in a state of 

decline. However, it has huge opportunities to be a strong economy. ln the Economist 

of 24 April 1999, anonymous authors suggest that there is every possibility that emerging 

economies will, in the long run, do better as a result of their crises. ln this regard, the 
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Zimbabwean company experiences may be laboratories from which to learn about the 

challenges of organisational transformation in emerging economies. 

The initial four sectors chosen were financial services, mining, agriculture and tourism. 

Building theory from case studies relies on theoretical sampling in which cases are 

chosen for theoretical, not statistical, reasons (Eisenhardt, 1989). Thus, the sectors were 

chosen to fil! in theoretical categories of industry and provide examples of polar types 

(Eisenhardt, 1989). Towards the late 1990's, the financial services sector in Zimbabwe was 

successful whereas the other sectors were declining. This sampling plan was designed to 

build theory given the lessons of success and failure. 

The initial multiple cases were selected based on the combination of accessibility and 

cross-case diversity factors (Sabherwal, Hirschheim & Goles, 2001 ). ln this study, cross-case 

diversity covers company size, industry, and performance issues. 

One company was initially chosen from each of the sectors mentioned above. This number 

is consistent with the minimum cases Eisenhardt (1989:545) suggests when she retorts:" ... , 

there is no ideal number of cases, a number between 4 and 10 cases usually works well. 

Fewer than 4 cases, it is often difficult to generate theory with much complexity, and its 

empirical grounding is likely to be unconvincing, unless the case has several mini-cases 

within it, ... ''. 

Due to problems faced in getting access into the mining company initially, the case was 

dropped from the study for reasons mentioned in this section below. The study cases still 

cover four sectors, with a specific si a nt.The four sectors now are agriculture, manufacturing, 

financial services, and tourism. 
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Pseudonyms are used for both company and individual confidentiality.The initial company 

code-names were changed as it was perceived the code names were not masking the 

companies enough.There was also a need to maskthe case to replace the mining company 

and to mask further the two companies in the same industry. 

The code names for the study cases are now CROP, FINANCE, LEISURE and PLEASURE. 

CROP is agro-industrial and represents both the agriculture and manufacturing sectors. 

FINANCE represents the financial services sector. LEISURE and PLEASURE represent the 

tourism sector. Whereas LEISURE was once a parastatal, PLEASURE has been a part of a 

conglomerate that has been and continuous to be unbundled. 

CROP and a mining company had been selected as representative of a global conglomerate. 

Permission to study the two companies was granted at Group level. However, the leaders 

of the two companies had a final say on accessibility. CROP leadership allowed the 

study to continue. The mining company leadership were hesitant to allow access and 

set out conditions that would otherwise have restricted and clouded data collection and 

analysis. The mining company was consequently dropped from the study and replaced by 

PLEASURE from the tourism industry. 

PLEASURE was considered a suitable replacement as it would allow for within industry 

(with LEISURE also from the tourism industry) comparison as well as represent another 

conglomerate.Access was easy as I was involved in running a company-wide transformation 

process for PLEASURE. The study allowed not only data collection and analysis but also 

confirming emerging themes and testing of the emerging theory. 

CROP covers the agriculture and manufacturing sectors, is small but part of a global 

conglomerate. 
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FINANCE is relatively new in the financial services sector in Zimbabwe, has been turned 

around and has grown large of late. FINANCE has also earned a partnership with another 

company in the same sector in South Africa and is poised for global expansion. 

As highlighted above, LEISURE and PLEASURE are bath in the tourism sector. Bath are part 

oftwo Zimbabwean owned Groups of companies. 

3.1.3 (rafting Instruments and Protocols 

Multiple data collection methods are employed. These include interviews, focus group 

discussions, observations, archivai sources and intensive literature search. The triangulation 

that is made possible by"multiple data collection methods provides stronger substantiation 

of constructs." (Eisenhardt, 1989:538). 

Qualitative evidence is combined with quantitative evidence in a synergistic way. Besides 

indicating relationships that may be less obvious to a researcher, quantitative evidence can 

keep researchers"from being carried away byvivid,butfalse,impressions in qualitative data, 

and it can bolster findings when it corroborates those findings from qualitative evidence" 

(Eisenhardt, 1989:538). At the same time, qualitative data is useful for understanding the 

rationale behind those relationships revealed in quantitative data. Qualitative data may 

also suggest directly those theoretical insights to be strengthened by quantitative data 

(Jick, 1979). 

Of special note is that focus group discussions were held particularly to capture data 

from shopfloor workers who are unskilled. This is consonant with the recommendation 

by Hofmeyr, Templer & Beaty (1994) that, given the problems of accurately measuring 

attitudes at the unskilled level in the organisation, qualitative methods such as focus 

groups be used to complement other methods. 
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The composition of focus groups was in some cases multi-level and cross-functional and 

in others for employees at the same level. This approach permitted rich conversations on 

the various issues and provided an opportunity to observe the interpersonal interaction 

dynamics in the companies. Data collection was opportunistic. 

Multiple investigators were employed to enhance the creative potential of the study. 

The convergence of observations from multiple investigators enhances confidence in 

the findings (Eisenhardt, 1989). The two other investigators were kept out of the field 

altogether and assigned the roles of resident devil's advocates. This strategy allowed for a 

very different and possibly more objective eye to the evidence (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

Observations were made du ring site visits and focus group discussions. 

Archivai data was drawn from a variety of company documentation including annual 

reports, workers' committee and management meeting minutes, as well as media reports. 

Media reports about the companies assisted in understanding the forces exerted on the 

companies by various stakeholders. 

3.1.3.1 Semi-structured interview and focus group discussion guide 

The semi-structured interview and focus group discussion guide (Appendix 1) includes 

questions on the punctuated equilibrium paradigm, initial stages of changes, sustenance 

of the changes,and redesigning of the changes. 

3.1.3.2 Protocols 

Samples of written requests to gain entry into a company (APPENDIX 2), invite individuals 

to participate in interviews orfocus group discussions (APPENDIX 3),and potential research 

assistants (APPENDIX 4) are attached. 
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3.1.4 Entering the field 

A variety of data were collected based on the fourteen constructs from a variety of sources 

for each company. Data was collected through semi-structured interviews, focus group 

discussions, observations, and from company documentation as well as media reports. 

Data collection overlapped with data analysis.This enhanced flexible data collection to trap 

the emergence of new themes to improve resultant theory. 

Observations were captured as field notes. There were running commenta ries against the 

field notes. The running commentaries were in the form of hunches about relationships, 

cross-case comparisons, anecdotes and informai observations.Such observations provided 

real-time data as presented by activities such as lunches, tea breaks, product demonstrations 

and meetings. 

Interviews provided an opportunity for participants to relate their staries of how the 

organisation evolved. Probing questions were mostly in the form of WHY questions to 

search for more insights. 

For CROP, annual reports and media reports in company files from 1980 to 2000 were the 

platform for a one-week in-depth study in the company. The week provided ample time to 

make direct observations of the mill, office and field tours. 

Du ring the week, 5 persona! one-on-one interviews as well as 5 focus group discussions 

were conducted. Each of these was 1.5 hours long giving a total time of 15 hours for 

interviews and focus group discussions 

A total of 39 staff {3 (from same department) + 9 (from across functions and levels with 1 

white) + 11 (middle managers with 1 female and 1 white) + 5 (from across functions and 

levels) + 11 (shopfloor workers)} participated in the 5 focus group discussions. 
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Several visits to FINANCE and informai discussions with staff and ex-employees pointed in 

the direction that annual reports and strategy documents were comprehensive sources of 

data for the company turnaround. Time was therefore devoted to in-depth analysis of the 

annual reports from 1995 to 2000 and strategy documents. 

One senior executive who was part to the turnaround and is now with another financial 

institution confirmed that the evidence from the two documentation sources sufficiently 

saturated the issues. The same sentiment was expressed by three other ex-employees who 

were followed up for evidence. Repeat discussions were held with these ex-employees to 

confirm/disconfirm the evidence from documents. 

The first executive interviewed in LEISURE confirmed and substantiated information 

contained in an an nuai report and the prospectus for listing. The interviewee expressed 

that reliable data would be got from ex-staff members who had witnessed the changes 

and provided leads. 

Two ex-staff were followed up and willing to provide one-on-one interview evidence. A 

total of 3 (1 .5 + 1 .5) heurs were spent on interviews in LEISURE. 

Four LEISURE units were visited for observations and informai discussions held with 

customers in the units. 

Focus group discussions were the primary source of evidence for PLEASURE. This was 

because the first three one-on-one interviews provided only indicators of what had 

happened and company documents were not readily available. A transformation process 

that I was running for the whole organisation provided an opportunity to engage 359 

organisation members in learning about their organisation. 
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Two hours were set aside for each of the 11 groups to use the unstructured focus group 

discussion guide to recreate the history of PLEASURE. The total focus group time was 22 

hours. 

Participants for each group were drawn from the 4 units. Of the 11 groups, 3 groups were 

constituted by 86 (29 + 29 + 28) middle managers, 7 groups by 261 

(15 + 25 + 48 + 48 + 45 + 36 + 44) shopfloor workers and 1 group by 12 executives. 

Ali groups held discussions in Shona, English and Ndebele. Necessary translations were 

made to keep all participants engaged. 

1 also relied on my experiences as a Group Training Manager for the conglomerate from 

1995 to 1997 to confirm/disconfirm the evidence. During that time I trained staff in 

PLEASURE in Zimbabwe and Botswana and interacted with most staff in the company. 

One informant indicated that ail company documents were archived at the time of the 

hostile take-over and were not available. The informant managed to eventually avail a few 

files and folders after about one month of searching.The files, labelled 'Strategy;and folders 

contained unit-by-unit budgets and a few references to strategy. 

A rich source of data was the former financial director who also provided two documents in 

the form of masters' degree study group assignments detailing experiences in PLEASURE. 

3.1.5 Analysing the Data 

The data are analysed in two stages: firstly, building detailed case study write-ups for each 

company; and secondly, comparing across cases to construct conceptual frameworks. 
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3.1.5.1 Within-case Data Analysis 

Ali transcribed interview responses were entered into a database indexed by interview 

number, and question number and responses. Next, all responses to the same question 

were collected from the individual interview database as a single response in a composite 

database.The responses from focus groups were treated similarly. 

With the information from the two composite databases, observations, company 

documentation and media reports, a case description for each company was made based 

on the constructs. This analysis provided intimate familiarity with each case as a stand

alone entity, allowed the unique patterns of each case to emerge and accelerated cross

case comparisons (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

At this stage of the analysis, two research assistants, playing the raies of devil's advocates, 

individually read through the original evidence and formed independent views of each 

case. The views were then used to cross check the emerging story for each company. 

The analytical methodology used in this study can be described as iterative, replicative and 

triangular.l alternated between data collection from visits to companies and building theory 

from the data collected. New lines of investigation were opportunistically determined.This 

was followed by new explanations for the new data and a development of new theory to 

existing models. 

The iteration between building theory and data collection was repeated until data 

saturation was achieved. There were repeat discussions with some of the respondents in 

the same companies in order to trace unfolding events over time. 

Although the same semi-structured interview guide was used across the four companies, 
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data collection became particular to each company on the basis of initial evidence. For 

example, most data was available in an nuai reports and strategy documents in FINANCE 

and focus group discussions were the most appropriate source in PLEASURE. 

New theory was used as a basis for teaching Zimbabwe Open University (ZOU) Masters' 

Degree students change management. 

The new theory was refined during data collection in PLEASURE as I provided consultancy 

services in a company-wide transformation process. 

The new theory became theory-in-use as it was tested and further refined in 2 financial 

institutions, code-named TEST 1 and TEST 2. ln TEST 2 1 provided consultancy services 

in transformation for ail the six hundred staff whereas in TEST 1 1 provided consultancy 

services for strategic planning. 

ln TEST 2, at the end of each of the 16 three-day sessions, participants commented that the 

theory was relevant to TEST 2. Visits to TEST 1 and informai discussions with employees in 

TEST 2 are confirming that the organisations have started applying the theory with great 

excitement. Both organisations have also adopted the integration of servant leadership 

principles into their business operations. 

3.1.5.2 Searching for Cross-case Patterns 

Using the constructs as defining categories, a search for cross-case patterns was done 

at two levels. The first level was paired comparisons and the second was searching for 

patterns by data source. 

Points of convergence and divergence formed most of the basis for cross-case analysis. 
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Overall, the idea behind the two levels of cross-case search tactics was to allow the 

investigation to go beyond the first impressions.This improved the likelihood of obtaining 

an accu rate and reliable theory or model that closely fitted with the data. 

3.1.6 Shaping Hypothesis/Measuring Constructs and Verifying Relationships 

Challenges, tentative themes, concepts and possible relationships between constructs 

emerged from the within-case data analysis, the cross-case paired and data source 

comparisons, and overall impressions. This emergent frame was systematically compared 

with evidence from each case reflecting the iteration between theory and data. 

The first part of shaping the theory was the sharpening of constructs. The definitions of the 

constructs were refined and evidence measuring the construct built in each case. 

The second part in shaping the theory was the verification of whether the emergent 

relationships between constructs fitted with the evidence in each case. 

Eisenhardt (1989:542) points out: "ln replication logic, cases which confirm emergent 

relationships enhance confidence in the validity of the relationships.Cases which disconfirm 

the relationships often can provide an opportunity to refine and extend the theory''. 

The strength and consistency of relationships within and across cases were judged and 

further assessed by two research assistants. Above all, the exhibits and figures display the 

evidence and procedures fully in Chapter 4. This will permit other readers to apply their 

own standards when reviewing the evidence. 

3.1.7 Enfolding Literature 

Eisenhardt (1989:544) suggests: "An essential feature of theory building is comparison of 

the emergent concepts, theory, or hypothesis with extant literature. This involves asking 

what is similar to, what does it contradict, and why''. 89 
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A broad range of literature was examined in order to identify that lite rature which conflicts 

with the emergent theory as well as that which discusses similar findings. Conflicting 

literature was considered in order to increase the confidence in the findings. Such 

consideration deepened insights into the emergent theory and conflicting literature and 

sharpened the limits of generalizability of this study. 

Dealing with literature on similar findings created an opportunity to tie together 

similarities in concepts normally not associated with each other. "The result is often a 

theory with stronger internai validity, wider generalizability, and higher conceptual level 

(Eisen hardt, 1989:544). 

3.1.8 Reaching Closure 

The iteration between theory and data was stopped when theoretical saturation was 

reached. Eisenhardt (1989:545) defines theoretical saturation as "the point at which 

incremental learning is minimal because the researchers are observing phenomenon seen 

before''. 

The final products of this study are a theory/model of organisational transformation 

suitable for Zimbabwean companies in particular, and also a prescription as a general 

theory/model for emerging economies. 

3.2 Chapter Summary 

This chapter reflects that this is a longitudinal, multiple case study based on 

Eisenhardt's (1989) process of building theory from case study. The theory development 

process is summarised in Figure 3.1 below. 
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Figure 3.1 : A Summary of the Theory Development Process 

October 2000 Started organisational transformation literature 
search & found study promoter. 

May 2001 Presented background and setting of study at colloquium. 

October 2001 Presented review of related literature at colloquium. 

November 2001 Prospect of studying a global company failed. 

February 2002 

July 2002 

July 2002-
August 2003 

July 2002· 
November 2002 

February 2003 -
March 2003 

March 2003 

April2003 

Attempts to study another globai company in 
the same industry failed. 

Four companies identified for study signalled 
accessibility. 

One week in CROP. 

Field work in CROP. FINANCE. LEISURE. 

Several attempts to get access into mining 
company failed. 

PLEASURE became fourth company for study 
replacing the mining company. 

Testing elements of emerging theory outside 
the4 cases. 

April 2003 - Field work in all 4 PLEASURE sites. 
September 2003 

July 2003 - Testing theory outside the 4 cases. 
November 2003 

August 2003 Field testing for & confirming saturation. 

November 2003 

November 2003 

Presented research methodology at colloquium. 

Tentatively defined constructs; Developed data collection 
instrument; Started iteration between data collection and 
analysis. 

Redefined a>nstructs; Sharpened framework for data 
collection and analysis;Captured emerging challenges and 
emerging themes. 

Assessment of possible reasons of failure to gain access 
resulted in resolution to find alternative company. 

Used emerging theory as basis to teach ZOU Masters Degree 
students change management 

Presented initial findings of study & emerging theory at 
colloquium. 

PLEASURE executives accepted data collection and testing of 
emerging theory. 

Used & tested emerging theory as basis for'strategy 
formulation' consultancy work in a financial institution (TEST 1) 

Used & tested emerging theory as basis for 'transformation' 
consultancy work & data collection in PLEASURE. 

Used & tested theory as a basis for transformation consultancy 
work in another financial institution 
(TEST2). 

Presented within-case data analysis & emerging theory at 
colloquium. 

Presented cross-case data analysis and theory at colloquium. 

Thesis completed. 
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CHAPTER 4: WITHIN CASE ANALYSIS 

4.0 Introduction 

The main objective of this chapter is to appreciate the richness of unfolding events and 

complexities of Zimbabwean company reactions to internai and external pressures for 

change. 

Detailed case histories of the four Zimbabwean companies studied are presented. 

The within case analysis reflects that there is need to develop a deeper understanding of 

the Zimbabwean, regional and global environment within which the companies operated. 

The four company case histories are therefore followed by a comprehensive analysis of the 

social, political and historical context within which managers acted. 

CASEA:CROP 

Brainstorming sessions were held including everyone for ownership. These se_ssions were iql platform 
for raising complaints. This was allowed for. Employees were involved even i!1 the selection of the 
name of the change effort: 58 na mes were suggested and finally a Shona name,'Shanduko' meaning 
'change effort; was chosen. ldeasi were structured with an indication of the amount of money to be 
saved by the ideas. High value ideas, easy to implement, were submitted to the steering committee 
with key performance indicators.Quality ideas were signed off for implementation. 
Excerpts from an interview on the 1999 'Shanduko' change effort. 

As from 1980, CROP is renowned for its humanitarian approach to business with a very 

strong focus on safety, health and environmental issues. Emphasising this point in an early 

morning induction session for visitors to CROP, a safety officer said: 

We want to rnake rnoney but not bloody rnoney. 
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Continuous learning underpinned ail the change efforts that CROP engaged in. 

Significantly, CROP managed to forge sol id relationships with the government, community 

at large,staff and relevant stakeholders.CROP was ableto benchmark and be benchmarked 

against internationally for best practices through exchange programmes and tours. One 

media report in 1980 says: 

A party of sugar cane extension officiais from the Umbombo ranches in Swaziland 
have returned home with very high impressions of the lowveld sugar estates after 
spending a week at CROP and its neighbour and observing their operations. The visit 
was reciprocal to the one made in July by senior field officers from CROP. 

The sugar growing conditions in Swaziland are not very dissimilar to those in the 
lowveld.They too grow cane under irrigation and their climatic conditions are in many 
respects identical to those in Zimbabwe. 

Another 1980 media report covered the 14-day tour of cane growing areas of Queensland 

and New South Wales in Australia by a team of 8 Zimbabweans led by the marketing 

manager of Farm Mechanisation.The reporter reflected on the tour: 

The mechanisation of sugar cane harvesting in this country is inevitable; most 
established cane growing countries well advanced in total mechanisation and, 
surprisingly, many countries in Africa, far less developed than this one (Zimbabwe) 
have already installed mechanical harvesters. 

CROP was founded in 1956 and listed in 1964. CROP is a member of an international 

conglomerate. lt is in the Agro-industrial sector of the economy and engages primarily in 

the growing and milling of sugar cane. 

Notably, during the period 1980 to 2000, CROP became an international model for farmer 

resettlement. CROP also won the 1998 and was runner-up to the 1999 Cairns Corporate 

Care Award for sound environmental management. lt has in place solid safety, health, 

environment and manufacturing performance measures. 
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Exhibit 4.A.1: Time Line of Major Events in the History of CROP 

YEAR 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

Major Events 

High world sugar prices force dramatic change in the sugar market. Zimbabwe is accepted as a member of the 
International Sugar Organisation opening up many new export opportunities. 

National Railways of Zimbabwe (NRZ) fails to cope with moving all export sugar to port 

World sugar price declines steadily. Profit for 1982 is achieved as a result of 1981 forward sales. 

Zimbabwe is allocated a US sugar quota at prlces substantially higher than world levels. 

New Chairman is appointed for CROP. Moving export sugar direct to Maputo is probiematic. 

CROP breaks 14 mllling efficiency records. 

Govemment announces new minimum wage for agro-industrial operations. 

CROP achieves a first time record overall recovery of more than 90% in its history. 

World market prices improve. Moving cane to Maputo via South Africa is constantly disrupted. 

High mill efficiency leveis compensate for drop in cane quality. Generai Manager (GM) retires after 8 years in 
position; new GM is appointed after serving CROP for some 19 years. 

Local market sugar consumption increases by 6%; Unreliable local distribution company vehicle fleet fails to 
fuliy service the local sugar market. 

Orought and tire affect CROP. 

Cost-cutting measures are focused on non-human resources. 

Zimbabwe is unable to meet local & export demand due to the droughl 

CROP is rebuilt after the droughl 

An Environmental Management System is established. 

A mill refurbishment & expansion programme starts.Joint venture with 2 companies aimed at improving 
operations to produce high quality alcohol proves satisfactory. CROP improves corporate governance 
reporting. Chairman retires from & new chairman is appointed to board. 

The first black person is appointed a Director & Deputy Managing Director (OMO). Zimbabwe Sugar Refineries 
(ZSR) agrees to a new 3-year domestic raw sugar pricing. The Zimbabwe dollar depreciates in November. 

An unstable economic situation threatens the private sector. CROP wins the 1998 Cairns Corporate Care Awan:I 
for sound environ mental management. The Board adopts an 1T strategy. 

The OMO becomes first black MD. CROP is runner-up for the 1999 Cairns Corporate Care Award. CROP 
initiates 'Shanduko' & installs new 1T System. The 2 associated cornpanies continue to perform well. The C-line 
evaporator completed in 1998 is decommissioned. 

Zimbabwe faces general economic decline in all sectors except the finance sector. 

Sources: An nuai Reports & Media Reports 1980 - 2000. 
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4.A.1 The Changes That Took Place 

CROP engaged in a variety of change initiatives from 1980to 2000,most ofwhich weretied 

to continuous improvement. The changes were around improving promises, processes, 

structures, systems and capacity. 

Changes in promises made to employees included provision of accommodation, medical 

facilities, working conditions, black empowerment, gender balance and development of a 

code of conduct.These were efforts towards improving the quality of life of employees. 

The development of a code of conduct was large scale, had an impact on the structures in 

the Human Resources department and communication systems. This change in promises 

to employees will, therefore, be isolated for further discussion below. 

From a customer perspective, CROP changed its promise foci from a citrus to sugar cane 

business and from ranching to game farming. 

The major process change often mentioned was'Shanduko'. 

Structural and system changes included the restructuring of the Human Resources (HR) 

department, empowerment of blacks at management level and computerisation. The 

restructuring in HR will be looked at as it was interwoven with changes in operating 

systems. 

Another change in systems that affected ail key stakeholders was the development of a 

sound safety, health and environmental system around the'SHE'initiative.'SHE' (an acronym 

from the first letters of the words Safety, Health, Environment) is popular in CROP as it 

represents the Number 1 value. 
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On the purely business side, a large-scale effort that affected the efficiencies in CROP were 

the haulage system changes. 

Related to the 'Shanduko' effort was an outsourcing initiative that was concerned with 

building capacity to deliver promises effectively. The 'SHE' initiative also qualifies as a 

capacity change. 

The evidence on the changes in CROP suggests that an organisation needs to capture 

needs and expectations of key stakeholders and address these. Besides employees, there 

appears to be three blacks of stakeholders emerging: government, business and the 

community at large. 

CROP attempted to use multiple approaches to change. Sorne of the changes, when ta ken 

in isolation, appear small-scale. Taken as interconnected, the changes resulted in large

scale change spanning across two businesses: agriculture and manufacturing industries. 

The changes are clearly interconnected,although in a non-linear manner.The case provides 

lessons in managing change in an African value pipeline. 

4.A.2 Triggers of Change 

Environmental triggers to change included natural disasters, globalisation (world-class 

practices), technological advances (computerisation), the government (promises to change 

quality of people's lives), economic climate (work process best practices), heightened 

competition, 

Agriculture is susceptible to natural disasters like drought/excessive rainfall and fire. CROP 

was not spared by these disasters. CROP took advantage of its networks to find ways of 

coping with these as highlighted in Exhibit 4.A.2 below. 
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lt would appear CROP, in particular and Zimbabwe in general, experiences drought on a 

10-year cycle.The organisation has collaborated with relevant stakeholders, particularly the 

government, workers and the community to minimise the impact of drought. CROP also 

experienced excessive rainfall, overcast conditions and higher than normal temperatures 

that encouraged cane growth rather than sucrose storage. 

These experiences resulted in the improvement of standards of irrigation and manufacturing 

practices. Irrigation practices improved through collaborative construction of dams and 

sinking of boreholes. Manufacturing practices were improved by work methods aimed at 

higher mill efficiencies. 

Because of the relationships CROP has built with the surrounding community and 

employees' families, voluntary assistance was forthcoming when major disasters befell 

CROP. 

On one hand, the 1991 annual report narrated the story about a fire that broke up in CROP 

that year: 

Fire severely damaged the bulk sugar store resulting in over 3 thousand tonnes of 
sugar being lost. The balance of over 45 thousand tonnes was saved by prompt action 
by staff and neighbours who contained the iire. Repairs to the store commenced 
almost immediately.There was no delay to start up of the 1992 season as a result of the 
prompt action.Cost of repairs and loss of sugar was adequately covered by insurance. 

On the other hand, after the 1992/3 devastating drought, a media report said: 

Women at CROP surprised management by offering to help their husbands in 
replanting a new crop of sugar. 
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Exhibit 4.A.2: Impact of Major Natural Disasters on CROP & CROP's Responses 

YEAR 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1987 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1997 

1998 

1999 

Major Events 

Province in which CROP is situated is drought affected. 

Drought causes abnormally high evaporation levels & cane stress; Power eut to the area precludes the use of 
pump stations to irrigate from the right bank canal, river and regeneration water. 

3 years of drought severely deplete water supplies necessitating the improvement of high standards of irriga
tion practices for CROP. A new record overall recovery achieved. Workers, aware of drought-related problems 
the company faces, adopta positive attitude. 

Drought prompts decision to abandon hectares of cane. 

Land ploughed & abandoned after cutting during 1987 is replanted. High mill efficiency levels compensate for 
drop in cane quality. Water application is reduced to 70% of normal. 

Reduced water application continues;Collaborative stakeholder studies on improving the water supply are 
initiated. 

Fire severely damages the bulk sugar store. 

1991 /92 rains tum out to be the worst in the history of CROP resulting in cane harvested being in a severely 
stressed state; 89% of cane dies; Water for CROP's basic requirements includes that from existing & new 
boreholes. Training is severely curtailed by the effects of the drought;Communications training continues. 
Cost-cutting measures are focused on non-human resources. 

GM makes a special report to employees. The costly replanting of cane remains prime objective, is ahead of 
target & completed by mid-October. Zimbabwe is unable to meet local & export demand due to the drought. 

Workers & management respond positively to the challenges of rebuilding CROP after the drought. Drought 
emphasizes the critical importance of storing water wherever & whenever possible. 

Training is intensified. An Environmental Management System is established. 

Low cane yield results in low throughput in the mill 

Construction commences on a pump station on the banks of an adjacent river & the construction of the 
second dam starts in order to reduce the risk from drought. 

Incessant rainfall, overcast conditions & higher than normal temperatures encourage cane growth rather than 
sucrose storage. 

Sources: An nuai Reports & Media Reports 1980 - 2000 
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Exhibit 4.A.3: Impact of Globalisation & Technological Advances on CROP Activities 

YEAR 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1988 

1990 

1992 

1993 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

Major Events 

High world sugar prices force dramatic change in the sugar market. Zimbabwe is accepted as a memberof th 
lntemational Sugar Organisation opening up many new export opportunities. 

National Railways of Zimbabwe (NRZ) fails to cope with moving ail export sugar to port 

World sugar price declines steadily. Forward sales of a substantial portion of exports made du ring 1981 when 
price levels were still relatively high contribute to CROP's profits. 

Zimbabwe is allocated a United States sugar quota at prices much higher than world levels. 

Economie problems of developing countries force sugar imports to be eut back. CROP faces serious problems 
in moving export sugar direct to Maputo; Direct railway link closes; Movements to Maputo are through South 
Africa; cooperation with NRZ remains close. 

World market prices improve. Movements of cane to Maputo via South Africa are constantly disrupted. 

Operating profit more than doubles as a result of overall price in export operations being 79% higher than 
local market sales. Consumption declines in some Eastern European countries, China & Argentina due to 
political and economic factors; Developing countries which account for over 50% of world sugar demand are 
unable to afford higher prlces resulting in constant consumption figures. NRZ is unable to move raw sugar 
to refineries and to port for export. 

1991 /92 rains tum out to be the worst in the history of CROP resulting in cane harvested being in a severely 
stressed state; 89% of cane dies. 

Zimbabwe is unable to meet local & export demand due to the drought. 

An Environmental Management System is established. 

CROP implements some recommendations on corporate governance contained in the King Report publlshed 
in South Africa and Cadbury Report published in the United Kingdom. 

The Zimbabwe dollar depreciates in November. 

The CROP board adopts an information technology strategy to address the issue ofYear 2000 compliance & 
provide a world<lass business solution to support the company's human resources, financial & operational 
activities. 

CROP conducts an in-<lepth review of its processes running from cane production to sugar milling & installs a 
S 55 million new Information Technology System as part of the adoption of'best practices' in work processes. 

Severe foreign currency shortages & an overvalued Zimbabwe dollar fixed at USS 1 to ZS 38,50 make 
Zimbabwean sugar unaffordably expensive in regional export markets; Inflation averages 51 % for the year to 
31 March 2000; Erratic fuel supplies further undermine prospects; Operating cost increases are in line with 
the level of inflation. 

Sources: An nuai Reports & Media Reports 1980 - 2000, Interview & Focus Group Evidence 
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Exhibit 4.A.3 above highlights the manner in which global issues, government actions and 

technological advances triggered reactions in CROP. The pricing of sugar internationally 

impacted on the Zimbabwean pricing policy.The socio-political and economic activities of 

government also influenced the direction of the changes. 

CROP put in place mechanisms a long its own value chain to align with the changes. These 

included setting up partnerships to deal with transporting sugar for local consumption 

and export and forward selling. 

Global concerns in connection with environmental management had a huge impact on 

the need to maintain high standards in this area.The'SHE'initiative was an attempttowards 

addressing this issue. 

About safety and health in CROP, one employee remarked: 

International safety standards are adhered to. 

The 1995 annual report had this to say about environmental management: 

An environ mental management system established to help CROP continue to operate 
in an environmental\y responsible manner had the following initiatives supported by 
employees: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

monitoring of noise and emissions, 
waste recycling, 
water and effluent management and conservation, 
planting of vetiver grass a long drains to prevent soil erosion. 

The 1997 an nuai report proceeds to detail how the prevention of soil erosion was extended 

to the surrounding community: 

CROP embarked on an outreach programme in which vetiver grass is supplied .to. 
communal farmers for planting in susceptible areas to prevent soi! erosion - an 
increasing number of communal farmers participate in the programme. 
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CROP did not only respond to process issues through implementing recommendations 

on corporate governance but also through the 'Shanduko' initiative. This initiative was 

enhanced by the computerisation of CROP and Year 2000 compliance project. 

One interviewee summarised 'Shanduko' as follows: 

Shanduko is a continuous improvement initiative that focuses on 'waste reduction'. An 
international consultant helped us. 

Regarding technology, one employee admitted: 

There was work pressure using manual systems. CROP is a technology trend follower. 

Internai triggers included qualityofleadership,changes in leadership,need fordepartmental 

synergy, manufacturing best operating practices in CROP and the need to create value for 

shareholders. 

Concerning the development of the code of conduct, one interviewee said: 

The initiative started at the Group level and then moved into CROP as part of the 
Group companies. 

Other respondents concurred and reflected that top leadership at either Group or CROP 

level or bath initiated changes in response to concerns from key stakeholders. 

One employee mentioned: 

Change in the haulage system was prompted by improvements in mill operations -

there was need for adequate delivery of cane. 
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About the need for functional/departmental synergy as a trigger for the computerisation 

of HR and operating systems, one focus group agreed: 

lîwas very much within the Accounts Department.A lot of programmes were in place 
with no links. Departments need to be interlinked. There was need to synergise and 
share knowledge. 

4.A.3 Key Players 

The government of Zimbabwe stands out as one of the most significant players in the 

history of CROP. Key activities by government are summarised in Exhibit 4.A.4 below: 

The other players include ail employees, management, business unit leaders, external and 

internai consultants, steering committee, change champions and any community member 

who interacts with CROP. 

The involvement of all employees was particularly evidenced by comments on the 

'Shanduko'and SHE efforts. Excerpts captured at the beginning ofthis case are examples. 

The role of managers and business unit leaders in changes was tracked as fàr back as 1976 

under the initial changes in the haulage system. Evidently leadership played significant 

roles in sanctioning each of the efforts and also took on the role of a steering committee 

forthe'Shanduko'initiative. 
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Exhibit 4.A.4: Major Government Activities that Affected CROP & CROP's Responses 

YEAR Major Events 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

Government reduces retail price of sugar & agrees to subsidise the sugar industry; Uniform industrial wage 
scale is adopted; unit cost of production rises; Sugar industry proposes sugar annual retall pridng. CROP plans 
to settle about 200 African cane growers on 1 ~hectare farms. 

Consumers resist sugar prices & dramatic drop of sugar price follows production of substitutes. 

Zimbabwe dollar is devalued; Revenue increases on a big proportion of sugar yet to be exported. 

Government assists to resolve problems ofthe first 120 farmers resettled; Phase 2 of resettlement is post
poned pending an improvement in sugar prices. Government partners in formation of unified workers' com
mittee; Communication between management & workers improves. 

After 1 S months of negotiations, government approves an increase in the retail price of sugar; Retail price of 
Zimbabwe sugar is lowest in region fuelling negotiations for further increase. 

Government expresses concern over slow pace of black advancement in the private sector. 

Government announces new minimum wage for agro-industrial operations. CROP acknowledges govern
ment's desire to increase the resettlement of small-scale farmers & following the improvement of world prices. 
agrees to complete scheme over the next two years. 

Settlement scheme & independent review of how the sales proceeds are divided between millers & independ
ent cane growers is completed. 

A Sugar Milling lndustry Employment Board is set up through collaboration of key stakeholders. CROP's 
agricultural settlement scheme becomes a mode!, attracting visitors from international agencies & other 
developing countries; Settler cooperation remains good. 

State is committed to black advancement. 

Sugar price control regulations are repealed & become a welcome development for CROP.Zimbabwe Presi
dent praises spirit of commitment by sugar producers in his first tour of CROP. 

Given the 1993 repealing of sugar price regulations,a medium term agreement for the pricing of sugar to 
ZSR is reached. 

The Zimbabwe Sugar Milling lndustry Workers' Union is accredited & some employees join it. 

One dam in the area is completed. 

Conditions of service are for the first time negotiated at industry National Employment Council (NEO level. 
Government, CROP and a neighbour agree to build a second dam after close contact & consultations. 
Zimbabwe dollar depreciates in November. 

Government decides to move fiscal year-end to December;CROP applies for exemption & gets authority to 
retain a 31 March year-end in common with other sugar producers in the region. 

Sugar is sold at less than half its price in surrounding countries resulting in uncontrollable legal & illegal 
export. Government interventions pose a serious threat to the sugar industry. 

Turnover increase results from the lifting of'de facto' controls on local market sugar prlces. 

Sources: Annual Reports & Media Reports 1980 - 2000 
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There was a deliberate capability creation process put in place. For example, as far as the 

computerisation changes were concerned, management and steering committee went 

for training by program owners in South Africa. Those trained then provided training to 

clerks from other departments before running the system. Champions were trained by 

a consultant and in place to sustain the momentum of the initiative after the departure 

of the consultant. HR staff who now understand the system can help when there are 

problems. 

As far as the 'SHE' initiative was -concerned, ail employees were re-inducted, given an 

induction label as part of identification and then issued with persona! protective equipment 

(PPE). Security personnel check on the use of PPE ail the time. 

CROP benchmarked for best practices and contextualised changed efforts. Severa! focus 

groups concurred: 

Help came from Swaziland - 'we copy and improve on the Swazi system'. Director 
went to Swaziland for external benchmarking and brought back videos highlighting 
advantages and disadvantages of changing the haulage system. 

C 

Concerning 'Shanduko~ indigenous examples were used to sell the process, including the 

name that was adopted for the effort. 

Changes assisted develop diagnostic skills.One-to-one discussions/meetings were held to 

assess where there were problems. Original safety policy was revised to be consistent with 

CROP values. 

On one occasion suppliers had to be called in to sort out faulty software and they 

discovered that there was a cable problem. 
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4.A.4 Time Available for Initial Stages of Changes 

The nature and type of change effort determined the time available for the initial stages 

of the effort. Overall, the initial stages were either immediate or allowed to stretch over a 

period of a maximum of 3 years. 

Where top management thought there was need to create a sense of urgency over the 

change, like the 'SHE' initiative and computerisation, very little time was given. Decisions 

were made by managers and top leadership and communicated across the organisation. 

As far as the computerisation changes were concerned, an 8-month period was allowed for 

a parallel run of the new computer system against the original manual system. 

For the Shanduko initiative, the initiative started in 1999 with a time window of one year for 

the initial phases. Within this period, a 4 to 6 month period was set as ide for training aimed 

at kick-starting the process. The pay back period for the effort was set at 2 years. 

•1.A.5 The Kind and Quality of Help Needed 

Generally, some one-to-one interview evidence points in the direction that there was 

employee sensitisation and inculcation of a sense of inclusivity when changes were 

initiated. Other one-to-one interview respondents, however, suggest that lower level 

employees were not aware of the quality and kind of help that was needed for the changes. 

These respondents argue that saturated communication was needed and ail employees 

had to be educated on the need for the changes. 

Focus group evidence suggests staff were conscientised before the changes, building trust 

between owners and employees.An example given is that employees were shown videos 

on the contemplated haulage system changes. 
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:, " 

When changes affected people's jobs, relocation was based on the health status of 

employees. One focus group noted: 

There was need to relocate employees - alternative employment opportunities should 
be looked for when change reduces numbers. When cutting becomes a health 
problem with age, there is need to relocate to lighter duties. 

4.A.6 Relevance of Change to Persona! and Business Goals 

The change efforts for CROP benefited key stakeholders including staff, government and 

the surrounding community. 

Exhibit 4.A.5 below highlights some of the benefits that accrued ta stakeholders at a 

persona! level. 

Beyond the Exhibit 4.A.5 benefits, case evidence confirms that staff generally considered 

the changes relevant ta them. Further examples cited include the healthier and smarter 

approach ta work provided by the 'SHE' initiative. The swipe cards provide effective data 

access ta resolve queries and pay overtime on time. The quality of swipe cards has been 

challenged. Employees have suggested that swipe cards be clipped on dress like is done 

with identity cards ta reduce chances of damage. 

An incentive scheme was set up for the 'Shanduko' initiative with rewards paid on time at 

30%, 60% and 100% of target achievement. Ali executives and staff supported the project 

champion for this initiative. 

Haulage system changes brought with them reduction in health related complaints such 

as backache. There was also an employment opportunity for those who had ta ope rate the 

new machinery. 
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Exhibit 4.A.5: Relevance of Changes to Persona! Goals 

YEAR 

1980 

1981 

1983 

1984 

1986 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

Major Events 

End of war improves internai market, induces high levels of staff turnover & serious industrial unrest. CROP 
aggressively introduces initiatives to improve quality of life of people. 

High 1980 sugar prices lead to consumer resistance & accelerate the production of substitute sweeteners 
resulting in dramatic drop of sugar price. 

Sugar production exceeds target due to higher cane quality & increased mill efficiency- continuing training of 
skilled & semi-skilled considered a contributor. Agricultural training school opens. 

New Chairman is appointed for CROP. First products of Agricultural training school complete diplomas. 

Government announces new minimum wage for agro-industrial operations. CROP spends dose to 
$2 million on staff housing. • 

CROP focuses on Safety & Health at work. 

General manager (GM) retires after 8 years in position; new GM is appointed after serving CROP for somel 9 
years. 

CROP wins national premier safety award. 

CROP puts muscle into housing for employees 

Cost-cutting measures are focused on non-human resources. 

Sunsweet sugar is distributed throughout the country providing a slightly cheaper alternative product to the 
consumer. Zimbabwe is unable to meet local & export demand due to the drought. 

Training is intensified. An Environ mental Management System is established. 

Chairman retires from board after holding the post for 11 years; new chairman is appointed to board. 

The first black person is appointed a director & Deputy Managing Director of CROP.CROP spends $ 410,2 
million constructing new houses for employees. Training & development is intensified.CROP embarks on an 
outreach programme in which vetiver grass is supplied to communal farmers for planting in susceptible areas 
to prevent soil erosion. 

Collective bargaining is successfully conducted & concluded under an independent chairperson;Close liaison 
is being maintained with employees through regular meetings with both union representatives & workers' 
committees. $ 6 million is spent on the construction of new employee houses. Training emphasises com
munication skills & environmental issues. 

First black Managing Director is appointed from position of Deputy Managing Director. 

Severe foreign currency shortages coupled with an overvalued Zimbabwe dollar fixed at 
US$ 1 to ZS 38,50 make Zimbabwean sugar highly expensive in regional export markets. 

Source: An nuai Reports & Media Reports 1980 - 2000. 
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Evidently, the changes benefited the business. CROP is a responsible corporate citizen with 

'safety' as value number 1. Accidents are reported immediately, investigations carried out, 

accidents categorised and measures taken to minimise or eliminate recurrence. 

The new haulage system,'Shanduko;outsourcing,computerisation enabled CROP catch up 

with modern business practices.The development of a code of conduct brought in a sense 

of common purpose to bath CROP management and staff, guided by the Zimbabwean 

legal framework. 

4.A.7 Advocates "Walking-the-talk" 

There was mixed evidence regarding advocates 'walking-the-talk'. Where the change was 

perceived as directed by Group leadership, advocates walked the talk. For example, in 

connection with 'SHE' one interviewee said: 

If there is a fatality, CEO has to go to South Africa to explain; CEO in South Africa has to 
explain in the Group's London office. 

The development of the code of conduct enjoyed similar positioning. Said one 

interviewee: 

The executive at CROP and Group level supported the champion. 

Those who initiated changes walked the talk as they believed in the need for such 

changes. Comparing and contrasting HR managers' relationship to HR system changes, one 

interviewee said: 

HR manager who left associated with employees, would corne to shopfloor and 
sometimes cleaned with cleaners, motivating employees. He sought advice from 
employees and practiced the ideas and praised employees for ideas even if idea 

failed. 

Old HR manager walked the talk. New HR manager partly walks the talk and parts of 
the system are not working. The new HR manager does not corne down. Contact is 
with his immediate superior. 
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Both interview and focus group evidence confirm that change efforts were part of meeting 

agendas to stress that advocates meant what they said. · 

However, other evidence suggests that there was no clear evidence of walking the talk . 
.. 

Examples highlighted to support this include what one employee said: 
; 

Maintenance people were told they would be outsourced in 1998. No-one has 
corne back with another message. 

And focus groups reflected: 

Management commitment is key. Management should walk around. Protective 
clothing was not provided as a Shanduko initiative to eut costs.There is little feedback 
on results of each initiative. ldeas from the shop-floor are not accepted. Sorne ideas 

then filter back as the manager's - thinking employees have forgotten. Paterson Band 
C+ employees are considered as human beings, Bands A and Bas semi-human. 

Current HR maintains an open door policy BUT does not go to the fields,. People do 

not like it. People want him to go out and understand operations. 

Staff associated the success of change efforts with advocates who walk-the-talk, maintain 

live lines of communication across the organisation, have a business sense, are open, 

flexible and appreciate learning. On the other hand, staff also expressed the negative 

impact of advocates' inconsistent behaviours. One interviewee narrated how he felt about 

his own circumstance: 

4.A.8 

Managers responsible changed things and even by-passed employees in career 
management - took someone else to become my manager. 1 had to train my new 
manager. 

Acknowledgement of Fear and Anxiety 

Views on fear and anxiety were polarised. Du ring some focus group discussions, staff were 

not comfortable expressing their positions because participants were drawn across levels 

of the organisation. For example in one focus group discussion, one staff remarked: 

What guarantee is there that there will be no victimisation since we are mixed across levels. 109 
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The general impression across focus groups was that fear and anxiety were acknowledged 

as part of the change initiatives. Comments like 'fear and anxiety were allayed through 

active communication and involvement of ail those affected'; 'fear was acknowledged -

there was an exodus of white employees'; 'some whites who were anxious moved their 

children and remained behind in employment'; and 'fear was acknowledged and training 

was concentrated on a small group of super users' dominated the focus group responses. 

One-to-one interview evidence also reflected the polarisation.Comments like'Victimisation 

leads to fear. CEO has to advise colleagues not to threaten employees across the 

organisation. ldeas should be raised freely'; 'CEO should go down to employees, address 

employees area by area. They know the name of the CEO not the person'; 'There was 

acknowledgement of fear and anxiety: do not lie to employees. If you are not sure, say so' 

characterised the perceptions. A new language emerged when things were not working 

as planned. For example, employees called one manager'Machonyongo: a derogatory term 

for a disrupter. 

As far as the 'SHE' initiative was concerned, employees agreed that there was no fear or 

anxiety as this was considered a life/death change initiative. 

4.A.9 Assessment of Progress 

Assessment of progress was both informai and formai. 

As far as 'SHE' was concerned, international safety standards were adhered to. A CROP 

'SHE' committee was set up, chaired by the Chief Operating Officer (COO). This committee 

meets once a month and no SHE item should reappear on the agenda.Once raised,an item 

should be dealt with and resolved. Each department has a 5-minute review on each of the 

3 SHE (safety, health and environment) elements at the start of each day and/or shift. The 
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5-minute review has to be documented. SHE contributes 20% of the bonus and 80% on 

target performance. 

HR system changes were tracked through quality of reports and documents as well as 

system data retrieval capability. ldeas were tested continually and collaboratively. 

Training progress is reviewed. However, one focus group mentioned there is need to go to 

the shop-floor for feedback on HR issues. 

ln relation to 'Shanduko,' one foc_us group agreed: 

Shanduko had rigorous reporting procedures. The company was reorganised into 
business units (BU's). Each (Head of Department) executive was ultimately responsible 
for BU performance. There was a business change manager. 

Whereas one interviewee suggested BU feedback was ongoing, another said of Shanduko: 

With hindsight, a questionnaire could have been administered twice per year for 
better assessment. 

Concerning black advancement, there was agreement that: 

There was informai measurement. There was a mention of employment ratio of 
60%:40% in favour of blacks at the top like was being advocated in school ratios for 
private schools. 

One participant remarked: 

Are we doing enough to develop our own blacks? 

The impact of haulage system changes was tracked through productivity assessments, for 

example, crushing rate of mill per hour/per day/per season as measure of effectiveness of 

cane haulage to mill. Exhibit 4.A.6 below details mill performance measures. These ratios 

were produced and published annually (with a running commentary) in annual reports. 111 
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Exhibit 4.A.6: CROP Mill Performance 

Year Number Through- Overall Extrac- Bo1Ung Overall Factory Tonnes 
ofcrush- put tlmeeffic- tlon house recovery perfor- caneper 
lngdays Tonnes lency (%) recovery (%) mance tonne 

perhour ('Il,) Index(%) sugar 

1980 216 302 87,41 97,19 89,52 87,01 100,36 7,98 

1981 220 376 84,27 97,39 90,14 87,79 99,35 9,87 

1982 241 399 88,64 97,36 90,37 87,98 100,14 8,05 

1983 239 390 90,14 97,12 91,09 88,47 101,16 7,88 

1984 234 382 89,16 97,37 91,08 88,68 102,05 7,68 

1985 226 289 91,97 97,88 91,34 89,41 101,52 7,64 

1986 223 380 93,85 97,99 91,07 89,23 100,80 7,68 

1987 218 419 94,75 97,70 92,16 90,04 101,02 7,52 

1988 208 394 93,17 97,74 91,29 89,23 101,G9 7,65 

1989 190 408 93,87 97,70 91,40 89,52 99,73 7,57 

1990/91 215 410,93 94,20 97,77 89,63 87,62 98,25 7,62 

1991/92 178 386,71 94,25 97,51 86,68 84,52 96,35 8,09 

1992/93 24 94,45 92,92 97,44 60,28 58,74 100,03 14,32 

1993/94 57 321,39 73,20 97,31 82,65 80,19 100,00 11,31 

1994/95 245 442,18 90,82 97,81 90,31 88,34 100,89 7,80 

1995/96 228 424,36 85,85 97,67 89,43 87,35 99,80 7,63 

1996/97 189 321,64 92,03 97,89 88,70 86,82 99,42 8,13 

1997/98 260 415,56 87,03 96,60 89,29 86,25 98,61 8,13 

1998/99 262 421,75 88,25 97,02 87,44 84,84 98,36 8,46 

1999/2000 230 429,97 87,83 96,50 87,34 84,28 95,75 8,18 

Source: Annual Reports 1980 - 2000 
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Exhibit 4.A.7 also paints a broad picture of measures from a financial point of view. Clearly, 

the financial performance was affected by drought and CROP has forged partnerships 

to deal with a future recurrence of this natural disaster through alternative water supply 

strategies like boreholes, more dams and more effective water application methods as 

highlighted earlier. 
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Exhibit 4.A.7: CROP Earnings and Dividends 

Year Sharesln Profit/ Dlvldends Dlvldend Dlvldend Eamlngs/ Dividends 
Issue (Loss) for the pald ($'000) cover returnon (Loss)per pershare 

year ($'000) shareholders' share (cents) (cents) 
funds('lb) 

1980 23964600 2713 959 2,83 2,71 4,0 1,3 

1981 24013850 22365 6002 3,73 7,51 31,0 8,3 

1982 72041550 7957 3122 2,55 3,68 11,0 4,3 

1983 72041 550 (41) 

1984 72041 550 5090 2161 2,36 2,47 7,0 3,0 

1985 72041550 6581 2882 2,28 2,35 9,0 4,0 

1986 72041 550 9237 3602 2,56 2,80 12,8 5,0 

1987 72041550 11831 3602 3,28 2,64 12,9* 5,0 

1988 72041550 9940 4322 2,30 2,09 13,8 6,0 

1989 72041550 7102 4322 1,64 1,89 9,9 6,0 

1990 72041 550 20753 8645 2,40 3,24 10,a• 4,5• 

1991 192110814 25632 5763 4,45 1,19 13,3 3,0 

1992 192110814 (270) (0,1) 

1993 192110814 (10095) (5,2) 

1994 192110814 (35323) (18,4) 

1995 192110814 240398 98056 2,5 10,31 125,1 50,0 

1996 192110814 227402 96056 2,4 9,03 118,4 50,0 

1997 192110814 136113 53812 2,5 2,83 70,8 28,0 

1998 192439564 204539 84662 2,4 5,29 106 44,0 

1999 192504314 384686 153 996 2,5 8,19 200 80 

2000 192761064 361000 193000 1,8 6,0 188 100 

Source: An nuai Reports 1980 - 2000 
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4.A.10 Belief in Change 

There were mixed reactions to questions concerning the degree of polarisation of belief in 

the change efforts. 

Interview evidence suggests that all employees believed in the'SHE'initiative. 

lnterviewees and focus groups, however, pointed out there were either 2 or 3 groups of 

staff. ln connection with changes in HR systems, one interviewee said: 

There were 2 groups: opposers were almost 90%. lt was war to convince them.Type of 
payslips converted most non-believers. 

Focus group evidence confirms the existence of 2 groups in response to HR system 

changes: 

Because of problems, a big group think it does not work. Many times manual system 
is being used. Approximately 50% of the time system is not working. There are two 
camps and the negative camp is gaining momentum. 

Regarding computerisation, one focus group agreed: 

There were two groups: those computer illiterate who feared change and those who 
considered change relevant. 

About the haulage system changes, an interviewee commented: 

Even the COO did not believe the system would work. 

And a focus group admitted: 

There were two groups with one against doubling cutting load and fearing the 
unknown haulage system and another group supporting the change. 
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Two other interviewees identified three broad categories of staff. One concluded: 

There were three groups of employees: 

The, other said: 

Tho se who felt there was no need; 
Th ose who felt we have an opportunity; 
Those who felt management will still do what they want (focus was on 
this group). 

1 did not consciously assess existence of believers and non-believers. 1 can say there 
were 3 categories of people: 

The committed; 
The doubting group -. they became 'disciples' after explanation; 
The pretenders - moved back to 'old ways' of working. 

The existence of a third group is also suggested by focus group evidence to the effect that 

there are'people not showing they are in any kind of group~ 

Focus group comments on black advancement were quite telling. One group said: 

For some blacks that got into promotion positions, employees said they were blacks 
thinking like whites and used terms like'chasara iganda' meaning 'what remains is the 
colour change'. 

Another group added: 

Employees were busy assessing managers. For example, some were saying 'managers 
should leave politics and consider business. Local employees cannot even get the 
sugar they process due to politicking'. 
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4.A.11 Power and Accountability Structures 

Each change effort had defined power and accountability structures. 

For the haulage system, the Agriculture Director was the champion. The organisational 

structure changed ta fit into the change. Work shifts also changed ta fit into the 

mechanisation process. 

A structure from Chief Operating Officer (COO) ta Agriculture Director, cane haulage 

manager, cane haulage foreman, cane haulage co-ordinator, centralised trains controller, 

gantry superviser, locomotive driver and general workers was put place. There also is a rail 

inspecter reporting ta the cane haulage foreman.The inspecter has a team comprising rail 

hand superviser, welder and builder who have general workers reporting ta them. 

A broad framework was provided by Group leadership for the development of a code of 

conduct.An internai champion experienced in industrial relations was accountable for the 

change. CROP formed Workers committees and a CROP Works Council was constituted.This 

Works Council linked up with other Works Council in the Group ta create the Group Code 

ofConduct. 

The HR manager had a steering committee and a team of clerks from departments ta install 

the new human resource system. The steering committee and select clerks were called 

super users who then transferred the skills across the departments. 

CROP put in place a 'SHE' committee. However accountability was devolved ta departments 

and the individual. There is 1 'SHE' representative for every 50 employees and 1 first-aider 

for every 1 O employees. 
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'Shanduko' and resultant outsourcing had ultimate accountability in the CEO. The CEO 

and executive team formed the steering committee. This committee assisted the HOD's 

empower the BUL's to run with the initiative. A champion, the Finance Director, was 

accountable to the steering committee. BUL's were accountable to the champion and 

involved ail staff. BUL's were young and knowledgeable about business and were assisted 

by a second-in-charge with analytical skills. 

One focus group argued that although top management has been relocated to the site, 

CROP is'still run by people in Harare.CROP management should be given decision-making 

powers'. 

4.A.12 Organisational Learning 

The 'SHE' initiative stands as a mode! around which CROP staff can benchmark internally 

about how to diffuse learning on change efforts. This initiative had ail staff mobilised from 

the individual to departments and CROP as a whole. 5-minute inclusive forums are held 

daily/per shift and learnings documented and spread across the organisation. 

A safe environmental policy with an outreach programme component (grass project) 

has also enabled CROP become a visible corporate citizen in the community around. An 

outstanding achievement is that through the learning afforded by the 'SHE' effort, there is 

no water contamination and soil erosion in the neighbourhood. 

lt would appear there was selective communication relating to haulage system changes. 

Th ose directly affected by haulage system changes were more aware of the changes. Focus 

group evidence points out: 

There was structured communication to ail concerned parties, particularly on how to 
work together in a change situation. A process of managing up and down was put 

in place. Those not di1·ectly involved were not given details but only the necessary 
information. Those in management positions, even when not involved, were given 

details to win their support. 
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There were mixed impressions on howcomputer skills were diffused a cross the organisation. 

Whereas one interviewee said: 

Thosetrained in South Africa passed on skills to departments through clerks using the 
system. 

Focus group evidence on computerisation and HR systems reflects the following 

comments: 

This was different from the Grab loading change effort. There was no champion to 
drive the training of other users. Sorne staff cannot even go onto a computer. ln some 
departments there were no super users.Training department had no formai training; 
they went on trial and error, relying on own competence. 

Further evidence suggests there were informai communication networks on HR systems. 

As far as swipe cards were concerned, a select few were given a chance to try. Introduction 

of new payslips and clocking cards signalled a new era. 

Focus groups expressed the following sentiments for future initiatives: 

CEO needs to communicate with people, have Town Halls, be close to people, and 
walk around even to recreational centres. There is need for clear communication 
throughout the change effort. 

Bring back training programmes, which were scrapped and accelerate those in place. 

Concerning the development of a code of conduct, a workers' representative confirmed a 

local best practice: 

520 Workers' Committee members were trained on New Code. Each of the 520 
cascaded the information to fellow employees. 
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'Shanduko' learning was transferred through a continuous improvement cycle. 

One executive remarked: 

A continuo us improvement cycle was established as a basis for Jearning.This cycle was 
built into everyday lives of ail staff. The cycle is based on assessing budget items with 
a view to implementing ideas on saving costs. 

The general impression was that communication and leadership of department is key to 

fostering new learning. 

4.A.13 New ldeas about Purpose and Strategy 

The 'SHE' initiative influenced the way of doing business in a safe environ ment. A local best 

practice is the manner in which 45 minutes (09h00 to 09h45) have been set aside daily for 

the induction of new employees and anyvisitors.An induction checklist is used to track the 

aspects covered.A'SHE'advisor/officer uses English and Shona for induction depending on 

the literacy of individuals under induction. 

The officer took me together with 2 new employees through a familiarisation with 'SHE' 

vocabulary including: safety procedures (18 safety standards were covered); accident 

classifications; emergency preparedness (for example, assembly points); types of safety 

signs (safe condition signs, warning signs, prohibition signs, fire equipment signs, special 

signs) and a medical questionnaire. 

There was a demonstration on the use of fire equipment focusing on 4 different types of fire 

extinguishers. These were dry powder, water/gas, carbon dioxide and foam extinguishers. 

An expia nation of housekeeping programme in place fortools and equipment was followed 

by do's and don'ts clarifying acceptable and unacceptable behaviours. For example running 

a round is not allowed and sober habits are expected in the premises. l was issued protective 

clothes for the one-week du ration of my visit. 
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From an HR perspective, computerising HR systems indicated that CROP cou Id catch up on 

technological advancements such as networks. Managers also realised there were ideas of 

strategic importance from A 1, A2 Paterson grade level employees because employees had 

been allowed to question and contribute to the development of the Code of Conduct. 

One interviewee indicated: 

Lessons learnt include the fol\owing: 
Whatever change initiative, management must own the 
process; 
lnvo\ve workers, instead of giving, sel! change and engage 
them; 
Every change initiative should benefit the workers. 

Interview evidence suggests that CROP was a test case for Group of companies and the 

former CEO for the Group of companies is now implementing the same ideas for Group in 

South Africa as well as the London head office. 

Focus group evidence provides further insights. Sorne participants felt that the focus of 

efforts was efficiency and effectiveness and there was a lot of groundwork to mobilise 

support for change. Others were of the opinion that change efforts were not clearly linked 

to CROP strategy. Sorne participants said change looked like a haphazard process and 

employees need clarity on linkages of initiatives to strategy. 

One said: 

Each initiative should have clear objectives, shared by ail stakeholders.Train and define 
assessment criteria. 

Another retorted: 

We are too vertically integrated, why not have focused strategic BU. We need to 
coordinate change efforts. Focus on crushing and milling! 
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ln as far as black advancement was concerned, one focus group participant quipped: 

There was talk of black advancement to address the new political demands. 

Evidently, external benchmarking for best practices fast-tracked the haulage system and 

'Shand uko' initiatives. 

One focus group agreed there was need for a super user to design a system that lits the 

business. 

4.A.14 Success of Change Efforts 

There were mixed impressions during focus groups regarding the success of the 

computerisation process.Comments featuring during discussions included: 

There are less people controlling payroll. The function moved from Accounts 
department to HR. IT staff were not sure of the change leading to lack of support 
from IT staff. Now IT department is functional. We still do not have what we chose.Still 
system is not user friendly. Regarding the network program, supplying company did 
not do well in installing system. 

For the clocking system, one can only record OUT to IN movements per day and can be 

abused. With manual system there was an entry for each passage and it was difficult to 

abuse. 

However interview data paints a positive picture including comments like 'information 

retrieval was good;'HR system led to CROP network'. 

The development of a code of conduct is generally considered a success story. Each of 

the 52 sections had a constituted Workers' Committee, each of the 7 areas covering the 

52 sections had an area Workers' Committee and a central Workers committee has been 

constituted covering the 7 areas.There is ownership of the Code of Conduct. 
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One worker representative was, however, critical of the code saying: 

Code of conduct has not been updated forover 15 years.Code of conduct is only about 
employees. For example,'if employee does this, then, ... To the extent that employees now 
resent being in the Workers' Committee.' 

The 'SHE' initiative is an outstanding success story that has positioned CROP as a good 

corporate citizen. The outreach program has resulted in no water contamination in the 

surrounding community.A local best practice is around the application offilter cake (mud). 

The mud has soi! nutrients,which local villagers use to feed gardens forfree.The rest of the 

filter cake is used back in the cane fields. 

The success of the haulage system has resulted in nothing, except the replacement 

of one grab loader, being changed since 1983. This has been largely attributed to the 

successful local modifications to the Swazi system. One focus group heard one participant 

remarking: 

What is happening is because of people involvement at every stage of the process. 

'Shanduko'and the resultant outsourcing are also considered a success. lnterview evidence 

includes: 

'Shanduko' was extremely successful. Results were presented to the Board. The Board 
accepted and authorized payment of incentives. 

Shanduko champions have been requested to help in other initiatives as part of 
change skills transfer. Grab loading is now being re-looked at from a 'Shanduko' 
perspective. There is still need to look at the structure of incentives for future change 
efforts. For example, how soon incentives are paid. 

Outsourcing as a result of'Shanduko'was a huge success. Busing,security,canteen and 
beer-halls have been successfully outsourced. 
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These comments are also supported by focus group evidence and are consistent with the 

continuous improvement intention: 

ldeally 'Shanduko' should have corne before IT effort.'Shanduko' emphasis was more 
on proving saving. Bonus payment was not paid early and this damaged employee 
morale. 

The incentive scheme design needs to be simple, clear and reward to follow behind. 
ldeally, this should have been a Finance function. Agriculture department carried the 
whole company. We are not accountants. 

Mention is made of the need to move to a flatter organisation structure informed by the 

change efforts. Overall, live communication is considered a necessity. 
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4.A.15 Case A Summary 

Figure 4.A.1: Summary of CROP Evidence 

CONSTRUCr 

Triggers 

Best practiœs 

Key pla)'ffl 

Help 

Relevance 

Walking-the-talk 

Fear & anxlety 

Assessment & 
measurement 

Belief 

Govemance 

Diffusion 

Strategy& 
purpose 

Sucœss 

CROP EVIDENCE 

Environmental (natural disasters);Globalization (worid<lass best practices);Technological advances (compu
terization); Govemment (promises to electorate); Economie climate (work process best practices); Heightened 
competition. 

Benchmarking in & outside Africa (Swaziland & Australia); SHE 5-minute daily documented inclusive forums; 
Land redistribution;Community engagement in SHE;Winning Safety awards on environ mental management 
systems;Communicating the code of conduct 

Govemment; Ali employees; Management; Business Unit leaders; External & Internai consultants; Steering 
committee; Change champions & Community members. 

SHE (immediate); Shanduko (one yeartime window,4-6 months training to kick-start process); computerlza
tion (immediate with 8 month parallel run). 

Employee sensitisation & inculcation of a sense of inclusivity (lower level employees not aware of quality 
& kind of help required); Saturated communication required;Capability creation (ail changes); Relocation of 
employees with health problems. 

Changes benefrted key stakeholders (staff. govemment.community); lmproved quality of life of employees; 
Employment creation;Code of conduct brought sense of common purpose; Business was value-based (e.g. we 
want to make money but not bloody money). 

Mixed evidence (where initiative directed from Group/top management. advocates walked the talk e.g. SHE. 
Shanduko, Haulage system);One HR managerwalked the talk & the other did partially. 

Views were polarized (focus groups generally said there was acknowledgment. withln mixed focus groups 
a sense of fear was expressed, individual respondents had mixed answers); A new language emerged when 
things were not working. 

Informai & formai: Black advancement was informally assessed; Shanduko & SHE had rigorous reporting 
procedures; Mill performance measures documented in an nuai reports. 

Three groups of people {the committed, doubters (became disciples once convinced) & pretenders (moved 
back to old ways)}. 

Each change had defined power & accountability structures (e.g. Haulage system changes under Agriculture 
Director resulted in structural changes in shifts, SHE & Code of conduct had committees, HR system changes 
directed by steering committee, Shanduko & Resultant outsourcing under CEO had executives as steering 
committee). 

Leaming included SHE inclusive forums; Shanduko continuous improvement cycle model about diffusing; 
Communication networks during development of code of conduct (520 workers committee members cas
caded messages to ail after training). Haulage system changes communicated selectively. 

'SHE' influenced ecological harmony & corporate citizenship focus in running business. Link of other changes 
to strategy & purpose not clear to lower level employees. 

Shanduko incentives could have been paid earlier. Shanduko & resultant outsourcing, SHE. Haulage system 
changes, Development of code of conduct considered huge sucœss stories. Mixed reactions expressed over 
Computerization. 
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The CROP case evidence is summarised through Figure 4.A.1 above. 

Eleven challenges, eight themes and four propositions (prospects for further study) emerge 

from the evidence. 

Emerging Challenge 1: Role of national cultures in transformation 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe have to anchor such change on 

national culture. 

Emerging Challenge 2: Use of relevant national languages 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe have to use relevant national 

languages to convey and embed the new different ways of doing business to 

all relevant stakeholders. 

Emerging Challenge 3: Land redistribution 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe will have to promote an equitable 

pattern of land redistribution. 

Emerging Challenge 4: Economie reform and poverty reduction 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe have to conduct business aimed at 

sustaining long-term high rates of economic growth driven by agriculture in 

order to reduce poverty. 

Emerging Challenge 5: Employment creation and entrepreneurship 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe have to create employment and 

upscale entrepreneurship to enable the state restructure its economy and 

compete globally. 
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Emerging Challenge 6: Ecological harmony 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe have to engage in safety, health 

and environmental programmes to enhance the quality-of-life of employees 

and communities. 

Emerging Challenge 7: Boosting investor confidence 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe have to contribute towards 

the reduction/elimination of (trans)national conflicts and crime (including 

corruption) in order to boost investor confidence. 

Emerging Challenge 8:Value-enhanced products and services 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe have to (re)brand value-enhanced 

products and services for the global market. 

Emerging Challenge 9: Consensus building amongst stakeholders 

To succeed in leading change in their companies in Zimbabwe, managers need 

to forge an institutional framework and process for consultation and consensus 

building amongst stakeholders on the make up of reform programmes. 

Emerging Challenge 1 O: lnstitutional capacity building 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe need to build institutional 

capacity to minimise /eliminate the gap between designed plans and their 

implementation. 

Emerging Challenge 11: Gender consciousness 

Organisations that transform in Zimbabwe need to move to a higher level of 

consciousness in gender relations by engaging in gender analysis in order to 

empower women. 
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Emerging Theme 1: Collaboration with key stakeholders 

Intense collaboration with key stakeholders leads to the success of 

transformation efforts. 

Emerging Theme 2: Stakeholder needs and expectations 

Organisational transformation revolves around changing stakeholder needs 

and expectations. 

Emerging Theme 3: Stakeholder promises 

Organisational transformation revolves around changing promises to address 

changing stakeholder needs and expectations. 

Emerging Theme 4: Delivery processes 

Organisational transformation revolves around changing processes to deliver 

changing promises. 

Emerging Theme 5: Structures and systems 

Organisational transformation revolves around changing structures and 

systems to align with changing processes. 

Emerging Theme 6: Capacity and capability 

Organisational transformation revolves around changing capacity and 

capabilityto sustain the momentum of the change. 
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Proposition 1: Contextualisation of business issues 

Contextualisation of business issues is a prerequisite for the success of 

transformation efforts. 

Proposition 2: Impact of natural disasters 

Natural disasters like drought trigger major change. There appears to be a 

10-year drought cycle for Zimbabwe. 

Proposition 3: Interface between government, business and civic society 

Transformational business leaders need tothoroughly understand the interface 

between business, government and civic society. 

Proposition 4: Managing the interface between key power blocks 

Success in business transformation is dependent on the ability to manage the 

interface between key power blacks. 
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CASE B: FINANCE 

Our vision of tomorrow dictates that today, we identify ourselves with those growth sectors and 
sections of our community from whose midst we expect the emergence of tomorrow's economic 
giants and conglomerates i.e. the small - to medium - scale entrepreneurs, the majority of whom 
are in the informai sector. This is also one way through which FINANCE, can help in the job creation 
process. 

Annual Report, 1995 

FINANCE operated on negative capital as far back as the late 1980's since it was associated 

with an internationally disgraced bank, SUSPECT. A new chairman was appointed to the 

board of directors in 1993 with a specific mandate from the government of Zimbabwe to 

seetotheturnaround of the bank. 

Between 1993 and 1995, the chairman led the board in a search for a managing director to 

replace the one who was running the operations of FINANCE in an acting capacity. ln 1994, 

the bank was on the verge of collapsing. However, the board found a suitable candidate to 

lead the transformation process in early 1995.The candidate was tasked to perform a dual 

role of managing director and CEO. 

Reviewing the background of FINANCE in the 1995 annual report, the newly appointed 

managing director and CEO indicated: 

Stakeholders the world over had their confidence in SUSPECT, and indeed in the whole 
financial system in general, shaken as others lost money through illegal, unethical 
and all other despicable acts of financial misconduct as revealed and levelled against 
SUSPECT.Such was the background to the discomfort which by history and association 
also affected the bank. 

Although the Zimbabwean operation of SUSPECT and now FINANCE was not actually 
involved in the kind of scandais that its half parent (SUSPECT) was accused of, it was 
not spared from either the local or international confidence backlash. 

After analysing and understanding the challenges FINANCE faced, the managing director 

led in the crafting and implementation of a 5-year vision to turnaround the bank. Given 

the lack of transparency in previous dealings, the bank committed itself to high levels of 
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transparency in all its operations within acceptable levels of banking practice. 

The 5-year vision was achieved one year earlier, in 1998. The board chairman retired from 

the board in this year convinced he had contributed to the strategic positioning of the 

bank for growth. 

An overlapping 5-year vision was developed in 1998 and is being implemented. 

FINANCE prides itself of good performance in a declining economy. The bank started 

turning around as from 1995, was recapitalised and privatised by 1997 and started 

focusing on strengthening itself through global networking and smart partnerships in 

1998. FINANCE was voted 'the best domestic bank in Zimbabwe'twice in succession in 1999 

and 2000. 
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4.8.1 The Changes That Took Place 

Exhibit 4.8.1: Time Line of Major Events in the History of FINANCE 

Year 

1991 

1993 

1994 

Major Events 

FINANCE loses technical support from the SUSPECT London office. 

Chairman is appointed, with FINANCE having no Managing Director. 

FINANCE is on the verge of collapsing. Directors do not recommend any dividend; FINANCE does not publish 

lts annual report. 

1995 Managing Director is appointed; lncumbent also assumes role of CEO. Eight areas of need for a 

5-year strateglc plan are identlfied; FINANCE adopts formai strategic planning and management 

techniques as a way of running affalrs. FINANCE doses the year on a negative net worth position and the 

dlrectors do not recommend any dividend. Through tender, there ls a change in FINANCE's external auditors. 

1996 FINANCE predominantly focuses on: Internai risk management Further technology upgrading and 

enhancement Reaching out beyond boarders for correspondent bank networks; Creating necessary 

confidence and credibility so vital to business of banking; lntensified image dean-up and marketing 

exercises as part of the groundwork preparations for the all important recapitalisation exercise scheduled 

for 1997; Further strengthenlng of human resource skills and improvement in policies. systems and 

procedures. 

1997 FINANCE witnesses the first positive results of the tum-around strategy: Successes are registered in the 

areas of human resources development, technology enhancements. internai restructuring and improvements 

in risk management, image profiling and marketing. Recapitalisation assumes centrHtage; Government 

agrees to idea, dilutes its shareholding from 100% to 20'l6, agrees to concept of recapitallsing through a 

privatisation route and further extends an invitation to foreign investors to imiest in FINANCE. 

1998 Considered FINANCE's watershed year which seals the first phase of the turnaround strategy and sees the 

start of a new 5-year strategic plan. Two technical partners are signed on. FINANCE is privatised and 

restructured; Board membership increases from 5 to 14, wlth 3 executive directors; Various board committees 

are established; Joint auditors engaged to establish and maintain ultra-transparency. 

1999 Devoted to the consolidation and the implementation of the technical partnership agreement. FINANCE is 

voted •eest Domestic Bank in Zimbabwe by the world-wide Euromoney annual country surveys and awards 

for banking excellenc~ 

2000 Focus shifts from survival and consolidation towards leadership among financial instiMlons in Zimbabwe; 

FINANCE starts benchmarking agalnst one or two market leaders ln Zimbabwe whlle not losing 

slght of regional aspirations. FINANCE establishes a properly defined and stand-alone marketing and sales 

division. FINANCE becomes third largest bank ln Zimbabwe and the largest locally owned in terms of 

market share and balance sheet slze. FINANCE manages to create a powerful brand for its products 

based on a differentiation strategy. Through a smart-partnershlp alliance, FINANCE is first bank in Zimbabwe 

to launch assurance products and provide a one-stop shop for financial products and services. FINANCE 

is again voted •eest Domestic Bank in Zimbabwe by the world-wide Euromoney annual country surveys and 

awards for banking excellence~ FINANCE goes through its first ever restructuring to a leaner and more 

effective organisation with no disputes recorded. 

Source:Annual Reports 
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Broadly, the changes FINANCE experienced may be classified under turnaround to 

profitability and solvency, privatisation and growth. 

4.8.1.1 Turnaround 

As noted in the 1997 annual report,"throughout the period 1995 - 1997,FINANCE remained 

focused on its strategic plan and progressively recorded steady improvements in its 

financial results which gradually returned the bank to profitability and solvency''. 

Exhibit 4.B.2 below shows the steady improvements. 

4.8.1.2 Privatisation 

The privatisation process is aptly summarised in the managing director's review of 

operations in the 1997 annual report: 

Being one of the first state institutions to be privatised, the process leading to this 
exercise involved detailed discussions and intensive consultations with government, 
covering such issues as the objectives behind proposais to privatise and recapitalise 
the bank, the benefits of having a technical partner, targeted beneficiaries of the 
privatisation process and the modalities of the process, the timing of the issue and 
pricing of the shares, their tradability and vehicle for their trading. A number of inter
ministerial committees had to deal with different aspects of the issues mentioned 
above, the conclusion of which was the green light to proceed in July 1997. By the end 
of 1997 FINANCE was privatised and successfully recapitalised in what was viewed as 
'record time' by local standards. 
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4.B.1.3 Growth 

Having achieved its Vision 2000 in 1998, FINANCE poised itself for corporate re-engineering, 

a li-round growth and stability through smart-partnerships in the same year. Vision 2003 for 

the bank captures the intentions: 

FINANCE has embarked on a drive to strengthen and expand its market base by 
the year 2003. This will be achieved through a strategy of networking and joint 
ventures with other key players in the market. FINANCE plans to become a regional 
and international ban king force by the year 2003. 

4.8.2 Triggers of Change 

Given its originally battered image, the main drivers of change for FINANCE were the 

government and the need for good corporate governance. 

From the appointment of a new board chairman in 1993, the bank took an approach 

of reporting on its condition in as transparent a manner as possible to enable ail the 

stakeholders to make informed decisions in their dealings with the bank. Evidence in every 

annual report from 1995 clearly highlights this. 

Significantly, the opening paragraph on corporate governance in the 1999 annual report is 

repeated in 2000: 

FINANCE is fully committed to the principles of openness, integrity and accountability. 
Accordingly the directors recognise the need to conduct the business with integrity 
in accordance with generally accepted corporate practices as set out in the King 
Committee Report on Corporate Governance. The Audit Committee is mandated to 
review compliance with the principles of good corporate governance ... 
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4.B.3 Key Players 

The key players in the FINANCE transformation efforts are best summarised in the bank's 

annual reports under appreciation statements. For example, the 1995 annual report 

reflecting the initial successes of the turnaround has the managing director appreciating: 

Ali clients of the bank, old and new, for their unflinching and growing 
support respectively. 
The government of Zimbabwe as represented by the Ministry of Finance 
and in particular, the office of the registrar of banks and financial 
institutions. 
The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, as both supervisory and regulatory authority. 
The chairman and board of directors of FINANCE for their leadership support 
and guidance ... 
Ali local and international financial institutions and correspondents. 
Prospective new shareholders who have shown interest in supporting 
the bank in the coming year. 
The public in general and, last but not least, management and staff members 
of the . . . team - without whose support and commitment to doing 

the right thing, the bank would never have made the kind of 
remarkable progress registered so far. 

Evidence of the significant contribution made by these key players runs in the annual 

reports over the years. Even in 2000, considered by economists as one of the most difficult 

years since Zimbabwe's independence, a similar set of key players appears in the annual 

report. 
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For example, the managing director links the key players to the bank's vision in the 2000 

annual report by stating: 

Mindful that these results would not have been achieved without the unwavering 
support of the bank's customers and all other stakeholders, we wish to extend our 
special and heartfelt gratitude to the following: 

The bank's existing and new customers for keeping the vision a live. 
The bank's shareholders for the continued support and faith in the 
leadership of the crew du ring the very dark hours of the storm. 
The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe and the Ministry of Finance for their wise 
counsel and guidance. 
The bank chairman and his team for their commitment to the cause of 
the bank. 
The FINANCE family for their commitment with each one of them keeping 
the individual pledges of commitment and hard work calculated to ensure 
that the battle is won as promised at the Great lndaba. 

4.8.4 Time Available for Initial Stages of Changes 

Strategically, very little time, if any, was available for the initial stages of the changes. 

Although it took the Board a little over 1 year to search and attract a suitable candidate to 

lead the operations of the bank, the candidate integrated strategic planning and strategic 

implementation. 

For example, in the second month of his appointment, he was out with a team of staffto 

work on Vision 2000. Further, within the turnaround strategy was built in the recapitalisation 

and privatisation change initiatives.Also,an overlapping growth strategywas encapsulated 

in Vision 2003 since the first vision had been achieved ahead of plan. 

Operationally, foreign investors and due diligence exercises were carried out over the first 

6 months of 1998. The exercises were viability and feasibility assessments by potential 

external investors who had shown interest in investing in FINANCE in line with its 

privatisation programme carried forward from 1997. 
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4.8.5 The Kind and Quality of Help Needed 

The help needed was related ta the challenge areas isolated in Vision 2000 and 

Vision 2003. 

Given the 'market image of the bank' challenge, FINANCE engaged an independent firm of 

market research consultants.The consultants compared the bank's image atthe beginning 

and at the end of 1995.The consultants reported that the bank's public image and market 

profile had improved during the period. 

Under the 'human resource balance sheet~ a broad-based staff development and skills 

enhancement programme was put in place. 

Internai and external expertise helped deal with the 'systems and procedures' challenge. 

The managing director reported in the 1995 annual report: 

Specifically, documented policies, systems and procedures are now in place in respect 

of treasury operations, accounting, international, personnel, marketing, lending and 

follow-up operations, auditing, information systems and technology, administration, 

organisation and methods, economic research, strategic planning, corporate services, 

branch level activities, delinquent loans and extensions services, community banking 

and card-based products, among others. 

A joint team of local and South African based international consultants helped set up the 

treasury systems. An international non-governmental organisation twinned with a British 

consulting team ta set up systems and procedures for the new community-based lending 

programme while Irish consultants were contracted ta put up the most-up-to-date systems 

and procedures for the management of a non-performing book, including the extension 

services ta it. A local team of external consultants helped survey and advise on personnel 

remuneration systems, procedures and levels while another helped develop personnel and 

job evaluation techniques. 
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Yet another international team was the bank's information technology consultants while 

another was used as a sounding board for strategic thinking and planning seminars. 

Notably, staff went for local and international courses and attachments aimed at under

pinning the bank's capabilities in technology. 

The rest of the ban king systems, ma nuais and procedures were produced in-house. 

Evidently, the approach to system and procedure development was both intense and 

multi-pronged. At close of 1995, every aspect of systems documentation, staff training and 

implementation had been completed. The notes to the financial statements for the year 

ended 31 December 1995 by the bank's external auditors confirm this: 

ln previous years, the bank's risk management systems and procedures were not 
followed .... 

This led to the granting of a high level of non-performing loans which have continued 
to affect the overall performance of the bank in 1995 .... 

During the course of 1995, a number of strategies were put in place to deal with the 
system weaknesses and the management of the non-performing book. Without these 
measures, the continued existence of the bank would have been threatened. 

The refurbishment programme started in 1994 resulted in modern face-lifts to the head 

office and two branches. Staff and customer service facilities were upgraded at four of the 

banks sites, resulting in a positive public and market image. 1 toured the head office and 

two branches and confirmed this. 

ln the 1995 annual report, the managing director noted that chief executives and staff of 

correspondent banks,especially the dealers and treasury controllers, helped by supporting 

the change initiatives. Further, "most local financial institutions began to express some 

calculated measure of confidence in the bank. These moves helped us to overcome the 

pressures that had started to build on the bank at the beginning of the year" (Managing 

Director, in 1995 annual report). 
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The government of Zimbabwe, through the Ministry of Finance, helped by appointing 

and giving a mandate to turnaround the bank to the chairman in 1993. Through the 

Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ), the government proceeded to audit the affairs of 

the bank in 1997. This was part of the RBZ's new approach to banking supervision 

and prudential regulation. The audit helped position FINANCE for privatisation. An inter

ministerial committee assisted in dealing with issues relating to the privatisation. 

4.B.6 Relevance of Changes to Persona! and Business Goals 

The changes were relevant to business goals as shown in Exhibits 4.B.2 and 4.8.7. 

The bank is quite specific in terms of its focus on persona! issues.A section on employment 

and development in the 1999 annual report reads: 

The following principles underlie the Employment and Development policy: 
Ali people have the need and potential to grow and to influence their own 
destinies, and should be given the opportunities and exposure to do so; 
Ali employees should be treated as individuals regardless of race, sex and creed; 
Ali employees are capable of making their own decisions regarding their lives 
and development and should be encouraged to do so; 
ln defining and refining the policy, ail relevant stakeholders are consulted 
continuously. 

The bank endeavours to employ, empower and develop competent people in order 
to utilise their potential, expand their careers and assist them in becoming valuable 
contributors to sustainable competitive advantage. 

Of significance is the position that FINANCE took in assisting government with the 

much-needed foreign currency to deal with the fuel crisis towards the close of the 

century. Government would have further borrowed from international lending institutions 

deepening the foreign debt. FINANCE managers consider this gesture as the organisation's 

contribution towards resolving the economic problems the country is facing. 
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4.B.7 Advocates "Walking-the-talk" 

There is strong evidence that the advocates of change walked the talk. Notably, the board 

searched for a suitable candidate to take on the role of managing director and CEO, the 

chairman resigned from the board after making his contribution to the turnaround, and the 

board established various committees which were reconfigured as and when necessary. 

Clearly, the new managing director and CEO and his team led by example. For example, in 

the 1995 annual report, he, on behalf of the bank at large, cautioned habituai defaulters: 

... 1 wish to reiterate the Bank's position with respect to defaulting borrowers of 
FINANCE, new and old, who do not take seriously their contractual obligations in 
the mistaken hope, and false belief that the Bank will "write-off" such outstanding 
balances. 

1 am of the belief our economy cannot prosper toits maximum potential, if financial 
indiscipline and delinquency on the part ofthose who have been availed depositors' 
funds is tolerated. Furthermore, 1 believe it is a bad amen for any economy to have a 
distressed financial system emanating from poor debt recovery. 

Furthermore, in the context of our turnaround programme and Vision 2000, the team 
charged with the task of project rehabilitation and debt recovery treat their Bank and 
regard the mission with a passion, viewing this institution with pride to be defended 
at ail costs against borrower delinquency without fear or favour. 

4.B.8 Acknowledgement of Fear and Anxiety 

Fear and anxiety were acknowledged. The managing director had this to say in the 1999 

annual report: 

The 1995-1999 turnaround journey involved tests of our staff's character and 
calculation, their courage and determination in the face of adversity and uncertainty 
that prevailed then.After privatisation in 1997, the map began to unfold, with the initial 
goal and objectives of the turnaround programme becoming clearer and clearer to 
many stakeho\ders. The consolidation period 1998/9 which has just been completed 
invo\ved a lot of adaptation to change. 

The ability to change with times is a function of attitude, confidence and clarity about 
what the future holds in store for an individual, group or -organisation. 
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4.8.9 Assessment of Progress 

Progress was assessed continually through the various teams that were set up to manage 

the challenges identified.Such assessments are highlighted quite visibly in annual reports. 

A typical example is Exhibit 4.8.2 below. 

Exhibit 4.B.2 FINANCE's Six Year 31 December Highlights 

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

Total Assets (Z$ m) 779 3 186 6471 8463 10118 

Total Deposlts (Z$ m) 636 2816 4669 3628 7416 

Loan Portfolio (Z$ m) 733 858 2241 3898 5 913 

Cumulatlw Provisions (Z$ m) 5 58 110 267 458 

Profit Before Provisions (Z$ m) 67 85 141 260 341 

Profit after Tu & Provisions (Z$ m) 62 84 109 130 137 

Shareholders' Funds (Z$ m) 105 180 597 676 773 

Dlvldends Pald (Z$ m) NIL NIL 44 52 60 

Number of Commerdal Banks ln 5 5 7 7 9 

Zimbabwe 

Market·Share Deposlts 5.3 18.4 20.3 15.4 18. 1 

Number of FINANCE Branch 9 11 14 17 21 

OUtlets 

Staff Complement 391 474 650 722 808 

911 Provisions/Total Loans 7 5 7 8 

lnvestment ln Technology (Z$ m) 7 25 69 128 280 

Number of FINANŒ's International 8 24 32 46 46 

Correspondent Banks & Partners 

Source:Annual Report 2000 

2000 

18400 

13350 

8251 

1143 

1067 

256 

977 

90 

11 

22.5 

24 

716 

14 

316 

47 
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FINANCE put in place rigorous assessment systems and reported on these in a detailed 

fashion. For example, a section of the 1997 annual report reads: 

One major aspect achieved was the setting up of quarterly persona!, department, 
branch and divisional quantitative and qualitative targets focusing on profitability, 
liquidity, interest and exchange rate risk, credit risk, earnings and solvency areas.These 
targets were combined with intensive follow-ups and checks for achievement and 
compliance by the Bank's strategic planning unit and internai audit departments 

respectively, with both departments reporting directly to the chief executive. 

The bank not only had internai assessment systems in place but also benefited from the 

assessments by RBZ. For example, the excerpts of the RBZ 1997 annual report by the 

Banking Supervision Division read: 

A land mark development was thefirst everfull examination of a commercial bank.This 
involved an evaluation of the bank's entire operations in order to deter.mine capital 
adequacy; asset quality; management competence; profitability; effectiveness of 
liquidity management systems, adequacy of accounting and internai control systems, 
applicable guidelines as well as the verification of information submitted through 
prudential returns .... 

There was vigilance at FINANCE as indicated in the 1997 annual report: 

To this end, a technical committee chaired at the highest level in the bank has been 
established and a detailed project plan, which includes the most stringent test and 
certification procedures, has been put in place in order to validate ail daims made 
by FINANCE's suppliers and, at the same time, to check that ail its other sub-systems 
comply. 
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FINANCE went beyond financial assessments. For example, on the managerial human 

resource base, pertinent statistics reported in the 1999 annual report reflect: 

% of bank managers with degrees and professional qualifications 
(10% in 1995) 
% of bank managers with advanced degrees (2% in 1995) 
Average age of permanent employees 
Average age with the bank 
Annual staffturn-over 
% of expatriate bank managers (nil in 1995) 
% female bank managers (2% in 1995) 
Staff retenti on rate 

65% 
6.75% 
29 years 
4.3 years 
13% 
0.5% 
20% 
94.02% 

On the bank's reward restructuring front, FINANCE seeks to link rewards to individual 

performance 

4.B.10 Belief in Change 

Sorne ex-employees interviewed considered the demands of the turnaround too tough 

and left the organisation. On the contrary, in the 1995 an nuai report, the new managing 

director and CEO indicates "quite a number of staff either left the bank service for greener 

pastures or retired''. 

FINANCE managed to retain the staff who believed in the turnaround and only went 

through a retrenchment process in the year 2000. The 1999 retention rate of 94.02% of 

the 1995 staff figure is quite significant.The CEO pointed out in the 1999 annual report: 

The new year will unfortunately witness, for the first time in the history of the bank, 
a staff retrenchment process arising out of an exercise which seeks to align our 
technological status and investment in centralised aètivities with the optimal staff 
numbers required to drive the re-engineered organisation. 
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4.B.11 Power and Accountability Structures 

A new board chairman was appointed to lead in the restructuring of FINANCE in 

order to restore the bank's viability. The restructuring was centred on capital adequacy, 

recruitment, placement and retention of competent management and staff, internai 

systems development and enhancement. 

The chairman identified upon appointment that by 1993, FINANCE's capital position was 

under stress, primarily because of a deteriorating loan portfolio. This deteriorating loan 

quality position was demanding large provisions and write-offs, which in turn ate into 

profits, reserves and initial capital. 

Between 1993 and 1995, the board worked on arresting the problem by improving the 

quality of the loan portfolio through security enhancement on ail existing loans. The board 

also applied stricter loan approval guidelines and instituted tougher loan recovery policies 

and programmes than had been the case before. To this effect, the bank continued with 

the policy of 'instant provision' for bad loans and sought never to report unduly inflated 

profits. 

By 1995, recommendations to the shareholder to introduce new capital into the bank had 

been approved. 

Notable on the issue of recruitment, placement and retention of competent management 

was the search for a managing director between 1993 and 1995.When the board chairman 

was appointed, the managing director was in an acting capacity. The result of the search 

was the appointment of a managing director who doubled up duties as CEO as from 1995. 

The incumbent is generally considered to have been the brains behind the bank's success 

story after near collapse in 1994. 
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For example, the chairman commented on the capability of the new managing director 

and CEO in the 1995 annual report: 

By December 1995, we were already enjoying some of the fruits of his general 
superintendence and management of the bank's affairs. l am pleased to report that, 
sin ce his arrivai, the bank is now firmly in control of ail its operations, especially its loan 
portfolio management. 

The acting managing director resigned from the bank after 5 months of the new 

appointment in 1995 and subsequently from the board in 1996. lt would appear there was 

enough time for the new incumbent to take over and corn press the time to re-launch the 

bank. 

A featurethat highly distinguishes FINANCE is the manner in which organisational structure 

followed strategy. Particularly, the initial stage of the implementation of Vision 2000 was 

the streamlining of structures within the head office. 

Additionally, having broadly classified the major risk areas classified under interest, liquidity, 

currency, credit, default and operations risks including off-balance sheet risks, bank-wide 

committees were created around these areas.This was meant to better manage these areas 

as well as enhance communication. 

Members ofthese committees were drawn from relevant or directly affected divisions and 

departments as well as other divisions of the bank whose activities impacted on each 

other. Membership of each committee was limited to 8. 

Frequency of meetings differed from weekly, monthly, quarterly, half-yearly to yearly 

intervals. 
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Exhibit 4.B.3: 1995 Turnaround Management Committees and Responsibilities 

Committee 

Strategic Planning & Review 
Committee 

The Executive Management 
Committee 

The Central Treasury Management 
Committee 

Central (redit Committee 

Central Recoveries Committee 

Central Accounts & Budget Review 
Committee 

Central Marketing & Deposit 
Mobilisation Committee 

Central Procurements Committee 

Information Technology 
Committee 

Human Resources Committee 

Extended Management 
Committee 

Source: Annual Report 1995 

Responslblllties 

Develops strategic direction in conjunction with the board, serves as a platform for sharing 
the vision and reaffirming commitment to FINANCE, reviews progress and develops strate
gies to consolidate progress and redress weaknesses. 

Top executive decision making body chaired by managing director,composed of general 
management.creates commonality of vision for FINANCE and sets the specific direction the 
bank should take to reach the agreed vision and broad objectives as set by the board. 

Principal committee that devises, regulates and implements investment policies and 
reviews the profile of risks associated with the bank's overall assets and liabilities. 

Main agency in directing and monitoring the bank's lending activity throughout the 
branches, ensuring that all advance proposais conform to laid down policies and criteria 
and that strict monitoring of these facilities is done in adherence with laid down policies 
and procedures;further, it improves the overall quality of the bank's previously poor loan 
portfolio administration. 

Manages, rehabilitates and/or recovers the bank's money from those loans and advances 
that have been identified and classified as delinquent and needing special attention. 

Formulates the bank's budget projections for both operational and capital expenditure, 
with key functions of planning, implementing, monitoring and achieving the bank's profit
ability, liquidity and solvency targets, preparing accu rate and tlmely financial statements 
which comply with relevant statutory and non-statutory regulations and standards. 

Creates conditions that stimulate internai creativity to bring about continuous improve
ments to marketing and sales methods and to generally alter the rnake-up of the bank's 
deposit mix. 

Evaluates requests for the procurement of goods and related expenditure including stand
ardisation of internai requirements, ensuring that the procurement process is effective and 
transparent 

Determines the role of banking technology applications.devises and implements strate
gies to ensure FINANCE's technical support systems continue to enable the bank to effec
tively compete in the local and international banking arena. 

Primarily responsible for staff welfare through the development. review and enhancement 
of staff related policies dealing with recruitment procedures, remuneration,grading,disci
pline, training and performance appraisal. 

An information sharing committee of head office and branch management that meets 
quarterly to consider and resolve problems and generally share information on bank wide 
developments and ideas and, to ensure a process of continuous quality improvement 
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Following the privatisation of the bank and its tie-up with external technical partners and 

shareholders, new directors were appointed to the board. This expanded the board from 

5 to 14 {from 4 non-executive directors to 11 and from 1 executive director (managing & 

CEO) to 3}. This necessitated the implementation of an earlier board decision to establish 

a number of board committees with specific terms of reference and mandates aimed at 

improving the bank's corporate governance structures and risk management. 

Exhibit 4.B.4: 1998 Vision 2003 Committees and Responsibilities 

Commlttee 

Audit Committee 

Credit Committee 

Remuneration Committee 

Strategic Planning & Technology 
Committee 

Asset & Liability Management 
Committee (ALCO) 

Source:Annual Report 1998 

Membershlp 

1 executive director 
(managing & CEO), 

4 non-executive directors 

2 executive directors (managing & 
CEO and Credit director), 
1 senior general manager Credit, 
4 non-executive directors. 

1 executive director (managing & 
CEO), 
S non-executive directors. 

1 executive director (managing & 
CEO), 
S non-executive directors. 

1 executive director (managing & 
CEO), 
4 non-executive directors. 

Responslbllltles 

Reviews the company's audited financial state
ments and liaises with external auditors. 

Assesses and approves project proposais for rec
ommendation to the board. 

Sets the remuneration of the executivedirectors 
and approves guidelines for the company annual 
pay reviews. 

Reviews the bank's future strategies and alloca· 
tion of resources. 

Meets once quarterly to review various risks and 
strategies adopted by management ln running 
the bank's operations and complements the man
agement's own ALCO committee which meets 
weekly. 
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The focus on good corporate governance is further amplified in the 1999 an nuai report: 

Directors are appointed to the board on a consensus basis by the éxisting board. The 

board is confirmed/ recon stituted annually at tne General Meeting of shareholders. 

The requirements of the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange Regulations are followed in this 

process. 

The board comprising both executive and non-exéc,tive directors. meets regularly 

(at \east quarterly), retains full and effective conuoi over the bank and monito,·s 

executive management. Ali directors have access to thé advice and services of the 

Bank Secretary and aré entitled to obtain independent professional advice at the 

bank's expense, shou!d they deem this necessa:y Committee chairpersons are ail 

non-executive directors. The chairman and managing director respectively provide 
leadership and guidance to the board, two thirds of whom are non-executive diréctors. 

A comprehensive framework setting authorities and responsibilities in regard to 

information, recommendati ons, confirmation and approval of all matters affécting the 
business of the board and its comm ittees assists in the control of decision-making and 

risk management processes.The directors bring a v,ealth of expe,-ience from their own 

fiélds of business and ensure that debate on matters of strategy, policy, progress and 
performance is robust. informed and constructive. 

A third of the long est serving direct ors since their e\ect:on retire by rotat ion eilch year. 

Corporate governance is also enhanced through participation of workers.The 1999 annual 

report highlights this: 

Worker participation is enhanced by a network of communication champions 

nominated by their colleagues to act as com,i-1u11ication facilitators between 

management and staff. 

The workers cornmittee exists to provide a platform for employees and thei r recognised 

trade union representatives to consult meaningfully on issues that affect them . The 

parties are committed to good fa ith bargaining based on full disclosu re of information. 

detailed motivation of proposais a11d the generation of alternative options, with thë 
objective of reachi ,,g consensus. 

Power and accountability structures were not only at board level.The FINANCE organisation 

structures were aligned to the challenges and the strategy. The 1999 annual report spells 

this out. 

Having identified seven categories of stakeholders {Shareholders; Customers (both 

depositors and borrowers); Board, management and staff; Regulatory and Supervisory 
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Authorities; Corresponde nt Banks and Fi na ncia I Markets in genera I; Su ppliers of Goods and 

Services; Government and the General Public at large}, FINANCE proceeded to organise 

itselffunctionally as reflected in Exhibit 4.8.5 below. 

Exhibit 4.8.5: 1999 Functional Organisation Structure 

lelfdof Dlrldlors--- Managlng Dlrtctor & CEO--

Source: An nuai Report 1999 

Executlve Dlrector Credlt 

Executlve Dlrector Operatlons 

Exeartlve Dlrector Anance 

Senior General Manager Marketing & Sales 

Seaetarlat, Audit, Human Resources, PR, 
Strategk Planning. Training & Change 

Management 

Specifically, departments below went through radical changes influenced by stakeholder 

expectations. The new accountability structures are reflected in 

Exhibit 4.B.6 
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Exhibit 4.8.6: 1999 Department Accountabilities 

Stakeholder Expectatlons 

lmprove the profitability of the bank; 
Create an even better image of the 
bank; enhance its stability and create 
the necessarystrong security in the eyes 
of depositors,correspondent banks and 
the financial markets in general 

The optimal restructuring of the 
advances mix, coupled with a quality 
lending approach. 

Systems stability, reliability, timeliness & 
accuracy of reports. 

Productivity of staff in terms of income, 
total deposits and total assets per 
employee peryear. 

Ensure business risks and opportunities 
for improvement are properly identified 
and managed through appropriate 
management action, implementation & 
contrais. 

Ensure that appropriate management, 
board & shareholder meetings are 
properly held & proceedings thereat 
are adequately minuted, provide legal 
opinions to various bank departments 
& maintain constant liaison with 
extemal parties such as Board members, 
Shareholders, lawyers, ZSE, the Law 
Society and Share Register 
Administrators. 

Source: An nuai Report 1999 

Accountability 

Marketing & Sales Division 

Credit and Advisory Services 

Operations Division 

Human Resources 

Internai Audit 

Bank Secretariat 

Focus & lntended Outcome 

: The bank has historically had a skewed 
deposit mix in favour of high-<:ost funds to 
the detriment of its profitability aspirations. The 
transformation ofthis structure ranks high on the 
priority list of the division. 

Development of additional fee-based income 
through offering tailor-made financial solutions 
to large corporate borrowers as well as advisory 
services on privatisations, mergers & acquisitions, 
debt restructuring & rehabilitations. The services 
will be a precursor to the formai application for a 
merchant banking licence. 

: reduce costs by 
removing the current stand-alone back office work 
in branches to centralised facility; 
Information technology department provide I.T. 
solutions to all branches & head-office 
departments and look after the bank's electronic 
banking & card delivery systems; 
Logistical services department:identify viable sites 
for the bank's branch network. 

A motivated & quality FINANCE human resource 
balance sheet 

Tracking down transactions to source documents, 
checking on compliance issues & ensuring sys
tems weaknesses are brought to the attention of 
senior management for immediate & appropriate 
rectification. 

Drive the corporate governance charter of the 
bank 
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4.B.12 Organisational Learning 

Evidence in an nuai reports reflects that the newly appointed managing director and CEO 

engaged a team of staff in identifying and isolating the challenges FINANCE faced. This 

was in the second month of his appointment to the position when the team set out on a 

strategic planning workshop to turnaround the bank. 

The evidence also indicates thatthe workshop captured the expectations of ail stakeholders 

who included shareholders, customers, the board, management and staff, correspondent 

financial institutions, the government, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, the media and 

public in general. 

The team learnt from the strategic planning process that the major challenges the bank 

faced as at 1 January 1995, a month before the appointment of the managing director and 

CEO, included: 

Strategic planning (There had been no vision and mission before); 
Recapitalisation (Capital base had been seriously eroded by past poor 
performance as evidenced by the negative net worth of the bank as at 31 st 
December 1994); 
Image building (There was need to cleanse the internai and external market 
stigma of SUSPECT, whose shadow was still lingering in the minds of many 
stakeholders. The challenge included the need to refurbish and upgrade the 
physical facilities of the bank following several years of neglect); 
Human resource development (There was need to reconstruct the bank's 
human resource balance sheet by building a competent and capable team.The 
challenge included the need to motivate staff, instil a sense of pride in and 
passion for their organisation aher years of scorn and isolation. Performance 
standards also needed to be established); 
Systems and procedures (There was need to document appropriate systems 
and procedures for managing the bank given the loss of technical support from 
the SUSPECT London office in 1991 ); 
Technology (The bank was lagging behind technologically. There was need to 
introduce appropriate technology as a driving force towards competitiveness); 

Internai structures (There was need to restructure the bank's organograms from 
head office to branches and to appoint staffwith the right skills for the positions 
created at all levels of the branch); 
Re-launching the bank locally and abroad (There was need to re-launch the 
bank given its low profile in order to integrate it into the community of key 
financial players); 
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Performing and non-performing loan portfolios (There was need to assess the 
overall quality of the bank's total assets and specifically its loan portfolio, 
to isolate and distinguish between performing and non-performing clients in 
the bank's books to facilitate the development of appropriate strategies to 
manage each category); 

Deposit mobilisation and the broadening of the resource base (There was need 
to broaden the bank's deposit base and mix from an almost total dependence 
on a few institutions to a broad-based balance sheet funding base which would 
yield positive results in terms of the bank's overall liquidity, profitability, capital 
adequacy and solvency aspirations). 

FINANCE team leaders are proud that the privatisation of the bank was not only a learning 

experience for the organisation but also for others.This is echoed by the managing director 

in his 1997 review of operations: 

Without their understanding of the processes involved and their assistance, the bank 
would never have recorded the achievements it has to date. The bank stands as a 
positive reference point for future privatisation in Zimbabwe and the knowledge and 
experience gained in the process is available to be tapped into by many. 

Of major significance under organisational learning is FINANCE's total involvement 

programme. This relates to sharing its vision, mission, objectives and strategies with 

every staff member. The managing director indicated in the 1997 annual report that "it 

is believed" this had "a very positive influence on internai stability and management is 

committed to upholding this openness and transparency in running the affairs of the 

bank''. 

4.B.13 New ldeas about Purpose and Strategy 

FINANCE adopted formai strategic planning and management techniques as a way of 

running the affairs of the financial institution for the first time in 1995. Eight areas of 

need for a 5-year strategic plan popularly known as 'Vision 2000' by FINANCE staff were 

identified. 
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Reviewing the 1998 performance, the managing director highlighted the eight areas as: 

The need to embrace strategic thinking as a way of life in FINANCE and to act 
accordingly; 
The need to rebuild a credible human resource base in FINANCE; 
The need to rebuild and restore FINANCE's battered image locally and abroad 
and to reconnect with the outside world; 
The need to re-establish, introduce, install and rebuild a credible set of bank 
policies, systems and procedures to safeguard client/bank operations given that 
previous systems had fallen apart; 
The need to identify,acquire and installa credible, secure and reliabletechnology 
base in the face of the antiquated base which was in place; 
The need to streamline internai structures and introduce new ones commensurate 
with strategy given that these structures had broken down and no strategy was 
in place; 
The need to identify and separate the non-performing from performing loan 
portfolio and to devise strategies for rehabilitating the said non-performing 
loan book; 
The need to recapitalise FINANCE, return it to profitability and solvency. 

Having achieved Vision 2000 in 1998, FINANCE developed another plan called Vision 2003 

focusing on growth as highlighted earlier. The intentions were clarified in the 1998 annual 

report: 

We intend to achieve the above Vision through unparaileled dedication to duty and 
commitment to quality as will be achieved by: 

The retention and/or recruitment of a highly motivated, customer-focused and 
appropriately skilled management and staffwho shail at ail times becompetently 
rewarded for its efforts. 
The establishment and maintenance of a stable, user-friendly and reliable 
information technology base. 
The provision of secure, customer friendly and accessible service/product 
delivery channels. 
The adoption, upholding and implementation of best practice methods of 
corporate governance. 
By placing our customers at the centre of ail our endeavours. 

A new department in charge of corporate planning, change management and staff 

training was also established to take responsibility for the overall coordination and 

monitoring of the implementation aspects of the new strategic plan.The department is also 

responsible for spearheading the Bank's strategy driven change management programme 

and associated human resource development and training. 
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4.8.14 Success of Change 

Overall, the changes FINANCE has experienced have been successful as reflected in the 

Exhibits. Not only has the bank learnt from its successes but also from its challenges. Sorne 

of the specifics are shown below. 

Exhibit 4.B.7 gives the net profit story while Exhibit 4.B.8 highlights selected productivity 

measures and percentage growth figures. 

Exhibit 4.8.7: Net Profit Story 

Net Profit (Loss) 11.7 7.8 2.9 (81.4) 10.0 84 109 130 137 256 
after Provisions (Z$ m) 

Source: An nuai Report 2000 
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Exhibit 4.8.8: Selected Productivity Measures & Percentage Growth Figures 

Productlvlty MealUNS 1tt5 1"6 1tf7 

Assets per employee ($000) 2830 7542 12238 

Total loans per employee ($000) 1153 1688 3378 

Total deposits per employee ($000) 1627 5942 7399 

Total income per employee ($000) 290 361 523 

Total expenses per employee ($000) 119 181 301 

Total costs per employee ($000) 59 89 104 

Tot.al profit per employee ($000) 171 180 222 

Percentage Growth Over Prevlous 
v.ars 
Assets per employee 0.90 2.67 1.58 

Total loans per employee 1.04 1.47 1.95 

Total deposits per employee 1.79 3.66 1.21 

Total income per employee 1.26 1.25 1.41 

Total expenses per employee 1.42 1.52 1.62 

Staff costs per employee 1.44 1.51 1.14 

o,-ratlng profit per em ployee 1.16 1.06 1.20 

Source: FINANCE Human Resources Division Highlights quoted in 1997 Annual Report 

FINANCE considered micro-and-small enterprise sector as one of the most dynamic sectors 

in Zimbabwe and started assisting this sector as part of a contribution towards overcoming 

the unemployment problem facing the country. 

The 1995 annual report highlights sentiments from 3 clients. 
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One client who started a company employing 800 staff and had 22 vehicles in his fleet 

through partnering with FINANCE in 1995 said: 

Sorne banks did not even have the courtesy to reply to my application. 

Another client who got assistance from FINANCE to boost his small business from a staff 

complement of 30 in 1985 to 285 in 1995 had this to say: 

The Bank's service is excellent, and I am what I am today because of FINANCE. 

A third client employing 36 staff in 1995 from the original 6 at the inception of the company 

in 1985 commended on FINANCE: 

The bank has helped me tremendously and I have nothing but praise for FINANCE. 

Although these testimonies reflect the positive aspects of the marketing strategy, this foc us 

had limitations related to credit risk.The limitations were an opportunity for breakthrough 

thinking. The managing director points out in the 1999 annual report: 

The harsh economic environment we are operating in has meant that a number 
of our clients have been adversely affected by the high interest, high inflation and 
low foreign currency situation which existed in the country for the whole of 1999. 
Accordingly, in order to both protect the bank from high credit default rates and at 
the same time assist clients to trade through these difficulties, a special technical 
rehabilitation and collection department was established. The outcome of that move 
has so far been positive. 
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The limitations were also influential in determining the marketing strategy. The managing 

director highlights this in the 1999 annual report: 

Historically the Bank's loans and advances book has been skewed in favour of the 
small to medium scale enterprises who are quite vulnerable in times of stress. Our 
vision 2003 Strategic Plan and the supporting annual business plans articulate how 
this anomaly will be addressed to achieve an optimal advances mix by the year 2003. 
ln the year under review, a great deal was achieved to move towards the desired book 
structure without neglecting to support our traditional clients. 

Commenting specifically on staff retention, the managing director had this to say in the 

1998 annual report: 

To some extent, the bank is becoming a victim of its own successful human resource 
development efforts in that it has become a fertile hunting ground for virtually ail 
financial institutions from new to the established, from small to large, from locally 
owned to foreign and from junior level right up to the top.Three years ago and before, 
FINANCE staff were shunned by the market. 

While obviously regretting the loss of the ... family to competition, the Bank cannot 
help but feel highly complimented and flattered by this new development. 
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4.8.15 Case 8 Summary 

The FINANCE case evidence is summarised through Figure 4.8.1 below. 

Figure 4.8.1 : Summary of FINANCE Evidence 

CONSTRUCT 

Triggers 

Best practices 

FINANCE EVIDENCE 

Government;The need for good corporate governance based on openness, integrity & 
accountability. 

High levels of transparency; Vision 2000 achieved 1 year earlier, Vision 2003 overlapping 
with Vision 2000;Voted Best Bank in Zimbabwe by world-wide Euromoney annual 
surveys and awards for banking excellence in 1999 & 2000; Integrated strategic planning 
& implementation; Bank-wide committees created around challenge areas. Departments 
restructured as informed by stakeholder expectations; Forging strategic alliances with key 
stakeholders;supporting small-scale business;emphasis on individual contributors,destiny & 
cause. 

Key players Ali Bank clients;Government; RBZ;Chairman & Board; Local & International financial 
institutions & Correspondents; Prospective new shareholders; Public in general. 

Time Very little time for turnaround, 1 year to find CEO, 6 months for privatisation. 

Help Help organized a round challenge areas (External consultants for image-building, human 
resources, treasury systems, IT,strategic planning; Extemal & internai consultants for systems & 
procedures; International NGO for new community-based lending; Moral support from CEOs & 
staff of correspondent banks; 1997 RBZ audit. 

Relevance Business tumaround & growth; Bank tries to employ,empower & develop people (a human 
resourœ balance sheet approach used). 

Walking-the-talk Chairman, MD & CEO's team walked the talk & led by example (e.g. Chairman resigned from 
Board after making contribution to the turnaround;MD & CEO cautioned habituai defaulters 
on behalf of Bank). 

Fear & anxiety Fear & anxiety were acknowledged (CEO said tumaround journey involved tests of staff's 
character & calculation, courage & determination in the face of adversity & uncertainty). 

Assessment & measurement Various teams assessed progress on challenge areas under them & assessments featured in 
annual reports; 1997 RBZ audit; Rewards linked to performance. 

Belief Sorne ex-employees considered tumaround too tough;Those who believed in the change 
stayed on untii opportunity arose for retrenchment packages - 1999 staff retention rate was 
94.2%. 

Govemanœ New Board chairmen led restructuring; MD & CEO brains behind the success of FINANCE. 
Turnaround committees set up. New directors appointed on privatization increasing number 
from 5 to 14 (Vision 2003 committees established,Governance enhanced through worker 
participation, Bank organized functionally to reflect new focus). 

Diffusion 1995 & 1998 strategy workshops were followed by diffusion of challenges & supporting 
structures through a total involvement programme. Privatization provided learning to 
FINANCE & other organizations intending to go that route. 

Strategy & purpose Vision 2000 & Vision 2003 guided the operations; A department in charge of corporate 
planning, change management & staff training was created. 

Success Tumaround, Privatization & Growth were successful 
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The FINANCE case confirms challenges 4, 5, and 7 through 11 that emerged in the CROP 

evidence and highlights three other challenges as listed below. 

The 6 themes that emerged in the CROP case are strongly reinforced by the FINANCE 

evidence. 

One other theme also emerges from the FINANCE case and is reflected below. 

Propositions 1, 3 and 4 from the CROP case stand out more clearly in the FINANCE 

evidence. 

Emerging Challenge 12: Role of international lending institutions 

ln the design and implementation of reform programmes in Zimbabwe, non

state actors will have to assist governments assess the role of international 

lending institutions. Business leaders, in particular, will have to play a pivotai 

role. 

Emerging Challenge 13: Privatisation 

Managers of companies to be privatised in Zimbabwe are to undertake the 

privatisation process transparently, informed by a stakeholder driven team. 

Such privatisation is to be an effective vehicle for indigenisation of the 

economy. 

Emerging Challenge 14: Culture of non-performance 

There is need to attract and retain capable staff to arrest movement of non

performing staff across Zimbabwean companies. 

Emerging Theme 7: Active listening 

Staff need to actively listen to business stakeholders' needs and expectations. 
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CASE C: LEI SURE 

ln the process ofcreatin9Jai new corporate image ~ çulture, the the me of cultura.li tourism 
was born within the GrouJj\ The ILEISURE Board andl management t ook a bold decision not 
to go thetraditional w.a}!'offranchising international bran<!! name,s.The team rathet sought 
to create a new image centred on a home-grown brand name. 

Prospectus 1999 

LEISURE was formed to acquire the commercial business and assets of a parastatal. 

The assets and business consisted of hotels, tour operations, conference operations and 

investments.The parastatal was responsible for promoting tourism in Zimbabwe.This was 

far from being an ideal corporate arrangement as the parastatal found itself competing 

with companies it was supposed to promote. 

One executive said: 

The parastatal was like a referee who owned a team in the tournament. 

At inception in 1991, LEISURE was faced with formidable challenges including poorfinancial 

performance, poor physical products, weak skills base, lack of business culture, negative 

image and lack of a saleable tourist circuit. 

The board and management put together a recovery programme to address these 

problems. They also put in place a growth strategy aimed at increasing the company's 

presence in key strategic tourist locations while creating an optimal critical mass on which 

to spread overheads. 

This paid off as the company, which was previously subsidised by government, made 

profits in 1992, its first year of operation. 

LEISURE has grown over the years from being a government parastatal to a private 

company listed on the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange in 1999. 
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Exhibit 4.C.1 :Time Line of Major Events in the History of LEISURE 

1981 

1984 

1986 

1986/87 

1987 

1989 

1991 

1992 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

Zimbabwe Tourist Board is formed as a body corporate, quasi-government with some staff civil 
servants and others not civil servants. 

Parastatal is formed. 

Parastatal takes over a hotel closed during Zimbabwe's liberation war. Hotel closes again due 
to security problems; government asks for its reopening. Parastatal acquires 2 hotels to avert 
their closure. 

Norm with parastatals is to justify losses. Govemment realise state is losing money. 

Parastatal establishes touring division as a joint venture under a different name with a 
Mauritian strategic partner managing it. 

Act is amended to hive off commercial sicle of parastatal operations. 

A company wholly owned by government is registered under the Companies Act. 
Chapter 190. 

First Board & CEO are appointed.Operations start. 

Witnesses first appearance of name LEISURE with LEISURE still wholly owned by govemment. 

Acquisitions include a lodge and a hotel with conferenœ centre.A services unit is formed on a 
shareholding structure of 60% for LEISURE & 40% for a strategic partner Alfa. 

A hotel is acquired on a shareholding of 25% for LEISURE & 25% for a strategic partner Beta; 
a set of lodges is commissioned on a shareholding of 50% for LEISURE & 50% for a strategic 
partner Theta. 

A hotel is disposed of.Another hotel is purchased 

A set of lodges is acquired on a shareholding structure of 60% for LEISURE & 40% for Alfa 

LEISURE is restructured into four business units.A voluntary retirement scheme is offered. 
Cabinet approval for LEISURE privatisation is given. LEISURE's strategic partnership with 
Omega is approved. LEISURE is quoted on the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange. 

LEISURE/Omega strategic partner agreement is concluded;Omega's 35% shareholding 
becomes fully subscribed. 

Source: Interview Evidence & Annual Report 1999 

4.C.1 The Changes That Took Place 

Broadly, the changes LEISURE experienced may be classified under turnaround, growth, 

privatisation and retarded growth. 
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4.(.1.1 Turnaround: 1992-1994 

Evidence from company documents, confirmed by interviewees, reflects that the hotel 

operation suffered from lack of resources and poor management, which resulted in 

rundown facilities, loss ma king operations and a generally bad service image in the tourism 

industry. 

ln 1992, the new management drew up a Five Year Strategic Plan incorporating clear 

comprehensive solutions to these problems. This recovery programme focused on the 

following elements reflected in the 1999 Privatisation Prospectus: 

Management restructuring: Management was rationalised in order to 
facilitate the development of a customer and business centred culture. 
Experienced personnel from the private sector were recruited to fill the 
senior positions in Finance, Sales & Marketing, Public relations, Operations 
and Human Resources and Hotel Operations. 
Staff Training: Comprehensive training and induction programmes were 
implemented at ail levels, to develop a measurable new sense of Customer 
Care culture at all levels of staff. 
Rehabilitation and Upgrading of Facilities: A major rehabilitation and 
upgrading exercise was implemented in ail business units.The profile 
of the new company LEISURE was aggressively promoted to project a 
new dynamic image. 
Financial contrais: A budgeting system, cost contrai measures and treasury 
management were introduced to control costs at sustainable levels. 

The 1999 Privatisation Prospectus further highlights: 

The programmes outlined above resulted in both a dramatic performance turnaround 
and a remarkable and positive change in corporate culture and mindset of employees 
and other shareholders alike. For the next 3 years, LEISURE consolidated its operations 
and built on the strengths generated by the strategies implemented. 
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4.C.1.2 Growth: 1994 - 1998 

This phase of the business plan saw LEISURE grow through strategic acquisitions and 

disposais. Evidence in the Privatisation Prospectus indicates acquisitions and disposais, 

highlighted in Exhibit 4.C.1 above, were motivated by the following factors: 

The need to create a presence in major tourist destinations as well as 
enhancing LEISURE's tourist circuit across the country; 
The need to be the country's largest conference organiser; 
The need to rationalise the product portfolio in recognition of the fact 
that the future of tourism lies in Eco-Tourism. 

The dramatic performance t urnaround from the appointment of a new board and CEO and 

subsequent growth is reflected in Exhibit 4.C.2 

Exhibit 4.C.2: LEISURE Growth Statistics 

Number of Hotel rooms 

Number of eco-tourism lodge beds 

Number of buses for the tour operation 
business 

Number of boats for commercial boat cruises 

Turnover (Z$ millions) 

Operating Profit (Z$ millions) 

Source: Privatisation Prospectus 1999 

4.C.1.3 Privatisation: 1998 - 1999 

1 Aprl1992 ,, .,....., , tl8 

528 893 

Nil 158 

7 15 

Nil 2 

25 605 

Nil 99 

According to the 1999 Privatisation Prospectus, the objectives behind the privatisation of 

LEISURE were: 

To secure the company's future growth by broadening its capital base and improving 
its access to new markets; 
To enable LEISURE to establish a shareholding relationship with a strategic investor; 
To raise funds to redeem LEISURE's debt thereby strengthening the Group's balance 
sheet and raise funds for the government. 
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The government approved the privatisation by way of reducing its shareholding from 

100% to 30% through an offer of shares to institutional investors and the general public. 

lt was the government's intention to encourage the widest possible cross-section of 

Zimbabwean population to acquire LEISURE shares. The intention was signalled by setting 

the minimum subscription at 100 shares (2$150). 

The simultaneous privatisation and listing of LEISURE was successful. An 8% over

subscription of the public issue resulted in $9 million being paid back to ail investors who 

had subscribed more than 750 000 shares. Key benefits are reflected under the 'relevance 

of changes' section below. 

Commenting on the group financial results in the 1999 annual report, the chairman said: 

Despite the impact of the unfavourable task environ ment ... , 1 am pleased to report 
that the Group had a very successful year, meeting and even exceeding the forecasts 

presented in the Privatisation Prospectus. 

Turnover was 46% up on the last Financial Year. Profit before exceptional items is up 

158% on last year at S 127 million. The exceptional item of 
$23 million relates to a voluntary retirement scheme offered to make the company 

leaner and more effective in future. 

Pre-tax profit at S 11 Smillion is up 7% on the Prospectus forecast of 
S 107 million, and is 69% up on the last Financial Year. Expenses have been contained 
in spite of rising inflation and the pegged dollar. Debtors have been maintained at 60 

days of sales. 

Following its successful privatisation du ring the year, the company held cash resources 

at the year-end amounting to S 156million ...• 

4.C.1.4 Retarded Growth: 2000 

According to economists,Zimbabwe's tourism industry experienced its worst tourist arrivais 

in a decade during 2000 - a 60% decline compared to 1999. Contributing factors included 

the fuel crisis, the perception of Zimbabwe being an unsafe destination, the furore of the 

land question and the withdrawal of some direct overseas airline arrivais. 
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The decline in tourist arrivais impacted the tourism industry particularly and the econo 

in general. The LEISURE chairman indicated in the 2000 annual report that there was: 

Reduction of occupancies to well below viability levels; 
Decline in revenues; 
Substantial operating losses; 
An estimated 80% reduction in foreign currency for the country; 
Direct loss of approximately 5 000 jobs, and 
Direct closing down of well over 100 registered tourism operations. 

Exhibit 4.C.3 shows the effects of the decline on the LEISURE financials. 

Exhibit 4.C.3: Extracts from Financial Highlights 

. 
'tlllncJ J1Dec. 31 Dac. "9 1ncJ J1Dec. 
(clec.) 2000 1tlt (dec.) 2000 

ln ZS OOO's 

Group Turnover (44) 897148 1 604475 (14) 759 202 

Group Operating Profit/(Loss) (165) 127 385 196484 (194) (121119) 

Profit/(Loss) before taxation (239) (157 536) 112 937 (167) (77 846) 

Profit/(Loss) after taxation (390) (151 663) 52264 (185) (71973) 

ln Z cents 
Dividend proposed per share (100) 0 10.60 (100) 0 

Source:Annual Report 2000 

CIOlt 
31 Dac. , ... 
884 616 

128 393 

115 547 

84101 

5.82 

LEISURE responded to the decline by embarking on an aggressive cost cutting exercise 

and shifted its marketing-mix towards more regional and domestic clients. The chairman 

justified the shift in the 2000 annual report: 

Traditionally, 60% of the Group's revenue is generated from international market 
segment, which experienced the most significant decline as a result of the poor image 
of the country. However, the Company increased its domestic and regional marketing 
efforts considerably in recognition of the tact that these markets are more likely to 
respond favourably to the company's marketing efforts, due to their higher awareness 
of the actual situation in the country. 
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The shift helped to recover occupancies to some extent but impacted negatively on the 

average room rates due to their lower yields. The impact of the promotion of regional 

and domestic tourism was also reduced by the continued fuel shortages and declining 

discretionary incarnes. 

Under cost-reduction,a voluntary retrenchment exercise resulted in 380 employees leaving 

the company.AII new capital expenditure as well as capital work in progress was suspended. 

The Omega branding exercise was postponed. Two lodges were temporarily closed. ln the 

larger hotels, several floors were closed to save energy and other direct costs. 

The company also successfully negotiated for a temporary reduction in management fees 

and a shareholders loan using cash reserves from management fees with Omega. 

4.C.2 Triggers of Change 

Environmental triggers to change included the government (turnaround, growth, 

privatisation and retarded growth), economic climate (retarded growth) and globalisation 

(e-commerce capability demands). 

The government wanted the parastatal to be profitable.One executive said of the pressure 

for a turnaround: 

There was need to run 4 hotels owned by government professionally and turn these 
around from loss making entities. 

Another interviewee confirmed: 

There was need to turnaround 4 hotels run by a parastatal from loss ma king. 

A key internai trigger was the leadership who wanted to demonstrate their abilities to 

turnaround and grow a failing parastatal and have it listed on the ZSE.They achieved these 

objectives. 
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One interviewee said: 

There was need to raise money for expansion, have more shareholders and improve 
shareholder return. 

Another interviewee confirmed: 

There was need to grow and expand business after turnaround. 

ln 1999, the government, through the then Minister of Mines, Environment and Tourism, 

also wanted to gain mileage financially and politically through the privatisation exercise as 

already highlighted. 

4.C.3 Key Players 

The government, board, CEO, management, staff, customers and strategic partners were 

key players in the changes in LEISURE. The chairman singles out the then Minister of 

Mines, Environment and Tourism and his officiais in the 1999 annual report saying they 

had " ... tremendous dedication and single-mindedness in facilitating and expediting the 

Privatisation process." 

4.C.4 Time Available for Initial Stages of Changes 

The new CEO had very little time to start work on turning around LEISURE. He took about 

2 years to cultivate a corporate culture. LEISURE became profitable in the first year of the 

turnaround initiative.Although the growth time (1994-1998) was considered adequate by 

interviewees, they argued that the time (1998 -1999) to prepare for privatisation and listing 

of the company was not enough. 
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4.C.5 The Kind and Quality of Help Needed 

Help around the three strategy areas (marketing and branding, skills development and 

operational excellence) came mainly from strategic alliances and consultants. 

Summarising the kind and quality of help needed,one former middle manager interviewed 

had a mixed bag in comments: 

A consultant experienced in hospitality business was seconded to assist the CEO 
corne up with world-class standard operating procedures. The consultant went to ail 
4 hotels to assess the situation on the ground. 1993/4 image building was through 
external consultants assisting internai consultants. Areas that needed rehabilitation 
were identified. The image building started from the worst of the 4 hotels which cou Id 
have pulled down the whole Group if the image building had started elsewhere. 

Therewas management bywalking a round byCEO and directors.Howeverpreparation 
for listing on ZSE was only at the top.The only attempt was to explain employee share 
option scheme. The partner, Omega, was hungry for money and had little focus on 
staff issues. There was no external facilitator to help with the change management. 
Not even the CEO explained to everyone. ln preparation for listing, there was no local 
benchmarking with a competitorwho was performing well. 

Similar sentiments were expressed by a former general manager: 

Very little, if any, help was given during the turnaround period. During the growth 
period, there were a lot of training programmes to close gaps that had been identified. 
Assurance came from Operations that there was an opportunity for persona! growth 
during the same period. 

From 1998, leadership should have identified key persons to drive the change and 
disseminate information through these to the bottom. Communication was poor. We 
sold the employee share option, over 90% bought into it without understanding it. 

2000 process o~ persona! survival was key: Emotions were not managed properly. 
Head office support was zero. For example, the bus for employee transport broke 
down and I was told to find a solution on my own. l ended up arranging for employees 
to get bicycles. 
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Another view from an executive in LEISURE was: 

We hired a Tanzanian lawyer who had similar experience in writing up a Tourism Act 
in 1982. We discovered that the Tanzanian Act was a failure after the lawyer had done 
the work -we had not done investigations on the lawyer's experience. 

Various consultants were used for strategic planning, marketing plan, operating 

systems and procedures, team building, project planning and appraisals (looking at 
acquisitions and bringing them into one culture was not easy). 

Company documents reflect that under marketing, strategic alliances between LEISURE 

and three international partners brought in a huge and experienced global 

e-commerce capacity. Co-branding international brands, particularly Omega's, with 

LEISURE's, assisted in maintaining the acclaimed African-ethnic positioning admired by 

local and foreign tourists. 

Since people constitute an important component of the product-delivery process,Omega 

made its tourism university available for the training of managerial employees. LEISURE's 

technical staff were trained in Zimbabwe by Omega trainers. lnterviewees indicated that a 

train-the-trainer facility for Zimbabweans should have been put in place for technical staff 

at the Omega university. This would have provided Zimbabweans an opportunity to then 

import Omega standards. 

One interviewee said: 

One general managerwas identified for a masters'degree in UK.The GM was appointed 
ope rations manager for the group upon completion of the studies. 

The operations manager left to start his own business in the same industry. 
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4.C.6 Relevance of Change to Persona! and Business Goals 

Having started with only four hotels and a handful of dilapidated safari vehicles in 1992, 

seven years later (in 1999), the company had grown to 14 hotels and lodges and over 100 

safari-related vehicles. 
1 

Reports by the chairman and CEO in the 1999 an nuai report indicate: 

While 80% of the public offer was taken up by institutional investors, the offer 
attracted a remarkable 1400 individual investors, many of whom were first time equity 
investors. 

The privatisation saw a cash injection of $120 million through the sale of new shares, 

retirement of ail debts resulting in a debt-free balance sheet and the selection of a strategic 

partner, Omega, subscribing 35% equity and gaining a management contract for the 

LEISURE brand. 

lt would appear the privatisation process and visibility of LEISURE is further enhanced by 

the networks built bythe Board chairman and his participation in the constitutional debate 

as an analyst and commentator. 

Whereas the changes were viewed as relevant to business goals, interviewees expressed 

mixed reactions over relevance of changes to persona! goals. 

Respondents generally argued personal goals and organisational goals needed to be 

married. 
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Concerning relevance to persona! goals, one interviewee said: 

People wanted to grow as the organisation grew. There was slow movement. Sorne 
were acting managers for 2 years. ln one case someone was called assistant manager 
when there was no manager in place. ln another case the industrial relations climate 
was so bad there had to be an out of court settlement.Changes were not very relevant 
to persona! goals. 

One former GM had a different view: 

4.C.7 

During the growth period, there was some succession planning and recognition of 
internai talent. There were internai promotions. 

Upon listing, 2 regional operations manager posts were created. Strategic partner did 
not believe in the positions.The regional managers were insecure and ended up doing 
GM's work leaving the GM's, who were their subordinates, frustrated. After I resigned, 
one of the regional managers came back to work as GM, filling the post I left. This 
confirmed that there was a lot of dysfunctional politics. 

There was a lot of dissatisfaction at persona! levels. Rate of turnover was very high at 
higher levels. 

Advocates "Walking-the-talk" 

Evidence suggests advocates walked the talk initially, particularly because systems had to 

be put in place to achieve the turnaround. Walking the talk faded with the passing of time 

One former general manager said: 

With growth came complacency. 1 left LEISURE because guys were not walking 
their talk. 1 was not learning anything positive anymore. But a lot of dirty politics. 
Opportunities for persona! growth were limited as you could be moved at any time. 
This could disrupt studies like MBA which I am now doing outside LEISURE. 
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4.C.8 Acknowledgement of Fear and Anxiety 

The CEO indicates in the 1999 annual report: 

The collective bargaining process was marred by a disruptive and sometimes violent 
collective job action which lasted for 7 days. 

lnterviewees suggested there was fear and anxiety induced through intimidation and 

victimisation, particularly during the turnaround period. 

Onesaid: 

Human nature is very afraid of change - everyone wants to go to heaven but do not 
want to die. Persona! goals were threatened by the unknown. Fear and anxiety were 
acknowledged and had to be managed. 

Statements like'if you can't seethings this way, you leave' characterised communication 
in 1992-1994.0nlythose who could seethe link between organisational and persona! 
goals had to remain. Period of harsh talk was short.This was followed by a process of 
rehabilitation. 

Acceptance is now high and employees are on our values statement. 

A former employee indicated: 

Leaders were ruthless.There was worry over the structure from 1992 ta 1994. 

Another former employee said: 

Partner would even say 'if you cannot work for us, go to our competitors. Change or 
leave.A lot of suspicion existed a round different camps.Vou cou Id tell who was next to 
go Fear and anxiety were not managed properly and product quality went down. 

lnformants were appointed and there was a lot of GM dissatisfaction over the 
management style of the new operations director. 
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4.C.9 Assessment of Progress 

There were six key areas of assessment: revenue growth, cost containment, skills retention 

and turnover, competitive analysis, product rationalisation and refurbishment. 

Revenue growth was assessed per operating division through the following dimensions: 

growth in volume (room nights sold), average room rate, market mix and market share 

analysis. 

The operating divisions for LEISURE are code-named Hotels, Lodges, lnvestments and 

Tours. 

Exhibits 4.C.4 through 4.C.7 are typical examples of measures classified under revenue 

growth. The target was to increase room occupancies and average room rates, grow 

revenue through high-yielding-hard-currency international market segment and improve 

market share. 

Exhibit 4.C.4: Growth in Volume (Room nights sold) 

Hotels 
Lodges 
lnvestments 
Tours (Passengers) 

Source: An nuai Report 1999 

1"9 

129 922 
13990 
49556 
57298 

Exhibit 4.C.5: Average Room Rate (Z$) 

Hotels 
Lodges 
lnvestments 
Tours 

Source: An nuai Report 1999 

1"9 

1 595 
3228 
2681 
2490 

,,.. 
126564 
9056 
58684 
57303 

1"8 

1 008 
2486 
1855 
1000 

3 
54 

(16) 

58 
29 
44 
149 
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Exhibit 4.C.6: Market Mix 
, ... , ... , .. 1111 , ... , ... 

DomNllc ........ .......... Dom .. c 

Hotels 67 9 

Lodges 50 11 
lnvestments 73 6 
Tours (Yield per 65 7 
Passenger) 

Source:Annual Report 1999 

Exhibit 4.C.7: Market Share Analysis 

Hotels 
Lodges 
lnvestments 
Tours 

Source:Annual Report 1999 

24 69 10 
39 49 12 
21 48 8 
28 40 12 

, ... C'III _____ , ... ,.. 

17 
5 

21 
20 

16 
12 
26 
20 

21 
39 
44 
48 

For LEISURE, market share is calcu lated against products competing in the same basket 

or product market. Market share declined for Lodges and lnvestments, there was no 

improvement for Tours, and only 1 % increase for Hotels. 

Exhibit 4.C.8: Headcount 

Hotels 
Lodges 
lnvestments 
Tours 

Source:Annual Report 1999 

,.__ __ ~ ..... 
Hotels 1:1.0 
Lodges 1 :2.6 
lnvest ments 1 :1.4 

1:1.3 
1:21 
1:1.3 

Source:Annual Report 1999 

... 
587 
276 
426 
80 

ltlt 
~ 

23% 
(24%) 

8% 

, ... ...... 
1:1.2 
1:2.8 
1:1.6 

682 
298 
502 
85 

.... ......., 
1:1.3 
1:2.1 
1:1.3 

16 
8 
18 
6 

, ... 
8% 

(33%) 
(23%) 
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4.C.9.1 Competitive Analysis 

Exhibit 4.C.1 O: Competitive Analysis 

Unit 1 

Unit2 

Unit3 

Unit4 

UnitS 

Unit6 

Unit7 

Unit8 

Strategk Polltlonlng and Competltlw Dlfrerentlatloll --------
Loc a t ed near centre of Victoria Falls town;within walking distance of the falls; rooms the 
most spacious in Zimbabwe's 3 star hotel category; unique with its Moorish architecture. 

Unique river bank location;thatched and presented as a typically African ethnie rustic 
lodge; a favourite with regional and international tourists desiring a typlcally African 
ambience. 

Largest hotel in Bulawayo, located strategically in the city centre, most suitable and best 
suited for conferencing. 

Centrally situated in Zimbabwe, has reputation as one of the best conference venues in 
the country. 

Offers 2 star affordable accommodation for middle income corporate,conference and 
tourist clients in central Harare. 

One of Africa's finest and best equipped conference venues with state of the art 
facilities including full air-conditionlng. 24-hour close circuit television monitoring system, 
simultaneous interpretations and a fully equipped media centre; adjacent to Unit 7. 

Adjacent to Unit 6; one of the most exquisite and elegant 5 star hotels in Africa, managed by 
an international strategic partner leading as a luxury hotel Group in the world 

Upcoming destination management company;offers airport transfers tailor- made tours 
and packages to Zimbabwe, Botswana and Zambia;offers multi-lingual guides in French, 
Gennan and ltalian;operates hospitality desks at most major hotels;management contract 

with an international partner gives this unit a regional and international network second 
to none in Zimbabwe. 

Unit 9 Managed by an international partner; boasts of 6 live star exclusive. comfortable, quality 
lodges located in Masvingo, Bulawayo and Hwange. 

Source: An nuai Report 1999 & Observation Evidence 

4.C.9.2 Product Rationalisation 

The board and management made decisions on acquisition and disposais based on the 

ability of a hotel or lodge to achieve above industry average returns. 
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4.C.9.3 Refurbishment 

Exhibit 4.C.11: Refurbishment Progress Assessment 

Ho 

Lodges 

lnvestments 

1ttt Condition li 
Stf\lcturally good conaition; Need soft Omega oomding exefclse ,postponeà as 
refurbishment to match products with part of cost reduction 
strategic partner Omega specifica-
tions. 

Soft refurbishment completed during No significant refurbishment required for 
1999. next 4 years. 

An annual replacement programme 
for division's fleet of safari vehicles in 
place on an ongoing basis. 

Comprehensive refurbishment com
pleted in 1998. 

No significant refurbishment required for 
next 3 to 4 years to benefit fully from the 
stipulated 6-year refurbishment cycle. 

Tours Vehicle replacement programme on
golng. 

Vehicle replacement programme on
golng. 

Source: An nuai Reports 1999 & 2000 

The assessment of progress relating to refurbishment had an influence on the maintenance 

of the status descriptions of LEISURE's strategic business units or divisions as reflected in 

Exhibit 4.C.12 below. 

Exhibit 4.C.12: Positioning of Strategic Business Unit or Division 

Hotels 
Lodges 
lnvestments 
Tours 

3 or 4 star, home grown brand, leader in cultural hospitality. 
Strongest 5 star brand name in Zimbabwe's eco- and heritage tourism. 
5 star world leader in luxury business and resort hotels. 
Leading upmarket tour operator with a strong regional network 

Source: An nuai Reports 1999 & 2000 

JOOOSlltus 

Sameas 1999 
Sameas 1999 
Sameas 1999 
Sameas 1999 

The evidence above was supported by interview data. Further interview evidence indicated 

consultants also helped in job evaluations and setting up a performance appraisal system. 

Performance appraisal is continuous, starting with joint consultation and agreement of 

objectives between team leader and team member. 
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One respondent however said skills audits were done during the growth period and then 

fizzled out after. 

4.C.10 Belief in Change 

Ali interviewees agreed there were groups of believers and non-believers. One 

summarised: 

You see a lot of characters a round the period of change - pretenders run a round doing 
others down. Sorne fell and never picked up. 

Another commented: 

1992 to 1994 the believers were at the top. From 1998 to 1999, senior management 

left. There was a gap in top leadership. New people brought into the organisation at 
head office level took over positions that cou Id have been promotion posts for middle 
managers. New faces brought anxiety. 
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4.C.11 Power and Accountability Structures 

LEISURE operated under a board and CEO appointed in 1992. This board was dissolved 

in 1999 to usher in a new board representing the new equity partners. The new board 

established the committees detailed in Exhibit 4.C.13 below 

Exhibit 4.C.13: LEISURE 1999 Board Committees 

Directorate and Executive Management 

The Audit and Finance Committee 

The Human Resources and Remunera

tion Committee 

Source:Annual Report 1999 

3 executive directors; 
9 non-executive direc
tors (1 ofthese being 
overseas based) 

3 Executive directors; 
3 non~xecutive direc
tors (chairperson drawn 
from these); 
Group Internai Audit 
Manager attends. 

3 Executive directors; 
3 non~xecutive direc
tors (chairperson drawn 
from these); 
Group Human 
Resources Director 
attends. 

Make decisions on strategy,oper
ational performance, significant 
acquisitions and disposai of assets, 
approval of annual budget. capital 
projects,general treasury and risk 
management policies. 

Meets 6 times a year; 
Reviews the company's interim and 
annual financial statements before 
submission to the board for 
approval; reviews reports from both 
internai and extemal auditors on 
accounting and internai controls 
matters and monitors action taken 
where necessary; recommends the 
appointment of and reviews the 
fees of the external auditors. 

Meets 6 times a year; 
Reviews and approves remunera
tion for non-unionised employees 
inciuding salaries, share options and 
other terms of remuneration pack
ages and conditions of service. 

lnterviewees compared and contrasted the power and accountability st ructures before 

and after 1998. 
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One said: 

Before 1998, CEO was more of a consultant for government with very pronounced 
presence in the hotels division. CEO had level of power that controlled the Group 

strategically but not operationally. Heads of divisions for investments only consulted 
CEO but reported elsewhere. CEO was cerèmonial as far as investments were 
concerned, was like a board member. Group financial director was not in charge of 
investments. 

lnterviewees indicated there was a Group executive committee after 1998 made up of 

divisional heads in head office and the whole company operated through functional 

divisions.A Group management committee was made up of general managers of ail units. 

There also were unit management committees. 

Scepticism was expressed a round the structure. For example, one remarked: 

This structure was a quick-fix structurewith 4 divisions with divisional GM's reporting to 
the CEO. There was a corporate head office with directors at par with divisional heads. 
There was no rationalisation of HR policies across divisions. A lot of remuneration 
imbalances existed e.g. hotels division made a lot of money although on the average, 
.hotel staff remuneration was Jower.This created a lot of tension. 

There was head office at unit level to the extent that when management fees were 
taken into account, units made lasses. Units of different sizes and in different locations 
were measured from a blanket unit measure. 

Another respondent added some further detail: 

HR is the worst enemy for LEJSURE. HR died when the HR director left. Units had 
HR function. This raie was then taken over by GM's. GM's had not been prepared to 
take on this additional responsibility. lt was a quick fix and repercussions have been 
enormous. 

There also was a workers committee in line with legislation. 
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4.C.12 Organisational Learning 

Interview evidence points out: 

ln 1992/3, there was a quarterly in-house magazine for communication. ln 1993/4 
peoplè were excited about growth with no learning. 1998 - 2000 learning has been 
after the period. For example, trainers from international pa1·tner came to Zimbabwe 

instead of Zimbabweans going out to get exposure to competencies and capabilities 
of partner from partner's home base. Now Zimbabweans are sent for this exposure. 

Communication is still a problem.There is talk that CEO now wants a black operations 
director to deal with the culture difference between locals and partners. 

Further comments said there was panic related achievements. One said: 

We learn the hard way. Many times we had to react when results came earlier than 
expected e.g. Sustainability of ZTIC: objective was to turnaround into a profitable 
entity. We thought it was going to take a few years. Turning a round in 1 year was a 
surprise. The challenge was to cope with early success. 

Employees' expectations were raised. As profit rose, expectations rose faster than the 
profits. There was pressure from outside to buy off talent that had led to the early 
success - competitors poached staff. How do you cairn staff that the success is not the 
same as viability? 

Sorne left to join organisations where they were offered more money but ended up 
limiting their career progression. 

We are a transparent organisation. There are announcements at ail levels, discussing 
challenges each time. Performance results are announced by workers' committee 
members. Works' Council and workers' committee have played a major role in the 
communication of the strategy. 
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4.C.13 New ldeas about Purpose and Strategy 

ln the 1999 annual report, the CEO said: 

Management and the board of LEISURE recognised very early in the history of the 
company the importance of forging strategic alliances with global operators in the 
tourism industry. This belief has become a core philosophy for LEISURE which has 
made the company unique and has given it characteristics that are second to none in 
terms of potential to create a lasting, growing, stable and viable corporate entity. 

This corporate strategy, which now forms LEISURE's core ideology, arase from an 
analysis of tourism's key value drivers (below) and an appraisal of the best strategy to 
achieve them. 

Marketing and branding 
Skills development 
Operational excellence 

There was another strategic planning workshop prior to privatisation. 

Interview data suggests that the CEO played a critical role in the creation of new ideas. One 

GMsaid: 

The new CEO drave all processes. He was the only persan with a vision of where we 
wanted to go. He came from the private sector with a mandate to turn the organisation 
into profitability. His mind was not tied to the past- we had lived in a luxurious past of 
explaining losses. 

The same GM also explained how he has engaged staff: 

1 have 2.5-hour lunch outside the premises with small groups of employees from 
departments. This is an opportunity for employees to informally talk about what we 
can do that we are not doing. There is a lot of strategic information I get from these 
sessions. There is no note taking. If there is need, one of the employees does the 
writing on any piece of paper and the information is kept on the table for ail to 
see as we have lunch. ldeas translated into strategy are given back to a volunteer 
implementation team.1 let them doit. Confidence is rising in staff as a result. 

New ideas from informai lunches and formai staff meetings help in strategy 
formulation. Before 1998, vision and mission were good. lt made sense to have 
employees as a part of developing vision and mission butthere was no implementation 
ofthis idea. 
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The issue of'a customer is king'was pronounced during 1992-4 and there was a focus on 

eco-tourism. 

One respondent claimed: 

1998 strategic partner was hungry for money and had little focus on staff issues. 
There was no external facilitator to help with change management Not even the CEO 
explained to everyone. 

4.C.14 Success of Change 

One GM painted a broad picture of the events in an assessment of the success of the 

changes: 

ZTIC was able to turnaround business into profitability, identified loss-making units 
and disposed of them and acquired units with profit potential. The company grew 
from nothing to second largest destination management company in Zimbabwe. We 
brought in a strong strategic partner (one of the top 2 hospitalities in the world), 
tapped into the partner's reservation system and improved profitability. 

We have created the second largest hospitality Group in Zimbabwe and the most 
profitable Group in the country. Competitors poached staff because of our success, 
staff retenti on became a problem.The employee share ownership scheme is changing 
mindsets fundamentally,particularly atthe lower levels.A lot of undesirable behaviours 
have been eliminated. 

Other respondents concurred there was success from a financial perspective, LEISURE 

turned around, growth had been achieved by 1998 (through acquisitions, there was more 

geographic spread and representation) and LEISURE was debt free after listing. 

Turning to HR issues, interviewees indicated sound HR systems were in place before 1998 

as HR was a serious function even at unit level. They considered growth up to 1998 as 

having focused more on investments and not operations. 
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One lamented: 

From an employee motivation perspective, change was not successful as talented 
employees are now running competitors' businesses and have ta ken ideas with them. 

Technical partner at listing took 35% and made demands for senior management 
positions in LEISURE at the exclusion of locals. Locals, who were already not cohesive 
in the different units, had to accommodate externals with new standa1·ds. Partner 
is highly automated and imposed same levels of efficiency without considering 
the inadequacies of the IT system in Zimbabwean units. For example, the partner 
demanded financial reports early in the month. 

One former middle manager agreed that after 1998, HR was not given opportunity to 

assist in the culture change and there were no clear-cut remuneration policies for middle 

managers.This informant highlighted: 

There was a culture conflict when the pa1tner came onto the scene. The partner was 
more interested in financials and had little interest in people.A lot of people left.There 
was mass departure at senior levels e.g. 3 of the most profitable units lost GMs. One 
unit had no GM for 2 years. 

There were ad hoc replacements with some coming to run hotels with no prior 
experience.One such appointee was fired within 1 year for incompetence. 

A former GM confirmed the sentiments adding; 

1998-2000, LEISURE did not handle issues well. lntegration with partner was done 
poorly. Guys who had been given top positions were motivated initially until partner 
came with new procedures, deadlines and harassment shifted from top down. 

Operations died late 1998 when director with right qualifications left. There was no 
coherent operations strategy from there on. Sales and marketing had lots of changes 
and has never succeeded in LEI SURE. Systems th in king was not applied. 
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4.C.15 Case C Summary 

The LEISURE case evidence is summarised through Figure 4.C.1 below. 

Figure 4.C.1: Summary of LEISURE Evidence 

CONSTRUCT 

Triggers 

Best practices 

Key players 

nme 

Help 

Relevance 

Walking-the-talk 

Fear & anxiety 

Assessment & measure
ment 

Belief 

Governance 

Diffusion 

Strategy & purpose 

Success 

LEISURE EVIDENCE 

Government (turnaround,growth, privatization & retarded growth); Economie cli
mate (retarded growth);Globalization (e-commerce capability demands). 

Previously subsidized by Government, LEISURE was profitable in 1992 • lts first year 
of operation. 

Government (particularly Minister of Mines, Environment & Tourism); Board; CEO; 
Management. Staff; Customers & Strategk partners. 

Very little time. 

Help was a round 3 strategy areas (marketing & branding. skills development & 
operational excellence) - External consultants assisted. 

4 hotels in 1992 to 14 in 1999; A handful of dilapidated safari vehkles to 100 safari
related vehicles in same period. Privatization saw a cash injection of $120 million. 
lnterviewees had mixed reactions on relevance to persona! goals. 

CEO walked the talk initially. Respondents claim CEO is increasingly invisible with 
the growth of the business. 

Fear & anxiety were acknowledged & often stepped up. 

6 areas of assessment (revenue growth,cost containment, skills retention & turno
ver, competitive analysis, product rationalization and refurbishment) were foci. 

Sorne senior managers tasked to champion change left when their view points 
were not accepted. 

First 1992 Board dissolved & replaced in 1999 to usher in another representing the 
new equity partners after privatisation. 

One-to-one interview respondents generally agreed there was insufficient leaming 
that took place. 

Forging strategic alliances was considered critical early in the history of LEISURE. 
Strategy formulation was driven by tourism's key value drivers (marketing & brand
ing, skills development & operational excellence). 

LEISURE turned around, was privatized & listed simultaneously & successfully, grew 
& then went into retarded growth. 
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The LEISURE case evidence confirms emerging challenges 5, 8, 9, 10, 12 through 14 from 

CROP and FINANCE evidence and highlights one further challenge. 

The evidence also reflects elements of all the emerging themes 1 to 7 from CROP and 

FINANCE. The informai part of theme 7 was louder in LEISURE than in FINANCE. An eighth 

theme has also emerged from LEISURE data. 

Emerging Challenge 15: Consensus building systems 

The cultivation of trust and credibility between key stakeholders in the 

constitution making process is critical. Business leaders ln Zimbabwe have to 

play a critical role. 

Emerging Theme 8: Capturing changing needs and expectations 

Formai and informai promise delivery forums with staff need to be held 

to prepare staff capture changing needs and expectations of key business 

stakeholders. 
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CASE D: PLEASURE 

Practice without theory is blind and theory w it hout practice is dead. 

Workers'Committee Chairman Evidence in a Focus Group Discussion 

Employees emotionally recount the sad story of PLEASURE. They spell, crisis after crisis, 

what happened after the death of what they considered a managing director (herein 

referred to as PLEASURE LEADER 1 and abbreviated PL 1) with a heart, hands and head of a 

servant leader. The late managing director was white and male. His successor, who survived 

in this position for about one and a half years, was black and female (herein referred to as 

PLEASURE LEADER 2 and abbreviated PL2). 

Deep mixed feelings relating to the balance between qualifications and experience,gender, 

colour, masculine and feminine leadership are splashed ail over as they narrate the changes 

that took place. 

ln one focus group discussion, one employee said: 

PL 1 was a hotelier. 

and the other retorted: 

PL2 was a marketer. 

ln another foc us group discussion, one employee said: 

Whites left in protest to the appointment of a black MD. 

and the other rejected: 

PL2 came, brought her team, superceding internai candidates who left under 

frustration. 
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ln yet another focus group discussion, one employee quipped: 

PL2 did not implement white man's strategy, whites reacted to the appointment of a 
black lady. 

and the other commented about PL2: 

Competent people do not like to be led by someone who wants results but does not 
understand the business. 

PLEASURE, like LEISURE, is aise in the tourism industry. PLEASURE had only 2 hotels in 1980. 

lt started as one hotel, code-named Unit P1, bought in 1958 by a hunter, farmer and miner. 

The second hotel, code-named Unit P2, was created out of a black of fiats in 1979. 

PLEASURE is part of a conglomerate that has been in the process of unbundling as from 

1995. PLEASURE experienced high management turnover and a leadership crisis after the 

death of PL 1. However, PLEASURE is still one of the companies considered by shareholders 

ta be part of the core business of the conglomerate. 
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Exhibit 4.D.1: Time Line of Major Events in the History of PLEASURE 

YEAR 

1979-81 

1980 

1981 

1987 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

Name PLEASURE comes into being. 

A workers committee is formed in 1980 in response to government legislation. 

A third hotel,code named Unit P3 is opened. 

A safari lodge. code named Unit P5, becomes part of PLEASURE & name changes 
to PLEASURE Hotels & Safaris. Group of companies of which PLEASURE is part starts 
work on expanding hotel business into Botswana through a negotiated manage
ment contract to run the failing 8 hotels there. 

A lodge, code named Unit P4, is opened after 3.5 years of construction using 
proceeds from Unit Pl. A cleansing ceremony is held before construction as the 
place is sacred & used by locals for rainmaking ceremonies. Sorne trees are not to 
be eut & are a part of the site up to today. The lodge is a haunted place initially. 
Head office moves to site outside PLEASURE in a move considered by employees as 
"moving PLEASURE out of PLEASURE" 

PLEASURE attempts to move into Mozambique but fails. 

A new strategy is put in place to take company to 2000. PLEASURE buys a property 
in Mutare to build a hotel. Project fails to take off. 

PL 1 introduces a strategic alliance franchise for marketing purposes. PLEASURE. 
under franchise brand, runs 4 hotels in South Africa. 

Unit P5 is sold. External consultants upskill internai training managers together 
with the GM training to run World-Class Action Programme (WAP) for the Group 
of companies. 

Plans to build hotels in Victoria Falls & Bulawayo fail. 

PL 1 dies. Head office cornes to Unit Pl. Strategic alliance is discontinued as the 
business is failing & PLEASURE brand has taken back seat. PLEASURE needs to be 
re-launched as a distinct brand 

Franchise is cancelled & South African properties released. PLEASURE makes good 
profits. 

Head office moves out of Unit Pl to a site in town. There are mass resignations at 
head office level. 

Sources: Focus Group Discussions 

4.D.1 The Changes ThatTook Place 

PLEASURE engaged in a variety of changes from 1980 to 2000, most of which were tied to 

growth, total quality management and continuous improvement.These changes included 
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an inclusive (World-class Action Programme) WAP, promise changes, process changes, 

system changes and structural changes. 

WAP was a change initiative which was an adaptation of the Tichy & Sherman Model. 

lt was a 2-day intervention targeted at training multi-level and cross-functional groups 

for the whole conglomerate. lt had three stages: awakening/sensitisation, mobilisation/ 

building a vision community and entrenching a new culture. The intervention was meant 

to create awareness of critical business and competitive issues through burning platforms 

and mobilise staffto implement best-operating practices. 

With the advent of independence, the customer base changed from predominantly white 

to black. This resulted in PLEASURE having 'to teach black customers how to sit in and eat 

from a hotel'. 

Of significance is that PL 1 developed a'Bill of Rights'for customers.This was scrapped when 

PL2 took over. 

Commenting on how understanding of value stream activities has changed, participants in 

one group agreed: 

PLEASURE used to have farmer clients. 2 complementary bed nights were given per 
farmer per month. There were ethnie promotion weeks. For example British week 
du ring which food, dressing and music would be British. We had Irish week and Kenya 
week. There was an understanding of customer culture. PLEASURE had key customers 
like city council and our neighbours. 

We used to visit suppliers to understand supplier value chainas well as products to be 
used in the hotel. For example, National Breweries would finance and run training and 
tests on their products in their premises. This enabled us to effectively market their 
products. 

Understanding of key customers has changed and there is little training on products 
from suppliers. 
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Confirming changes in promises to customers, one focus group highlighted: 

We used to have theme dinners weekly. For example, 'potato night' where even the 
attire of staff was around the 'potato' theme and the 3 courses were around the 
'potato'. 

Another group further indicated that there were a variety of customer offerings: 

Customer promise changes included change from menu to buffet. We used to have 
ethnie weeks representative of chosen countries and related promotions in open 
vehicles in the streets. For example Tanzanian food ('ugari wasukuma' meaning 
'good food' was popular) and country dances would be offered for customers. Our 
hotels would be fully booked and country ambassadors would vet the quality of 
performance. We also had an 'Africa Night' where all African embassies would be 
invited. A 'British Pub' night was organised for white customers. Children's functions 
were held particularly when business was failing. Children are easy to influence. 

Promises to staff changed. Ali focus groups lamented that a 'Bill of Rights'for staff created 

by PL 1 was 'thrown out of the window' by PL2. 

However, one focus group commented on the changes in working heurs: 

We used to work 8 hours in a 5.5-day week and given 1.5 days off. Now it is 7.5 hours 
over a 6-day week and 1 day off. Staff are working standing most of the time and this 
causes leg and feet problems. 

A more detailed comparison on staff benefits drawn from PL 1 and PL2 is contained under 

the 'relevance of changes' section 4.D.6 below. 

ln 1994, PLEASURE came up with a new strategy to see it through to 2000. One former 

financial director suggested that this strategy was meant to focus on enhancing customer 

value through total quality and continuous improvement initiatives. However, tactics 

deployed to grow profits by an external consultant did not include simplification and 

redesigning of processes. More detailed evidence on this is under the strategy section 

4.D.13 below. 
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The 1980-90 manual systems were changed to electronic as from 1990. 

Closely linked to the change in systems was the strategic alliance forged as part of a 

marketing strategy to attract tourists. One employee said: 

There was need to log into an international booking system to capture 

tourists. 

One focus group added more detail on this: 

Most business was local and regional without international contact.A 5-yearfranchise 
was negotiated with a foreign partner where management fees had to be paid to the 
partner. PL 1 convinced people that it would take time for the alliance to bear fruit. 
Performance improved after 2 years. However the alliance operated only for 3 years 
instead of 5 since PL2 cancelled it in favour of developing a local PLEASURE brand. 
PLEASURE had to pay for the breach of the remaining 2 years of the contract. 

Evidence confirms that customers were not impressed by the change of logo and name 

after the strategic alliance. One employee said to the other focus group participants: 

... Management discovered the franchise was the worst in America as performance 

started dropping. 

The major worrying evidence were the structural changes PLEASURE went through during 

the period. The leadership changes, particularly, were too frequent. One employee said: 

Top leadership changed from predominantly white to black. Whereas whites stayed 
longer in management positions, blacks came, stayed for 2 or so years and Jeft. 

Further evidence suggests each manager/leader came in with a different strategy and 

management/leadership style. 

Sorne of the major leadership changes are reflected in Exhibit 4.D.2 
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Exhibit 4.D.2 Major Leadership Changes in the History of PLEASURE 

YEAR Major Leadership Cha91 

1980 Unit Pl & Unit P2 are headed by GMs. Each GM reports to a different organisation. 

1981 Unit P3 is also headed by a GM.The 3 GMs now reportto a companyowned bythe Group of companies. 

1982 PLEASURE Hotels are under an MD, who had been Unit Pl GM. 

1983 Unit P3 has a new GM. 

1983-84 Unit Pl has new GM. 

1984-85 Unit Pl GM is promoted to MD, Unit Pl gets new GM, PL 1 is appointed Unit P2 GM, Unit P3 changes GM. 

1985 Unit P3 changes GM. 

1986 Unit Pl changes GM, Unit P2 changes GM (new GM stayed longest as GM - 8 years in the history of PLEASURE) 
replacing PL 1 promoted to work on projects at head office. 

1987 Unit Pl GM in post, Unit P2 changes GM, Unit P3 changes GM, a new Unit P4 GM is appointed. 

1988 Unit Pl GM in post, Unit P2 GM in post, Unit P3 gets first black GM from a competitor, Unit P4 changes GM. 
Group of companies is invited to run hotels in Botswana & appoints PL 1 GM for the hotels. 

1989 A black new Deputy MD is appointed in PLEASURE for the first tlme, GM for ail Units in post. 

1990- 91 Unit P2 gets first black female as GM, rest of Units remain with 1988 GMs in post. 

1992 Unit P5,a lodge,opens under GM on transferfrom Unit P2,Unit P2 gets first blackGM, Unit P3 changes GM as 
former black GM goes back to his original competitor position, rest of GMs in post 

1993 PL 1 becomes MD of PLEASURE based in Botswana, Unit P4 changes GMs twice, high turnover prompts 
adoption of policy to promote from within, a GM is appointed for a unit in South Africa. 

1994 Unit Pl GM in post, Unit P2 changes GMs twice, Unit P3 gets GM on transfer from Unit P2, 
Unit P4 GM in post, Unit P5 GM appointed in second halfof 1993 in place.a unit opens in Botswana with 
newGM. 

1995 Units Pl, P3 & P4 GMs in place, Unit P2 changes GM twice, Unit P5 changes GM. 

1996 PL 1 relocates from Botswana to Zimbabwe still in MD position, GMs in Units Pl to P4 in post 

1997 Unit P4 GM resigns & is replaced by GM on transfer from Unit P3, Unit Pl gets new GM doubling roles with 
operations function, Unit P2 GM in post, Unit P3 gets new GM to replace the one transferred. 

1998 PL 1 dies, an Acting MD is appointed & a Botswana lady is promoted to direct operations from Botswana. Unit 
Pl gets GM on transfer from Unit P4, Unit P2 gets new GM to replace one on transfer, Unit P3 gets new GM 
on transfer from Unit P2, Unit P4 GM in post 

1999 New MD is appointed ahead of internai candidates by mid-year. Franchise is taken off & South Africa proper
ties released. Unit Pl gets new GM & Unit P4 changes GMs twice. 

2000 The Botswana Executive Directing Operations. Finandal Director (FD), & Unit Pl GM resign. PL2 resigns & in 
corne an Operations Director & Sales Director who alternate positions as MDs. Unit P3 changes GMs 5 times, 
Unit P2 changes GMs twice and Unit P4 GM changes once. Unit Pl GM in post. 

Sources: Focus Group Disscussions 
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4.D.2 Triggers of Change 

Environmental triggers to change included technological advances, the government and 

economic climate. 

The potential to attract tourists was responsible for the forging of a strategic alliance 

with a foreign partner. PLEASURE saw this as a marketing opportunity that would lead to 

profitability and growth through tapping into an international database of the partner. 

At independence, the government made promises to change the quality of working lives 

of workers. Legislation was passed, for example, to facilitate the formation of workers' 

committees. PLEASURE proceeded to have one such committee. 

Leadership changes that were colour-related were a result of the government's focus on 

black empowerment. One employee told other focus group participants: 

Only whites from school were promoted to managers before independence. These 
'picnin bossses' (a term used to referto young whites) were then trained by subordinate 
blacks. Blacks could be lired for holding meetings.Things had to change. 

According to economists, and as mentioned under the LEISURE case, Zimbabwe's tourism 

industry experienced its worst tourist arrivais in a decade during 2000 - registering a 60% 

clecline compared to 1999. Contributing factors included the fuel crisis, the perception of 

Zimbabwe being an unsafe destination, the furore of the land question and the withdrawal 

of some direct overseas airline arrivais. 

The decline in tourist arrivais impacted the tourism industry particularly and the economy in 

general. The economic climate in Zimbabwe triggered the retarded growth for PLEASURE. 
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Internai triggers included quality of leadership, change in leadership and the need to 

create value for the shareholders. 

Concerning the quality of leadership, ail focus groups agreed that PL 1 had qualities of a 

servant leader and the changes initiated during his era were motivated by these qualities. 

The 'Bill of Rights' for customers and a 'Bill of Rights' for staff were referred to often as 

significant promise changes which were reversed by PL2. 

A GM under PL 1 was also singled out as a servant leader. One group agreed: 

Sorne GMs had business understanding. For example, there was one who was hands-on 
and spent about 3 hours in the office and the rest on the shopfloor. He knew peak 
hours and was there working with us, serving customers. 

Changes in leadership were closely linked to changes in strategic focus and what the 

different leaders viewed as the best method to create value for stakeholders. 

The death of PL 1 and the incoming of a new shareholder were significant causes of 

leadership changes in the late 1990's. 

4.D.3 Key Players 

The government, PL 1 and PL2, general managers, top leadership,staff, new shareholder and 

three different chairmen were singled out as key players in the changes in PLEASURE. 

One group chairman had a total quality focus and was greatly influenced by how Jack 

Welch transformed GE.Three focus groups suggested: 

Group chairman came with TQM and started selling group companies that were non

performing to relatives. He talked about focusing on core business. 
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Another confirmed, adding some detail: 

Group chairman came with TQM and started selling Group companies that were non
performing. He talked of core business and divided core business into three divisions 
(Food, Hotel and Finance). 

One other focus group concurred, indicating change of shareholder and chairman: 

Group chairman started unbundling the conglomerate which was under-performing. 
No new business was opened at Group level. There was a shareholder revoit, a new 
group chairman took over and continued to sell assets. PLEASURE remained as part of 
Group core business. 

The coming in of a new shareholder was considered a significant trigger of leadership 

changes together with reversai of the gains from PL 1 's time. 

One focus group indicated: 

New shareholder accelerated unbundling of the conglomerate which had stretched 
itself too far, negatively affecting the share price. · 

4.D.4 Time Available for Initial Stages of Changes 

Strategically, very little time was available for the initial stages of changes. One example 

cited often across focus groups is that there was no time for the establishment of the 

strategic alliance. 

One group said: 

No time.T-shirts, flags, posters were brought in at short notice to launch the franchise. 

And another pointed out: 

After hostile take-over, things changed drastically. 
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Generally, participants in focus groups agreed it took about six months to replace PL 1. 

4.D.5 The Kind and Quality of Help Needed 

The external consultants, with the exception of one, were accused of having failed to 

contextualise business issues and recommending an inappropriate brand. 

Help came in various forms. One example cited was: 

External consultant in the form of inspector from the strategic partner would meet 
other inspectors in South Africa. There were inspections to check on whether the 
franchise standards were being maintained. Reports were sent to the strategic partner. 

Another reflected: 

External consultant launched franchise at a PLEASURE unit in Bulawayo in the presence 
of representatives from 9 countries. Videos covering the franchise were shown to staff, 
followed by television ad verts, renovation of units and training of staff on the franchise 
standards. 

ln connection with changes to create shareholder value, focus groups highlighted: 

External consultant did not conceptualise how to have JIT suit local conditions.The JIT 
system introduced to reduce stock levels and improve recording system was aimed 
at having 2 days stock. There was comparison between Zimbabwe Iron and Steel 
Company (ZISCO) that had tonnes and tonnes of stock tying up capital. 

ln Zimbabwe you cannot order and get supplies immediately as can be done in 
developed countries.JITwas not suited to Zimbabwean supply environment. 

Rainmaker Management Consultancy (RMC) was one external consultancy singled out as 

having contextualised business issues. The RMC consultants ran executive development 

programmes and focused on blending Western management theories with African 

management. One of them, Mbigi, suggested that the GE model be adapted to the local 

environment by the conglomerate. 
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ln particular, Mbigi challenged PLEASURE to harness African material culture and market 

African mythology. 

RMC ran a change management workshop to upskill ail trainers in the Group Training 

Centre with skills to assist the conglomerate transform.The trainers then conducted 2-day 

workshops called World-class Action Programmes (WAP) for multi-level, cross functional 

groups. 

1 was one of the WAP trainers and participated in running this programme for PLEASURE 

staff.WAP was based on burning platforms aimed at mobilising staffto articulate business 

order qualifiers, order winners and order retainers. Any local language cou Id be used and 

songs were created by staffto bond themselves with the organisation. 

Not ail PLEASURE staff attended WAP as the whole of the GROUP Training Centre were 

retrenched in 1997 as part of the foc us on core business.A decision was made that training 

was not part of core business and would be provided as and when required by external 

consultants. 

During PL 1 's time, suppliers trained staff on products to be sold by PLEASURE and HR 

director was considered effective.Staff visited suppliers and other hotels for familiarisation. 

Hotel school had attachment programmes where PLEASURE appraisals were sent back to 

the school. 

Over and above training on food preparation, workers were trained in ethnie dances 

and performed for customers. On some occasions, staff went to Zambia on hire to 

train Zambians on customer care. Training included cross-posting based on career and 

succession planning du ring PL 1 's time. 
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On the need to balance qualifications and experience, participants highlighted: 

Management has a lot of theory. They need training by experienced staff. Sorne 
experienced staff have little formai education (highest qualification in some cases is 
Standard 6).There is need for the less experienced but highly educated to respect the 
highly experienced but less educated if proper teaching/learning has to occur. 

4.D.6 Relevance of Change to Persona! and Business Goals 

Under relevance of changes to persona! and business goals, focus group participants 

chronicled the differences as experienced under the leadership of PL 1 and PL2. 

Highlights are reflected in Exhibit 4.D.3 below 

Exhibit 4.D.3: Evidence under 'Relevance of Changes' 

Relevance • 
to 

persona! 
goals 

Relevance • 
to 

business 
goals 

Strategic alliance brought in increases ln salaries and scholarships • 
for deserving children of staff. Franchise was relevant initially, 
staff salaries were reviewed, salaries were reviewed on the basis of 
performance, incentlves were given to performing departments. 
promotion was based on performance and there was job rotation. 
lncentives for good performance included weekend away with • 
family, drinks and transport home, trips to Kariba with family for 
worker of the month/year, end of the month parties. 
Employees had sporting teams competing in the Region in coun
tries where PLEASURE operated, the sporting activitles included 
netball, soccer and indoor games. 
Tours by employees, cross-postlng out of Zimbabwe helped in 
benchmarking for best practice. 
PLEASURE assisted with the acquisition of stands, houses, bicycles 
and employees would pay later; 
T-shirts were sold to staff at subsidised prices and old equipment 
at reduced prices. 
PL 1 acted to pre-empt or resolve staff grievances/problems. 
There was training by suppllers, tours for staff in order to refer 
customers professionally to tourist/resort centres. 
We used to work 8-hour shifts with split shifts and paid overtime. 
There were company cars for staff, managers had cars, food in the 
canteen was good. 
One had to have uniform in company premises. 

Those customers who knew the operations of the strategic partner , 
described it as poor. Sentiments iike 'where they are operating 
overseas, they are the worst Vou will not last with such an alliance' 
were made by customers. Strategic alliance brought in business ini
tlally. Management costs were high and the alliance was not sus
tainable. 
Financially hotels were doing well. 
Value placed on being responsible citizens of the communities and 
environmental protection. 

Sources: Focus Group Discussions & Company Documents 

There was deterioration of per
sona! gains, in-house training 
was stopped, head office col
lapsed and therewere too 
many structural changes. 
lncentives were stooped 
immediately. 
Benefits were scrapped by new 
leader PL2 after death of peo
ple - oriented leader PL 1. 
People care and communica
tion collapsed and morale 
went down. 

Staff numbers were eut and 
engagement of casuals set in 
resuiting in falling of stand
ards 
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lndividual testimonies during focus group discussions were quite revealing.One employee 

said: 

When I think of people care, 1 think of the first chairman after independence. Others 

think of PL 1. Lets look after our people. 

An executive had this to say: 

After PL 1, 1 came and found bruised people. Making money through people's misery! 
Lets not do this. A bird in hand is worth two in the bush. The group of companies has 
the right people but does not seem to see them 

Another executive observed a pattern to be dealt with at Group level: 

There seems to be a pattern. Group leadership has been unable to set up a consistent 
structure after PL 1. Now they want another PL 1. When are we going to see visionary 

leadership? 

Executives who had resigned from PLEASURE and found themselves back in the 

organisation also narrated why. 

One summarised the reason in one line: 

1 left to join something that was dying and was attracted back by the 'Bill of Rights'. 

Anotherconfirmed,adding some detail: 

1 left for greener pastures. 1 was approached by the then Minister ofîourism to join 
competition. l came back for a better package. lt was worthwhile to corne back. 

Yet another executive had a more telling story: 

1 was trained by PLEASURE and had just been appointed deputy GM. Management 

style of GM frustrated me out. l saw an opportunity at a smallercompetitor site and left 
to demonstrate my potential.After 4 years in that company, there was no more growth 

at a persona! level. l realised my heart was still with PLEASURE and came back. Now 1 
am aGM. 
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4.D.7 Advocates "Walking-the-talk" 

There was unanimous agreement across focus groups that PL 1 's team walked the talk as 

opposed to PL2's team. 

Sorne of the highlights of the responses are reflected in Exhibit 4.D.4 below. 

Exhibit 4.D.4: Evidence under'Walking the talk' 

PL 1 supported his team and staff. 
PLl's popular saying was 'ln PLEASURE we do not • 
pay'Mickey Meuse salaries'. 

PL 1 's team walked the talk. An example was a GM 
who insisted 'I will walk into managers offices. Man- • 
agers have to walk their departments. Ali staff have 
to eat from the same canteen'. Managers were hands on. 

Eve,yone mourned upon PL 1 's death because he was 
hands on; he started working from the shopfloor and • 
motivated employees. 

PL1 and team implemented what they promised. Staff 
benefits were clear, policies were clear. Expressions like • 
'Dai PL 1 amuka zvinake; meaning 'I wish PL 1 would rise 
from the dead, things would improve' were made often. 
Outstanding performance was acknowledged. They 
promised rewards for meeting targets and kept their 

promises. Managers used to meet every Friday and used • 
the different units as venues in rotation. They were the 

best communicators and moved to units for inspection. 

PL 1 focused on staff welfare and was considered a 

'gamba' meaning 'hero'. Whenever we approach man

agement for salary increases we think of PL 1. Managers 
then were performers and stayed longer. NEC increase 

was always topped up by PLEASURE leaving employees 
eaming above industry figures. There was a focus on 
competence, appraisals and succession planning and 

managers knew employees by name. 

One GM's open office system required managers to be 
constantly in touch with the people. His popular saying 

to managers was 'gara mukati mevanhu' meaning 'stay 

within the people'. 

Sources: Focus Group Discussions 

There was significant difference after PL 1. 
PL2's team did not walk the talk. Benefits from PL 1 'sera 
were removed. Whatever was promised employees was 

not implemented. 

When PL1 died, things crumpled. There were massive 
inflows of people. PL2 brought in her team 
superceding internai candidates who could have been 

promoted to senior positions. 
PL2 did not appreciate what had been done by pred

ecessors. 'lt is iike marrying a second wlfe who does not 

appreciate the good that the first wife was doing'. 
'After cancellation of the franchise, there was an exodus 
of white management who then formed their own 
businesses. If they were walking the talk. they would 
have joined the strategk partner whose franchise they 
were marketing. 
Black management after PL 1 was corrupt and did not 

give staff benefits. 
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4.D.8 Acknowledgement of Fear and Anxiety 

There was unanimous agreement across focus groups that PL 1 's team acknowledged 

anxiety and staff were generally not afraid. Where staff were afraid, this was acknowledged 

and dealt with. 

After the death of Pll, however, staff became more anxious as the future was not 

communicated. According to staff, the new shareholder, PL2 and her team created fear and 

anxiety through their actions or inactions. 

Sorne of the highlights of the responses are reflected in Exhibit 4.D.5 below 

Exhibit 4.D.S: Evidence un der 'Acknowledgement of Fear and Anxiety' 

L.-----BefoN li Durlng PL1'1 Ira 

When we had white managers, reporting lines were not • 
followed as people feared even the very junior whltes. 
There was no fear du ring PL1 's time. There was peace 
and tranguility. Fear and anxlety were acknowledged 
and there was 'team spirit'. 
PL 1 was generous and there was no fear then. People • 
enjoyed their work. HR director during PLl's time 
acknowledged fear and anxiety. Departure of thls direc
tor was received like a funeral message. 'You feel you 
hada father'. 
The alliance partner wanted to milk PLEASURE, take 
awaythe cream and leave nothing behind.We ended up • 
with no communication about the initiative. Staff feared 
jackets on hangers. 

Sources: Focus Group Disscussions 

After PL 1 's death, whites left in protest to the appoint
ment of a black, female MD, PL2. PL2 moved into reverse 
gear and dismantled everything PL1 had put into place 
and people were uncertain of the future. A lot of fear 
and anxiety were experienced. There was 'a dirty spirit'. 
After PL 1 's death, fear and anxiety were present but not 
acknowledged. No-one explained developments, lead
ing to turnover. There was nepotism during PL2's time -
experienced and competent staff were asked to train 
incoming relatives of senior managers who had theoret
ical knowledge only. 
Almost entire team left with the death of PL 1. Process 
of exits was not humane. There was lack of confidence 
in leadership at Group and PLEASURE levels. From the 
tirne of the death of Pll, there has been mistrust 
between al! leaders and employees {'leaders wanted to 
win on thelr own and employees also wanted to win on 
theirown?. 
There was white/black tension. The general belief in the 
whitecommunity was that PU died because ofa heated 
debate in the boardroom. Business was affected by this 
perception. 
There was victimisation through redundancy packages 
after a National strike. 
After PL2, there was no substantive MD in place and 
appointrnents were not communicated. 
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Staff were particularly angry and bitter about how they were treated after a National strike. 

A worker representative recounted the events: 

There was a National Hotel lndustry strike during PL2's time. When we went on strike, 

people were suspended. PL2 had 1-hour long separate meetings for managers and 

staff to resolve the National dispute. The workers had to demand the second separate 

meeting after PL2 had held first meeting with managers and wanted a second meeting 

combining staff and managers. Staff wanted to save PLEASURE from collapsing. PL2 

saw staff were right but wanted to side with managers. Group chairman had to 

intervene. PL2 resigned 2 months after the strike after deducting 7 days salary from 

staff for going on a National strike. 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

4.0.9 Assessment of Progress 

Targets were used to assess progress before and du ring PL 1 's time whereas assessment 

procedures were unclear afterwards.Respondents suggested the intention was to contract 

PLEASURE business in line with the contraction of business at group level. 

Sorne of the highlights of the responses are reflected in Exhibit 4.D.6. below 

Exhibit 4.D.6: Evidence under'Assessment of Prog r,e..ss' --------------..,.. • Dullnt PL 1's nme 
Customers assessed quality of performance of strategic • 
alliance partner and predicted that continuing the part
nership would destroy PLEASURE locally. 
PL 1 had progress assessed unit by unit, involving all staff 
in visual performance measurement. Everyone was edu- • 
cated from the person at the bottom to those at the top. 
There was on-the-job assessment and morale was high. 
Employees had specific responsibilities. For example, if 
you had 120 customers, you had to know the retention 
rate, defection rate and customer acquisition rate. 
Achievement of targets was a prerequisite for awarding 
i ncentives. 
There was a lot of growth and expansion in the units, 
particularly during the strategic alliance. 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

Change in shareholder was terrifying. Statements like 
'The results you were declaring were wrong and you 
need to produce results' did not go down well with old 
staff. 
Politics influenced the direction of the company. PL 1 's 
Botswana based possible successor had political clout 
in Botswana. There was conflict between this lady and 
PL2 when PL2 took over. The conflict was followed by 
mass resignations at senior level. Sorne of those who 
resigned are now our competitors and are a serious 
threat to us. 
PL2's assessment criteria were unclear to staff. 'I do not 
believe PL2 assessed any progress. She was interested in 
savingmon~ 
Drop in ethnie promotions slgnalled lack of business 
understanding. 'You need customers for hotel promo
tions. If there is no business, what do you promote'. 
After Pll, there were deals with renovations and 
irrelevant decorations not related to 4-star hotel. 
Auditors were brought in to check on staff allegations 
on possible back-hand deals. Outcomes were not 
communicated to staff. 
Post 1998, major changes were directed at contractlng 
PLEASURE like the group of companies was, the 
franchise was discontinued and a PLEASURE brand 
started. ---
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One former FD provided what he called strategic formulae (Exhibit 4.D.7) used by PLEASURE 

to track progress before and during PL 1 's time. 

Exhibit 4.0.7: Key to Strategic Formulae 

Return on investment 
Profit margin 
Sales growth 

Profit after tax/Shareholder equity 
Profit after tax/Total sales 
lncremental yearly sales/Previous year sales 

Fair market share 
Actual market share 

Number of hotel rooms per day/Total hotel rooms in the area = F 
Rooms sold by PLEASURE/Total rooms sold in the city = M 

Fair market share excess 
Staff turnover 
Room night 
Staff per room per day 
Occupancy 
Average room rate 

F-M 
Number of resignations per annum/Average staff in year 
Number of rooms occupied per day 
Total number of staff/Number of rooms PLEASURE has 
Number of rooms occupied/Total number of rooms 
Average selling price of room 

The former FD painted another story on PLEASURE performance (Exhibit 4.D.8). 

Exhibit 4.0.8: Selected Performance Measures on KeyTargets 

!(-,Target 1114 1115 1tN 1"7 

Return on investment 11% 21% 25% 9% 
Profit margin 4% 1()% 19% 11% 
Sales growth 31% 34% 23% 16% 
Fair market share -2% +2% +3% -3% 
Staff turnover overall 1% 0.8% 2% 6% 

Source: Former FD 

, ... 
8% 
1()% 
20% 
-5% 
10% 

The former FD was one of the key members who assessed the progress in the company 

for his Masters Degree research working paper. Sorne highlights from his documented 

assessments on performance between 1994 and 1998 include: 

From 1994 to 1996, on paper, the company made significant gains in the generation 
of shareholder wealth. The company improved from a small profit in 1994 of $0.4 
million to a profit of $23 million in 1996. The return on shareholders' investment more 
than doubled to 25% in 1996. The profit margin also improved significantly in the 
same period.Management were given significant bonuses and the managing director 
promoted to a bigger company whilst nearly ail critical executives were promoted in 
one way or the other. The consultant from the United Kingdom who facilitated the 
implementation of the 1994 to 1996 'return on investment strategies' was paid off and 
is long gone. 

The 1994 to 1996 trend could not however be sustained into 1997 and 1998. The 
honeymoon only lasted for two years. By the end of 1998, the return on shareholders' 
investment had more than halved and so did the profit margins. 203 
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Management by 1998 therefore had failed to achieve its objective of shareholder 

vé1lue maximisation. The main reason vJas its failure to manage the value exchange. 

The strategies employed only focused on the sharehoider return · employing short 

term cost strategies at thë expense of customer value delivery. 

The tactics deployed by the company in its pursuit of its investor value maximisation 

mission were typica l of" management focused at pleasing its employer in the least 

possible time in direct contlict with the ,1eed to n1aximise customer value in the long 

terrn. 

Tl1e company defil1ed its value as profit to shareholders divided by investment bv 

shareholder. The profit was to be delivered in Cë,sh ternis. 

The former FD also aptly documented investment reduction tactics and tactics deployed 

to grow profits from 1994 to 1998. 

The former FD's comprehensive assessment on investment ratio tactics says: 

Over the period, the investment in assets that underpinned the services and quality 

delivered by the company to the customer was greatly reduced. 

ln a drive to reduce cash tied in working capital, stock levels were reduced from 28 to 

9 days. Custorners credit periods were reduced frorn 35 days to less than 17 days. 

These tactics, over a period of 8 months greatly reduced cê,sh tied up in working 

capita l and thus investment and in tum improved the return to shareholders. Value 

co customel's however suffered. The selection of wines, drinks or food became 

very narro·N. Ali meals wei"e reduced to buffet. Qc1ality of product was inconsistent. 

Customers complained of the rude and interrogativè debt collectors. 

Another investrnent reduction tactic employed was the extending of supplier payment 

terms from un der 32 clays to over 90 days by 1996. Thi s tactic improvecl thé cashflow 

availablë to thé com pany and also reduced tota l investment into the business and 

thus incrèased shareholder value. 

The impact to the customer was however equal!y bad. Surpliers changed rating of 

PLEASURE frorn first class to last. Supply of key inputs at the right qual ity was not 

always guaranteed. Discounts were eliminated and penalties intl'oduced. 

The third tactic which was ernployed to reduce investment was to freeze ail 

refurbishments and capital expenditure and selling of unproductive assets for cash. ln 

this regard, somë vital parking space was sold to rea l estate developers. Courtesy cars 

for VIP customers were sold. This also reduced investment and thus improved return 

on shareholders investment, but only for a w hile. Sorne of the assets sold supported 

vital services delivered to customers and gave the hotel flexibility to meet unforeseen 

high demand peaks. This flexibility was also eroded. 

There were a lot of other tactics which were deployea but with equally same short 

term gains and long term problems for custorner value. 
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Assessing tactics deployed to grow profits, the former FD said: 

The main tactics for irnproving profit focused on cost cutting. 

Staffîng levels. wh ich contribute, directly or indirectly to about 52% of hotel costs 

were the 1Ïrst to be hit. Staff numbers were reduced frorn 724 in 1994 to fewer th"n 

432 by December 1997. This was done without a corresponding simplification and 

redesigning of processes and outputs. Staff that rernained were not trained for multi

skilling. Pay to staff was not increased to justify increased workload. 

The effect of staff reduct ion was a significant reduction in the wage and relateci 

payroll burden costs. lndeed profits went up in 1995 and 1996 "nd so dici the return 

on shareholders funds. Unfortunately, the quality of service delivery suffered. Staff 

were overworked, undermanaged and underpêlid. By 1997 there were significant staff 
turnovers both at management and line of custorner visibility levels. Service delivery 

superiority, which had been established under the program of'Your Persona! Host' or 

'Siyaliyamukela' lmeêlns welcome) were eroded over the two yeêlrs. 

The second tac tic which was deployed to improve profits was outsourcing of 'costly 
activities·. To this end, restaurants, airport t ransfers and housekeeping departments 
were outsourced, together with the assets like G,rs which were being utilised to deliver 

the service. Management of PLEASURE then focused on the delivery of room s. 

Signifîcant cost savings and investment reductions were achieved in 1995 and 1996, 

which improved the return to the shareholders enormously from 11 % to 25%. The 

main problem was thëtt some of the activities outsourced supported vital parts of 
the customer's experience and thus underpinned PLEASURE's value promise to the 

customer. 

SEervices like housekeeping, airport transfers and pmvision of food and beverages 

were critical to total guest experience. This entai led that PLEASURE prornised what 

it could not guarantee was going to be delivered. The companies thêlt took over the 
contracts were not as experienced as PLEASURE and could not perform to PLEASURE's 

standards. 

Zimbabwe is a small economy and thus outsourcing players are few. When time came 

for the renewal of these contracts, the prices on the contracts increased substantially 

knowing too well that PLEASURE did not have much choice. The cost benefits which 
were achieved in 1994, 1995 and 1996 were eroded on the renewal in 1997 with no 

corresponding value add ition to the customer. 

The third tactic deployed was to increase prices to cover the rate of inflation and 
devaluation Zimbabwe was experiencing. Prices under this strategy were increased 

every quarter.As inflation was 70%) in December 1999, these incr€'ases in local currency 

were substantial. The result of this strategy was that revenue was okay in 1995 and 

1996 as customers took a grêlduëtl approach to cancelling off their long-standing 

contracts. 

The 1994 top 10 customers had almost disappeared by December 1997 whilst the new 

entrants did not fill up the vacuum created .... Customers left because they perceived 

that the products and services offered by the company did not have any value. 
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4.D.10 Belief in Change 

Foc us group evidence strongly suggests staff believed in the changes before PL2 took over. 

There were divisions after. 

Sorne of the highlights of the responses are reflected in Exhibit 4.D.9 below. 

Exhibit 4.D.9: Evidence un der 'Belief in Changes' 

a.fore& Durtng PL 1'snme 

During PL 1 's era, everyone believed in what was going • 
on. Everyone loved PL 1. Guests now ask why there is no 
progress after PL 1. They want to know the whereabouts 
of those managers under PL 1 who resigned. 
Everyone liked the franchise idea slnce it was explained. • 
However, when customers started giving feedback on 
the performance of the partner, staff swung to one 
group who wanted the franchise to go. Tourists were 
comparing services across the globe.Zimbabwean poli
tics also discouraged the continuance of the alliance. 
People were groomed for positions from the lowest 
level. 
PL 1 supported workers, was hands-on as MD across • 
functions. He led by example. He had experience in the 
industry. When workers wanted to go on strike,he would 
negotlate and settle with workers before the strike. 
Sports teams wereestablished in Botswana,South Africa 
and Zimbabwe to keep PLEASURE staff united. 
PL 1 supported all units. He had concern for workers, 
resolved their problems and did not want to Jose com
petent staff. He listened to staff. 'He was like a doctor. He 
did not ignore anyone'. 
The famlly type recruitment and career and succession 
process resulted in those who had no relatives being 
afraid of victimisation. Those who had come into 
PLEASURE through referrals by relatives were disci
plined as they did not want to let down their relatives. 
'Vaityamarelatives' meaning "they were afraid of letting 
down those who had influenced their recruitment into 
the company'. 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

PL2'snme &Aflllr 

PL2 brought own team and PLEASURE was split into 2 
camps. lt was 'shape in or shape out'. PL2 brought in her 
own team that eventually rewlted against her; leading 
to her resignation. Noone loved PL2. 
TheGroup had employed an MDfrom a different indus
try. Hospitality is special. The problem was nepotism -
we need people who lead by example. PL2 brought in 
senior appointments for people unfamiliar with the 
hospitality industry. Divisions were the order of the day. 
PL2 brought in her team generally referred to as a 

'firing squad'. Employees argued that the disciplinary 
committee had been converted into a 'firing squad'. 
After the hostile take-over and subsequent 
appointment of PL2 the business was being run 
by the Group leadership instead of PLEASURE 
management. Trust between management and 
shareholders was low level 
The appointment of PL2 was met with resentment. 
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4.D.11 Power and Accountability Structures 

There were 4 substantive MD's for PLEASURE between 1980 and 2000. 

Respondents in focus groups summarised their assessment of the impact of power and 

accountability structures. 

One said: 

You need key skills to fit into structures, not colour. Look for suitable person irrespective 
of colour. Who brings 4 star customers? lt is top leadership with solid business 
connections. How can we get 4 star customers? lt is allowed to give 5 star service in a 
3 star hotel.A customer makes business with an individual. PL2 was worse. 

And the other added: 

There is need to link up security systems and check access rights. We are now taking 
hotel as church. A hotel is for pleasure. Disruptive customers need to be dealt with. 
One GM engaged such elements, warning them or telling them to go elsewhere. The 
elements changed their behaviour realising that PLEASURE is best. 

ln connection with the level of hierarchy and control after PL 1, one respondent was of the 

opinion: 

There were too many management changes after PL 1. A hotel has 3 departments: 
Front Office, Housekeeping, and Food and Beverage (F&B). Functions was under F&B. 
Now there are too many departments. 

One respondent thought that females were better marketers and remarked: 

Sales and marketing dominated by females performed betterthan the male dominated 
one that followed. 

Focus group participants concentrated their conversations around a comparative analysis 

of the structures set up by PL 1 and after. 
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Sorne of the highlights of the responses are reflected in Exhibit 4.D. 10 below. 

Exhibit 4.0.10: Evidence under 'Power and Accountability Structures' 

a.fore a Durtng PL 1 'I nme 

During PL 1 's time, general managers were responsi- • 

ble for the performance of their units, supported 
by unit-level managers including personnel manag

ers. The head office team was Jean and composed of 
only s people. 
There were clear head office and unit structures and 
everyone knew the structures. There was no evidence • 
of structures to monitor the performance of the fran
chise. 

Pll served under 3 different chairmen from the time 
of his appointrnent as MD to his death. 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

4.0.12 Organisational Learning 

PL2 brought in her own team, enlarged head office 

team and centralised decision-making. Hotel industry 

requires specialised skills - some people coming in at 

the top are not experts in the industry. Forelgners with 
no understanding of local culture corne and then go. 
Now we have only one hotelier in PLEASURE. 

Power was in camps and there was Jack of accountabil
ity. There was a lot of finger-pointing. No clear struc
tures were set up. There was so much change. Appoint

ments were made without any job descriptions. 
PL2 had no control over business. Management were 
carrying out orders they did not understand/buy into. 
There was need for HR to be in touch with people,oper
atlng at unit as well as head office levels. 

Between 1980 and 1998, PLEASURE actively communicated what was happening. There 

were updates on developments posted on canteen notice boards for staff. Such updates 

included financial performance at unit and PLEASURE levels. 

Staff complimented PL 1 and his team for having kept the organisation informed. They said 

after the death of PL 1,'everyone came with a bullish attitude and some new managers only 

showed face when being introduced'. PLEASURE had no MD from the time PL2 resigned. 

Sorne recurring comparative evidence across focus groups is shown in Exhibit 4.D. 11. 
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Exhibit 4.D.11 : Evidence under 'Organisational Learning' 

...... aDurlng PL1'sffine 

Pll was a hands-on hotelier and maintained live com- • 
munication across the organisation. 
Pll insisted on training,attachments as a means of 
diffusing learning. 

PL2 did not communicate what was happening. 
Organisation learnt of changes through the grape vine 
orrumours. 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

The general perception of respondents was that the organisation did not learn from what 

had happened before PL2 took over. 

One suggested that since documents containing company history have been archived: 

New managers have to learn from organisational historians first. 

PLEASURE leaders took advantage of UNISA students doing Masters' Degree in Business 

Leadership assignments to learn about their business. One such student was the former FD 

extensively quoted above. 

Commenting on how PLEASURE could have created shareholder value on a sustainable 

basis through enhancing customer value, the former FD indicated that managers need to 

understand the different definitions of value from the perspective of both the customer 

and the investor. He said shareholder value is 'profit per dollar of investment' whereas 

customer value is 'performance per dollar of price paid.' 
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He asserted: 

lt is fundamental that management clearly understands their role. Their role is to 
ensure thàt both value definitions are optimised, core-exist and the relationship is 
sustainable into the future. 

ln PLEASURE's case, management considered themselves to be part of the shareholders 
and only focused at increasing shareholder value at the expense of customers. As 
could be seen from the case, the situation was not sustainable and both parties 
suffered in the end. 

Sorne companies on the other hand focus on the customer only - 'market driven -
customer driven etc' and neglect the shareholder's need for decent returns with the 
same disastrous consequences. 

4.D.13 New ldeas about Purpose and Strategy 

Between 1980 and 1998, PLEASURE relied on external consultants for strategy formulation. 

Senior managers were involved in the budgeting processand budgets were communicated 

ta the units. 

Focus groups compared the manner in which new ideas about purpose and strategy were 

handled before and after the death of PL 1. The general impression was that junior staff 

want ta know the future of the company if there is turnover at executive level. 

Exhibit 4.0.12 highlights some of the recurring messages from respondents. 
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Exhibit 4.D.12: Evidence un der 'New ldeas about Purpose and Strategy' 

hfo19 & Durlng PL 1's11111e Durlng and MmPU\'llllle ----~---------- ........ ----~---
Strategy during Pll's time was around specific eus- • 
tomer segments with emphasis on ethnicity. 

PL 1 was visionary, PLEASURE expanded across borders 
and Pll wanted PLEASURE to be a stand-alone busi
ness out of Group of companies. 
Era was characterised by active communication and • 
implementation, small booklets were distributed to 
employees, there were canteen publications on vision 
and objectives as well as performance targets. 
One unit was referred to as 'SaManyika Hotel' meaning • 
'a hotel for workers predominantly from Manicaland 
reglon. 'There is need to focus on competence and 
not regionallsm or nepotism during recruitment as 
nepotism leads to no teamwork'. 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

Sorne individuals from focus groups had more to tell. 

New appointees came with their own strategies. PL2 
did not implement white man's strategy,created a new 
structure and whites reacted to the appointment of a 
black lady. Change of directors followed and old 

directors took away customers. 
New board after shareholder takeover never 
appreciated what PL 1 was doing. There was eroslon of 
values. New team never implemented what PL 1 had 
corne up with. 
There was lack of purpose and strategy. Whereas the 
organisation was running in a specific direction, core 
messages were thrown out and purpose and strategy 
never explained. Vision was not clear. 
'Takangoona zvinhu zvaipa' meaning 'We just found 
things deteriorating' 
1999-2000 was dramatic. each set of leadership had its 
own purpose and strategy. ln February 2000,a strategy 
workshop was run by people who did not understand 
business. This workshop was a disaster with GMs being 
told 'I will kick your backside'. 

Regarding developments after the death of PL 1, one middle manager burst out: 

The new strategy did not work and we lost customers and key staff. PL2 was an 

outsider who bypassed performing insiders. You take someone from an unrelated 

industry to the hospitality industry. lt does not work. When head office changes, all 

lower structures change! How many head office staff appreciate hospitality? 

One shopfloor worker had another input: 

There was need to keep staff informed of changes. We need to know needs and 

expectations of our customers, reintroduce ethnie, cultural promotions. Every product 

feature should add value to the business. Managers should interact with customers 

in bars and restaurants to get strategic information. Customers are asking for the 

presence of managers. 
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Another quipped: 

Structures are very important in communicating changes. When you get to a new 
place, do not daim you know everything. Do not listen to gossip. 

And yet another summarised: 

We need a platform for discussing key strategic issues. lt was a matter of new people, 
new things, no continuation. There was no perpetuity of strategy and purpose. The 
PLEASURE history is hazy. We need to tap into existing resources. Learn from history! 
No-one has taken time to learn and learn from the past. 

Archivai evidence suggests there was a new strategy hatched in 1994 to see the company 

through to 2000.The mission statement gave a very clear direction for enhancing customer 

value through quality and service. PLEASURE was meant to be a company led by its 

customers and staff. 

PLEASURE set five strategic objectives: 

To achieve a return on investment of at least 23%, 
To grow sales by at least 45% per annum, 
To achieve net profit margins of at least 20%, 
To be fair market share leaders by 2%, 
To be the best employer. 

The former FD also referred to ideas about purpose and strategy. He proposed an overall 

mode! that PLEASURE needed to adopt, which is detailed under Chapter 6, section 6.1. 

He suggested that management have to know and understand the key parties to value 

eicchange and what it takes to optimise their specific value requirements. 

4.D.14 Success of Change 

Focus groups agreed success stories between 1980 and 1998 included PLEASURE business 

growth, focus on people issues, transparency and keeping of promises. The franchise, 
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initially succeeded but failed.The most significant success of the strategic alliance was the 

renovations of 3 hotels to meet international standards. 

After the expansion witnessed du ring PL 1 'sera, business contracted with the appointment 

of PL2 after the shareholder take-over. Business started picking up again towards the end 

of 2000 with a new focus on business customers and conferences. 

Sorne of the highlights of the responses are reflected in Exhibit 4.D.13 below. 

Exhibit 4.D.13: Evidence under'Success of Changes' 

Before & During PL 1 'sTime Du ring & AfterPL2'Üimè;' 

r· 
Group of companies created PLEASURE as part of • 
expansion strategy into hotel industry. Growth and • 
investment into new units was a measure of success 
and a great reason for joy. Between 1980 and 1998, 
business grew and expanded into Botswana and South 

PLEASURE gains were reversed, business contracted. 
Both 'Bill of Rights' for staff and 'Bill of Rights' for 
customers were thrown out of the window. 
'Takararama nenyasha dzamwari' meaning 'We were 
saved by the grace of God'. The national strike was 
a key determinant of PL2's departure. She could 
have taken action. She evaded action and went 
to Botswana instead. 

l 
Africa. 
A 'Bill of rightsfor staff' and 'Bill of rights for customers' 
guided business operations and clearly outlined people 
processes. Thèse were sacred. Promises to customers • 
and employees were met. Morale of staff was high 
given the variety of incentives. 
Strategic alliance resulted in renovations of units • 
to international standards. The franchise was too 
expensive and viewed by the international traveller as 
a poor brand. Customers complained the choice of the 
strategic alliance partner was ill-advised as the partner 
had the 'worst performance internationally. They 
advised PLEASURE to discontinue the arrangement if 
PLEASURE was to remain in business. 

Strategic alliance was discontinued. lt failed after 2 
years. Change of company na mes affects business and 
reputation 
There was staff retrenchment and high turnover at 
executive level. 

• Quality people were developed and even poached by 

L_~omp~ito~~~---------- _ ----· 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

Focus groups also drew parallel lessons (Exhibit 4.D.14) covering time before and after 

PLl's death.These lessons are possible pointers in the direction ofwhy change efforts may 

succeed or fail. 
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initially succeeded but failed.The most significant success of the strategic alliance was the 

renovations of 3 hotels to meet internat ional standards. 

After the expansion witnessed du ring PL 1 's era, business contracted with the appointment 

of PL2 after the shareholder take-over. Business started picking up again towards the end 

of 2000 with a new focus on business customers and conferences. 

Sorne of the highlights of the responses are reflected in Exhibit 4.0.13 below. 

Exhibit 4.0.13: Evidence un der 'Success of Changes' 

W... a Durtng PL l'I TIIM 

Group of companies created PLEASURE as part of • 
expansion strategy into hotel lndustry. Growth and • 
investment into new units was a measure of success 
and a great reason for joy. Between 1980 and 1998, 
business grew and expanded into Botswana and South 
Africa. 

A 'Bill of rights for staff' and 'Bill of rights for customers' 
gulded business operatlons and clearly outllned people 
processes. These were sacred. Promises to customers • 
and employees were met. Morale of staff was high 

given the variety of incentives. 
Strateglc alliance resulted in renovations of units • 
to international standards. The franchise was too 

expensive and viewed by the international traveller as 
a poor brand. Customers complained the choice of the 

strategic alliance partner was iii-advised as the partner 

had the 'worst performance intematlonally. They 
advised PLEASURE to discontinue the arrangement if 
PLEASURE was to remain in business. 

Quality people were developed and even poached by 
competitors. 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

PLEASURE gains were reversed, business contracted. 
Both 'Bill of Rights' for staff and 'Bill of Rlghts' for 

customers were thrown out of the window. 
'Takararama nenyasha dzamwari' meanlng We were 
saved by the grace of God'. The national strike was 
a key deterrninant of PL2's departure. She could 

have taken action. She evaded action and went 
to Botswana lnstead 
Strategic alliance was discontinued. lt faiied after 2 
years. Change of company names affects business and 
reputatlon 

There was staff retrenchment and hlgh turnover at 
executive level. 

Focus groups also drew parallel lessons (Exhibit 4.0.14) covering time before and after 

PL 1 's death. These lessons are possible pointers in the direction of why change efforts may 

succeed or fail. 
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Exhibit 4.D.14: Key Lessons from Focus Groups 

8efoN a Durlng PL1'111me 

A strong organisation culture based on a shared • 
vision and mission are critically important. Vision/ 
mission were there but being pursued by 
managers only. These managers were threatened 
by the shareholder take-over. Workers should 
continue driving change processes as managers 
comeandgo. 
PL 1 had many guys in the team. He did not groom • 
anyone to take over. If there is no successor, 
infighting grows. Power should be shared. PL 1 was 
PLEASURE. 
A leader should lnform others of plans. 
Departmental meetings should be a means for 
communlcating strategy and particularly the 
financial performance of the company. 
Pll knew he was dylng and subordinates should 
have known. lt appears there was no time for 
planning as there was a shareholder take-over. 
Have a culture of succession planning. PL 1 apprecl
ated values and had succession plans in place. • 
Recruitment. selectlon, placement and develop
ment have to be focused. 
There should be value congruency. Have values 
that are worker-centred instead of 
manager-centred. 
Change of management affects business. 
Staff morale is pivotai to success. lncentives were 
performance-based. Performance was based on • 
GM's leadership and GM's offices were accessible. 
There were familiarisation tours for staff.job 
rotation and product promotions. 
Communication of strategy and structure ls essen
tial. There was a clear structure. Contributions from 
staff were respected. 

PL 1 emphasised competence not nepotism. 
Employment took account of relevant skills. 
Relationships with suppliers breaks/keeps busi
ness. Key customers were followed up to malntain • 
retention. The profitability of Unit 1 contributed 
towards the construction of Unit 4. 
Good leaders make an effort to rneet all staff, 
attend staff funerals. HR Director had good 
communication. 

Source: Focus Group Discussions 

There is power in strategy/purpose/vision/ 
mission. Understand the organisation when you 
get into it. There is need to eliminate fear 
during changes. There is need for continuity 
at leadership level. Relationship between share 
holder and management needs positive 
management. 
There is need for good leadership at Group level. 
ln 1999, leadership lost control. We need leaders 
with a human heart. Turnover at management 
level was too high. 
Communication is key. There was communication 
breakdown. Information blackout lowered staff 

morale. 
People feel cheated and betrayed by leaders who 
do not deliver promises. Lead by example. Man
agement needs to be hands-on and responsive. 
Management sacrifised salary increases so as to 
allow low-level staff to have increases. 
There was no succession planning and 
supercession of insicle performers. One thing that 
changed was people-always have the right people 
at the right time. People are critically important. 
Gender and colour should not be an issue and 
leaders need to confront not evade issues. 
Management changes and staff stay on. There is 
need to keep staff coherence. 
As management changes there is need to under
stand processes and systems. 
Appreciate the experlence of workers to maintain 
service standards. lnstead of product promotions, 
management brought in relatives/family mem

bers instead of customers for lunches/dinner. 
There were unclear reportlng structures. 
There was need to balance qualifications and 
experience. Internai promotions should take prec
edence of recruitment from outside. 
Removal of HR from units was not strategic. There 
was need for HR at unit level Staff should never 
be ignored as they remaln united after changes. 
There was need to retain staff. The question is 'Are 
we changlng for the better? 
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The former FD's concluding remarks were even more telling: 

PLEASURE is typical of a lot of Southern African companies which are 'shareholder 

driven· dnd thus focus on pleasing their employers - the investor at the expense of the 
custorner. 

This is a short tern1 strategy which i·, self defeating and cannot be ,u:,tainecl in a 

cnmpetit1ve environ ment. 

To create shareholder value on a sustainilble basis, companies should learn to enhance 
customer value also on a sustainable basis ..... 

This is a fundamental win-win principle that shou ld be e>:tended to :,Il facets of 

business and life in general. Examples are supplier relationships, people relationships 

etc. 
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4.0.15 Case O Summary 

The PLEASURE case evidence is summarised through Figure 4.0.1 below. 

Figure 4.0.1: Summary of PLEASURE Evidence 

Triggers 

Best practices 

Key players 

nme 
Help 

Relevance 

Government; Profitability; Potential to attract tourists; Quality of leadership; Death of a leader. 

Theme dinners; Ethnie promotions; PLEASURE vehicle/street promotions;World-class Action 
Programme for capability creation; Servant leadership; Supplier product-driven training by 
supplier at supplier's cost & prernises; Bill of Rights for staff. Bill of Rights for customers. 

Government; PL 1 & PL2; GMs; Top leadership; Staff; New shareholder; 3 different Group Chair
men. 

Very little time for franchise; No t ime after shareholder take-over; 6 months to replace PL 1. 

Consultants {1 high quality trained internai change agents forWAP & 2 poor (1 recommended 
poor quality franchise. another introcluced & failed to contextualise JIT); Suppllers provided 
quality training on their products at own sites & own costs. 

Changes during PL 1 except franchise & JIT were relevant to business goals. PL 1 had people 
care at heart - employees, suppliers & customers; Company was a goocl corporate citizen; 
PL2 reversed all the gains from the past- both business & persona! goals suffered;Corporate 
cltlz:enship. 

Walking-the-talk PL 1 & team walked the talk; PL2 & team had a dlfferent agenda. 

Fear & anxiety 

Assessment & 
measurement 

Belief 

Govemance 

Diffusion 

Strategy & pur
pose 

Success 

PL 1 & team fostered trust. New shareholder; PL2 & team created fear & anxiety; There was 
perceived nepotism & vlctimization;Trust between management & shareholder was low. 

Targets were used to assess progress durlng PL 1 's tlme. Assessment du ring PL2 was unclear 
- appeared as if intention was to contract PLEASURE business to be ln Une with contraction 
at Group level. 

Staff got clear communication on changes & believed leaders who delivered to promise 
du ring PL 1 's time. Camps were created when new shareholder appointed an outsider PL2 
ahead of internai candidates resulting in mass resignations at senior levels. 

PL 1 had clear reporting lines. Power was ln camps when PL2 took over & changed structures; 
Accountabillty was unheard of. 

Hands-on management style durlng PL 1 'sera encouraged live communication across the 
organlzation. There was communication blackout afterwards - grapevine & rumour monger
ing were rampant. 

PL 1 was a vlsionary & indicated intention to have PLEASURE expand & listed as a separate 
entity out of the Grou p. After PL2, each leader brought in their own ideas & disregarded 
anything that had been planned for before them. 

Bill of Rights for staff & Bill of Rights for customers propped all changes initiated by PL 1. After 
PL 1, the strateglc alliance was cancelled & business contracted, morale of staff fell. Business 
performance was achieved through a brulsed staff compliment after what the staff call a 
ruthless retrenchment process aimed at those who were critical of the new team leaders. 
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Besides confirming all emerging themes and challenges 1, 2, 5 through 14, PLEASURE 

evidence highlights yet another emerging challenge, theme and proposition. 

Emerging Challenge 16: Transfer of positive lessons from political to 

economic liberation 

Companies have to harness positive methodologies used during struggles for 

political liberation to foster economic liberation. 

Emerging Theme 9: People care 

Hands-on leaders who exhibit a high level of appreciation of the contribution 

of staff, customers and suppliers to business survival leave a legacy of people 

care in the businesses they are responsible over. 

Proposition 5: Effective management of conversations 

Successful organisational transformation is a function of the effective 

management of conversations. 

4.E THE SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

This within case analysis prompted a need for deeper understanding of the context within 

which managers had to act in the four companies studied. 

An intensive literature search was done to appreciate the key Zimbabwean dimensions, 

regional dimensions and global dimensions that could have influenced the changes in the 

companies. 
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The major sources of evidence for the intensive literature search on contextual issues 

were: 

The Hu man DevEelopment Report Zimbabwe 1ZHDR1 2000; 

SADC Regional Hum an Development Report 1SADC HDR'. 2000; 

African lntellEectual Resources (AIR; 2003. 

The participant observation technique was used to confirm some of the evidence as I am 

a Zimbabwean. 

There was a heavier focus on Zimbabwean history from 1980 to 2000 since the four cases 

on which the study is based are ail from Zimbabwe.The longitudinal study covers the same 

period. The evidence from the four cases strongly suggests a need to comprehend some of 

the characteristics of Zimbabwean history and culture. 

4.E.1 Key Zimbabwean Dimensions 

The advent of Zimbabwean independence in 1980 brought with it significant economic, 

political and social change. An understanding of the economic, political and social 

changes provides the context within which large-scale change occurred in Zimbabwean 

companies. 

4.E.1.1 Key Economie Dimensions 

The key economic dimensions are discussed under two blocks - the first decade and 

second decade after independence. 

4.E.1.1 a First lndependence Decade: 1980 - 1990 

Zimbabwe experienced polarised fortunes in its economic performance within this decade. 

On the one extreme, expansion was realised in education, health service delivery, land 
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resettlement, road and dam construction. On the other extreme, the economy grew at an 

average rate of 4.1 percent between 1980 and 1985 compared to 4.6 percent between 

1985 and 1990. The population growth rate was 3 percent. 

The 1982-83 drought came at a time when there was a world recession, contributing to 

problems in balance of payments.Early attempts at redressing the anomalies and inequities 

inherited at independence were abandoned. Kanyenze, cited in ZHDR 2000, suggests the 

economy tended to be managed on a reactive, management by crisis basis thereafter. 

Other analysts like Stoneman (1998), cited in ZHDR 2000, indicate the contradictory 

approach to economic and social policies. For example, the government pronounced 

socialist ideals whilst preserving and consolidating the inherited capitalist system.Another 

example cited is that while government suspected the intentions of foreign investors, it 

nevertheless proceeded to attract such investment. 

ln reaction, the World Bank (WB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF) exerted a lot 

of pressure on the government to adopt economic reforms such as trade liberalisation. 

A typical example is when the WB refused to sign an agreement for extension of an 

export revolving fund in 1987. The result was that the government signed the Multilateral 

lnvestment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) convention and Overseas Private lnvestment 

Cooperation (OPIC) agreement in 1990 in order to reassure investors. 

Towards the end of this decade, key players in government and business accepted the 

need for reforms to boost the depressed investment, streamline labour regulations, create 

employment and stimulate export growth. 
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4.E.1.1 b Second lndependence Decade: 1990 - 2000 

ln this decade, the socialist governments in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe collapsed, 

the role of the WB and IMF grew and the dominant role of government in economic and 

social policy-making got eroded. 

Three major reforms {Economie Structural Adjustment Programme (ESAP), Zimbabwe 

Programme for Economie and Social Transformation (ZIMPREST) and Millenium Economie 

Recovery Programme (MERP)} were adopted in this decade. 

ESAP ran from 1990 to 1995 and is considered by analysts the most substantive of the 

three. Two extracts below spell what it was all about. 

ESAP was an orthodox structural adjustment programme,which sought a fundamental 
shift from a pervasive state intervention system in the economy to one largely driven 
by market forces. The key targets of ESAP were to: 

achieve an nuai GDP growth of S percent du ring 1991-95; 
raise savings to 25 percent of GDP; 

raise investment to 25 percent of GDP; 
achieve export growth of 9 percent per annum du ring 1991-95; 
reduce the budget deficit from over 10 per cent of GDP to 5 per cent by 
1995;and 
reduce inflation from over 17 percent to 10 percent by 1995. 

Source: Zimbabwe Government 1991, cited in ZHDR 2000 

ln order to achieve these objectives, ESAP had, as its main components, competition
enhancing measures.These included trade and exchange rate liberalisation, domestic 
de-regulation, financial sector reform and related institutional reforms. Fiscal reforms 

sought to reduce the huge parastatal deficit, and to implement the commercialisation 
and privatisation of public enterprises. The ESAP programme also included measures 
to mitigatethe social costs of adjustment through the Social Dimension of Adjustment 

programme. 

Source: Zimbabwe Government, Framework for Economie Reform, 1991, 

cited in ZHDR 2000 
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Assessing whether ESAP achieved the intended objectives, ZHDR 2000 says ESAP by and 

large failed and points out: 

Overall growth during the reform period was erratic, attaining an average 
annual growth rate of less than 1 percent; 
The budget deficit remained stubbornly high, increasing to 13 per cent of 
GDP in 1994/5; 
The deficit problem was compounded by a decline in tax revenues from 
39 percent of GDP in 1990 to 28 per cent in 1995; 
Inflation rose substantially peaking at 42 per cent in 1992 before declining 
to 22 percent in 1995 and then rising much higher in subsequent years; 
High inflation levels contributed to excessively high interest rates; 
A major drought in 1992 worsened the situation; 
Parastatal losses mounted rather than declined; 
Public sector reforms were slow. 

From these failures, ZHDR 2000 highlights the lessons: 

Lack of fiscal discipline resulted in excessive borrowings which fuelled 
inflation and exacerbated poverty- the resultant macro-economic 
environ ment was not conducive to investment; 
Parastatal reform, public service reform and financial service reform were 
major elements of unfinished business under ESAP; 
To succeed, comprehensive reforms had to be embedded in the 
aspirations of the people: reforms should empower people to participate 
in the economy - whatever sacrifices were required for successful 
implementation of the reforms ought to be shared. 

On the basis of these outcomes, the government went on to launch ZIMPREST belatedly in 

1998. As a departure from ESAP, ZIMPREST argued that droughts had to be provided for in 

programmes instead of being reacted to. Reduction of poverty was classified as a challenge 

given that in 1998 about 61 per cent of Zimbabweans lived in poverty. Employment 

creation, fostering an entrepreneurial culture, investing in human resource development 

and building partnerships with other stakeholders were given top priority. 
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ZIMPREST sought: 
urgent restoration of macro-economic stc1bi1ity (low inflation and interest 

rates, and J stable exchange rate1; 

iacilitating of public and private savings and investment needed to attain 

growth; 

and pursuing economic empowerment and poverty alleviat ion by 

generating opportunities tor employment and encouraging 

ent1·epreneurial initiative. 

ZIMPREST then specified what it termed 'a minimum target growth scenario'. 

Specificilly, it sought: 

a consistent reduction in the budget deficit (frorn 10 per cent to under 5 
per cent of GDP) with a co 11·esponding fal l in inflation tfrom over 20 per 

cent to a sing le digit lëvel by 2000.1; 

a sustained improvement in savings and investment performance lhigher 

domestic savings. more efficient investment and an average level of at 

lëast 23 percent of GDP; 

a continuous growth in exports of at least 9 për cent per annum. 

Source: ZHDR 2000 

ZHDR 2000 identifies fundamental flaws of ZIMPREST: 

Whëre:is ZIMPREST covE:red 1996 - 2000, it was only launched in Apri l 

1998, 

2 yéars behind scheclul e; 
ZIMPREST wJs inaugurated at a time v1hen resources hacl already been 

allocated through the 3-year rolling budget system; 

ZIMPREST "was about everything·; namely poverty reduction, land reform, 

employrnent creation. institut ional reforms. decentrali sc1tio11 . without spelling 

out clearly budgetary implications of these policy objectives; 

Judging from past experience, it was un lil-.ely that t he projected 6 per 

cent an nuai growth rate would be achieved. 

An overview of the developments du ring the ZIMPREST period indicate: 

Real GDP clE:celerated from 8.5 per cent in 1996 to a negative 2 pE:r cent 

in 1999 and a projected negativE: 4 percent in 2000; 

Two years into ZIMPREST. the budget deficit was sti ll c1bove 10 per cent 

with inflation vvell above 50 pér cent; 

UnE:rnployment loosely defined hovered betwE:en 40 and 50 percent; 

Savings and investment as a pwportion of GDP declined ma1tedly from 

about 1 E', pE:r cE:nt in 1996 to 9 percent and 13 per Cént respecti vely in 1999; 

Export growth in US$ terms collapsed from about 12 per cent in 1996 

to 20 percent in 1999. During this period, exports declined at an ann ual 

average rate of ?.,ï pe1 cent compared with thé growth target of 9 per CE:nt per 

year; 

There was a mismatch betvveen supply ctnd demand of foreig n CLlri'ency 

forex reserves deteriorated from 4,2 months rnver in 1995 to only 1.6 inonth~ 

in 1999, and the situation worsened in 2000. 

Source: ZHDR 2000 
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MERP, launched in 2000, intended to mobilise all stakeholders - government, business, 

labour and civil society. MERP appraised ESAP and ZIMPREST and concluded, firstly, that 

the implementation lacked both co-ordination and commitment at all institutional levels 

resulting in the missing of targets by a wide margin. Secondly, it was necessary to focus on 

qualitative, human-centred indicators. 

MERP was an 18-month programme to run concurrently with the millenium budget with 

foci as described below. 

The restoration of macro-economic stability would be achieved through the following 
set of measures: 

consolidation of the fiscus; 
price stabilisation; 
exchange rate stabilisation and resolution oftheforex crisis; 
deepening offinancial sector reforms; 
lowering interest rates; 
acceleration of public enterprise reform; 
protection of vulnerable groups; 
establishment of implementation, accountability and monitoring 
institutions; and 
building confidence. 

With regard to the central issue of consolidating the fiscus, MERP intended to achieve 
that by improving the credibility and ownership of the budget, rationalisation and 
reduction of government expenditure, improving budget management performance, 
and implementing revenue-enhancing measures. The medium-term plan of MERP 

would focus on: 
sustainable macro economic stability and growth; 
land reform and agricultural development; 
infrastructure development and 
human resource development {including health). 

Source: Zimbabwe Government, Millenium Economie Recovery Programme, 2000, cited in 

ZHDR2000 

By the end of 2000, there was still scepticism as to whether government would implement 

MERP given the results of ESAP and ZIMPREST. 
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4.E.1.1 c Key Issues Related to Economie Policy and lmplementation 

Various institutions regarded consensus building as a key issue in economic reforms. 

For example, the Zimbabwe Congress ofîrade Unions (ZCTU) argued: 

A truly national compromise can only be arrived at when all interest groups and 
stakeholders participate in policy formulation, decision making and implementation 
... Participation and decision-making by all levels of society has to be guaranteed 
through a broad, participatory and decentralised approach. 

Source: ZCTU 1996, cited in ZHDR 2000 

The Zimbabwe government,as reflected above,affirmed that economic reform programmes 

should be embedded in the aspirations of the whole community. 

The Bretton Woods institutions themselves also talked of the national ownership of reform 

programmes. 

A typical example of the response to these observations was the founding of the National 

Economie Consultative Forum (NECF) in 1997. lnspite of the fact that the NECF was made 

up of members from organised business, labour and government, it was viewed as lacking 

an institutional mandate. Equal representation by government, labour, organised business 

and other civil groups was called for. 

Challenge 9 Refined: Consensus building amongst stakeholders 

To succeed in leading change in their companies in emerging nations, 

managers need to forge an institutional framework and process for consultation 

and consensus building amongst stakeholders on the make up of reform 

programmes. 
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From the overview above, it is evident that there have been gaps between reform plans and 

outcomes. One of the contribut ing factors has been the lack of capacity to implement the 

reforms. The government, for example, acknowledged this in connection with ZIMPREST: 

Under ZIMPREST, the government is in the process of strengthening management at 
inter-ministerial and ministerial levels, establishing stronger linkages between policy 
formulat ion, implementation and financial management. lt will also be necessary to 
strengthen information management systems. 

Source:Zimbabwe Government 1998,cited in ZHDR 2000 

Challenge 1 O Refined: lnstltutional capaclty building 

Organisations in emerging nations need to build institutional capacity to 

minimise/eliminate the gap between designed plans and their implementation. 

Evidently, international lending institutions were key players in reform programmes. 

Zimbabwe sought assistance from the WB and IMF. The raie of these inst itutions has been 

debated widely.The institutions have also expressed themselves on this issue. For example, 

Allen (1999), cited in ZHDR 2000, quotes a WB resident representative saying: 

Growth needs to be inclusive. Partial de-regulation without restructuring of the dual 
economy creates social tensions and not enough jobs.Social sector expenditure needs 
to be protected, and targeted measures to deal with poverty should not be 'add ons' 
but made an integral part of the reforms. 

State intervention is necessary. Getting prices right and making markets work is 
important, but these need to be complemented with measures to ensure that the 
'unequal' balance of power of those who can readily engage in the market and those 
who cannot, does not lead to dangerous levels of social tensions. 

Challenge 12 Refined: Rote of international lending institutions 

ln the design and implementation of reform programmes in emerging nations, 

non-state actors will have to assist governments assess the role of international 

lending institutions. Business leaders, in particular, will have to play a pivotai 

role. 
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As far as privatisation was concerned,government wanted to reduce its massive subsidies to 

parastatals from ZS 629 million in 1990/91 to ZS 40 million by 1994/95. ln this regard, public 

sector monopolies would remain under government control as rehabilitated commercial 

entities or be liquidated. 

However, in 1997 /98 the eight largest parastatals had a combined deficit of 

ZS 11 billion due to management inefficiencies, exchange rate depreciation, inadequate 

pricing policies,inappropriate investments and thegenerally unfavourably macro-economic 

environ ment (Zimbabwe Government, 1998 cited in ZHDR 2000).ln 1999 the total parastatal 

debt amounted to over ZS 45 billion over half of which was foreign. Nevertheless, the 

government had netted over ZS 2 billion through the privatisation of five entities. 

ln September 1999, the Zimbabwe Privatisation Agency was set up. The agency was 

assessed to be lacking adequate support from interested stakeholders because it was 

considered not representative of these. 

Challenge 13 Refined: Privatisation 

Managers of companies to be privatised in emerging economies are to 

undertake the privatisation process transparently, informed by a stakeholder

driven team. Such privatisation is to be an effective vehicle for indigenising the 

economies. 

4.E.1.2 Key Political and lnstitutional Dimensions 

Zimbabwe attained independence in 1980 after many Zimbabweans had exercised their 

right to vote for the first time. As the new state was in the process of consolidating 

independence,conflict broke up in Matabeleland and Midlands provinces.This conflict was 

eventually resolved with the signing of the Unity Accord in 1987.From the late 1980's tothe 

mid-1990's, Zimbabwe was considered stable in a relatively turbulent reg ion. 
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Masunungure (2000), cited in ZHDR 2000, among other analysts, argues the most 

far-reaching political development in the late 1980's was the establishment of a 

powerful Executive Presidency which fused the two raies of Head of State and Head of 

Government. 

Astate of emergency was scrapped in 1990 resulting in the proliferation of political parties, 

civic organisations, independent newspapers and magazines.Zimbabwe remained a multi

party state during the period. 

ZANU-PF commanded an overwhelming majority in the 1990 and 1995 elections. Political 

analysts then called Zimbabwe a de facto one party state where the winning of 95 percent 

seats in parliament by ZANU-PF converted parliament into a weak and 'rubber stamping' 

institution (ZHDR,2000). 

ln 2000, the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) won 57 out of 120 seats in 

parliamentary elections. This resulted in a radical shift in the composition, raie and nature 

of debate in parliament. 

The 2000 parliamentary elections were a turning point in voter turnout as reflected by the 

following statistics (Exhibit 4.E.1 ). 

Exhibit 4.E.1: Voter Turnout in Post lndependence Elections: 1980 - 2000 

Potantlal votlnt .. ., ......... .. ., ............ 
v .... population .............. n VDlll'tlllllOUt ..... 
1980 2900000 2900000 2 702 275 93 
1985 4000000 3 500000 2972146 74 
1990 5300000 4800000 2237524 42 
1995 6000000 2600000 1482660 25 
2000 5 500000 5049815 2552844 46 

Presidential 

1995 6000000 4902244 1557651 26 

Sources: Sitholel 999, 12-13; EU Election Observer Mission July 2000, 12 & 20, 

cited in ZHDR 2000 

...... 
93 
85 
47 
57 
50 

32 
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From the statistics, it is apparent that voters had disengaged from the electoral process 

up to 2000. Political scientists suggest the following as contributing factors to the apathy: 

voter ignorance, suspicion of manipulation of the electoral process, biased and unequal 

media coverage and the certainty of the electoral outcome.These suggestions have had an 

impact on the image of the state and government. 

Of significance is the raie media played in casting a shadow on the state of governance 

in the country. A typical example was the stand-off between the state and 'The Standard' 

newspaper in 1999. The newspaper reported the detention and alleged torture of two 

journalists,considerablytarnishing Zimbabwe's international reputation.ZHDR 2000 argues 

that the media has an important raie in the dissemination of information through 'accu rate 

and balanced reporting rather than sensational and partisan reporting'. 

Constitutional reform became a leading national issue in the late 1990's as it was 

generally agreed that the 1979 Lancaster House independence constitution had outlived 

its usefulness. Civic organisations, such as the National Constitutional Assembly (NCA) 

founded in 1998, spearheaded constitutional reform. ZANU-PF also had this item as part of 

its 1998 congress. The congress endorsed the need for such a reform. 

There were differences over the process, however, resulting in NCA and ZANU-PF engaging 

in two parallel processes in 1999. The outreach programmes ended with the rejection of a 

draft constitution in the February 2000 referendum.The vote against is publicly considered 

to have been a vote bath against the draft content and prevailing conditions of economic 

and social hardships. 

The rejection of the draft constitution was nota signal that the Lancaster Constitution was 

better. The debate on constitutional reforms continues.The LEISURE chairman has been an 

active political analyst on constitutional issues. 
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Challenge 16 Refined: Consensus based systems 

The cultivation of trust and credibility between key stakeholders in the 

constitution-making process is critical. Business leaders in emerging nations 

have to play a pivotai role. 

4.E.1.2a Capacity Issues in the Zimbabwe Public Service 

At independence there were about 46 000 civil servants. As a matter of policy, very few 

Africans were adequately trained for management positions. For example, out of the 

approximately 10 000 established officers,only 3 000 were blacks. 

With a focus on creating developmental functions for the whole community, the new 

government had to build capacity. Quantitatively, the service expanded from 46 000 in 

1980 to 79 000 in 1983 and 190 000 in 1990. There was a shift from 30% African established 

officers in 1980 to 86% black in 1983. Ali 30 permanent secretaries were white in 1980. 

The colour composition changed drastically to all permanent secretaries,except four, being 

black. These drastic changes brought with them concerns over the mismatch between 

jobs and skills. The blacks appointed to senior positions were generally considered highly 

educated but lacking administrative and technical experience for the new positions. 

Part of the Report of the Public Service Review Commission of Zimbabwe of 1989 (also 

known as the Kavran Report), cited in ZHDR 2000, details the capacity issues. lt reads: 

The commission received frightening evidence particularly from the private sector 
about bureaucratie delays - · some measured in years - in processing a variety of 
applications to government. varying from project approval to price increases. There is 
a widespread view in the private sector that these have had a detrimental effect upon 
the general development of the country. 

Source: Kavran Report 1989:10, cited in ZHDR 2000 
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The reward system and conditions of service in the public service have been associated 

with poor performance and corruption of civil servants. There has been a drift of staff from 

the public service ta the private sector and non-governmental organisations in search of 

better compensation. 

Challenge 14 Refined: Culture of non-performance 

There is need ta attract and retain capable staff to arrest movement of non

performing staff across the public sector, non-governmental organisations 

and the private sector in emerging nations. 

4.E.1.lb Key Local Governance Dimensions 

Zimbabwe inherited a racially divided local government system. On one hand were Rural 

Councils and Urban Councils for whites and on the other African Councils. The two were 

managed under different ministries. The new government sought ta reorganise local 

government through key legislation as shown below (Exhibit 4.E.2). 
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Exhibit 4.E.2: Key Legislation in Local Government 

v .... 

1980 

1980 

1984 

1988 

1997 

1998 

Amendments to the lncluded African townships, now known as High Density Areas, under the 
Urban Councils Act Act; Extended the vote in local elections to lodgers. 

District Councils Act Brought together the much small African Councils into SS large and more 
viable District Councils; Although they lacked autonomy and resources of 
the 57 rural councils (which were serving commercial farming areas), they 
were given a wide range of functions and brought under the Ministry of 
Local Govemrnent. 

The Prime Minister's Outlined decentralised co-ordinating development structures from village 
Directive to provincial levels {6 000 Village development committees (VIDCOS) & 

1 000 Ward developrnent committees (WADCOS) with elected members); 
VIDCOS & WADCOS were formalised under the Provincial Councils an 
Administrative Act in 1985. 

The Rural District Combined the Rural District Councils and District Councils into one local 
Councils Act govemment structure with a wide range of 64 functions including devel

opment, education, health, water and sanitation, roads, houslng, natural 
resources and development of district centres. 

Urban Councils Act lncluded the introduction of Executive Mayors. 
Amendments 

Traditional Leadership Restored power to traditional leaders and reduced power of elected leaders; 
Act lmplementation of Act started in 2000. 

Source: ZHDR 2000 

An important feature is the Ministry of Local Government Public Works and National 

Housing providing the policy framework for local government. There is also a six-member 

Local Government Board appointed by central government to oversee the operations of 

local authorities and approve the appointment or dismissal of senior council employees. 

Another structure, the District Development Fund (DDF), is one key source of public finance 

and services for the development of rural areas. Additionally, the Association of Rural 

District Councils (ARDC) and the Urban Councils' Association of Zimbabwe (UCAZ) have 

played important raies in research, training and advocacy to strengthen local governance. 
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Political parties, NGO's, residents' associations and community-based organisations continue 

to influence the behaviour of players in local governance. Conflicts between the various 

stakeholders occur as there is perceived insufficient collaboration, transparency and 

accou ntability. 

Clarke (1999), cited in ZHDR 2000, suggests what is needed are new forms of leadership, 

partnership relationships, culture of tolerance and mutual trust, support for civil society, 

institutional learning and developing organisational cultures which match requirements of 

collaborative governance. 

4.E.1. 3 Key Social Dimensions 

The legislative reforms highlighted below (Exhibit 4.E.3) reflect a strategy of inclusion and 

integration as a recurring theme. Explicitly, there is an emphasis of including women in 

areas where they had been previously excluded since both men and women have generally 

internalised partriarchial values which exclude women both in principle and in practice. 
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Exhibit 4.E.3: Legal Reforms 1980 - 1997 -------------------------~---, 
Minimum wages Act 1980 
Equal Pay Regulations Act 1980 

Customary Law and Prlmary 
Courts Act 1981 

Legal Age of Majority Act 1982 

Labour Relations Act 1985 

Matrimonial Cause Act No 33 of 
1985 

Main 

Provided for minimum wages for various unskilled occupations; Seasonal 
workers (tobacco, tea and cotton pickers) were categorised as permanent 
workers for purposes of pension benefits. 

Provided for equal pay for equal work & half an hour's tlme before and after 
lunchtime for breast-feeding. 

Established & empowered communlty courts to administer maintenance laws; 
Provided for maintenance claims for women in unregistered marrlages. 

Conferred full legal capacity on every Zimbabwean aged 18 years and above; 
Gave daughters the capacity to inherit their fathers' estates & women (includ
ing widows) the capaclty to qualify as guardlans of minors and adminlster 
deceased estates. 

Provlded for three months maternlty leave with some reductlon ln salary; 
Outlawed discrimination against any emploYee on the ground of race, trlbe, 
place of origin, political opinlon,colour,creed or sex in respect ofwages. 
promotion, recruitment, training and retrenchment. 
Provided for equitable distribution of matrimonial assets on divorce; Removed 
the "fault principle" as grounds for divorce. 

Public Service Pensions (Amend- Women can now contribute to medical aid schemes in their own right; Female 
ments Regulations 1985) contributors in the Public Service now contrlbute to their Pension at the same 

rate (7.5%) of pension emoluments as men. 

Deceased Persons Family Mainte
nance (Amendment) Act of 1987 

Tax Regulations Act 1988 

Maintenance Amendment Acts 

Infanticide Act 1991 

Deed Registry Amendment Act 
1991 

Constitutional Amendment Act 
1996 

Surviving spouse and children have a right to continue occupying the matri
monial house: to use the household goods and effects they were using before 
the deceased's death;to use and enjoythe crops and animals;Property grab
bing by relatives of the deceased became lllegal. 

Spouses are now taxed separately; Husbands claim tax exemptions on their 
children. 

Requlres non-custodian parent to contribute regularly to the maintenance 
of minor children in the custody of the other parent; An appeal agalnst main
tenance order no longer results in suspension order; The courts are empow
ered to attach terminal benefits (e.g. pension) accruing to the person who 
ls ordered to pay maintenance if he/she subsequently leaves employment; 
A woman can file maintenance daims from court nearest to her. The man is 
legally obllged to travel to that court. A woman can daim maintenance from 
an ex-spouse any time after divorce lfthere 1s need for lt; A woman, ln an 
unregistered customary law union is entitled to maintenance from the man 
after dissolution of the union. 

The crime of infanticide replaced the murdercharge out of conslderation of 
the mother's post natal depression. rejection by boy friend husband, parents 
and or relatives. 

Women can now reglster immovable property ln their own name (applies to 
urban and rural commercial land where title deeds are obtainable) 

Puts male and female spouse of Zimbabwean citizens on a similar basis in 
terms of right to entry into Zimbabwe based on the marital relationship. 

Administration of Estates Amend- Provides for the rights of surviving spouse/s ln an intestate estate, over the 
ment Act 1997 matrimonial home, and also for them to receive a share in the deceased 

spouse's intestate estate. 

Source: ZHDR 2000 
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Challenge 11 Refined: Gender consciousness 

Companies that t ransform in emerging nations need to move to a higher level 

of consciousness in gender relations by engaging in gender analysis in order 

to empower women. 

4.E.1.2b Key Civil Society Dimensions 

The economic, political and social developments after independence brought with them 

growth and activism of civil society organisations (CSOs).Speth (1997), cited in ZHDR 2000, 

aptly summarises the catalytic role of CSOs in Zimbabwe saying: 

They are able to channel and mobilise people's participation in economic and social 
activities and organise them in ways that can influence public policies and access 
public resources, particularlyfor the poor. Together with independent and professional 
journalism, citizen's groups, universities and others, they can provide checks and 
balances on government power and monitor social abuses. They can make valuable 
contributions to policy formulation ... 

The development of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) was in phases closely linked 

to the various reforms outlined above. This development is summarised in 

Exhibit 4.E.4 below. 

Exhibit 4.E.4: Phased Development of NGOs in Zimbabwe 

First Phase 
(1979- 1981) 

Second Phase 
(1882-1986) 

Third Phase 
(1987- 1990) 

Fourth Phase 
(1991 - 1994) 

Fifth Phase 
(1997 - 2000) 

Nutrition, etiquette, sewing & 
chiid care. 

lncome generating activities. 

Policy & Human Rights, Environ
ment. AIDS, Gender. 

Poverty, environ ment. 

Govemance, Policy issues 
constitutionalism, democracy. 

Source: ZHDR 2000 

of NGOs ln Zllllbabwa 

Women's groups: Association ofWomen's Clubs, 
Zimbabwe Women's Bureau, YWCA. 

Second generation NGOs:ORAP. OCCZIM. 

Service organisations: ZERO, !RED, WILSA. Legal 
Resources Foundation, Africa 2000. 

Post-ESAP organisations: Poverty Reduction Forum, 
Environment 2000, Southern Centre, Development Dia
logue, Environmental Law. 

NCA, SARIPS, Bureau of Strategic Management. Evan
gelical Fellowship of Zimbabwe. 
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Notably, NGOs mobilised women and had close ties with the ruling ZANU-PF party in 

the early 1980's. At the time when the government set its first five-year plan in the mid 

1980s, the NGOs shifted their focus to income generating projects, relying on a strategy of 

donor assistance.The projects were affected by weak distribution systems,depressed local 

purchasing power, competition from large industries and demands on women labour. 

The era of economic reform created an environment calling for NGOs to provide welfare 

services to the poor and question the basis of poverty. Du ring this era, organisations were 

formed ta deal with concerns of aspirant entrepreneurs perceived as neglected when the 

government was focusing on socialism. 

Quite conspicuous was the manner in which indigenous groups built close relation ship with 

the state and ruling party.This alliance helped them strategise around demanding cheaper 

credit facilities, legislative backing for affirmative action, preference in the government 

tender system and the use of the state to source donor funding. 

NGOs have supported economic activities including crafts, sewing and knitting, agro

processing, brick-making and building, carpentry, irrigation schemes, livestock schemes, 

transport and marketing schemes, wild-life management schemes, soap making and 

financial mobilisation. 

A CSO that attracted significant attention is the Zimbabwe National War Veterans 

Association founded in the 1990s. ln 1997, government granted gratuities, pension and 

other benefits ta war veterans. Economie analysts argued that this cost the economy and 

resulted in the Zimbabwe dollar depreciating significantly. 

Challenge 16 Refined: Transfer of positive lessons from political to 

economic liberation 

Companies in emerging economies are to harness positive methodologies 

used du ring struggles for political liberation to foster economic liberation. 235 
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4.E.2 Key Regional Dimensions 

Zimbabwe was part to the Southern African Development Co-ordinating Conference 

(SADCO that was transformed into the Southern African Development Community (SADC) 

in 1992 through the Windhoek Treaty. According to SADC HDR 2000, the purpose of the 

transformation was to promote deeper integration to address the following: 

Armed conflicts which make it imperative to create a regional mechanism 
to prevent and resolve conflicts. 

The pressures of contemporary globalisation and concomitant trend towards 
regional trading blocs which mean that SADC member countries need 
to urgently transform and restructure their economies to become more 
competitive. 

Historie dependence on exporting primary commodities and lack of 
industrialisation. 

The limited market size of the economies of most SADC member countries 
which makes them individually unattractive to investors. 
Regional integration would increase market size and make it easier to 
attract and sustain the necessary investment for development, growth and 
restructuring at higher levels of efficiency and productivity. 

The small size of most SADC member countries in terms of population 
implying that the per capita cost of providing infrastructure is high. This 
cost could be reduced if these countries cooperated in the development 
of infrastructure. 

The spread of HIV/AIDS, TB, malaria and other infectious diseases across 
SADC member countries which they need to combat through 
cooperation. 

Source: SADC HDR 2000 
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The Windhoek Treaty defined the objectives of the community as to: 

Achieve developrnent and economic growth, alleviate poverty, enhance 

the standard and quality of life of the peoples of Southern Africa and 

support the socially disadvantaged through regional integration. 

Evolve corn mon political values, sy'1erns and institutions. 

Promote and defend peace and security. 

Promote self-sustaining developrnent on the basis of collective self- reliance 
and the interdepenclence of rnembe,- statës. 

Achieve co rnplementa rity between national and reg ion;il strategies and 

programmes. 

Prornote and maximise productive ernployn,ent and use of n.1tural resources 
of the reg ion. 

Achieve sustainable use of natur;:,I resource; and effëctive protection of 
t lw envir"onrnent. 

Suengthen and consolidak the long-standing historical, socidl and cultural 
affinities and links among thé peoples of the ïegion. 

Source: SADC HDR 2000 

The Treaty also outlined that the above objectives would be achieved by: 

Harmonising politiCêd and ~ocio-econornic policies and plan; of mernber 

states. 

Creating appropriatë institu tions and mechanisrns to mobilise 1·ëquired 

resources to implement the programmes and oper;itions of SADC and its 
institutions. 

Developing pol icies aimed at thë progressive elimination of obstacles to 

fret> movernent of capital Jncl labour, goods and services, and of the peoples 
of the reg ion general ly among me1nber stak s. 

Promoting the developrnent of hurna n 1esources. 

Prornoting the development, transfer and mastery of technology. 

lrnproving econornic rnanagernënt and performance through regional 
co-ope,·ation. 

Prornoting the co-ordination ,1nd har111oni,,,tio11 of th 12 international rel;itions 

of rnernbër states. 

Developing such other activi ties a, member state:; may decide to turther 

the objectives of SADC. 

Source: SADC HDR 2000 
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ln order to gain deeper insights into the nature of rates of economic growth in SADC 

member states, selected rates are shown in Exhibit 4.E.5 below. 

Exhibit 4.E.5: Selected Economie Growth Rates ln SADC 

CounlrJ ...... Annual ........... 
1111/N , ...... 

Angola -7.0 7.9 
Botswana 3.7 6.4 
DR Congo -9.0 -3.0 
Lesotho S.1 4.2 
Malawi 0.2 8.S 
Mauritius S.4 S.7 
Mozambique 7.0 8.3 
Namibia S.1 2.7 
Seychelles 3.7 2.8 
South Africa 0.2 2.1 
Swaziland 2.7 3.3 
Tanzania 3.2 3.7 
Zambia 0.2 1.4 
Zimbabwe 0.9 2.4 

SADC -0.03 2.6 

Source: SADC Finance & lnvest ment Sector Co-ordinating Unit, 
cited in SADC HDR 2000 

11111N 

o.s 
s.o 
-6.0 
4.7 
4.3 
s.s 
7.6 
3.9 
3.3 
2.3 
3.0 
3.4 
1.6 
33 

2.2 

From Exhibit 4.E.5, the average an nuai growth rate in the Reg ion was 2.2 percent between 

1991 and 1998. According to SADC HDR 2000, this rate was below the average population 

growth rate. Thus, on average, output per capita decreased. 

A number of reasons are advanced for the variation of rates from -6.0 percent for the 

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) to 7.6 percent for Mozambique. For example, low or 

negative growth rates have been attributed to factors such as droughts and war. On the 

other hand, Mozambique's low-income base is considered to be responsible for the high 

economic growth rate in that country. 

For Zimbabwe, there was a reasonably steady increase in growth rates although the 

1995/98 rate was slightly below the SADC rate. lnterestingly, the three rates for Zimbabwe 

were higher than those for South Africa. 
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The figures indicate SADC has generally been facing an unstable macroeconomic 

environment.The instability is characterised by: 

Unsustainable budget deficits, the financing of which crowds the private 
sector out of the domestic financial market; 

High inflation and interest rates which discourage investment; 

Unsustainable balance of payments deficits, which have to be financed 
byforeign borrowing; 

High levels of external public debt, the serv,cmg of which has a major 
impact on the capacity of governments to invest in human development; 

Exchange rate instability which discourages trade and investment. 

Source: SADC HDR 2000 

Exhibits 4.E.6 through 4.E.8, highlighting some of these aspects, suggest that restoration of 

macroeconornic stability is a must for SADC. 

Exhibit 4.E.6: Overall Budget Deficits as a Percentage of GDP, 1990/98 

~ 

Angola -16.3 -17.6 -16.9 
Botswana 8.2 4.6 6.6 
DR Congo -165 -11.0 -14.0 
Lesotho 2.5 1.7 2.2 
Malawi -8.7 -55 -7.3 
Mauritius -2.1 -5.2 -35 
Mozambique -4.6 -2.8 -3.8 
Namibia -2.5 -4.0 -3.2 
Seychelles -5.8 -11.7 -3.4 
SouthAfrica -6.3 -4.2 -5.4 
Swaziland 1.6 -1.2 -1.4 
Tanzania -1 .9 -0.3 -1.2 
Zambia -5.8 -1.3 -3.8 
Zimbabwe -6.3 -7.0 -6.6 

SADC -6.6 -4.6 -5.7 

Source: FISCU,'Macroeconomic Convergence in SADC' cited in SADC HDR 2000 

Notably, Botswana and Lesotho recorded surpluses in both periods. Zimbabwe, however 

recorded a higher deficit figure in 1995/98 as cornpared to 1990/94. The Zirnbabwean and 
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South African deficit figures were the same for 1990/94. 

SADC HDR 2000 uses changes in consumer prices to measure inflation. Exhibit 4.E.7 below 

reflects inflation rates in SADC countries for the 1990s. 

Exhibit 4.E.7: Inflation Rates: Change in Consumer Prices, 1990/98 

Country 

Angola 1079 
Botswana 11 
DR Congo 347 3 711 
Lesotho 9 11 
Malawi 40 29 
Mauritius 6 8 
Mozambique 27 37 
Namibia 8 10 
Seychelles 0.1 1 
South Africa 12 8 10 
Swaziland 12 9 10 
Tanzania 24 19 22 
Zambia 122 32 82 
Zimbabwe 27 24 2S 

SADC 12 9 10 

Source: FISCU, 'Macroeconomic Convergence in SADC' cited in SADC HDR 2000 

The statistics, ranging from 1 per cent for Seychelles to 3 711 per cent for the DRC, 

show that inflation was generally very high in SADC throughout the l 990's. SADC 

HDR 2000 points out that the rapidity of the inflation is more scaring. On one extreme, such 

rapidity distorts and discourages investments since a rapid trend is associated with price 

instability around the trend. ln environments like these, short-term speculation creeps in 

leading to stockpiling, scarcity and further price increases. On the other extreme, high and 

unpredictable inflation leads to investors' reluctance to commit long-term. 

Rapid inflation affects the distribution of income, erodes purchasing power and is 

associated with an increase in labour unrest.There is strong evidence that countries caught 
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up in a vicious circle of large inflationary pressures end up depreciating the currency like 

Zimbabwe did in the late 1990's. 

Exhibit 4.E.8: External Current Account as a Percentage of GDP, 1990/98 

Country 

Angola -9.5 -14.7 -11.8 
Botswana 5.5 7.9 6.6 
DR Congo -4.5 -1.9 -3.4 
Lesotho -30.9 -30.0 -30.5 
Malawi -10.0 -8.7 -9.4 
Mauritius -2.3 1.6 0.8 
Mozambique -20.9 -16.8 -19.1 
Namibia 3.2 4.8 3.9 
Seychelles -1.1 -2.3 -1.6 
South Africa 0.7 -15 -0.2 
Swaziland 0.7 -0.6 0.1 
Tanzania -6.2 -14.7 -9.9 
Zambia -1.4 -5.6 -3.2 
Zimbabwe -4.0 -2.8 -3.4 

SADC -0,8 -2.6 -1.S 

Source: FISCU, 'Macroeconomic Convergence in SADC,' cited in SADC HDR 2000 

The current account deficit figures above (Exhibit 4.E.8) show that there was an 

increase in Angola, Malawi, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia and Seychelles, a decrease in 

Mauritius,Mozambique and Zimbabwe and a surplus in Botswana and Namibia.Swaziland 

experienced both surpluses and deficits in some years. 

SADC HDR 2000 concludes devaluation of currencies was consequently used as a policy 

tool to balance payments in most SADC countries. 
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Exhibit 4.E.9: External Public Debt as a Percentage of Exports of Goods and 

Non-factor Services, 1990/98 

Country Marap ..... A .... 
1tlOJM 1115111 1tlctll8 

Angola 285.6 205.9 248.5 
Botswana 29.9 20.S 25.7 
DR Congo 747.3 920.S 8243 
Lesotho 330.7 216.S 279.9 
Malawi 454.6 440.9 448.2 
Mauritius 41 .9 41.S 41.7 
Mozambique 1902.8 1139.4 563.5 
Namibia 23.3 12.8 18.6 
Seychelles 57.9 59.2 58.S 
South Africa 183 31.2 24.0 
Swaziland 28.3 203 24.7 
Tanzania 596.2 618.2 606.0 
Zambia 566.9 598.3 581.8 
Zimbabwe 170.6 146.2 159.7 

SADC 129.3 123.0 127.3 

Source: FISCU, 'Macroeconomic Convergence in SADC,' cited in SAD( HDR 2000 

The figures above (Exhibit 4.E.9) show a high external debt burden for the region 

although it was lower in 1995/98. Critiques reflected that such a burden creates policy 

credibility problems resulting in domestic and foreign investors fearing that returns on 

their investment will be taxed to service external debt. 

The state of the economy in SADC count ries painted above present a number of challenges 

for companies in these states. 

As AIR (2003) points out, close to 80% of people in the region are peasants deriving 

their livelihood from small-scale agriculture. ln this regard, land should be available and 

economic growth agriculture led. Two challenges highlighted through the company cases 

immediately follow this realisat ion and are refined below: 

Challenge 3 Refined: Land redistribution 

Companies that transform in emerging nations will have to promote an 

equitable pattern of land redistribution. 
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Challenge 4 Refined: Economie reform and poverty reduction 

Companies that transform in emerging nations are to conduct business aimed 

at sustaining long-term high rates of economic growth driven by agriculture 

in order to reduce poverty. 

From the cases and the context, the refined employment creation challenge 

is: 

Challenge 5 Reftnec:I: E.mploymant cNNdlon and entf1'Preneunhlp 

Companies that transform in emerging nations are to c:reate employment and 

upscale entrepreneurship to enal>le the statèli to restructure thelr economjes 

and compete globally. 

Organisational transformation has to improve the quality of life of people. The refined 

challenge in this area is: 

Challenge 6 Refined: Ecological harmony 

Companies that transform in emerging nations are to engage in safety, health 

and environmental programmes to enhance the quality-of-life of employees 

and the communities. 

Crime, including corruption, should be eliminated. 

Challenge 7 Refined: Boosting investor confidence 

Companies that transform in emerging nations are to contribute towards the 

reduction/elimination of (trans)national conflicts,crime (including corruption) 

in order to boost investor confidence. 
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The context evidence confirms that companies in emerging nations need to compete 

globally. 

Challenge 8 Refined: Value-enhanced products and services for global 

markets 

Companies that transform in emerging nations are to (re)brand value

enhanced products and services for the global market . 

4.E.3 Key Globalisation Dimensions 

Other than national and regional factors, global issues also shape, facilitate or constrain 

economic activities and company operations particularly. There is evidence that most 

emerging economies have little, if any, instruments or regulatory capacity to ensure that 

transnational firms have satisfactory standards of accountability and t ransparency in their 

operations. 

For example, while discussing global governance, particularly the intervention in economic 

and social policy by the WB and IMF in Zimbabwe, ZHDR 2000 concedes: 

Essentially, it is the host government which bears the responsibility of the outcomes. 
Such outcomes vary from •food riots"to government loss of popularity and legitimacy. 
The global institutions do not account for their specific interventions through the 
adjustment programmes, nor do they bear responsibility for the subsequent social 
and political fall-out. lt has been observed that these institutions have leaned hard on 
national governments to adopt their preferred systems of social protection, and that 
most experiences would suggest that the WB and IMF should incorporate principles of 
democratic and equitable governance into their policies and programmes. The same 
may be said of the programmes ofthese institutions in Zimbabwe. 

lt would appear profit making, market expansion and lower production costs are key 

considerations that guide operations of companies. However, pressures are mounting 

globally for firms to be accountable in areas like environ mental protection, job security for 

employees and general welfare of the society. ln particular, expectations regarding social 

responsibility of companies in Zimbabwe are growing. 
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Human Development Report Zimbabwe (ZHDR) 1999 quotes Chitauro saying: 

lncreasing globalisation and its intricate linkages with modern technology permits 
the interests and powers of other nations, as well those of the economically powerful 
multinational corporations, to penetrate deeply into the lives and decisions at local 
level. Those developments have made action and initiatives by local communities 
increasing1y difficult. As all economies, both large and small, increasingly depend on 
international trade, national economies have become less amenable to direction by 
domestic policy. 

Such sentiments have been expressed in a quest for the strengthening of regional 

economic blacks of developing countries ta improve their bargaining power in the global 

arena. 

These insights are consonant with Ali Mazrui's sharp assessment of cultural dependence of 

African economies: 

Africa may have retained some level of political independence, but the struggle for 
economic autonomy and cultural authenticity has only begun.The economies of Africa 
are still penetrated by foreign capital, and members of the new black bourgeoisie 
are mainly allies of external foreign interests. The cultural penetration includes the 
prevalence of a consumer, the persistence of a colonial educational structure ... The 
continuing domination of the elite culture in Africa by foreign languages becomes 
symptomatic of this deep-seated cultural dependency. 

Source: AIR 2003 

AIR (2003) present that the celebration of an African cultural identity and civilisation would 

narrowthe divide between developed and emerging nations.ln this regard, 

AIR (2003) quote Ali Mazrui and two other African futurists: Ngugi wa Thiongo and Amilcar 

Cabral. 

While Ali Mazrui is quoted observing: 

But in the final analysis, the shallowness of the imported institutions is due to 
that culture gap between the new structures and ancient values, between alien 
institutions and ancestral traditions. Africa can never go back completely to this pre
colonial starting point but there may be a case for at least a partial retreat, a case 
for reestablishing contacts with familiar landmarks of yesteryear and restarting the 
journey of modernisation under indigenous impetus. 
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Ngugi wa Thiongo is quoted suggesting: 

Similarly ... a nation that !oses faith and belief in itself, in its history, in its capacity 
to change the scheme of things, becomes weakened in its political and economic 
struggles for survival. 

and Amilcar Cabral's quoted position is: 

A people who free themselves from foreign domination will not be free unless, without 
underestimating the importance of positive contributions from the oppressor's culture 
and other cultures, they return to the upward paths of their own culture. 

What is significant is that AIR (2003) proceed to give a holistic link between psychological, 

emotional, spiritual, social, cultural, political and intellectual roots through Okumu who 

argues: 

This is because of my firm belief in the African tradition; that without a knowledge 
of history or his links to the past, man is a social amnesiac, both intellectually and 
therefore to some extent emotionally rootless. 

The evidence above provides confirmation of the challenge that emerged in the company 

cases around the role of national cultures in transformation. 

Challenge 1 Refined: Role of national cultures ln transformation 

Organisations that transform in emerging nations have to anchor such change 

on national culture to narrow global inequities between developed and 

emerging nations. 

From the Mazrui quote above, language plays a critical role in the creation of wealth and 

transmission of culture. 

Therefore, organisations that transform in emerging economies are faced with a language 

challenge. 

I 
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Challenge 2 Refined: Use of relevant national languages 

Organisations that transform in emerging nations have to use relevant national 

languages to convey and embed the new/different ways of doing business to 

all relevant stakeholders. 

Two propositions have also surfaced from the intensive literature search: 

Proposition 6: Key stakeholder blocks 

The role of state institutions, political parties and civil society is a major 

determining factor in the shaping of organised business in a society. 

Proposition 7: Lack of consultation and polarisation 

The lack of consultation on major economic issues and governance often 

leads to polarisation of positions between states, civil society and the private 

sector. 
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4.F Chapter summary 

From the within case data analysis and change literature (Senge 1999 & Chowdhury 2000), 

1 made tentative definitions of the fourteen possible constructs (Figure 4.F.1 ).1 will refine 

these definitions on the basis of the cross-case analysis to follow in Chapter 5. 

Figure 4.F.1: Tentative Construct Definition from Within-case Analysis 

CONSTRUCT 

Trlggers of transformation. 

Best practices of transformation 

Key players 

TENTATIVE DEF1Nffl0N 

Critical incidents that the organization has to respond to for its survival. 

Tried & tested ideas & ways of conducting business that can be migrated 
within & across organizations & environments. 

Those actors influencing others through their credibility,capability & 
commitment. 

nrne Pilot group's flexibility & control over lts own energy & prioritles. 

Help Coherent, consistent, knowledgeable coaching, guidance & support. 

Relevance Presence of a clear. compelling business case for learning. 

Walking the talk The match between espoused values & actions. 

Fear & anxlety Concerns about exposure, vulnerability & inadequacy triggered by the 
conflict between increasing levels of candor & openness among members 
of the pilot group. 

Assessrnent & measurement Establishing the degree of success of the transformation effort. 

Belief in the transformation effort The extent of polarization in belief about the transformation effort. 

Govemance The legitimate autonomy of a pilot group to act in tune with existing 
power & accountability structures. 

Diffusion The ability to transfer knowledge across organizational boundaries, 
ma king it possible for people around the system to build upon each 
other's success. 

Strategy & purpose Where the business is going & what the business is there for. 

Success The achievement of desired results/outcornes. 
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Figure 4.F.2 summarises the findingson challenges and the refinements of these challenges 

given the context evidence. 

Figure 4.F.2: Emerging & Refined Challenges (continued on next page) 

CHALLENGE EMERGING CHALLENGE REFINED CHALLENGE 

1. Role of national Organisations that transform ln Zimba- Organisations that transform in emerging nations 
culture in bwe have to anchor such change on have to anchor such change on national culture to 
transformation national culture. narrow global inequities between developed and 

emerging nations. 

2. Use of relevant 
national 
languages 

3. Land 
redistribution 

4. Economie 
reformand 
poverty 
reduction 

S. Employment 
creation and 
entrepreneur
ship. 

6. Ecological 
harmony 

7. Boosting 
investor 
confidence 

8. Value-enhanced 
products and 
services. 

Organisations that transform in Zimba- Organisations that transform in emerging nations 
bwe have to use relevant national lan- have to use relevant national languages to convey 
guages to convey and embed the new and embed the new different ways of doing business 
different ways of doing business to all rel- to all relevant stakeholders. 
evant stakeholders. 

Organisations that transform in Zimba- Organisations that transform in emerging nations will 
bwe will have to promote an equitable have to promote an equitable pattern of land redistri-
pattern of land redistribution. bution. 

Organisations that transform in Zimba- Organisations that transform in emerging nations 
bwe have to conduct business aimed at have to conduct business aimed at sustaining long
sustaining long-term high rates of eco- term high rates of economic growth driven by agri
nomic growth driven by agriculture in culture in order to alleviate poverty. 
order to alleviate poverty. 

Organisations that transform in Zimba- Organisations that transform in emerging nations 
bwe have to create employment and have to create employment and upscale entrepre
upscale entrepreneurship to enable the neurshiptoenablethe states restructuretheirecono
state restructure its economy and com- mies and compete globally. 
pete globally. 

Organisations that transform in Zimba- Organisations that transform in emerging nations 
bwe have to engage in safety, health and have to engage in safety, health and environmental 
environmental programmes to enhance programmestoenhancethequality-of-lifeofemploy
the quality-of-life of employees and com- ees and communities. 
munities. 

Organisations that transform in Zimba- Organisations that transform in emerging nations 
bwe have to contribute towards the havetocontributetowardsthereduction/elimination 
reduction/elimination of (trans)national of (trans)national conflicts, crime (including corrup
conflicts, crime, including corruption, in tion) in order to boost investor confidence. 
order to boost investor confidence. 

Organisations that transform in Zimba- Organisations that transform in emerging nations 
bwe have to (re)brand value-enhanced have to (re)brand value-enhanced products and serv
products and services for the global ices for the global market. 
market. 
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Figure 4.F.2: Emerging & Refined Challenges (continued from previous page) 

CHALLENGE EMERGING CHALLENGE REFINED CHALLENGE 

9. Consensus 
building 
amongst 
stakeholders. 

To succeed in leading change in their To succeed in leading change in their companies 
companies in Zimbabwe, managers need in emerging nations, managers need to forge an 
to forge an institutional framework and institutional framework and process for consulta
process for consultation and consensus tion and consensus building amongst stakeholders 
building amongst stakeholders on the on the make up of reform programmes. 

1 O. lnstitutional 
capacity 
building. 

11. Gender 
consciousness 

12. Roleof 
international 
lendlng 
institutions. 

13. Privatisation 

make up of reform programmes. 

Organisations in Zimbabwe need to build 
institutional capacity to 
minimise/elimlnate the gap between 
designed plans and their implementa
tion. 

Organisations in Zimbabwe need to 
move to a higher level of consciousness 
in gender relations by engaging in 
gender analysis in order to empower 
women. 

ln the design and implementation of 
reform programmes in Zimbabwe, non
state actors will ha11e to assist govem
ment assess the role of international 
lendlng institutions. 

Managers of companies to be privatised 
in Zimbabwe are to undertake the priva
tisation process transparently, informed 
by a stakeholder driven team. Such pri
vatisation is to be an effective role for the 
of indigenisation of the economy. 

14. Culture of non- There is need to attract and retain 
performance capable staff to arrest the movement 

of non-performing staff across Zimba
bwean companies. 

1 S. Consensus 
based systems. 

The cultivation of trust and credibility 
between key stakeholders in the consti
tution making process is critical. Business 
leaders in Zimbabwe have to play a criti
cal role. 

16. Transfer of Companies in Zimbabwe have to 
positive lessons harness positive methodologies used 
from political to during the struggle for political libera-
economic tion to foster economic liberation. 
liberatlon. 

Organisations in emerging nations need to build 
institutional capacity to minimise/eliminate the gap 
between designed plans and their implementa
tion. 

Organisations in emerging nations need to move 
to a higher level of consciousness in gender rela
tions by engaging in gender analysis in order to 
empower women. 

ln the design and implementation of reform pro
grammes in emerging nations, non-state actors will 
have to assist governments assess the role of inter
national lending institutions. Business leaders will 
have to play a pivotai role. 

Managers of companies to be privatised in emerg
ing economies are to undertake the privatisation 
process transparently, inforrned by a stakeholder 
driven team. Such privatisation is to be an effective 
role for the indigenisation of the economies. 

There is need to attract and retain capable staff 
to arrest the movement of non-performing staff 
across the public sector, non-governmental organi
sations and the private sector in emerging nations. 

The cultivation of trust and credibility between key 
stakeholders in the constitution making process is 
critical. Business leaders in emerging nations have 
to play a critical role. 

Companies in emerging nations have to harness 
positive methodologies used during the struggles 
for politlcal liberation to foster economic libera
tion. 
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Figure 4.F.3 captures the emerging themes and possible theme statements. 

Figure 4.F.3: Emerging Themes & Possible Theme Statements 

EMERGING THEME POSSIILE !MIRGINGTHEME ITAJENNl'S ---- ----------- -----------
1.Consensus building amongst 

stakeholders 

2. Stakeholder needs & 
expectations 

3. Stakeholder promises 

4. Delivery processes. 

S. Structures and systems 

6. Capacity and capability 

7. Capturing changing needs and 
expectations 

8. Active listening. 

9. People care 

Intense collaboration with key stakeholders leads to success of transforma
tion. 

Organisational transformation revolves around changing stakeholder 
needs and expectations. 

Organisational transformation revolves a round changing promises to 
address changing stakeholder needs and expectations. 

Organisational transformation revolves a round changing processes to 
deliver changing promises. 

Organisational transformation revolves a round changing structures and 
systems to align with changing processes. 

Organisational transformation revolves a round changing capacity and 
capability to sustain the momentum of the change. 

Formai and informai promise delivery forums with staff need to be held 
to prepare staff capture changing needs and expectations of key business 
stakeholders. 

Staff need to listen to business stakeholders' needs and expectations. 

Hands-on leaders who exhibit a high level of appreciation of the contribu
tion of staff, customers and suppliers to business survival leave a legacy of 
people care in the businesses they are responsible over. 
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Figure 4.F.4 capt ures possible areas for further study from the within case analysis. 

Figure 4.F.4: Possible Areas of Further Study as Propositions 

POSSIILI AREA 

1. Contextualisation of 
business issues. 

2. Natural disasters. 

3. Interface between 
govemment. business and 
civic society 

4. Managing the interface 
between key power blocks 
processes. 

S. Effective management of 
conversations. 

6. Key stakeholder blocks. 

7. Lack of consultation and 
polarisation. 

PIIOPOSITION 

Contextualisation of business issues is a prerequisite for sucœss of trans
formation efforts. 

Natural disasters like drought trlgger major change. There appears to be a 
1 (}-year drought cycle for Zimbabwe. 

Transformational business leaders need to thoroughly understand the 
interface between business. govemment and civic society. 

Success in business transformation is dependent on the ability to manage 
the interface between key power blocks. 

Sucœssful organisational transformation is a function of the effective man
agement of conversations. 

The role of state institutions, political parties and dvic soclety is a major 
determlning factor in the shaping of organised business in a society. 

The lack of consu ltatlon on major economic issues and governance often 
leads to polarisation of positions between states, civil sodety and the 
prlvate sector. 
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CHAPTER S: CROSS CASE ANALYSIS 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter foc uses on the refinement of the fourteen constructs, amplification of points 

of convergence and points of divergence in experiences of organisational transformation. 

To enhance the analysis, Exhibit 5.1 has been constructed to highlight the salient features 

of the evidence across cases. This way of presenting the evidence permits not only paired 

comparisons but also a comprehensive, quick and thorough search for cross case patterns 

and differences. 

Case evidence in Chapter 4 and the summarised version (Exhibit 5.1) have been assessed 

furtherto check for any reflections of cross case challenges and themes (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). 

Presenting the evidence this way allows for a helicopter view and deeper appreciation of 

the points of convergence and divergence in the challenges and themes. 

The cross case data has also sharpened the redefinition of constructs which have been 

summarised in Figure 5.9. 

The points of convergence and divergence have been distilled to show integrated links 

between themes and challenges (Figure 5.10) 
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Exhibit 5.1: Summary of Cross-case Evidence (continued on next page) 

CONSTRUCT 

Triggers 

Best practices 

Key players 

nme 

CROP 

Govemment (prom· 
ises to electorate); 
Environmental (natu
ral disasters); Glo
balization (world-class 
best practices);Tech
nological advances 
(computerlzation); 
Economie climate 
(work process best 
practices); Heightened 
competition. 

Benchmarking in & 
outside Africa (Swa· 
ziland & Australia); 
Shanduko; SHE 
5-minute daily 
documented inclusive 
forums; Land 
redistribution; Com
munity engagement 
in SHE;Winning Safety 
awards on environ· 
mental management 
systems. 

Government; Ali 
employees; Manage
ment; Business Unit 
leaders; External & 
Internai consultants; 
Steering committee; 
Change champions & 
Community members. 

SHE (immediate); 
Shanduko (oneyear 
time window,4~ 
months training to 
kick-start process); 
computerlzation 
(immediate with 8 
month parallel run). 

FINANŒ LBSUIE 

Government; The need for Government (tuma· 
good corporate governance round, growth, priva· 
based on openness, integ- tization & retarded 
rity & accountability. growth); Economie cli

mate (retarded 
growth); Globalization 
Ce-commerce capabil
ity demands). 

High levels oftransparency; Previously subsidized 
Vision 2000 achieved 1 year by Government, LEl
earlier, Vision 2003 over- SURE was profitable in 
lapping wlth Vision 2000; 1992 - lts first year of 
Voted Best Bank in Zimba- operation. 
bwe by world-wide Eurom-
oney annual surveys and 
awards for banking excel-
lence in 1999 & 2000; 
Integrated strategic 
planning & implementation; 
Bank-wide committees cre-
ated around challenge 
areas, Departments restruc-
tured as informed by 
stakeholder expectations; 
Forglng strategic alliances 
with key stakeholders; sup-
portlng small-scale busi-
ness. 

Ali Bank clients; Govern· Government (particu
ment; RBZ; Chairman & larty Minister of Mines, 
Board; Local & International Environment & Tour
financial institutions & Cor- ism); Board; CEO; Man
respondents; Prospective agement Staff; 
new shareholders; Public in Customers & Strategic 
general. partners. 

Very little time for turna- Very little time. 
round, 1 year to find CEO, 6 
months for privatisation. 

PLIASUU 

Government; 
Profitability; 
Potential to 
attract tourists; 
Quality of leader· 
ship; Death of a 
leader. 

Theme dlnners; 
Ethnie promo
tions; PLEASURE 
veh icle/street 
promotions; 
World-class 
Action Pro
gramme for capa
bility creation; 
Servant leader
ship; Supplier 
product-drlven 
training by sup
plier at supplier's 
cost & premises; 
Bill of Rights for 
staff, Bill of Rights 
for customers. 

Government; PL 1 
& PL2;GMs;Top 
leadership;Staff; 
New shareholder; 
3 different Group 
Chairmen. 

Very little time for 
franchise; No time 
after shareholder 
take-over;6 
monthsto 
replace Pll. 
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Exhibit 5.1: Summary of Cross-case Evidence (continued on next page) 
---.,.~~ - . - ------~- - - ---- - - - , 
,,...~..:!... ~~~ .. -- t,:. -,.T,.~ •' • .J • • - - \ 

~ ._. _ ••.. .:, ,,.. ~- ., • ' . ' - ' <i . - . • 

Help 

Relevance 

Walking-the--talk 

Fear & anxiety 

Employee sensitiza- Help organized around 
tion & inculcation of challenge areas (External 
a sense of inclusivity consultants for lmage--
(lower level employees building, human resources, 
not aware of quality & treasury systems, IT, stra
kind of help required); tegic planning; External & 
Saturated communica- internai consultants for sys-
tion required; tems & procedures; lnter-
Capability creation (ail national NGO for new 
changes);Relocation communlty·based lending; 
of employees with Moral support from CEOs 
health problems. & staff of correspondent 

banks; 1997 RBZ audit 

Changes benefited key Business turnaround & 
stakeholders (staff. growth; Bank tries to 
government. commu- employ, empower & 
nlty); lmproved quality develop people (a human 
of life of employees; resource balance sheet 
Employment creation; approach used). 
Code of conduct 
brought sense of 
common purpose; 
Business was value--
based (e.g. we want to 
make money but not 
bloody money). 

Help was a round 3 Consultants 
strategy areas {1 high quality 
(marketing & brand- trained internai 
ing, skills development change agents for 
& operational excel- WAP & 2 poor 
lence) - External con- (1 recommended 
sultants assisted. poor quality fran-

4 hotels in 1992 to 
14in 1999;Ahandful 
of diiapidated safari 
vehicles to 100 safari· 
related vehicles in 
same period. Privatiza
tion saw a cash injec
tion of$120 million. 
lnterviewees had 
mixed reactions on 
relevance to persona! 
goals. 

chise. another 
introduced & 
failed to contex
tualise JIT); Sup· 
pliers provlded 
quality training 
on their products 
at own sites & 
owncosts. 

Changes during 
PL 1 except fran
chise & JIT were 
relevantto 
business goals, 
PL 1 had people 
care at heart • 
employees, sup
pliers, communlty 
& customers; PL2 
reversed all the 
gains from the 
past - both busi
ness & persona! 
goals suffered. 

Mixed evidence Chairman, MD & CEO's team CEO walked the talk Pll &team 
walked the talk; 
PL2 & team had a 
different agenda. 

(where initiative walked the talk & led by initialiy. Respondents 
directed from Group/ example (e.g.Chairman daim CEO is increas-
top management. resigned from Board after ingly invisible with the 
advocates walked the making contribution to the growth of the busi-
talk e.g. SHE. Shan- turnaround; MD & CEO eau· ness. 
duko, Haulage system); tioned habituai defaulters 
One HR manager on behalf of Bank). 
walked the talk & the 
other did partially 

Views were polarized 
(focus groups 
generally said there 
was acknowledgment. 
within mixed focus 
groups a sense of fear 
was expressed, indi
vidual respondents 
had mixed answers);A 
new language 
emerged when things 
were not working. 

Fear & anxlety were 
acknowledged (CEO said 
turnaround journey 
involved tests of staff's 
character & calculation, 
courage & determination 
in the face of adversity & 
uncertainty). 

Fear & anxiety were PL 1 & team fos
acknowledged & often tered trust New 
stepped up. shareholder; PL2 

& team created 
fear & anxiety; 
Therewas 
perceived nepo
tism & victimiza
tion;Trust 
between man· 
agement & share-
holder was low. 
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Exhibit 5.1 : Sum ma ry of Cross-case Evidence (co ntin ued on next page} :-.----
CONSTRUO CROP FINANCE LIISUIIE 

Assessment & Informai & formai: Various teams assessed 6 areas of assessment Targets were used 
measurement Black advancement progress on challenge (revenue growth, cost to assess progress 

was informally areas under them & assess- containment. skills during Pll's tlme. 
assessed; Shanduko & ments featured in annual retention & turnover, Assessment 
SHE had rigorous reports; 1997 RBZ audit; competitive analysis, during PL2 was 
reporting procedures; Rewards linked to perform- product rationaliza- unclear-
Mill performance ance. tion and refurbish- appeared as if 
measures doc- ment) were focl. intention was to 
umented in annual contract PLEAS-
reports. URE business to 

be ln line with 
contraction at 
Grouplevel. 

Belief Three groups of Some ex-employees Some senior managers Staff got clear 
people {the commit· considered turnaround too tasked to champion communication 
ted, doubters (became tough;Those who believed change left when their on changes & 
disciples once in the change stayed on view points were not belleved leaders 
convincedl & pretend- until opportunity a rose for accepted. who delivered to 
ers (moved back to old retrenchment packages - promise durlng 
waysl}. 1999 staff retention rate PL 1 's time. camps 

was94.2%. were created 
when new share-
holder appointed 
an outsider PL2 
ahead of internai 
candidates result-
ing in mass resig-
nations at senior 
levels. 

Governance Each change had New Board chairmen led First 1992 Board dis- PL 1 had clear 
defined power & restructuring; MD & CEO solved & replaced in reportlng lines. 
accountability struc- brains behind the success 1999 to usher in Powerwas in 
tures (e.g. Haulage of FINANCE. another representing camps when PL2 
system changes under Turnaround committees set the new equity part- tookover& 
Agriculture Director up. New directors ners after privatisation. changed struc-
resulted in structural appointed on privatization tures; Accounta-
changes in shifts, SHE increaslng numberfrom 5 bilitywas 
& Code of conduct to 14 (Vision 2003 com- unheardof. 
had committees, HR mittees established, Gov-
system changes ernance enhanced through 
directed by steering worker participation, Bank 
committee, Shanduko organized functionally to 
& Resultant outsourc- reflect new focus). 
ing under CEO had 
executives as steering 
committeel. 
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Exhibit 5.1: Summary of Cross-case Evidence (continued from previous page) 

CONSTRUCT 

Diffusion 

Strategy& 
purpose 

Success 

CROP FINANCE 

Learning included SHE 1995 & 1998 strategy 
inclusive forums; Shan- workshops were followed 

duko continuous by diffusion of challenges 

improvement cycle & supporting structures 

model about diffusing; through a total involve

Communication net- ment programme. Privatila-

works durlng devel- tion provided leaming to 

opment of code of FINANCE & other organiza-
conduct (520 workers tions intending to go that 
committee members route. 

cascaded messages to 
all after training). Haul-

age system changes 

communicated selec-
tively. 

One-to-one interview 
respondents generally 

agreed there was 
insufficient learning 

that took place. 

---~---, 
PLIAIUIII 

Hands-on man
agement style 
during Pll 'sera 

encouraged live 

communication 

across the organi
z:ation. There was 

communication 
blackout after
wards - grapevine 

& rumour mon
gering were ram

pant 

SHE influenced 
ecological harmony & 

corporate citizenship 
focus in running busi
ness. Link of other 

changes to strategy & 
purpose not dear to 
lower level employees. 

Vision 2000 & Vision 2003 Forging strategic alli- PL 1 was a 

guided the operations; A ances was considered visionary & indi-
department in charge of critical early in the his- cated intention to 
corporate pianning,change tory of LEISURE. Strat- have PLEASURE 
management & staff train- egy formulation was expand & listed as 
ing was created. driven by tourism's key a separate entity 

value drivers (market- out of the Group. 

ing & branding. skills After PL2, each 

development & opera- leader brought in 
tional excellence). their own ideas & 

disregarded any

thing that had 

been planned for 
before them. 

Shanduko incentives Turnaround, Privatization & LEISURE turned Bill of Rig hts for 

staff & Bill of 

Rlghts for cus

tomers propped 
allchanges 
initiated by PL 1. 
After PL 1, the 

strategic alliance 
was cancelled & 

business con

tracted, morale of 
staff fell. Business 

performance was 

achieved through 

a bruised staff 

compliment after 

what the staff call 

a ruthless 
retrenchment 

process aimed at 

those who were 

critical of the new 
team leaders. 

could have been paid Growth were successful around, was prlvatized 

earlier.Shanduko & & listed simultane-

resultant outsourcing, ously & successfully, 
SHE. Haulage system grew & then went into 
changes, Oevel- retarded growth. 
opment of code of 
conduct considered 
huge success stories. 

Mixed reactions 

expressed over 
Computerization. 
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5.1 Construct Refinement Based on Cross-ase Evidence 

A cross-case analysis of evidence under each construct is followed by the redefinition of 

each construct. 

5.1.1 Triggers of Organisational Transformation 

The four cases highlight that government is a key trigger of organisational transformation. 

Particularly,government promises to the electorate and accompanying legislaturetriggered 

changes related to the quality-of-work-life of employees in ail cases under study. 

For FINANCE and LEISURE, government appointed chairmen and mandated them with 

turning around the two entities. Both had to deal with image clean-up. FINANCE specifically 

focused on good corporate governance based on openness, integrity and accountability. 

Government also played a significant role in the privatisation and listing of these two 

companies. 

The actions and inactions of government resulted in negative publicity that caused the 

decline of the economy, significantly impacting the operations of the four organisations. 

LEISURE and PLEASURE, in the tourist industry, had to grapple with retarded growth after a 

period of growth. 

Globalisation, particularly technological advances, led the four companies searching 

for e-commerce capability. This was closely linked to benchmarking work process best 

practices and establishing global strategic alliances and networks to enhance more global 

operations in the face of heightened competition. 

Only PLEASURE had quality of leadership as a trigger. Of significance is the importance 
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respondents placed on servant leadership as a critical success factor of change efforts. This 

was reinforced through the constant cross-referencing of the manner in which PL 1 and PL2 

handled changes. 

Natural disasters like drought and tire corne out clearly as triggers, more so for companies 

like CROP in an industry that is agro-based. 

From the cross case data, the definition of 'triggers of organisational transformation' from 

the within-case analysis in Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition:Triggers of organisational transformation 

Clusters of forces that create motion in and a round an organisation. 

5.1.2 Best-Practices in Organisational Transformation 

The best-practices in organisational transformation that are relevant for the shaping of 

new theory are discussed under local and global best practices. 

S.1.2a Local Best Practices 

Each of the four cases exhibited local best practices. 

The most outstanding CROP best practices were around the Shanduko, SHE and land 

redistribution initiatives. 

Under SHE, ecological harmony was achieved through collaboration with all key 

stakeholders (government, business and community) resulting in CROP winning awards on 

environmental management systems. 
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Shanduko and land redistribution initiatives also reflected total collaboration with key 

stakeholders. 

CROP was at the forefront in establishing linkages with government to address land 

redistribution. lts scheme became a model. CROP also demonstrates how a small 

organisation can benchmark in and outside Africa for best practice and then contextualise 

business issues. 

FINANCE provides best practices in forging strategic alliances with key stakeholders, 

running strategic planning parallel to strategic implementation and establishing ultra 

transparency. The collaboration with key stakeholders enabled FINANCE achieve its vision 

one year ahead of time and overlap Vision 2003 with Vision 2000 using what was called 'A 

Process Approach Model'. Relevant elements of this approach will be discussed under the 

emerging theory in Chapter 6. 

Ultra transparency was further enhanced by the engagement of joint auditors. 

As a result of the best practices in multiple, simultaneous interventions to turnaround a 

near collapse bank, privatise and list the organisation, FINANCE was voted best bank in 

Zimbabwe in 1999 and 2000. 

LEISURE's turnaround in its first year of operation is another best practice that involved 

collaboration with key stakeholders. 

PLEASURE prides itself of its intuitive focus on servant leadership principles during PL 1 's 

time. Ail respondents want the current leadership to restore this focus. ln this regard, there 

was a 'Bill of Rights' for staff and another for customers. The 'Bill of Rights' for customers 

included culture enhancement through theme dinners, ethnie promotions and vehicle/ 
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street product/services promotions. The 'Bill of Rights' for staff extended beyond the 

traditional HR practices to supplier-product driven training by supplier at supplier's cost 

and premises. 

Significantly, WAP, as a part of the PLEASURE capability creation process, included multi

level cross functional groups as a burning platform. WAP was conceptualised by Mbigi 

as a process integrating Afrocentric and Eurocentric methodologies. ln particular, WAP 

integrated the Tichy & Sherman Model with the Mbigi Ubuntu Transformation Model 

discussed in Chapter 2. WAP also used the African Religion metaphor as a diagnostic tool 

to identify the dominant spirits to be dealt with in an organisation. 

The local best practices from the four cases indicate that organisations can effectively 

and efficiently determine their destinies through the integration of ideas from key 

stakeholders. 

Of the 6 techniques (SPC, JIT, TQM, GT /OPT, TPM, Core Competencies) mentioned in Chapter 

2, only JIT and core cornpetencies were explicitly mentioned in PLEASURE. 

The Group of cornpanies of which PLEASURE is part went the way of core business, 

reflecting attention to core competencies.PLEASURE rernains as part of the Grou p. However, 

JIT was tried and failed in PLEASURE. 

lnterestingly,continuous irnprovernent was attempted by all four with the CROP Shanduko 

and SHE initiatives standing out as local best practices. 

Annual reports evidence in terrns of rnill performance ratios indicates that CROP was 

applying TPM although no respondent explicitly rnentioned it. The application of TPM 

concepts were confirrned through observations in the rnill during the 1-week visit. 
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S.1.2b Global Best Practices 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the Group of companies of which PLEASURE is part adopted 

TQM and the GE mode! in its unbundling. PLEASURE talked about focusing on total quality 

that was not reflected on the ground. The consultant who brought JIT to PLEASURE 

failed to contextualise JIT as highlighted in the within case analysis. The WAP intervention 

linked the GE, EHTE and SAPO approaches discussed in Chapter 2. WAP was considered 

by respondents a best practice intervention because, according to them, it contextualised 

Eurocentric methodologies to the African environment. 

The'Bill of rights'for staff and anotherfor customers by PL 1 in PLEASURE reflected principles 

of servant leadership and the representative global best practice case highlighted in 

Chapter 2 is Mount Carmel. 

The summary on organisational cases strongly suggests that best practices in organisational 

transformation are a function of the ability to integrate and contextualise theories and 

practices. 

The major global best practices relevant for theory development in this study are drawn 

from GE, Mount Carmel, EHTE and SAPO cases discussed in Chapter 2. 

From the cross case data, the definition of'best practices of organisational transformation' 

from the within-case analysis in Chapter 2 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Best practices of organisational transformation 

Tried & tested ideas & ways of conducting business that con be benchmarked against. 
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5.1.3 Key Players 

Government, CE Os, management, staff, strateg ic pa rtners, su ppliers, customers, interna I and 

external consultants are highlighted across the four cases as influential carriers of ideas 

related to change. 

Other key role players were steering committees, change champions and community 

members (CROP and FINANCE);Chairman and Board (FINANCE and LEISURE); business unit 

leaders and community members (CROP); RBZ and prospective new shareholders (FINANCE); 

general managers, new shareholder and 3 different group chairmen (PLEASURE). 

From the cross case data, the definition of 'key players' from the within-case analysis in 

Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Key players 

Any stakeholders operating as the 'seed carriers' of new ideas & new practices. 

5.1.4 Time 

ln cases where there was need to create a sense of urgency {SHE (CROP), turnaround 

(FINANCE and LEISURE), shareholder take-over (PLEASURE)}, change was immediate and 

little/no time was given for reflection and practice in the initial stages of changes. Very little 

time was devoted to bedding the franchise in PLEASURE. 

There was time for reflection as far as computerisation was concerned with periods for 

parallel runs (for example in CROP). Shanduko was immediate with a 4-6 months training 

and one-year time window for practice. 
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Whereas there was 6 months for privatising FINANCE, privatisation and listing was 

simultaneous for LEISURE. 

From the cross case data, the definition of'time'from the within-case analysis in Chapter 4 

may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition:Time 

Enough flexibility and contrai of events allowing people involved in change to devote energy 

towards reflection & practice. 

5.1.5 Help 

Generally, all four cases highlight that external consultants helped build capacity and 

capability for sustaining the changes. 

Other forms of help given/needed were saturated communication and capability to deal 

with identified challenge areas, employee sensitisation and inculcation of a sense of 

inclusivity (all four cases), relocat ion of employees with health problems (CROP), moral 

support from CEOs and staff of correspondent banks (FINANCE), supplier-driven t raining 

and upskilling internai change agents (PLEASURE). 

From the cross case data, the definition of'help' from the within-case analysis in Chapter 4 

may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Help 

Coherent, consistent, knowledgeable coaching, guidance and support to develop internai 

resources needed to build capacity for ongoing transformation. 
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5.1.6 Relevance 

Relevance of changes was discussed in terms of benefits to be derived by key stakeholders 

(government, business and community) from the changes. 

Value-based business grew and employment was created in ail four cases (although at 

different points intime). Code of conduct for staff brought a sense of common purpose in 

ail four cases. 

For FINANCE and LEISURE, business was turned around and privatisation was a vehicle 

towards indigenising the economy. 

ln particular, a strong element of people care was expressed in CROP (ecological harmony), 

FINANCE (had human resource balance sheet installed) and PLEASURE (had 'Bill of Rights' 

for staff as well as customers and valued being of service to the community during PL 1 's 

time). 

Although there was mixed evidence in terms of relevance to persona( goals, the comments 

suggest the intention of the changes was to equip people with survival skills in a 

turbulent environ ment.The need for learning to build capable organisations was expressed 

strongly. 

From the cross case data, the definition of 'relevance' from the within-case analysis in 

Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Relevance 

Making a case for transformation, articulating an appropriate business focus & showing why 

new efforts, such as developing learning capabilities, are important for individuals & business. 
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5.1.7 Walking-the-talk 

Sorne advocates fully lived up to the values espoused by the changes {where initiatives 

were directed from the GROUP (CROP and PL 1 's team in PLEASURE) and the FINANCE 

chairman appointed in 1983 and FINANCE team leaders}. 

LEISURE CEO was considered to have walked the talk initially, becoming invisible with 

business growth. 

ln CROP, one HR manager is said to have walked the talk and another only partially. 

For PLEASURE, the team that took over from PL 1 is claimed to have failed to live to what 

they espoused. 

From the cross case data, the definition of'walking-the-talk'from the within-case analysis 

in Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Walking-the-talk 

Fui/y living up to the new values espoused by the transformation. 

S.1.8 Fear and Anxiety 

Fear and anxiety were acknowledged in all the four cases. However, the manner in which 

fear and anxiety were dealt with was different. 

The FINANCE CEO tolerated and dealt with these two issues positively. An example in 

the within case analysis is that this CEO said 'the turnaround journey involved tests of 

staff's character and calculation, courage and determination in the face of adversity and 

uncertainty'. 
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PL1, in PLEASURE, fostered trust across the organisation. After PL1, PLEASURE evidence 

strongly suggests the new shareholder, PL2 and team created fear and anxiety. There was 

perceived nepotism and victimisation resulting in very low trust between management 

and shareholder. 

For CROP, a new language (including derogatory nicknames) emerged when things were 

not working. During some focus group discussions cutting across organisational levels, 

some respondents indicated even the provision of evidence in such groups could result in 

victimisation. 

Respondents in LEISURE interviews said fear and anxiety were acknowledged and often 

stepped up. 

From the cross case data, the definition of'fear and anxiety'from the within-case analysis in 

Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Fear and anxiety 

Concerns about exposure, vulnerability and inadequacy triggered by the conflict between 

increasing levels of condor and openness and low levels of trust among people involved in 

transformation. 

5.1.9 Assessment and Measurement 

A variety of assessments and measures were put up ta establish whether the efforts were 

achieving the desired results/outcomes in each of the four cases. Examples were Shand uko 

and SHE reporting procedures and mill performance measures (CROP), performance 

measures against identified challenge areas (FINANCE and LEISURE) and target-based 

assessments du ring PL 1 'sera in PLEASURE. 
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Focus group participants were unclear as to how assessments and measurements were 

done during PL2's time up to 2000. 

From the cross case data, the definition of'assessment and measurement'from within-case 

analysis in Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Assessment and measurement 

Estab/ishing whether the transformation effort has achieved the desired resultsloutcomes. 

5.1.10 Belief in the Transformation Effort 

Groups of believers and non-believers were identified with changes in FINANCE, LEISURE 

and PLEASURE. ln cases where key staff disagreed with what was going on (FINANCE, 

LEISURE and PLEASURE), they left. 

However,CROP evidence points in the direction of three groups - the committed, doubters 

(who became disciples once convinced) and the pretenders (who moved back to old 

ways). 

Upon studying the evidence under this construct, one research assistant gave an even 

more telling description of the extent to which views about change may be polarised. She 

describes the groups as either composed of risktakers or undertakers or caretakers. 

This research assistant characterised the three categories as follows: 

risktakers are those staff convinced that they can control their destiny in 
a change situation, 
undertakers are convinced time should be spent engaging in reflection 
over past successes and failures, 
caretakers are convinced the status quo has to be preserved. 
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From the cross case data, the definition of'belief in the transformation effort'from within

case analysis in Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Belief in the transformation effort 

The extent to which the convictions of organisational members over the transformation effort 

are polarized. 

5.1.11 Governance 

Evidently, changes were propped up by power and accountability structures in the four 

cases. However, these were unclear in PLEASURE during PL2's era which respondents 

described as having been characterised by a total lack of accountability. 

From the cross case data, the definition of'governance'from within-case analysis in Chapter 

4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Governance 

Power & accountability structures set up to focus the transformation effort. 

5.1.12 Diffusion 

Although LEISURE one-on-one respondents, PLEASURE focus group and one-on-one 

respondents (for the PL2 era) argued that insufficient learning took place, CROP, FINANCE 

and PLEASURE evidence suggests that key stakeholders were informed about the nature 

of and experiences from changes. 

From the cross case data, the definition of'diffusion'from within-case analysis in Chapter 4 

may be refined as below. 
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Refined Definition: Diffusion 

The process bywhich an en tire organisation and its externat partners learn from the experiences 

of the transformation. 

5.1.13 Strategy and Purpose 

Ali four companies forged strategic alliances to sharpen their strategic focus and used 

specific change efforts to redefine their agenda. 

CROP used the SHE initiative to focus its strategic agenda on both ecological harmony 

and corporate citizenship. FINANCE set up a department in charge of corporate planning, 

change management and training. Tourism's key strategic value drivers motivated the 

LEISURE strategy and PL 1 's visionary leadership positioned PLEASURE for possible listing as 

a separate entity (never to be realised after his death). 

ln PLEASURE, after PL 1, each leader brought in a different strategy in a manner staff said 

was confusing the staff. 

From the cross case data, the definition of'strategy and purpose'from within-case analysis 

in Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Strategy and purpose 

Revitalising and rethinking the organisation's intended business focus and its contribution to 

the community. 
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S.1.14 Success 

Success of changes was defined in terms of whether change efforts met/exceeded key 

stakeholder needs and expectations or not. 

For CROP, Shanduko, SHE, haulage system changes and the development of a code of 

conduct were considered successful although Shanduko incentives could have been paid 

earlier. There were mixed reactions over the success of computerisation in CROP. 

The FINANCE turnaround, growth and privatisation were considered success stories. 

Although LEISURE turned a round and was subsequently privatised and listed successfully 

at the same time, retarded g rowth followed. 

People care and growth in PLEASURE were success stories for PL 1 although the franchise 

registered only renovation successes. Business succeeded after PL2 with a supposedly 

bruised workforce. 

From the cross case data, the definition of 'success of organisational transformation' from 

within-case analysis in Chapter 4 may be refined as below. 

Refined Definition: Success of organisational transformation 

Meeting, and better sti/1, exceeding stakeho/der needs and expectations. 

5.2 Points of Convergence in Experiences of Organisational Transformation 

As mentioned in the introduction to this Chapter, points of convergence are best illustrated 

through Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
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Figure 5.1: Cross-case Reflection of Challenges 

CROP LIISUIII PLIAIUIII 
CHAUINGI IMDINCI IVIDINCI IVIDINCI IVIDINCI IVIDIMCI 

1. Role of national culture 
* * * in transformation 

2. Use of relevant national 
languages * * * 

3. Land redistribution * * 

4. Economie reform and * * * poverty reduction 

5. Employment creation 
* * * * * and entrepreneurship. 

6. Ecological harmony. * * * 

7. Boosting investor 
confidence. * * * * 

8. Value-enhanced 
* * * * * products & services. 

9. Consensus building 
amongst stakeholders. * * * * * 

1 O. lnstitutional 
capacity * * * * * 
building. 

11 . Gender consciousness. 
* * * * 

12. Rote of international 
lending institutions. * * * * 

13. Privatisation * * * * 

14. Culture of non-
performance * * * * 

15. Consensus based 
* * systems. 

16. Transfer of positive 
lessons from political to * * 
economic liberation. 
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Figure 5.2: Cross-case Reflection ofThemes 

CROP FIMNCI LIISURJ THEME IVIDINCI IVIDIINCI 

1. Consensus building 
* * amongst stakeholders. * 

2. Stakeholder needs & 
expectations. * * * 

3. Stakeholder promises * * * 
4. Delivery processes. * * * 

5. Structures & systems 
* * * 

6. Capacity & capability * * * 

7. Capturing changing needs & * 
expectations 

8. Active listening. 
* 

9. Peoplecare * * 

5.3.1 Challenge-based Points of Convergence 

From Figure 5.1, there are 4 challenges common across the four cases. 

The 4 challenges corn mon across the 4 cases are: 
employment creation and entrepreneurship; 
value-enhanced products and services; 
consensus building amongst stakeholders; 
institutional capacity building. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

However, all challenges are reflected in the context evidence. This suggests that 

any organisational transformation model to be developed has to address all the 

challenges if it has to be useful to emerging nations. 
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5.3.2 Theme-based Points of Convergence 

From Figure 5.2, there are 6 the mes common across the four cases. 

The 6 themes common across the four cases are: 

consensus building amongst stakeholders; 

stakeholder needs and expectations; 

stakeholder promises; 

delivery processes; 

structures and systems; 

capacity and capability. 

Linking challenge-based to theme-based points of convergence provides a deeper 

appreciation of the direction in which the theory development should go. Figure 5.3 

provides a schematic representation of the points of convergence in challenges and 

themes. 

Figure 5.3: Theme-based and Challenge-based Points of Convergence 

1. Consensus building amongst Consensus building amongst stakeholders 
stakeholders. 

2. Stakeholder needs & Value-enhanced products and servkes 

expectations. 

3. Stakeholder promises Value-enhanced products and services 
Employment creation and entrepreneurship 

4. Delivery processes. Employment creation and entrepreneurship 

S. Structures & systems Employment creation and entrepreneurship 

6. Capacity & capability Employment creation and entrepreneurship 
lnstitutional capacity building 

These six points of convergence in the themes will therefore have to be the basis 

upon which the new theory is developed. 
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5.4 Points of Divergence in Experiences of Organisational Transformation 

5.4.1 Challenge-based Points of Divergence 

From Figure 5.1, there are 5 challenges common across 3 cases, 3 common across 2 cases 

and 4 challenges under only one of the cases. 

, h,-, 5 ch ai e119"''' co,11.110' ;iuoss 3 of ti': <c1, cas,-,; a ·e: 

iJ )Ost;119 iriv1cst,) r _ )nfiuence 

9ender co11,;(iou,ne,s: 

role of i11t<-r11at io11al le,,d ing i,1st itutions· 

p ·ivatisatron: 

(Lilture of 11011-p e r for· lldr1Ce. 

The fact that the 5 challenges are common to 3 out of 4 (75% of) cases suggests it may be 

logical to link these challenges to the themes in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 paints a picture that 

expands Figure 5.3 to incorporate the 5 challenges corn mon to 3 of the 4 cases. 
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S.4.2 Theme-based Points of Divergence 

From Figure 5.2, there is 1 theme common across 3 cases and 2 common across 2 cases. 

The 1 theme common across 3 cases is: 
People care. 

The 2 themes common across 2 cases are: 
capturing changing needs and expectations; 
active listening. 

The three themes forming points of divergence will be used to strengthen the new theory. 

One wayof deepening insights between the 7 remaining points of divergence in challenges 

is to see which of the 3 diverging themes would most likely address the diverging 

challenges. 

Figure S.S:Theme-based and Challenge-based Points of o·verg,enœ 

Capturing changing needs & 

expectations. 

Active listening. 

People care. 

CHAI LIHI MSIDDIVIIICIINCI 

Consensus based systems 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from polltical to economlc liberation 
Land redistribution 
Ecological harmony 

Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Consensus based systems 
Transfer of positive lessons from political to economic liberation 
Ecologlcal harrnony 

Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Consensus based systems 
Economie reform and poverty reduction 
Transfer of positive lessons from political to economlc liberation 
Land redistribution 
Ecologlcal harmony 
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Combining Figures 5.4 and 5.5 provides a synthetic framework (Figure 5.6) from which 

further integration ofthemes and challenges is suggested. 

Figure 5.6: Resultant Links between Emerging Themes and Challenges 

THEM! 

1. Consensus building 
amongst stakeholders 

2. Stakeholder needs & 
expectations 

3. Stakeholder promises 

4. Delivery processes 

S. Structures & systems 

6. Capacity & 
capability 

7. Capturing 
changing needs 
and expectations 

8. Active listening. 

9. People care. 

CHAWNGIS 

Consensus building amongst stakeholders 
Role of international lending institutions 

Value-enhanced products & services 
Boosting investor confidence 

Value-enhanced products & services 
Employment creation & entrepreneurship 
Boosting investor confidence 

Employment creation & entrepreneurship 
Boosting investor confidence 

Employment creation & entrepreneurship 
Boosting investor confidence 

Employment creation & entrepreneurship 
lnstitutional capacity building 
Boosting investor confidence 

Use of relevant national ianguages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from political to 
economic liberation 

Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from political to 
economic liberation 

Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from political to 
economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

Privatisation 

Gender consciousness 

• Gender consciousness 
Privatisation 

• Culture of non

performance 
Privatisation 

Culture of non

performance 
Privatisation 

• Culture of non

performance 
Privatisation 

Role of international 
lending institutions 
Culture of non
performance 
Privatisation 

Land redistribution 

Ecological harmony 

Consensus - based 
systems 

Consensus - based 
systems 
Ecological harmony 

Ecological harmony 

Consensus - based 
systems 
Economie reform 

and poverty 

reduction 
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Given that stakeholders may be broadly categorised as either internai or external to the 

organisation, the emerging themes may be refined. Such refinement should integrate the 

three diverging themes (changing needs and expectations, active listening and people 

care) into refined theme areas including internai and external stakeholders (Figure 5.7). 

Figure 5.7: Refined Emerging Theme Areas 

REFINIDTHEME AREA 

1. Internai stakeholders. 

2. External stakeholders. 

3. Needs & expectations. 

4. Promises. 

5. Processes. 

6. Structures & systems. 

7. Capacity & capability 

08IGINAL IMDGING1HEMI AIIIAI CA1WIID FOR 

Active listening 
Peoplecare 
Consensus building amongst stakeholders 
Capturing changing needs & expectations. 

Active listening 
Peoplecare 
Consensus building amongst stakeholders 
Capturing changing needs & expectatlons 

Active listening 
Peoplecare 
Capturing changing needs & expectations 

Active listening 
Peoplecare 
Stakeholder promises 

Active listening 
Peoplecare 
Delivery processes 

Active listening; 
Peoplecare 
Structures & systems 

Active listening; 
Peoplecare 
Capacity & capability 
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The refinement yields an opportunity to refine emerging theme statements.This is reflected 

in Figure 5.8 below. 

Figure 5.8: Refined Emerging Themes 

RIFINEDTHEME AREA 

1. Internai business stake
holders. 

2. External business stake
holders. 

3. Needs & expectations. 

4. Promises. 

S. Processes. 

6. Structures & systems. 

7. Capacity & capability 

5.5 Chapter summary 

RIFINID IEIIIRCIING THIIM STA1D1INTS 

Intense collaboration with key stakeholders leads to success of transformation. 

Intense collaboration with key stakeholders leads to success of transformation. 

Organizational transformation revolves a round changing stakeholder needs 
and expectations. 

Organizatlonal transformation revolves a round changing promises to address 
changing stakeholder needs and expectations. 

Organizational transformation revolves a round changing processes to deliver 
changing promises. 

Organizational transformation revolves around changlng structures and sys
tems to align with changing processes. 

Organizational transformation revolves around changing capacity and capabil
ity to sustaln the momentum of the change. 

The cross case analysis in this Chapter has resulted in the redefinition of the fourteen 

constructs as reflected in Figure 5.9 below. Ali the constructs and the related evidence will 

be used to build up the theory in Chapter 6. 

Points of convergence and divergence in the challenges and themes have been used to 

corne up with a crystallisation of 7 themes for theory building. Figure 5.10 shows the links 

between these themes and the challenges addressed. 
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Figure 5.9: Redefinition of Constructs Based on Cross-case Evidence 
CONSTRucr DEFINl1ION IIIIIINID DIFINl1ION 

Triggersof 
transformation 

Best practices of 
transformation 

Key players 

Time 

Help 

Relevance 

Walking the talk 

Fear & anxlety 

Assessment & 
measurement 

Beliefin the 
transformation effort 

Governance 

Diffusion 

Strategy & purpose 

Success 

Critical incidents that the organization has to Clusters of forces that create motion in & 
respond to for its survival. around an organization. 

Tried & tested ideas & ways of conducting Tried & tested ideas & ways of conducting 
business that can be migrated within & across business that can be benchmarked agalnst. 
organizatlons & environments. 

Those actors influencing others through their Any stakeholders operating as the 'seed 
credibility,capability & commitment. carriers' of new ideas & new practices. 

Pilot group's flexibility & control over its own Enough ftexibility &control of events allowing 
energy & priorlties. people involved in change to devote energy 

towards reftection & practiœ. 

Coherent. consistent, knowledgeable coaching, Coherent, consistent. knowledgeable 
guidance & support. coaching, guidance & support to develop 

internai resources needed to build capacity for 
ongoing transformation. 

Presence of a clear, compelling business case Making a case for transformation, articulating 
for learning. an appropriate business focus & showing 

why new efforts. such as developing leamlng 
capabillties, are important for individuals & 
business. 

The match between espoused values & Fully living up to the new values espoused by 
actions. the transformation. 

Concems about exposure, vulnerability & lnad- Concems about exposure, vulnerability & 
equacy triggered by the conftict between inadequacy triggered by the conflict between 
increasing levels of candor & openness among increasing levels of candor & openness and 
members of the pilot group. 1ow levels of trust among people involved in 

transformation. 

Establishing the degree of success of the trans- Establishing whetherthe transformation effort 
formation effort. has achieved the desired results/outcornes. 

The extent of polarization in belief about the The extent to which the convictions of 
transformation effort. o,ganizational members over the 

transformation effort are polarized. 

The legitimate autonomy of a pilot group to Power & accountability structures set up to 
act in tune with existing power & accountabil- focus the transformation effort. 
ity structures. 

The ability to transfer knowledge across The process by which an entire o,ganization 
organizational boundaries. making it possible & its extemal partners leam from the 
for people a round the system to build upon experiences of the transformation. 
each other's success. 

Where the business is going & what the Revitalizing & rethinking the organizatlon's 
business ls there for. intended business focus. its contribution to 

the community & its identity. 

The achievement of desired results/outcomes. Meeting. and better still, exceedlng 
stakeholder needs & expectations. 281 
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Figure 5.1 O: lnteg;rated Links between The mes and Challeng._e_s_A_d_d_r_e_ss_e_d _____ __, 

THEME 

Collaboration with 
internai business 
stakeholders 

2 
Collaboration with 
extemal business 
stakeholders 

3 
Changing needs and 
expectations 

4 
Changing promises 

5 
Changing processes 

6 
Changing structures & 
systems 

7 
Changing capacity & 
capability 

Consensus building amongst stakeholders 
Role of international lending institutions 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from political 
to economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

Consensus building amongst stakeholders 
Role of international lending institutions 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
T ransfer of positive lessons from political 
to economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

Value-enhanced products & services 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 

Transfer of positive lessons from political to 
economic liberation 
Economie reform and poverty reduction 

Value-enhanced products & services 
Employment creation & entrepreneurship 
Boosting investor confidence 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from polltical to • 
economic liberation 

Employment creation & entrepreneurship 
Boosting investor confidence 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from political to • 
economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

Employment creation & entrepreneurshlp 
Boosting investor confidence 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from political 
to economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

Employment creation & entrepreneurship 
Role of international lending institutions 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from political to , 
economic liberation 
Economie reform and poverty reduction 

Privatisation 
Gender consciousness 
Consensus - based systems 
Ecological harmony 
Economie reform and 

poverty reduction 

Privatisation 
Gender consciousness 
Consensus - based systems 
Ecological harmony 
Economie reform and 

poverty reduction 

Gender consciousness 
Privatisation 
Land redistribution 
Ecological harmony 
Consensus - based systems 
Boosting investor 
confidence 

Culture of non
performance 
Privatisation 
Consensus - based systems 
Ecological harmony 
Economie reform and 
poverty reduction 
Land redistribution 

Culture of non
performance 
Privatisation 
Consensus - based systems 
Ecological harmony 
Economie reform and 

poverty reduction 

Culture of non
performance 
Privatisation 
Consensus - based systems 
Ecological harmony 
Economie reform and 
poverty reduction 

lnstitutional capadty 
building 
Boosting investor 
confidence 
Culture of non
performance 
Privatisation 
Consensus - based systems 
Ecological harmony 
Land redistribution 
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CHAPTER 6: THE ROAD TO ORGANISATIONAL TRANSFORMATION 

FOR COMPANIES IN ZIMBABWE 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter seeks to lay out a roadmap towards organisational transformation for 

companies in Zimbabwe. 

Relevant evidence from the within and cross case analysis will be used to develop the 

theory. 

An emerg ing mode! based on the 7 themes from Chapter 5 will be used to corne up with an 

elaborated mode!. Each corn panent of the emerging theory/model and elaborated theory/ 

mode! will be explained to reflect what it is and why it is important. 

Enfolding literature will be used to sharpen the theory/model. 

6.1 The Theory Building Platform 

From the evidence, ,essons from bath success staries and failures experienced form the 

basis of theory/model construction. ln particular, two models surfaced as part of the 

evidence from PLEASURE and FINANCE. Whereas the mode! for PLEASURE suggested for 

future use in PLEASURE by the former FD was based on lessons from failures, the FINANCE 

mode! was used successfully. 
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6.1.1 Lessons from PLEASURE Failures 

Asked to draw lessons from what he had experienced in PLEASURE, the former FD 

responded by pro~sing a diamond model comprising measurement,positioning strategy, 

investment management processes, operational processes and organisational alignment. 

He detailed the model: 

Measurement 
rv1t.<·1-,Urt'f1)t·!r[\ Uidt Cdplllf(: thc· (Uf))P'.()r) d!!t:,/ lv}P-Jl .. 11-.' t'r! ,;f1dn?hc_1idf'r drhl . t::,!•)t1\t ~! 

shuuld t,,, ,1;-v i,;cd <111d ir11pl1-'ilW11t,'d if 1rw, vzi!uv ,0 xc.h,11H:JC op1irni~c11iun 1, 1'J \\1nrk 

PU)\SlJllF\ 1m',isme111ents, for ex<1rnple, shuuld lw ~upplemen!<:'d hv ,tc·ni, like 

profitabiiity per custorner, capi tal empioyed per custorner, shareholder equity 
ernployed per custonH?r, cost per c ustorner or group of custorners. 

1 hc,,:, nw.:1<-,1re11writ<. focus 011 areas wlwre there is a cornmonal ity ol i11 te1"f'St hetwee11 

shJrehulder and thE" customer. lt would therefore be easier to trc:Kk ilnd c omrnunic,lte 

Positioning strategy 

PU:;'.\SL:1-;F ,:h)Uid i1.we st,Ftcd by Cji:ttinq J c!eM understandinq of \vho it', u.storrn'r'., 

are. wh<.1t 1>1ey need/ want, wh,1L shoulci its t,:Hqet cust:orr1er univer~e be ,ind profit: 

po1P11t1,11 d ,: .. Kh tc:HCJel customer univPi~E' ,rnd profit puten t1ai of ,.•..1cl1 cv,tu1lit'1.H uw 

i.ir9e i'.; :he fuii puic'11tial qapl Do,'~ Pl f 1\SU f1! h1ve tt1r,' elernents of th,, cc,rv (1Hvri11(JS 
n,·t ·,",,',YY to ,1, hi,"ve til.-Jl fui! potentiilP 

lnvestment management processes 

f,î;m,H ;1 •: n,' r1t , huuid ide nt tfy ërnd undl'f~tand the vs1 l tw:n't u rn rPq ur r E·ci i)y it '., i r :vc•q,)i, 

,111.:I 1nc1tch ti1.it v,1iu,• 1:0 the need iden1ified uncJ,,r position in<J abovt". 

Once the core value exchange elements are in place, the net challen~Je i~ to design 

invcstrn,!nl proces•;es for oµt imisincJ the va lue exchërnqes. 

1l1p 1-oci:s ·;!)ut del b~:l to elirnînate vvc1stt: i.e. invest:nent thdt !s not 11eedt!d by th1.' tdrqt~r 
cu,uincr ur ;:w,";trncnt the CU',l"orrwr vdl not p<1y ..i pn'rnium for nmN (" in I h:: ft1i lift:· 
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Operatkrnal processes 

the 11,.irie otr betvvC'en dcMi11q va!ue ex( hanqc <1ncl costs of oper,iiional c onip!e\ity 

by iricredst-cJ reiationship prufltalJi!il y. 

i'U.1\SUhl., ior ex<1mplc, should put its key processes ,rnc1 standards of qu<1lity ,md 

service tu IJC ,ichicved by thosc processPs. lt is throuqh this ~cientific ;rnd 

appru;H. h thtit rnanaqers cdr1 dhc ient!y _ind effoctivcly foi:u, i11vcstn1cnl or 

Organisationa! <1lignment 
1' ,111·:: 

i\\ . ..111Jq1/ 1··::;.·,1 '>h1_·,uk.l db(1 h<.1vc J qul1d Jpp1,-',idtic11 of theii rol( 1
. The t(' 

:11Jn(Îq,:-i t'.11-" V/i!uc uptirnl<>dtîons ,1nd not ei·!fH?r d 1.,h21n?ÎH)!ck't ur ;'1 (t:>t(irnc'i 

A synthesis of the suggested mode! reflects that PLEASURE should have used staff to 

identify customers, define customer needs, develop products and services to satisfy 

customer segments, look at delivery processes suited to each segment and mechanisms 

required to support delivery of products and services. 

6.1.2 Lessons from FINANCE Successes 

Given that FINANCE is one of the cases that has registered consistent successes in its 

transformation efforts, there is need to highlight the home-grown model that was used. 
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The document containing the strategy and business plans for the period January 1999 to 

December 2003 highlights the sa lient features of the model used: 

;{,;\•1; ·1q '1 t·i~'Ct t_:d î()(lJ") d'> uu, ~lr,=:tt\;it: ~p1i1 ·1qbodrcL n 1rlf1dq<:·1 lll(·111 11,1 ·, d 

bl1-;int~'l'.':> rnodcl kllO'vvn ih Pïoce~:-, /\ppn)dCI L 

-lhis n1udd pt,t5 the u.1\tonic r ,1t the pinn,icle uf Pveryth in(J the· 11.rnk ,)nd 

its pr:l'lp\:. de~. lih.1 ~-(Jl;th ;\f1i(t111 l)d '.~ i ;(i ·)trl)te~Ji<. j)d1t1 ) f' f ht1 '> (; h~; dti('Plt:1ti 

tht' :--difli..: \t r,ltt··~Ji l 1Jpp1,·.~,1c \·: dlki 111.l~s .)1) L_1 ; dppl it~d it v,1ith (.jl)U(i rt'~ l: il·1. 

i ht:1 f-Jrnc c-·\s f,ppn't1Ch rnnclel \'J,J'::> 1-i rst ~)resented to ihe F!N;\NCt· End:<i 

in :,,:1;tcmbcr i <)()8 dS c111 i11diec1tivc strd\PlJY for the i:3,rnk ,rnd :h: l>,l,irJ 

(J iivc: ,11H)ci to its fu rt!1c'r ck'veloprnc1 1t ;md use in the new FI N/\~K L 

<.,ldrt i ,1q eu· with u;,,torners. the mode! forces rnanaqernent 10 dis~c'C1 

r l1t·:1 , u'>r,,ni.,•rs imd fit th,,,n into segrne111s w ith cornmon cr1a1<1n,,ri <,t: c,;, 

foil ov-1,)d by an u11ckrst,rndi119 of the types of producb and scrviG'\ wilkh 
s,Jtî~fy lhe necd~_; üf Cf1(l 1 cu:-. torner seqrnern. 

\iVirh th ~:'. Cthtun1e1 arh'1 his/her needs dtf1 n1,,:~d, the n1odel !ouks at '.v!1r1 1 

d,,iive,-y c!1a:1 11els su:t \vhich sec.1nwnt t;,b~q ;nro ,iccount t.he 

q(<>; t .:l!'~hi ;,, .~: di~-r rd.)u t ion uf 1ht~ cust.l.Jrner ·.}cq1nents t1nci t he f,:)t1"lihiiitv ( ,f 

l ~-hr but !"l ("t" 1,,d·,1. suppon 1Y1L~ch\1ni~:i-~,·. <1r·:· th:.··n ct:~t:.:.:1T11iih:d ;111<) ! .. , .r:. 
!1U !'l1d!! ;.ind 1n .) t(•f'11·11 lf. 1 S1,J LHt. t '~ {tikH.dt(~d vvilhin ~JÎ\.' t.) f1 StïUCLtlll'') , 

A synthesis of the FINANCE Process Approach suggests that FINANCE used staff to identify 

customers, define customer needs, developed products and services to satisfy customer 

segments, looked at delivery channels suited to each segment and mechanisms required 

to support delivery of products and services. 

The FINANCE approach is supported by Bishop's (2001 :138) assertion that: 

l)ik· vvtty or J11otih:.:'l, c:ustun1c r·, <1re the extcrnal fo1..:us ci" ch .. n1qc )!:1,.,t c:~:Ji:...'. '.-'. \·\ ' ii t.~1r> .. :r 

the ch,m(,W effort involves brinqing in ncvv technoloqy, becorninq c1 stro11qcr q1ob,!I 

cornp,rny, c>r Uf'.at incJ new prorluct, and \,'rv1G'S, the u!t: irn,1te (J(Jd ! i, to ,,_,,,,,, 

1iie ( 1L,WrnP1 lH'l t<'r, f,;s t,,' r. drHi che,1pc'r. Wh!IP t he ini t ial (JOdi rniqht :;,•('i >, !ikc ,,, 
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Whereas the FINANCE Process Approach is centred around paying customers, the within 

case and cross case analysis has already reflected the existence of other key players in 

. transformation over and above paying customers. 

For the purposes of this theory/model development, 1 define a customer as anyone who 

cornes to someone expressing a need or expectation for something. This definition covers 

internai as well as external stakeholders. lt therefore makes sense to frame questions to 

guide the theory development process in a manner that caters for internai as well as 

external business stakeholders. 

A doser examination of the FINANCE Process Approach and the model suggested for 

PLEASURE given both the within case analysis and cross case analysis leads to the design 

of seven questions for theory development. 

The seven questions to be addressed are: 

Question 1: How are internai business stakeholders mobilized to participate in the 

transformation of an organisation? 

Question 2: H.Oo/ dqes the orgaQî~tlon:.~aptur~:th~'t'lè~ds ~nçt ~xp~ctations ofexten)a! 

b.usin~s~"{t~K~Jç,r • 
' ' . , . , .. -~ ' 

'" ;-w 

Question 3: How does the organisation ~9n'f!r~{,~~p~~di~".!Wexpectationswith interna! 

and external business staket)olders? 

Question 4: How are the promises to internai and èxternal business stakeholders 

developed? 
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Question 5: How are the promises to be delivered to internai and business 

stakeholders? 

Question 6: How are organisational systems and structures aligned to promise 

delivery processes? 

Question 7: How are organlsational capacity and capabllity created to sustaln the 

change? 

Linking the questions to the emerging themes in Chapters 4 and refined emerging theme 

statements in Chapter S presents an opportunlty to refine the theme statements as in 

Figure 6.1 below. 

Figure 6.1: Refined Themes 

REFINED THEME 

1. Internai business 
stakeholders. 

2. Externat business 
stakeholders. 

3. Needs& 
expectations. 

4. Promises. 

5. Processes. 

ORIGINAL EMERGING THEME 
STATEMENTS 

Intense collaboration wlth key stakeholders 
leads to success of t ransformation. 

Intense collaborat ion wlth key stakeholders 
leads to success of t ransformation. 

REFINED THEME STATEMENTS 

Hold Informai & formai promise 
dellvery forums wlth Internai business 
stakeholders. 

Llsten actlvely to externat business 
stakeholders in Informai & formai 
settlngs. 

Organlzatlonal transformation revoh1es around Express ail internat & externat 
changlng stakeholder needs and expectatlons. business stakehotders' needs and 

expectatlons. 

Organlzatlonal transformation revolves around Develop unique promises to meet 
changlng promises to address changlng Internai & externat business 

stakehotder needs and expectatlons. stakeholders' needs and expectatlons. 

Organlzatlonat transformation revolves around Design unique processes to deliver 
changlng processes to deliver changlng the unique promises to Internai & 
promises. externat business stakehotders 

6. Structures & systems. Organlzatlonal transformation revolves around Set up unique organlzatlonat 
changlng structures and systems to allgn wlth structures & systems to allgn wlth 
changlng processes. unique dellvery processes. 

7. Capacity &capablllty Organlzatlonal transformation revoiYeS around Bulld unlqueorganlzatlonal capaclty 
changlng capaclty and capablhty to sustaln & capablllty to sustaln the change. 
the momentum of the change. 
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lt would appear an Integrated seven-step model 

{The Madzivire Transformation (Ma Tra) Model} has emerged! 

6.3 Emerging Model of Organizational Transformation 

Figure 6.2:The Madzivire Transformation (MaTra) Model 

STEP 1: 

STEP 2 : 

STEP 3: 

STEP 4: 

STEP S: 

STEP 6 : 

STEP 7 : 

1

/ Hold Informai & Formai Promise Delivery Forums "'l 
with Internai Business Stakeholders , 

r ' 
Listen Actively to External Business Stakeholders in ] 

Informai & Formai Settings 

Express ail Internai & External Business Stakeholders' 
Needs & Expectations 

, 

Develop Unique Promises to Meet Internai & External 
Business Stakeholders' Needs & Expectations 

Design Unique Processes to Deliver the Unique 
Promises to Internai & External Business 

Stakeholders 

Set Up Unique Organizational Structures & Systems 
to Align with Unique Delivery Processes 

/ ' 
Build Unique Organizational Capacity & Capability to J 

Sustain the Changes 
' , 

A discussion of each of the seven steps follows. Relevant case evidence is provided to show 

how the theory/model is built from the bottom upas suggested by the Eisenhardt (1989) 

process of building theory from case studies discussed in Chapter 3. 

Enfolding literature is used to sharpen the theory/ model. 
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6.3.1 Hold informai and formai promise delivery forums with internai business 

stakeholders 

FINANCE leaders decided to close off ail their operations for one day to sensitize internai 

business stakeholders on the need for a turnaround. Ali internai business stakeholders 

came to Harare for the one-day forum. For some internai business stakeholders it was a first 

time experience to stay in a Harare hotel, raising high expectations and hope.Through this 

forum, a consistent message about the direction FINANCE had to go was delivered to ail 

internai business stakeholders. Concerns raised were addressed. 

The lunch organized provided FINANCE internai business stakeholders an opportunity 

to informally capture how the organization was going to deliver value internally and 

externally. From the LEISURE case, one GM used informai sessions similarly. 

Before the forum, FINANCE had to flight media advertisements indicating they had to close 

ail offices to map a way forward that would benefit ail business stakeholders. This also 

raised the expectations of external business stakeholders. 

The FINANCE experience highlights that engaging staff in an open discussion concerning 

how their work affects those they serve creates an environment in which change is 

accepted. ln particular, evidence from the 4 cases strongly suggests that customer contact 

employees are a critical source of information about customers. 

Three simple questions that were used in PLEASURE during WAP sessions to provide 

information for uniqueness were: 

l'o ct1,::,ib!e irrrernal bu~!nc\,S 

start doinq to 0ni:1h!e intt.:rnai business 
stakct1c1!c1e1·s ser·v(~ custoincrs hctter? 

VVh • .rt shuuld the ci (_Unti11t.1C 

stakchcldcrs sz.:rvc custon1crs bcttcr·? 
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The information helped PLEASURE appreciate internai business stakeholders' needs and 

expectations. 

Lovelock (1996:107) points out researchers like Parasuraman, Berry & Zeithal 1990; 

Zeithal, Berry & Parasuraman 1988 "have theorized and found some evidence that open 

communication between frontline personnel and managers is important for achieving 

service quality''. Further, Lovelock (1996:107) indicates "Schneider & Bowen (1984) argue 

that firms should use information gathered from contact personnel in making strategic 

decisions regarding new service development and service modifications''. 

Bishop (2001 :138) suggests such discussions should focus on how a particular work 

group affects customers in four ways: "why customers consider the company, why they 

choose the company, why they stay with the company, and why they leave the company''. 

Bishop (2001 :138) proceeds to indicate "help your key people explore what the group 

might do to attract, retain, and grow customers''. 

Consonant with Bishop's view, during the capacity building in preparation for WAP in 

PLEASURE, Mbigi said the PLEASURE focus should be on 'order qualifiers'.'order winners' and 

'order retainers'. 

Since these forums are meant to convey a sense of common purpose to employees, simple 

language should be used, translated where necessary into vernacular. The forums are an 

opportunity for sharing deeply held values and beliefs, visions, missions and strategic plans 

of the organization. 

The intention is to position each internai business stakeholder to be personally responsible 

over understanding who their business stakeholders are. This includes appreciating how 

their work impacts on the operation of other departments or units. 
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Heskett,Jones, Love man, Sasser, Jr., & Schlesinger (1994) say"identifying internai customers 

requires mapping and communicating characteristics of work flow, organizing periodic 

cross-departmental meetings between 'customers' and 'servers,' and recognizing good 

internai service performance''. 

6.3.2 Listen actively to external business stakeholders in informai and formai 

settings 

There is evidence across the 4 cases that internai business stakeholders listened ta external 

business stakeholders. Other than the formai meetings held by sales and marketing, there 

was a remarkable shift towards listening ta external business stakeholders actively in 

informai sessions. Sorne staff pointed out orders were won or lost on golf courses, lunches 

or casual encounters with potential external business stakeholders. 

lt is therefore critically important that internai business stakeholders be prepared ta 

provide a unique customer experience with each service encounter. The forums in Step 1 

above should lay the necessary ground for internai business stakeholders ta actively listen 

ta ail external business stakeholders. 

Besides collecting evidence informally on the needs and expectations of business 

stakeholders, formai sessions should be organized ta allow business stakeholders an 

opportunity ta provide further evidence. 

Three simple questions that may be used ta provide information for uniqueness are: 

VVh<H '.°)hotl!d the or~·Fn1izarion stop di.Jin<J tu sci rve you as ~Jn t\xterncd 
t'lt1s1nes~~ stdkPhotdc-i· he tr~:?r"? 

What should the orqanization srart doinq to serve you ;:,s z;n r,xtema! 
bl iS.i1·ies<J sra.kc1 ho!cier better"? 

V\!hdT .s huu!d the cn~} .HJlzation Cl)ntinue doin9 tu serve you d\ (Hl exterr1ai 

stakeholder better7 
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The information should help organizations appreciate external business stakeholder needs 

and expectations better. 

6.3.3 Express all internai and external stakeholders' needs and expectations 

According to the cited 1999-2003 strategy document, FINANCE's "chosen business mode! 

demands that focused attention be given to those vision and mission critical support 

services and facilities support services and facilities which will enable the Bank ta meet the 

expectations of its key stakeholders as identified" in Exhibit 6.1 
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Exhibit 6.1 : Key Expectations of FINANCE Stakeholders 

Stakeholder 

Shareholder 

Customers 

Board of Dlrectors 

Management & Staff 

Regulatory 
Authorltles (Reserve 
Bank of Zimbabwe & 
Mlnlstry of Finance) 

Correspondent Banks 
& Flnanclal markets in 
general 

Government & the 
General Public 

Suppliers of Goods & 
Services 

Key Expectatlons 

A decent return on thelr lnvestrnent through dlvldends payouts and/or 
growth ln funds ln the balance sheet. A 2% per annum real return on 
capital shall at ail times be the minimum target for the manager 
That the bank meets the Y2K challenge 

Efficient service glven with appreclatlon for thelr business patronage 
Security of funds entrusted with the Bank 
Y2K challenge 
Competltlve terms & conditions for thelr deposlts & loans 
Stability ln the organlzatlon 
Regular Innovations- product & service 
Regular contact/communication Innovations 
Speedy responses to requests 

Preservatlon of shareholder lnterests & expectatlons 
Efficlency ln the organlzatlon 
Effectiveness of management 
A stable. well-to-do Institution which can be counted among others 
Meeting the Y2K challenge 
Decent fees for thelr efforts 

Competltlve rewards for thelr service 
Meeting the Y2K challenge 
Stabillty & necessary contlnuity ln the organlzatlon 
Job security & career progression 
A responslve board of dlrectors 

Stablllty in the organlzatlon 
Safety of deposltors funds 
Efficlency &cost effectlveness ln servlce/product delivery 
That the Bank meets lts Y2K challenges 
Adequate capltalizatlon 
Transparency & professlonallsm ln ail deallngs 
Strict compllance wlth statutes & regulatlons 

Quality balance sheet growth & financlal performance 
Security offunds 
Efficlency & effectlveness ln servlce/product dellvery 
Stabillty ln organlzatlon 
Acceptable lndustry-type transparency ln dealings 

A fair corporate player in the market ln terms of employment, ethk:s & social 
responsibility & awareness 
A steady contrlbutor to the fiscus ln terms of taxes pald (PAYE,Corporate & 
Wrthholdlng Taxes) 
Support in terms of general & speclfic policy initiatives/directives 
Compllance wlth the country's laws 

Prompt payment for supplies 
Sound corporate culture ln all deallngs 
Efficient & effective procurement system 

Source: Strategic & Business Plans for the Period 1999 to December 2003 
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Evidently, FINANCE identified shareholders, customers, board of directors, management 

and staff, regulatory authorities, correspondent banks and fmancia1 markets in genera1, 

suppliers of goods and services and the Government and the General Public as its key 

stakeholders. 

Exhibit 6.1 clearly demonstrates that FINANCE managed to crystallize and express internai 

and externa1 business stakeholders' needs and expectations. 

Feedback sessions should always be organized for the two categories of business 

stakeholders for validation. 

These sessions are for expressing the needs and expectations so that internai business 

stakeholders confirm that what was heard is what was said. Similarly, external business 

stakeholders have to confirm their needs and expectations as played back by internai 

business stakeholders. This is critically important as the real needs and expectations have 

to be addressed in the next Step (promise development). Failing to do so often results in 

delivering what the organisation thinks the business stakeholder wants instead of what the 

customer wi/1 be excited by. 

The reason for expressing needs and expectations to both internai and external business 

stakeholders is to energise and excite them about their rote in win-win relationships. 

The idea is to provide feedback that facilitates the change agenda. 

6.3.4 Develop unique promises to meet internai and external business stakeholders' 

needs and expectations 

Paying a lot of attention to needs and expectations permits all business stakeholders 

become the guides to the organisation. lt allows the organisation corne up with what 

internai as well as external business stakeholders value - promise delivery. 295 
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1 held discussions with a number of people to unpack what 'promise' means to an African. 

From these discussions, 1 concluded that to an Afrlcan, a 'promise' represents 'one's word 

in the form of a service package that one is committed to deliver to someone else. lt is an 

establishment of the beginning of a spiritual connection which will be the basis of bon ding 

upon delivery '. 

The closest description of a promise in marketing literature would be the concepts 

of 'augmented product: 'extended product' or 'product package' which describe the 

supplementary elements that add value to manufactured goods (lovelock 1996}. 

ln developing unique promises, organisations may adopt the following steps as 

conceptuallzed by Lovelock (1996:338): 

Determine what actions and reactions customers expect from the firm 

Group these activities into core and supplementary service elements 

Evaluate how well the organisation is performing on each one - if, indeed, 
management even responds to each of the customer's requirements 

Redesign existing service 'packages' in order to offer customers in each 
target market segment a product offering and delivery system that meets 
their expectations for performance and value within the constraints of a 
price that will allow the provider to obtain a reasonable profit. 

FINANCE evidence provides a good example of how to approach unique promise 

development. 

Arguing that segmentation allows for FOCUS and facilitates a better understanding of 

one's business and lts demands, FINANCE came up wlth 'S market mission crftlcal segments' 

to concentrate on. lhese were: corporate customers, public sector segments, lndividual/ 

persona! market segment,non-govemmental organisation (NGOs) and embassies segment, 

and the informai sector market segment 
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The segments were further analysed to corne up with sub-categories. FINANCE made a 

clear description of each segment and sub-categortes, followed by speclftc areas of focus 

and strategic thrust in promise development. A comprehensive statement (with few details 

missing) of FINANCE promises in the _1999-2003 strategy document is reproduced and 

reflected in Exhibit 6.2. 

Exhibit 6.2: FINANCE Promises to Various Stakeholders (continued on next page) 

PRODUCT /SERVICE EXISTING (E) / PRIMARY BENEFITS TARGET SEGMENTS 
NEW(N) 

Current Accounts (E) - Revlew to broaden . Low-cost deposlts Ali segments except (a) 
(Hlgh Prlortty) range & deepen quallty . Fees Informai sector segment 

Savlngs Accounts (E) - Revlew to broaden . Low-cost deposlts Ail 5 segments 
(b) 

(High Prlorlty) range & deepen qualtty 

Trade & Structured (E) - Revlew to broaden . lnterest Corporates;Govemment & (c) 
Finance range & deepen quallty . Fees/Commlsslon Parastatal 
(Hlgh Prlority) 

Treasury Products (E) - Revlew to broaden . lnterest Ali 5 segments (d) 
(Hlgh Prlorlty) range & lmprove quallty . ForexGalns . Commission . Fees 

(e) Card Services/ (E) - Revlewto broaden . Low-cost deposlts Ali segments except 

Products range & lmprove quallty . lnterest Informai sector segment 
(Hlgh Priorlty) . Fees/Commlsslon 

International Banklng (E) - Review to broaden . Low-cost deposlts Ali segments except (f) 
Products range & lmprove quallty . interest Informai sector segment 

(Hlgh Prlorlty) Fees/Commlsslon 

Relatlonship Banking (N) - lntroduce . Stable & rellable source of Ali segments except (g) 
(Hlgh Priorlty) deposlts Informai sector segment 

Advlsory Services (prl- (N) - lntroduce . Fees/Commlsslon Ali segments (h) 
vatlzatlons. mergers & 
acquisitions etc) 
(High Prlortty) 

(1) Demand Deposlts (E) - Revlew to lmprove on Ali segments 
(Hlgh Prlortty) quallty 

Loans/Overdrafts (E) - Revlewto broaden . Low-cost deposlts Ali 5 segments 0) 
(Moderate Prlorlty) range&deepen qualtty 

lnsurance Products (N) - Establish . Fees/Commlsslon Ali 5 segments 
(k) 

(1) Guarantees (E) - Revlew to broaden . Fees Ali 5 segments 

- range & deepen quallty ~-
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Exhibit 6.2: FINANCE Promises to Various Stakeholders (continued from previous 

page) 

PRODUCT/SERVICE EXISTING (E) / PRIMARY BENEFITS TARGET SEGMENTS 
NEW(N) 

{m) Safe Custody (E) - Revlew to broaden & . Fees Ali 5 segments 
modernlze service 

(n) Telephone/lnternet (N) - lntroduce . Low-cost deposlts Ali 5 segments except 

Ban king/BIii . Fees/Commlsslon Informai sector segment 

(o) Priorlty Ban king (N) - lntroduce . Low-cost deposlts Ali 5 segments except . Fees/Commlsslon Informai sector segment 

(p) Kiosk& Mobile Bank- (N) - Review existing new & . Low cost deposlts Ali 5 segments 
lng introduce 

(q) VIiiage Ban king (N) - lntroduce . Low-cost deposlts NGO's, lndlvldual & 
Informai Sector segments 

{r) lime Deposlts (E) - Review to lmprove 
qualtty Ali 5 segments 

(s) (E) - Review to lntroduce Ali 5 segments except 
informai sector segment 

Source: Strategic & Business Plans for the Period 1999 to December 2003 

Unique promises have to be developed for internai business stakeholders. lhese should 

focus on what the organisation has to do ln order 'to most effectlvely attract, develop 

and retain a diverse group of the best and brightest human talent in the marketplace' 

(Hesselbein, Goldsmith & Beckhard 1997:200). More importantly, the promises should 

clearly reflect the capacity and capability creation provisions to sustain the changes a round 

the seven steps of the model. 

The challenge for organisations is to continue improving promises, including converting 

supplementary elements lnto core products. 

The promises to internai and external business stakeholders should be tested for 

unlqueness wlth selected internai as well as externat business stakeholders respectlvely. 
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6.3.S Design unique processes to deliver the unique promises to internai and 

external business stakeholders 

ln order to deliver the unique promises developed in Step 4, there is need to map out 

unique processes for such delivery. 

Lovelock (1996:49-50) identifies four types of core service processes: 

P0 o'l,IIP f"cessinq takes place when customers seek some service in which the 
process cons1sts of tangible actions directed at their physical person and 
therefore requires their physical presence. 

Pasçes iory process, g occurs when customers ask a service organisation 
to prov1de tangible actions not to themselves but rather to some physical 
possession. ln this instance, customers need not themselves be involved 
throughout the service delivery, but the item in question must. 

Mer al timulus proreçsing embraces a group of services that consist of 
intangible actions d1rected at customers' minds and thus require their 
mental (but not necessarily physical) participation throughout service delivery. 
Such services can be delivered at arms length through electronic channels. 

/11form,,.tion proces>mg consists of intangible actions to customers' 
possessions (or to their intangible assets). Customers can, in theory, deal 
with the service provider almost entirely at arm's length. 

These four types reflect that customers (be they internai or external) are involved, though 

in different degrees, in the service production process. 
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Lovelock (1996:64) provides a simple but useful guideline that may be adopted un der 

Step 5 for flowcharting the customer (internal/external) experience: 

Ds·tîne the purpo';e of the fiowchdf't clcarly: Whar do you wish to lea111 (and 

about wi1<1t types of service, involvinq what sorts of custmners and 

undei· \Vltat types of usaqe conditions? 

a l\st: cf rhe activ1ties that co11st!1:urc the 
(.U\t0t11(>S. k;;.;cp r.!1ese ,:'ict.ivitles 

diHcrc1·1t 

sec1 L1er1ccs dre cncountercd, · n-1dy !Je 0vîdence of scqrncnts 

needs or of J!ternative versions of the sPrviceJ. 

dlld 

pc·rvmncl). 

Va!idatc your description - solicit inputs frorn custorners and be sure ro 

invoive relevant service personnel. (F,Kh may have his/her understanciing 

of the process ·· ,.rn open discussion may help to achieve consensus). 

Be sure to 

nar-r,Hive describin(J the activitics 

the cliffercrit 

Engaging internai and external customers affords the organisation opportunities to hear 

out complaints concerning problems with any part of the process. Such problems should 

be taken as clues on areas requiring further improvements. 

6.3.6 Set up unique organisational structures and systems to align with unique 

delivery processes 

Each of the 4 cases had structures and systems set up to support the change efforts. 

FINANCE explicitly stated that the structures were driven by customer needs and 

expectations as reflected in Chapter 4. 

The argument in this Ma Tra model is that customer needs and expectations should be the 

basis of promise development. Delivery processes should naturally follow. lt is the delivery 

processes that should determine the structures and systems. 
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Unique organisational structures and systems set up to sustain change efforts should be 

relevant and dynamic. Ali four cases provide ample evidence that there was a desire to 

realign the structures and systems to delivery process changes. 

An organisation capa~e of delivery in a changing environment should be a flattened 

and flexible organisation in which effectiveness and speed are essential elements. What 

is required is the ability to give employees a sense of ownership of entire processes to 

inspire them to want to improve service levels and deliver the finest service the customer 

is looking for. 

Byrne (1993), in Lovelock 1996:573-574, suggests that " ... the trend is toward flatter 

organisations in which managing across has become more critical than managing up and 

down in a top heavy hierarchy''. He asserts "Forget the pyramid. Smash the hierarchy, break 

the company into key processes, and create teams from different departments to run 

them''. 

Organisational theorists have attempted to replace the vertical structure. Byrne (1993), in 

Lovelock 1996:581, aptly summarized some of these: 

oi core ,:mpioyN.,s, extcrna! contractors, ê.rnd pMt· tin,e staffer~. Jdme'.; l3rian Ouirm, a 

Dartrnouth B··schoni prof, lhouuht up the starhurst ro reflx~c.t the cornpDny t h,Jt '.'lpL ts 

;;if t.i!lit'> !ik,, shootinq ~!ars. 

13ut ti1e'.ie Pxperirnentai desiqns ,HE' really just metdphrn s for the 2 1 st G,nl u,y 
c,)rp(Jr/11 iot1, n1.Jt" pi .:1qn)irt:ic structu res t! 1<·,t <1ny cu rnpdny h;.-1~ actually d( lopted. /\nd. fo i· 

every up~iidc d (hvn pyrainidl you'H stil1 flnd tho:y;aqds <.i c. onventiC.H"lJ! c!1r.-1rts. 

The approach that is prescribed in this step of the Ma Tra model is a modification of what 

Byrne (1993), in Lovelock 1996:578, suggests on how to create a horizontal organisation, 

Exhibit 6.3. 
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Exhibit 6.3: How to Create a Horizontal Organisation 

DEFINE core processes.Focusing 
on whal is essential 10 sa1isfy 

stakeholders 

Revamp training, 
appraisa~ pay, & 

budgetary 
syslemsto 

support the new 
structure 

Empowe< employees with 
authority & information lo 

achieve objectives 

Organlze around processes.NOT 
funclions. Each process should 

link relaled 1asks to yleld a 
promise 10 a stakeholde< 

Set speciflc performance 
objectives for each process 

Source: Byme (1993), in Lovelock 1996:578 

Eliminale ail aclivilles 1ha1 do 
nol add value 10 

slakeholders 

Cut l't.mctioo & 
staff 

departments to a 
minimum, 

preserving lœy 
expertise 

Appointa 
manager or 
1"amas1he 

"owner" of each 
core process 

Create multi-disciplinary teams 
to run 

each process 

6.3.7 Build unique organisational capacity and capability to sustain the change 

As mentioned earlier,a key feature of building unique organisational capacity and capability 

should be the ability to anract, develop and retain competent staff. 

FINANCE and CROP, for example, managed to sustain their chang~ efforts through this 

strategy. On the other hand, PLEASURE struggled to maintain its growth after the death of 

PL 1 and mass resignations at senior levels. ln the late 1990's, both PLEASURE and LEISURE 

were perceived as 'uncaring' resulting in some of their key leaders becoming leaders of 

their former competitors. 
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A good summary on the intricacies a round building a highly loyal customer base to inform 

the sustenance of the momentum of change is by Reichheld (1993), in Lovelock 1996:245 . 

He writes : 

:1 V\.1ho!e t h;-_-1in lJ ! cvt·nl~. iricri..~:'1~1.:.)t.i p..1y bousr1~ ~~ rnp!oyet: rlH)rdlt~ (l!)d (,_ on1rpi tn ;C'tit 

d~) t:)n) ph.:.~y,)-.)\ '>tc1y !(H)qt~r, lh!·.1 11· pructuctivity rises <Hlci 1r(1i11i11q CO\ts t,·)H: E'!ll!)luyt't··. 

(1ver,)i! it)l"J ,·,dt1,f.-1c th)t1 , < 01nbi11Pd v-..1 ith t heir knOt."J!ed..:Jtl <11 )d "'>q)(•1it:'!)te, 1,-·d(i;; ti) 

b0'tte r service to custorners; custo1ners are then more i11c li1wd to st<1y loyal ro : ht· 

cornp,my; ,rnd as tlw !wst ( 11\ tonwrs ,rnd ern ployees becorne pëll' t of üw loy,1lty--b.1sPd 

'.;ystcm, <.ornpefaors are irievitably left to survive with Jess dcsirablc customcrs dnd 

Building organisational capacity and capability rests on the ability to harness the different 

energies of employees. Although Senge (1999) describes change respondents under 'true 

believers' and 'nonbelievers'. the cross case analysis has surfaced 3 categories: 'risktakers; 

'undertakers' and 'caretakers'. 

However, Bishop (2001) provides a sharper description that is prescribed for Step 7 because 

of its simplicity and clarity. (Bishop 2001 :xv) suggests : 

f'o l>rir,q dbout effcl 1:ve cl1d11q,~. yc)U must hel~) your g roup o r orqa 11 is<1tion throuyii th(' 
f1..,llovviït(J '.)1t-.)~>S: 

r,,,,,,,,;s the pcr sondl cha11qe capacity of you r key people 

( ,·,,_iu, é1 ('V<'k11,111t•:,t pl,1ris i11 lirw w it h perso11 <1I ch,H1qt• Ci'lp,icity è1\~(',,nwrn.: 
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Bishop (2001 :xv-xviii) indicates there are four individual assessment categories: 

A-players 

Tfwse peopie not on ly respond positive/y to c:han~1e but thcy drive it . They rnay be 

relative newcorn ers to the orqanisations or vetPrans, jllnior or top executives, but 

v,1l!at uniL:':i tht:~rn is the V\'<.iY in vvhich tht~y qret.7t chanqe as a friend rather than dS ~H1 

B-p!ayers 

!hl~ icü)c! d (~scribcs îndividudl·.) vvho ,_1(C genera!Jy n~cept!\1e to chdnge hut iJck the 

pe,,pective, emhusiasm. and chan9e leadership ,1bilities of/\ players rn ,lie ,miy willing 

to ernt)ïil,·e ce rtilin types of cha11<Je .. .. l3·players oftcn have exce!lc11t periorm;;11u, 

records and hold kcy jobs in the or(Jèrn isil tion, but on!y perfor rn weli if the cor1ditiom 

. m· ri(Ji1 '.. 

C-players 
ln a sen•,c, thesc ;ire t11e si lent majority in m any orq,misations. hequcntly technically 

prohcicnt, t he C player's competence often <~Jf't s ccmfu~ed with chari.ic 

respon'.'.iivencss. 

D-players 

Th(csc ilrc tiw chanqe resismrs of rhe fast tank .... L.i ke Cplayers, they rnay be 
tt:chr iic d!iy c.oinpetenr. But even in rhese are as, they dre ri~Jid rn1d const~rvativc 
Their rc-jsrc;nce to ch,1n~Je rnay b~~ ;.1ctiv(~ as v'-./t~H a~.; p<-1ssiv,~. Th(~y n i d}' :-;(d:.,otüqe d nc•\1\i 

throuqf1 their ac tions ur in tl1eir convc:rsJtion~> vvith pef·rs or direct 

reports. 

Clearly, the 'risktakers' may be classifted as A-players. Broadly, 8-players and some C-players 

would constitute 'careta kers' and other C-players and D-players would be the 'undertakers'. 

lt appears Bishop's classifications are neater and most appropriate for use under this Step. 

Taking the general descriptions of A, B, (, and D-players, the organisation should engage 

employees in coming up with criteria ta assess individual capacity for change and agree a 

development framework for each individual. 

As Ghoshal & Barlett (1997) aptly put it, there is need ta create and leverage knowledge from 

individual expertise ta organisational learning for change ta be sustained. Each employee 

has ta take persona! responsibility for his/ her performance and undertake ta engage 

in the continuous process of learning that is necessary ta support such performance 

amid constant change. The raie of top leaders will have ta be supporting employees' 

entrepreneurial initiatives and ensuring their employability. 304 
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Evidently, FINANCE took advantage of A-players (risktakers) in setting up the various teams 

to lead the turnaround and had A-players in key positions to stimulate organisational 

learning. 

For the 1999-2003 strategic planning process, FINANCE used scenario planning. 

FINANCE engaged the services of local Zimbabwean experts who specialize in the 

collection, research, extrapolation, projection, interpretation and dissemination of economic 

data about Zimbabwe and the region. 

These experts provided views and assumptions clustered under two scenarios - the Base 

Case and the Worst Case scenarios. 

The Base Case"assumes a somewhat less optimistic outlook than ZIMPRESTwhich forecasts 

growth of a round 6% per annum" (1999-2003 Strategy Document). 

The Worst Case scenario "makes weaker assumptions than the Base Case as far as the 

performance of the international economy is concerned and also assumes a significantly 

less favourable domestic environ ment" (1999-2003 Strategy Document). 

On the basis of expert opinion, FINANCE proceeded to use the Base Case scenario in the 

1999-2003 strategy planning process. 

Clearly, organisations that transform need the help of external experts/consultants who 

have great ability in contextualising issues. External experts/consultants were available 

a cross the four cases. 
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GE got help from Tichy & Sherman, Mount Carmel from Secretan, SAPO from Mbigi. Where 

individuals in the organisation have the competence to build capability, the individuals 

have to lead the transformation. This was the case for EHTE where Mbigi provided the 

leadership as an internai persan. 

The intention should always be the downloading of capacity and capability to internai 

change facilitators to sustain the momentum after the departure of the external partners. 

Arguing that continuai transformation demands a transformable infrastructure, Ghoshal & 

Bartlett (1997:77) call for the continuous reinvention of human resources saying: 

fviost important, :i t1,111•;for;11able infrastructure needs to include the kind of 
hm1;1n rc•.;;tH1r, <", m,Hl,l(Jt.'nwnt ,;upuort, and othPr c,0 nt1al service~ 1!1,11 1!w 
iJt1sim's~ u:··ih •1,•erl to Lwnq cdx>ut ldsting behavioral chanqc. 

Motorol,1 '.:;,,,,1ico11ducto1 hzis rcck•finecl the rok' of the hu111,111 " "'.DW, c 
professlo11,1l -·· frurn hiri!1(J and hrin~1 to p;,11tnerinq vvi th the bu~irH'Ss u11ih :.rnd 
facilitatir'.CJ bns1kthough change. 

6.4 The Common Thread - Collaboration 

Across the 4 cases, for those change efforts that succeeded, there was strong evidence 

of consensus building amongst stakeholders - signaling presence of collaboration. This 

necessitated a search for an African definition of collaboration 

The simplistic definition of collaboration is 'working together'. From an African perspective, 

informai circles are more powerful in fostering collaboration than formai circles. A turn to 

tribal leadership was revea ling. 
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Boon (1996:46) has this to say about tribal leadership: 

lr.1cfüion,1! /\hi<.<'l!l !e:idl'rship i, 1clucie, scwrôl fe,1ture\ some of which are i:1d icdlPd b(·i,Jw: 

The ch ief per,nnifa,s ttw ur1ity of the tribe. He must 'live' the val 11es of hi'> 

conmn111ity ,11H.1 be ;m exempl,iry model ro his people. 

lfw d1id i<; not ,111 ,1u10cr,1t dncl must rely on co11ricilors repreSt'nt:n(J th<' 

'fîic· people n1LJ '.,I divvc.1ys Lk· )t rnnqly 1e·p1ëSt"ntl~d \) 11d t h1 . .-· t.~1 1tirt·: \_<1duit : 

corrn nunity shouid dt t end court or 'he,1rinqs'. 

i;i drl op,'11 c0111t. 

The concept of ope1rness is an irnpon ant value, recocJnizinq that retributiori is 11ot possilile [01 
somerhincJ sa id în ,1 correct and open 'court'forum. 

Having gone through the evidence, one research assistant gave some insights from her 

own experience useful for understanding an African's view of collaboration: 

~-~olitiL01,1 tit)r ·1 ir1vu1v.::?s \·,.1orki1 1q l.1)qt~ther t1.1\N<.HTis d < Oi n rT1on ob jective. ll i11vo!ve·) t v~,o 

(/ f 11hHl' 1w,:pk• ,uup,'1 <1 ti11c; tn ,)mduu :! tl 1f> SdrJI!.' end procluct . Il i:nplii.", t!1,1t :1cl 

mcrnlwr of the qroup ,èxe:c i,es con11ndrn.! over the o ther,, h1.•11u.' tlut tlici,· i, ,'q1.1..ility 

:11 ilwir rr·:.1tiu11~hi;i. 

/\t vi!L)qe h·~\P! 1 \;\'t:' i·HC' ti1\k ii 1(_) c,f the he0dr11<1n in ch;u-qf1 of rnobi!ilinq tLv t ) t",-)f·,:,.~ 1\) 

'/1;.."ïrk tGq1:' \Î lt?!. \vheth(·1 1 t b(' h1.)i vt.1stinq, t dl in~J buildinq 5-chnob or t." lu1i1:.::, ~11\d ( ()pf!1;, ·t 

r .. :soh.•in(J. Tt)lJ t!lher V\/ith fdn1i1y hPad <;, the heddn)dn çou!d C"iJ!l fi.Jr ..-1 ddy i11 ..-1 \.Y0e·k r~) 

~lJ!\-'t": pr.::;b!t:11·Li ~)1H.i to \vork tcgt?t hc·r t1S <l viH,_1ge. ~~harii 1q id1?ô~ for dev<'lnp1 11t:\nt. i:'.1. ·: >· 

filniily hns to have a representative tu make su,," eve,·y fon, ily is involved in whatev,'1 

Cm1sen5u~ is rhlc hed tl1 rou9h discussions and sharin9 ideas. When dec isions are ,naôe 

,èvery f.imiiy ur pcrson hJs to corn ply. There is a protocol of cl isciplinary rneJsur('~ if;; 

pc tsnn o, Lrn1:iy i1, h not cicllwred to ti11.' dccision 111<1dc. 
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From the above African cultural perspectives, 1 argue that collaboration is demonstrated, not 

defrned, through positive contribution towards a common good resu/ting in the coexistence of 

independence and interdependence and spiritual bonding. There is a high sen se of belonging, 

of community. lt is not the size of the contribution that matters BUT the spirit behind the 

contribution. One takes pride in having participated in whatever positive form. There is no 

expectation of a return favour. The benefrt accruing is for the community. 

The underpinning philosophy is Ubuntu - '/ am because we are'. 

Boon (1996:31-32) aptly summarises the key elements of the philosophy of the Abantu 

people saying: 

The herir;,qe of the phi iosnpi1y thilt c:o:nes tous rhrouqh ou r t1 acJiti<m,1! i\f(t"c\11 r(H;t, 

is ubumu: nk,i-ality, hui 11,111m•s,, co111passion. c.:11e, unders tandincJ and emp,11 hv .. 

11 is b(·:! .1-v::.:d tlh.~ qit)lq.1 î~·, ,is in:p\:,rtc111t tJ\.', the i:1div id udi,dnd d per~1)11··) n,c~>t ('!fe, tivt· 

, 1,-,h~1 .... \:)lu ;> i:-, t !1{ \ qr ou;:. AH eff()rt-; t..·~·oi kinq tovvz:rd \ this C1.)!l) ll 10r1 ~·1 u1-1d .11,~ ldu1Jl:· i 

,.HHi t)!'î(O Ur~,q1.' Ô, d~ lJt(• d! i .J(t5 ul kind!1CS5, 1 .• 0i l"lj)d~~io11 and ( dl (',dl)d ti h.? qf1..'t1l 11C<~d 

6.5 Refining Terms Used to Construct the Emerging Ma Tra Model 

The terms used to construct the emerging MaTra mode! were tested out through repeat 

discussions with selected employees in PLEASURE, TEST 1 and TEST 2.The suggestions from 

the selected employees were supported by the 2 research assistants. 

The term 'staff' was considered more appealing and uplifting as compared to 'internai 

customers' or 'internal stakeholders' or'employees'.Theme 1 was therefore refined to reflect 

'staff.The staff suggested 'business stakeholders' replace 'external business stakeholders' 

in The me 2 as the la ter gave an impression of separate existence. There was agreement that 

'stakeholder' be inclusive of'Staff and business 'stakeholders' in Theme 3. 
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Since the study is about'organisational transformation'the use of the word'organisational' 

in Themes 6 and 7 was ta ken as adding no value. 

The term 'distinctive' was preferred over 'unique' as the former was considered ta embrace 

uniqueness with the added element of dynamism. ln this regard 'distinctive' is 'being 

unique and always one step ahead~ 

The words 'build capacity and capability' were considered threatening as they implied 

the capacity and capability had not been in place. The term 'enhancement' had the 

'Ubuntu caring' with it sa said the research assistants. 

The refmements are reflected in the sections below. 

6.6 Towards an Elaborated Model of Organisational Transformation 

Turning first ta enfolding literature reveals Mbigi (2000:145) developed another model, 

the Mbigi African Transformation model, ta the right of Exhibit 6.4, with a cross-cutting 

theme of 'cooperation' - again painting towards 'collaboration; and 'competitiveness'. ln 

this regard, Mbigi is tapping into the power of organisational paradoxes as suggested by 

Thurbin (1998). 

The Mbigi African Transformation model focuses on developing and transforming eight 

organisational areas: people, spirit, best operating practices, core competencies, policies, 

products, services, and procedures. Of interest is that this model appears ta be multi

disciplinary and places the highest priority area as people, with spirit next in line. 
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lt would appear, by having people and spirit close together at the top of this mode!, Mbigi 

is stressing the inseparability of persan and soul.This is also Secretan's conceptualization of 

the connection between persan and soul. 

On the one hand from African oral tradition, as reflected in Chapter 2, the spirit is the 

total being which includes the depth of the soul. On the other hand, Secretan (1997:246) 

conceives the soul as 'an entity that is regarded as being immortal or spiritual part of the 

persan; the life force; the vital essence of a human; innermost being or nature, nobleness of 

spirit or its desired expression'. 

Given these viewpoints, the African Transformation model should have had the'spirit' at the 

top, followed by 'people'. However, features of the African Transformation model confirm 

the need to infuse Mbigi's and Secretan's spirit/soul-based ideas into the Ma Tra model to 

elaborate it. 

Mbigi (2000) suggests that the'African genius in management lies in people management'. 

He proposes that the model be used by human resources practitioners to meet the 

challenges created by the global competitive environment. 

Of interest is that Mbigi (1997) calls this model the 'Ubuntu Inclusive Development Madel' 

whereas Mbigi (2000) renames it the 'African Transformation Madel'. This is a reflection of 

a futurist who continues to refine ideas to relate to the situation under discussion. lt also 

implies that this model may be further developed. 
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Exhibit 6.4: Juxtaposition of The Ma Tra Model and The Mbigi African Transformation 

Model 

The Mbigi Afric.an Transformation Model 

STEP 1: 

STEP 2: 

STEP 3: 

STEP4: 

STEPS: 

STEP6: 

STEP7: 

The Ma Tra Model 

Hold Informai & Fotmal Promne Detivery Forums 
wlth Infernal Business Stakeholders 

llsten ACllvely to External Business Stakellold@rs ln 
Informai & Formai 5'!ttinqs 

Express all lnlefl\al & External Bu,l,wss Slakehoklen' 
Needs&Expectacîom 

Develop Unlq!l4' Promises to Meet lntft'nal & Extemal 
Business Slakeholdefs' Needs & Expectations 

Design Unique PRXesses to Oewer the Uniq\H! 
Promises to ~,ternal & f>lterf\ill Buslness 

Stakeholders 

Set Up Unique Organistlonal Suucturu & Sysu,ms 
to AHgn wilh Unique Detv,,,y Proceues 

Build Unique Organir.ational Capacity & ûpabiltyto 
SUstaln the Changes 

Source:Thesis Emerging Model,Madzivire 2003 

F 

\ 

The development of 
cooperative and 

competitive 

PEOPLE 

The development of 
cooperative and competltive 

SPIRIT 

The development of 
coope,atlve and competltive 

BEST OPERATING 
PRACTICES 

The development of 
cooperative and competltive 

CORE 
COMPETENCIES 

The dew!lopment of 
coope,atlve and competitive 

POLICIES 

The development of 
cooperative and competitlve 

PRODUCTS 

The development of 
cooperatlve and competitive 

SERVICES 

J 

The development of cooperative 
and competittve 

PROCEDURES 

Source:Mbigi 2000:145 
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Juxtaposing the emerging MaTra model and the Mbigi African Transformation model to 

compare and contrast reveals the following: 

The îv1,1 Tra rnodel Steps 1 throuqh / Mt.> rnean1 ro develup 'cooper,-itive 

dnd cornpetitive peuple' as vvcl i a~> 'couperarivc dnd COi11pp\·irive ~pirir5'. 

/\ii the Steps should aiso airn for 'rhe deveioprne nt of couperativt-~ i:'lnd 

con ipetitive bes t oper;1t:inq prëlcticP\'. 

Evident iy St(~p 4, covz~ri nq \n1ique prorniseS: links V·.lith ;lhP develcp,nein 

of ,ooperat ive i!nd co111petitive producto' <1nd the clcV('.lopment of 

coopPtativP (1nd cornpetit1v(~ services1

• 

St(:p :i, 'uniqlJe delivery proCli:'Sses; rrnitc!w, 1vith 'the ckveloprnt.'nt of 

cooperative and cornpeti t ive procedu res' 

P,Ht of Stcp 6,'unique ~ysterns'would cover' the develop rncnt of 

cc,operative ;:11·1d co111petitive policies-' ,.~ 11 d ' tf,c devclop1r1ent of coopera1ive 

d11d cu1r1per it ive procE~dur-es·. 

Sh-'P ï, \ .1niqut: t)rqan isd trona l c:;pal.:iry and cc1pal)i!ity 1nc1tches (iü'.')ely 

wi, h 'the devi::'k)pment of cooperat ive and compet itive core 

co111petencies~ 

The MhicJi /\f rie.an Tr,rnsfurr,1a t1o n 111odel i~ siient about Step 3, 

\t,1keholder·; needs dncl (' Xpcctations· and part cf Step (i, ·uniqw' 

orqd:lf\dtiGi!Jl SliUCtllïC'\~ 

The internai a11CJ exterr1ôl bu•;irn_,.,s stake:·1okk1·s i,1 Step, 1 and 2 of neccssity 

dre to be deve!oped as 'coopercitive crncl cornpetitive people' as well ô', 

cooperative and competitive spirit s'. Hence, Steps 1 and 2 rnay be linked 

back to Step /. 

The fv\a.Tta rnoc!el h<1s seven <;teps vvherc..:ds îv'lblqi's African Trctnsfoi n,dtion 

mode! has eiqht areas rn focus on. 

'Ueveiop1ne11t · featuri11q a cross t hP ei9hr areas in thé Mbig i AfricM1 

Tr,1nsfom1at;cm model re inforccs that the orcjan:sation has to build capacîty 

and capabiiity to perfor111 any/ali of the seven stcps of the ernf:'rqi11C.,J mode! 

The similarities and differences between the seven theme areas under the MaTra model 

and the eight from the African Transformation model presents an opportunity to elaborate 

the themes on which the Ma Tra model has been constructed.The outcome is Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Elaborated Themes 

ELABORAT ED THEME RE FIN ED THEME STATEMENTS ELABORATED THEME STATEMENTS 

1. Staff. Hold Informai & formai promise dellvery Holding collaborative promise dellv-
forums wlth Internai business stakeholders. ery forums with staff. 

2. Business stakeholders. Usten actlvely to external business stake
holders ln Informai & formai settlngs. 

Collaborative llstenlng to business 
stakeholders. 

3. Needs & expectatlons. Express ail Internai & external stakeholders' Collaborative expression of stake-
needs and expectatlons. holder needs and expectatlons. 

4. Promises. Oevelop unique promises to meet all Inter- Collaborative development of dlstinc
nal & external business stakeholders' needs tlve promises. 

5. Processes. 

6. Structures & systems. 

7. Capaclty & capabttlty 

& expectatlons. 

Design unique processes to dellver the 
unique promises to Internai & externat 
business stakeholders 

Collaborative designlng of distinctive 
value Streams. 

Set up unique organlzatlonal structures & Collaborative settlng up of distinctive 
systems to allgn with unique dellvery proc- structures & systems. 
esses. 

Build unique organlmtlonal capacity & 
capablllty to sustaln the changes. 

Collaborative capadty & capablllty 
enhancement. 

Since 'collaboration' has emerged as a common thread across the four cases under study 

'collaboration' is going to be integrated into the elaborated model. This also covers 

Mbigi's (2000:145} recurring theme of 'cooperation and competition' which confirms the 

need for collaboration in organisations that transfonn in Africa. 
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Ahah!!! The Ma Tra Model has been transformed into an elaborated model: 

The Madzivlre Collaborative Transformation (MaCoTra) Model 

Figure 6.4: From MaTra to MaCoTra 

@mmlm 

STtP1: IWWtœ&kœfrolie~lwnl ·"'-~ j•n~ ~ 
:p~·- @mm~ ~ 

füP2: IS~~m&taniëltlH!r&~ . ~-
W.&r.~ .~ ~ !1~ "---

SlcP3: {)µl'lsi•&Ulffi'a~l'IS~ L 

ieœ,~ .. 

@mm{) 

füP4: fffl'p~Prom510~~m1&&r!ra ~~ 
&m~W&flrdim ~ 

IRiJl~~œtol'91te~ art 
füP5: fmsesto~&&tatilf.m 

.,~~ 
ltltdll!I '(,,~·, 

• ~ .. ,.. 
' @mm 

STtP6: ~~u.~-&- --~ ~>i}l.t~Dcfflyflms ~ 

@xiJmlili 

STtP7: 
Ml~09mlira~&~to ~ 

a\11°"5 ~ 
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6.6 The Elaborated Model of Organisational Transformation 

Figure 6.5:The Madzivire Collaborative Transformation (MaCoTra) Model 

-... 
·~ 

~~ -LJJIZP-.--.-
- Cii!~~:!:W' 
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6.6.1 MaCoTra Differentiating Features 

Mbigi (1997) and Boon (1996) agree on the significance of dancing and singing at work. 

The EHTE and SAPO cases in Chapter 2 highlighted how Mbigi took advantage of these two 

elements to institutionalize change in EHTE and SAPO. Boon's (1996:72) words are relevant 

for the elaborated MaCoTra mode!: 

Ciuod re ... in1:~ int-:st !y cxp r·?\S their unîty in a phy~;l(;1! l·,11d dcnKJnstrarive ·-.Nay. ln rn :1ny 

lnst<1nces, thh t~)\p1es \ ion is 1Jnou9!, da nCEl c1 nd ~)onq. Slnqinq qive~> tllP tec:1n1 dn 

oppnrtunily Lo ~;i1::-11ï:~ iri the e xprt?S'.~ion of d ~inq ii.' vision, cinoti()n or be!i1:~L boih 
vf'rbaLy 1.Hh:i !-khSic:1ôl:P!y ... 

f\utocrats ve,y seldom create excellent teams. People usually work ve, y hard and do 
wl1dt they should our of- fear of s11ch leader;: ln tedms ied by autou;it~ the1 e wil! l>(' ,.1 

conr·spon(1inc1 lack of trust lwcause of t!:at fe;ir .. . . 

î"ea n1 ~;pirlt \..1vill very seldon1 bP Pvicient !n su<:h qrnup'.;. Thf~re (Prtr.1i11iy vvill nul hç· 
sponr;1nec;:~ sinqinq, or sht·) rinq of prkie in the orqanis;:ition. Sinqinq r-n;.1y nt.·c ur, bt 1t 

thi s wil! most prob,,b!y be in rebel lion against the autocratie :ead ers. 

This assessment confirms that spiritual bonding in collaborative set ups is achieved through 

song and dance.The metaphor of a 'chorus' is therefore adopted for the elaborated Ma Co Tra 

mode!. This is more telling to an African than 'steps'. Steps suggest a linear relationship 

consistent with what Boon discusses under the Western view of time. 

Boon (1996:17) argues: 

The Vv'este rn vievv of tin1e is diarnetr ical!y opposed to the African viev~/ .... The qe11era! 

VVt'.stern PApcrience <·1nd vievv of ti rne i) baspd on ;·-1 Jinc.::H concept ,)f rir-ne. ·L rnP !~ 

inh;1ite. For m;r purpose:;, \et's simply Sdy it st<Htcd 'in ycar dot· and it pm<Jrl'SSPS 

tfoou9h the present into a distant and potent:ially inhnite future .... 

The Afric.:i111akes d circuliH view of tirne, in which the p,Vit is more important than the 

future. The Afri can circ les into the past, t hen the future, and back th rou~Jh the prcsent 

to tilt': j.)dSL 
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The elaborated MaCoTra mode!, therefore links the choruses in bath linear and non-linear 

fashions reflecting the integration of Western and African views. This is consonant with 

how Clem Sunter of Anglo American Corporation of South Africa Limited comments on 

Boon's (1996) contribution: 

He (UuGn} \v •i!t::'):'V.\1 -11i..1 hdth i\fr:,.(1 n ônd \'\\·~~tt.:ri1 tHid '.'>O ilH.:ti,ne·.·) bi t~ of both. fv1c) 1 f · 

irnport i'l ntiy we ll;we lite phi losophies, uniquely our own on w hich our vicws ur lhe 

wo:ld drt' fL,t111dec!'. 1 host.· w ords i','Jliy sum up how a w i1mi11q co1np<1rPy tkre ~i:uuld 
qo t·1bn ut iJu ,;; nE ·s~. I 1· V·J\i! Sl1~Ht"h fr1r .:_11 ,d {:~nive· ;H ! he t)1, , ;- cornbin<1 t iui, or 1! L i 11 ch i t •1 111 ,,1 t 

Source: Baon 1996 

Bath the emerging MaTra and the elaborated MaCoTra models are representative of such 

integration. 

The MaCoTra mode! encapsulates the transformation sang composed of seven choruses 

for the organisational choir. 

Each chorus may be sung on its own and also in combination with any one or more of the 

other choruses. This means an organisation may transform as a result of work on one or 

more choruses. 

Further, from a systems perspective, each chorus is a subsystem of suprasystem - the total 

MaCoTra model. ln this regard, whatever is done to any one of the chorus subsystems 

affects the other subsystems and has an effect on the suprasystem. 

What the MaCoTra model advocates is for each organisational member to go beyond 

singing individual choruses. Ma Co Tra invites all organisational members to synchronize the 

choruses resulting in a melodious overarching organisational choir - the transformation 

itself. 

The MaCoTra colour coding stresses that diversity has ta be celebrated as part of 

organisational transformation. 
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What a way to celebrate it through any combination of the seven MaCo Tra song choruses, 

and dance! 

6.7 Explaining the Seven MaCoTra Model Choruses 

Each of the seven MaCoTra model choruses rides on the detail that has been given under 

the seven MaTra steps. Only the relevant refinements will be explained below to avoid 

repeating what has been covered under the Ma Tra model. 

A key feature of African hospitality is the sharing of food and drinks. Therefore, 

engaging in each chorus should be punctuated by the sharing of food and drinks. 

Doing this sanctions the collaboration. 

6.7 .1 Holding collaborative promise delivery forums with staff 

A practical framework (Figure 6.6) that may be used is based on the assumption that 

change happens one person at a time.This implies persona! leadership. 

Each member of staff has to clarify persona! values from an African perspective. Typical 

African values already highlighted under the Ubuntu philosophy are: morality, humanness, 

compassion, care, understanding and empathy. 
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Rgure 6.6: Changing Business in the World One Person at a Time 

World 

Africa 

Nation 
Company 

WorkUnit 

WorkTeam 

SELF 

The values then form the basis of persona! visioning. 

Each staff member should share their persona! values and persona! vision with the forum. 

This exercise helped staff in TEST 1 and TEST 2 appreciate who they were at a persona! level 

and prepared them for collaboration at work team level. 

Work teams then align on a common set of team values from all the individual values. This 

will give an indication of the start of alignment, collaboration and team visioning. 
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The process is repeated at the unit level and the organisational level and so on as reflected 

in Figure 6.5. The intention is to sensitise each persan so that they realize change at 

a persona! level impacts on each of the subsystems and the suprasystem - the world. 

This reinforces the notion of independence and interdependence that fosters further 

collaboration. 

Staff need to create sangs linking values to visions and strategies to embed a culture of 

collective learning. PLEASURE, TEST 1 and TEST 2 staff participated in these exercises as 

part of theory testing and confirmed this process definitely enhances living the values and 

visions. 

Through the collaborative forums, there is a shift from sharing organisational values and an 

organisational vision to sharing values and visions. This lays a sol id platform for exploring 

the burning business issues as fear and anxiety will have been eliminated through the 

process. Staff are prepared to participate in the next choruses as sacred contributors 

What is critically important is that staff be given an opportunity to indicate what they 

would wish to be given by the company for them to call it the best company. Each time a 

competitor catches up in terms of compensation packages, the company draws one item 

from the wish list and creates more value in its compensation system. The wish list affords 

the company an opportunity to be distinctive by being one step ahead of competitors in 

terms of people care. 

6.7.2 Collaborative listening to business stakeholders 

Collaborative listening to staff in forums le aves staff feeling they no longer work for a 

company but be long to the company. With this new mindset, they go out of their way to 

serve each other and serve the business stakeholders. Informai and formai settings should 
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be used to listen to the business stakeholders using an adapted version of what the staff 

experienced in Chorus 1. 

The challenge is to allow each business stakeholder talk about their business.The business 

stakeholder should give detail regarding issues such as their conversion processes, nature 

of competition in their business, how the competition in their business might change, and 

promises the company could make to enhance value in the business stakeholder's type of 

business. 

Understanding the business of the stakeholders places the company in a position to 

provide promises that create win-win and lasting relationships. This also reinforces the 

notion of independence and interdependence that fosters further collaboration with 

business stakeholders. 

Staff need to create sangs lin king company values, visions and strategies to the business 

stakeholders' kind of work to embed a culture of collective learning with the business 

stakeholders. PLEASURE staff participated in these exercises as part of theory testing. The 

business stakeholders the staff entertained in the restaurants indicated that they loved 

being served not only meals but also through sang and dance. 

Through collaborative listening, business stakeholders get emotionally and spiritually 

attached to the organisation that serves. Business stakeholders are prepared to participate 

in the next choruses as sacred contributors to the transformation of the organisation. 

What is critically important is that business stakeholders be given an opportunity to 

indicate what they would wish to be provided by the company for them to call it the 

best company. Each time a competitor catches up in terms of what they promise the 

business stakeholder, the company draws one item from the wish list and creates more 
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value in packaging the new promise. The wish list affords the company an opportunity to 

be distinctive by being one step ahead of competitors in terms of business stakeholder 

(people) care. 

6.7.3 Collaborative expression of all stakeholder needs and expectations 

lt is important to allow staff time to express what they heard from staff in Chorusl and 

from business stakeholders in Chorus 2. The confirmation sessions should be like in Step 3 

with added elements of singing and dancing to celebrate understanding of staff needs and 

expectations as well as business stakeholder needs and expectations. 

Staff representatives should hear out the expression of the needs and expectations. 

Similarly, segment representatives of business stakeholders should be called back to 

experience the Chorus developed around their needs and expectations. 

ln this Chorus, a commitment to engage staff in the development of staff promises is 

made. Similar commitments have to be made with the segment representatives of business 

stakeholders. 

6.7.4 Collaborative development of distinctive promises 

As highlighted under 6.7.1 and 6.7.2, the idea of distinctiveness in promises revolves 

a round being one step ahead of competitors through the use of one aspect from the staff/ 

business stakeholder wish list each time a competitor catches up. 

Staff need to participate fully in translating needs and expectations from staff into 

distinctive promises to staff. The same would apply for the development of business 

stakeholder promises. 
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Each promise should also have an accompanying song highlighting its distinctiveness. 

lt is critically important that selected staff and business stakeholders validate the 

distinctiveness of the respective promises. Staff and business stakeholders always relate to 

what they helped create. 

6.7.5 Collaborative designing of distinctive value streams 

Chorus 5 elaborates the MaTra model Step 5 by elevating flowcharts into blueprints and 

processes into value streams. ln Step 5, 1 talked offlowcharting the promise delivery process 

to understand the nature of the customer's experience. Lovelock (1995:331 ) argues: 

To dPsiqn a service requires a rnore sophisticated version of flowc:hartinq known d, 
'blueprintinç/; vvhic.h cons id ers evPry activiry needed to c.reate and de!iver a servke, 

as weli as ,;pccifying the linkaqes between these activities. Services can bP reverse 

enginccred by docurnenting existing service procedures in flowchart forrn. 

Lovelock (1995:331) proceeds to indicate: 

i\ blucprini of an E~x!stinq servke niay ,;1lso suqgest nevv product dcve!opn1ent 

opponurùie'.i, resuitinq frorn reconf19uring delivcry systems, addinq or dclctincJ 

specitîc eiernenrs, i\,Hi repositionin9 the resultinq service product to ,ippeal ro other 

se91r1cnts. 

Martin's (1995:104) conceptualization of a value stream is "an end to end collection of 

activities that creates a result for a 'customer; who may be the ultimate customer or an 

internai 'end user' of the value stream. The value stream has a clear goal: to satisfy or better 

to delight the customer''. 

My suggestion is that organisations that transform need to go beyond flowcharting 

processes to blueprinting value streams. 
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A typical example of a value stream would be order fulfillment. ln this case, the order is 

input and the result is the delivery of the ordered good. There is a collection of activities 

(one being order entry) that constitute order fulfîllment. 

From this example, it is evident that if one has to clarify what a value stream is, its start 

and finish activities can be named. ln the example of order fulfillment the start is 'customer 

order' and the finish is 'delivery'.The 'delivery' in a 'win-win' situation concerns the receipt of 

the order on one hand and receipt of payment on the other. This is popularly called 'cash

on-delivery'. 

Organisational leaders are reminded to remember the difference between Michael Porter's 

value chain (Grant 1995) and the concept of a value stream. As Martin (1995:106) points 

out: 

ro ÜH.:' entci-prise as a \N hole, vvhe reas value strear-r;s teiate to <.1 set of acuvities thdt 

Siltisfy il 

i1
.; driven by· d function t:·d business vicvv evaluarinq cosls and nl(Hqïns dS d basis 

for compct1tivc cornparisoris. The va !uc strc,1m perspective is baseci on strparn:; o1 

i:1ctivit.it'.S in evt-:ry enter prise that ch~liver /: particulLH re)uit for d ~)drt1cuJar typi.~ or 

The implication is that redesigning value streams is relatively straightforward since each 

value stream should have a clear customer and the goal is to satisfy this customer in the 

simplest and most direct way. 
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Simple questions that may be asked to integrate the different choruses in the elaborated 

model are: 

\Vl1t) are the cus tomers of each of the value st rl:'iln1s? 

\Vhar a1·e the needs and expectations of the custorners? 

VVt1.it .in.> tilt' ,nosr appropnatP w cl111o!oqy ,111<1 i1;io1,nc1ti,;r1 :;y,: tc' n1\ to 

n~i11!1~1 i1.l!iq the costs of <.ioin~J bu'.lint:_1 ')\ .~nd co~t(: H.'. tt)e ~ i.l\tOnH\rJ 

A selected few of the value stream customers need to give feedback on the designed value 

streams to foster ongoing co-creation of value. 

6.7.6 Collaborative setting up of distinctive structures and systems 

Distinctive organisational structures and systems in the elaborated MaCoTra model are 

around value streams not hierarchies. Someone or a team is responsible for each end-to

end value stream. 

Designing value streams should be cross-functional. This means the human changes 

resulting out of the developed value streams must be coordinated and not developed in 

isolation by the different functional areas. Martin (1995:115) suggests,"the functional areas 

must participate in joint workshops for the planning and design of the systems required ''. 

This confirms that the designing of value streams and setting up of distinctive organisational 

structures and systems based on value streams has to be collaborative. A selected few of 

the value stream customers need to give feedback on the organisational structure and 

systems as the customers continue to co-create value with the organisation. 
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6.7.7 Collaborative capadty and capability enhancement 

The seventh MaCo Tra model chorus - collaborative capacity and capability enhancement, 

prescribes a combination of the Mbigi 'spirits hierarchy' and the Secretan Values-Centred 

leadership mode\. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, Mbigi's ideas were used successfully as a basis for running WAP 

sessions in PLEASURE. 

Mbigi's (1997 & 2000) guidelines for organisational transformation are derived from Africa. 

The framework used is the Afrlcan Spirit Religion metaphor (Exhiblt 6.5.) for managing 

spiritual, emotional,and cultural resources in order to catalyze the optimum development 

of human talent in an organisation. 

The deliberate focus is spiritual, consonant with Secretan's soul focus discussed in Chapter 

2 above. 

Exhibit 6.5: Creative Energies of African Spirits 

GENERIC AFRICAN CREATIVE ATTRIBUTES 

SPIRIT 

Rainmaker Morality, truth,dlgntty,and welfare. 
(God's Representative) 

Hunter Risk taklng, enterprlse, opportunity selzlng, action, and performance. 

Wanderlng Creativlty, partkularistlc obsession, speclal ablllty, Innovation. 

Divination Authorlty to know the truth,dlvinatlon powers. 

Clan Survlval of self and one's group. 

War Power, competitlon, conflict and control. 

Avenging Bitterness, anger, revenge, and vindlctlveness. 

Wltch Cynlcism, negativlty, destruction, sorrow, pain and suffering. 

Source: Mbigi, 2000:33 326 
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Mbigi suggests that transformation agents use burning platforms to diagnose the dominant 

spirit of an organisation by identifying the creative attributes listed in 

Exhibit 6.5. Bishop (2001 :134) says "ln the change communication process . . . the burning 

platform provides the 'push' while the destination is the pull''. 

The starting point in creating capacity is to help ail employees understand the destination 

of the organisation. There is need to allow employees appreciate, for example, that the 

changes will benefit the organisation by ma king it a great company to do business with, a 

great place to work and a great long-term investment. 

Whereas the first benefit presents the business case, the other two benefits will steer 

employees into supporting the change as they are benefits at a persona! level. From a 

self-interest viewpoint, employees always ask "What's in it for me?''. The change should be 

positioned to allow each employee relate to the following questions: 

rnore ernploy,11:ile and crei'lt e è1 wurkp!acc t!1,;t\ both ftin and 

,neaninqfl,17 

Wh;,t work benefits (likc l 1<1vin9 a fina11C ial stt1h(! in the futu re of the 

cornp,inyl wi ll resu lt as pan of the changpl 

!\r,: u,nployec'S goinq to be i:iivE,n more opport un it ies to 1nake dt:•(i:, io:,:, 

and q,:t their ide<1s heilrcP 

Finding out what the dominant spirit is enables employees to agree the spirit they want to 

create. 

Thus, depending on the situation or organisation, some spirits may be dominant over 

others. For example an organisation aiming for global reach as a business may express 

creative attributes of the rainmaker, the hunter, and the wanderer ta king precedence over 

the parochial clanship and dogmatic divination spirits. 
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Buming platfonns are similar to the sensitisation programmes that Jack Welch of GE held 

ln 'the plt: ln the GE case, there was boundarylessness engagement of staff - akln to 

collaboration. 

ln African culture, positive and negative spirits do not live in isolation just as dialectics 

positions nature. ln this regard, it is important to collectively and ritualistically upgrade the 

positive spirits and downgrade the negative spirits. Secretan (1997) calls this moving from 

weaknesses to strengths. 

A second tool prescribed for building capacity and capability is the Secretan (1997) Vector 

(Exhibit 6.6). 

Exhibit 6.6: The Values Cycle:The Vector 

The Primary Values Rating The Accelerators Rating 

0-10) (0 - 10) 
MASTERY 9 LEARNING 6 

Undertaklng whatever you do ln Placlng a high value on the impor-
both your persona} and profes- tance of knowledge. leam/ng and 
s/onal /Ife to the highest standards wlsdom. 

of whlch you are capable. 

CHEMISTRY 4 EMPATHIZING 7 
Relating so wel/ wlth others on /dent/fylng w/th the thoughts, feel-
a persona/ and professlonal /evel /ngs and perspectives of others. 
that they act/Vely seek to associa te 

themselves wlth you. 

DELIVERY 7 LISTENING 7 
Rndlng customers, both internai Possess/ng a hlgh level of attentive-
and externaJ, fdentlfylng thelr ness devoted to understandlng the 

needs and meeting them. communications of others. 

TOTAL 20 TOTAL 20 

Source: Secretan 1997:54 
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The Vector (Exhibit 6.6) is a tool that helps in measuring the relationship between The 

Primary Values and the Accelerators in the Value-Centred leadership model discussed in 

Chapter 2. Secretan (1997:54-55) explains the above example this way: 

thr, numll('I vdlus, uf the 

tile 11u111ll\0 1 vi1lu1' of the /\u:e!e1oto1. ll1e rnk is th,1t rhe mmllw1 r,rnkinq ,)f tlw 

Ace elew tor 1m I o t always cxc eed the nu mber ra nkinq of 1 he Prinwry Voiue, ii tiw l'r inwry 

Volue i~ lo qrovv. 

llic ,.\hibit .,hciv,• i!l,,str,1tes how fi,,, Vecto; 1,vorks. ln üw examplc. the rdli;1q for 

i\ '!li l: 11p{,."':s/;,i\/(~ 9, \.-\!hE~re'"1s I he t dt !nq for" (tl1e Acce!ci"U tot tli,Jt pruvicic·) 

1 icvt>! u1 

cJnnut t);_·, sti:'>L.iin,_~d inc.lt:hnit.e1y bc~caus(~ thert? i) irlsu{f1cie11t lc\1ri1li1q fHV\,'lil 

to rnJint,1in this pt1ct1
• 

is revcrsecL Al 4, the leve! of- Chc1ni\t(~/ prt~'~ent 

1evel of 

prcst~11t. 

J' iS rtltcd ç_1t ;:1 kvcl of and io ,11<,tched 

can be mai11t,1ined ar curre11t l,•vc+,, ,1ltnutJJh 

ne .,i(Jnif1cc1111 irnp,ovc111e11t is iikely, bec:ause /istenincj (the Acce/erotu1 fU1 ()e/1\te, ,s 
beinq 1T1;,intainecl dt a (OrtespondincJ!y sirniiar level. 

U•,cd ,h;" ,v-1y, tiw 1kcdc1otor·, ,ire predictors of future ch,mcie in The P1ini:11 \' \lnlucs. /\ 

1\1vi,:,·, oi 1th' tutdls of/ hc Vcctœ in the fiqurc suqqests thc1t the perscm or situ.1t1or1, to 

,-_,t,ich it ,v;,:, ,1ppli1'd, is in reiativc h;,l.mce. H0vvcver, <is the ,.111c1lysis of tfw individual 

v,'r.tur co,i1pu11e:1t> i11di(c1t1's, it 1.c111 iw rni'.>le,idinq to look dt tutals ,.,lurw ,,ir,cc' 1i1is 

rn<1y olhc tut~ 1 he v;:ui~111ct·S vvithin cach r,irno, y Vofue <:H1d A(cc!,eroro,, 

From my experience using the vector in PLEASURE, TEST 1 and TEST 2, employees in these 

organisations are beginning to apply Values-centered Leadership to their everyday life. 

Applying persona! values and the vector, friendships have developed and championship 

performance is being witnessed. Customer service is being developed; effective meetings 

and negotiations are guided by these values. Sorne employees are reporting that their 

marriages have grown stronger through their daily use. 

1 have recommended other uses (in capability development) of the Vector to the same 

organisations and the willingness to adopt them has been overwhelming. Three examples 

of the uses drawn from Secretan (1997) that gained popularity in TEST 1 are highlighted 

below. 
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One team leader in TEST 1 said about part application of the Vector: 

Wc i1Me chanqcd the w,iy we run our meetings. 

For cxarnpic, vie ddopted the ldeas you qave us frorn Lance Sec.retan ro assess oui 

effec:tivenes, in runninq meetirnJs. 

/\t concl ucl inq any of ou r meetinqs. 1:ve now c:onsider the decisions made by askirirJ tlm•e 

questions: 

Mastery: VVa5 it rhe hest \\'C cou!d do? 

Chemistry: Wiii it be q uoc! for peop!c? 

Delivery: Will it meet the needs of customers? 

We c:all these three questions our gateways to suc:cess. Each person in the rneeting 
needs ro pi:,ss th rouqh ea<.h gatev.Jay vvith a ·1yes1

• for the rneet in9 to be ca!!ed 

successful. If dny an~:vver is a 'no~ vvc dr.J\N lessons on hov\t to irnprove in the next 

rneet1nq. ffiis ! ias siqnificantly r,,duced the tirne for our meetinqs. 

1\nd this dead!y dise,r,e, ,rny ot her business, A. O. B! /\. O. B. îs now a t h: n,J of t he past., 

We have rcplaced it by 'iearnings' and use the Secretan Vector to assess effectiveness 

before we close the rneeting. 

A few TEST 1 employees were keen to share their experiences on the use of the Vector bath 

at home and work. One said: 

Life is an indivisible whole. ln a changing cnvironrnent, there is no separation between 

home ,rnd work life. l warit to fec l when I am at home! am dt work and when l dll1 at 

1 have tried to improve my imerpersona l !'elat1onships with rny spo use and t carnmate'.;. 

We ratecJ cacl'î oth,?r at work with my work rnates and at hornc w ith rny spouse 

on a scale of O · l O. We discussed the scores and agreed plans to strengthen our 

reiationshios: 

We adopted the questions you gave us from Lance Secretan: 

Mastery:How would you rate rny skiils and cornpc tencies7 And rny l0an1in91 

What lcarning 1nt1'.,t I do to increase rny Mostery in your eyes? 

Chemistry: How would you rate rny reiationship and interpersonal 

effectiveness vvi th youl And n1y ernpdthy level? How can ! ernpat!ùe 

bcttcr (21nd vvlth vvhorn?) in otdE~r to increase n1y Chen1istry \Nith you? 

Delivery: How 1,vell do I meet your needs? How v;1ell do I Usten? How can 

11:sten 1nore effcctively so that I increase my Delivery with you7 

The interrelat ionship change process is q uite effective. 330 
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As mentioned earlier, the premise of Secretan ideas is spiritual, just like Mbigi's. 

The marriage of the two futurists' ideas enables a transforming organisation to build 

capacity and capability to serve diverse stakeholders from a deep cultural root. 

6.8 Chapter Summary 

The MaCoTra Model is a contribution towards addressing the sixteen challenges 

explored through this study. 
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CHAPTER 7:TOWARDS A GENERAL THEORY OF TRANSFORMATION 

7.0 Introduction 

The ultimate purpose of the study was to corne up with a theory/model of organisational 

transformation to address the identified challenges. 

ln this Chapter, 1 indicate the challenges addressed by each chorus and also draw from 

enfolding literature, to suggest how the MaCoTra Madel may be generalized. 

7.1 Linking the MaCoTra Model Choruses to the Challenges 

This section looks at the challenges addressed by each chorus. Relevant examples will be 

drawn from the four cases studied, as well as test results from PLEASURE, TEST 1 and TEST 2 

where MaCoTra was tested. 

7 .1.1 Challenges Addressed by Chorus 1 

The Chorus addresses 11 of the 16 challenges as reflected below. 

QIORUS 

1. Holding collaborative 
promise delivery 
forums with staff 

Consensus building amongst 
stakeholders 

Role of international lending 
institutions 

Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in 

transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from 

political to economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

Privatisation 
Gender consciousness 

Consensus based systems 
Ecological harmony 

Economie reform and 

poverty reduction 
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Affording staff an opportunity to participate in a conversation around what promises to 

deliver, results in consensus being built around the transformation agenda. 

For example in CROP, FINANCE and PLEASURE WAP sessions, burning issues that surfaced 

included the role of international lending institutions, economic reform and poverty 

reduction, ecological harmony, gender and land redistribution. Furthermore staff engaged 

in a conversation relating to how to participate in resolving these burning issues. Engaging 

staff in this chorus also sharpens their ability to assist with privatization (LEISURE and 

FINANCE). ln addition, in ail four cases, when the need to retrench staff arose, staff realized 

they cou Id be self-employed or outsourced. The companies assisted. 

Additionally, the testing of the MaCoTra Model reinforced how Chorus 1 addressed further 

challenges. For example, when PLEASURE, TEST 1 and TEST 2 staff were requested to corne 

up with production songs in less than 10 minutes du ring the testing of the Ma(oTra Model, 

most of the songs were in national languages. The time pressure was aimed at creating 

a sense of urgency since across the four cases very little time was available for the initial 

stages of the changes. The staff converted songs from the political liberation phase or 

church songs, into songs linked to economic development. 

These examples broadly show how Chorus I addresses the 11 challenges. 
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7.1.2 Challenges Addressed by Chorus 2 

The Chorus addresses 11 of the 16 challenges as reflected below . 

CHORUS 

2. Collaborative listening • 

to business 
stakeholders 

.............. 
Consensus building amongst 

stakeholders 
Role of international lending 
Institutions 
Use of relevant national languages 

Role of national culture ln 

transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from 

political to economic liberation 

Land redistribution 

Privatisation 

Gender consciousness 
Consensus based systems 

Ecological hannony 
Economie refonn and 

poverty reduction 

These are the same challenges under Chorus 1. The only difference is that whereas in 

Chorus I we were focusing on staff, Chorus 2 is focusing on stakeholders outside the 

organisation. The transformation agenda from a staff perspective, inadvertently churns 

out burning issues covering both staff and business stakeholders. Listening to business 

stakeholders provides an opportunity for confirming, disconfirming or adding more 

challenges under Chorus 1. 

ln informai discussions with selected customers for the four companies under study as well 

as TEST 1 and TEST 2,all 11 challenges were confirmed.There were noadditional challenges 

raised. 
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7 .1.3 Challenges Addressed by Chorus 3 

Aga in, the Chorus addresses 11 of the 16 challenges as reflected below. 

CHORUS 

3. Collaborative 
expression of a Il 
stakeholder needs and 
expectations 

CHALLENGES 

Value-enhanced products & services 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in 
transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from 
political to economic liberation 
Economie reform and poverty 
reduction 

Gender consciousness 
Privatisation 
Land redistribution 
Ecological harmony 
Consensus based systems 
Boosting investor confidence 

Evidently, the expression of staff and business stakeholders' needs and expectations 

concerns validating the challenges in order for win-win relationships to be realized. 

ln particular, the organisation plays back the challenges in the form of needs and 

expectations from both staff and business stakeholders to the concerned stakeholders.The 

use of songs in relevant national languages to captivate the attention of the stakeholders 

was part of such play back in PLEASURE. A typical example of such songs is about the 

significance of land redistribution to alleviate poverty. ln another example, an organisation 

like TEST 1 is in the process of coming up with a 'National Anthem'for branding purposes. 

The critical issue across the four cases was to express those needs and expectations 

required to create value-enhanced products and boost investor confidence. ln particular, 

government stakeholders supported changes where such changes addressed economic 

reform and poverty reduction, ecological harmony, privatization, gender consciousness 

and positive lessons from the liberation war. 

The discussion above illustrates how Chorus 3 addresses the 11 challenges. 
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7.1.5 Challenges Addressed by Chorus 5 

This Chorus addresses 11 of the 16 challenges. 

OIORUS 

S. Collaborative 
designing of 
distinctive 
value streams 

Employment creation & 
entrepreneurship 
Boosting investor confidence 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in 
transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from 

political to economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

Culture of non-performance 
Privatisation 
Consensus based systems 
Ecological harmony 
Economie reform and 
poverty reduction 

To be relevant, the value streams have to be aligned to the promises to be delivered. 

Whatever value stream is designed, it is aimed at eliminating waste and dealing with the 

culture of non-performance. 

lt follows that the collaborative designing of distinctive value streams addresses the 11 

challenges. 
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7.1.6 Challenges Addressed by Chorus 6 

This Chorus addresses 11 of the 16 challenges. 

CHOIIUS 

6. Collaboratlvesetting 
up of distinctive 
structures & 
systems 

CIWflNIII 

Empl<Yym@nt creation & 
entrepreneurship 
Boosting investor confidence 
Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in 

transformation 

Transfer of positive lessons from 

palitkal to economic liberation 
Land redist ribut ion 

• Culture of non performance· 
Privatisation 

• Consensus based systems 
Ecological harmony 

• Economie reform and paverty 

reduction 

The chorus involves aligning structures and systems with value streams. 

Hence the same 11 challenges addressed in Chorus 5 are also addressed in Chorus 6. 

7.1.7 Challenges Addressed by Chorus 7 

Chorus 7 is the most intense as it addresses 13 out of the 16 challenges. 

CIIOIIUS 

7. Collaborative capacity 
&capability 

enhancement 

OW•Pflll 

Employment creation & 
entrepreneurship 

Role of international lending 

institut ions 

Use of relevant national languages 
Role of national culture in 

transformation 
Transfer of pasitive lessons from 
palitical to economk liberation 

Economie reform and paverty 

reduction 

lnstitutional capacity building 
Boosting investor confidence 
Culture of non-performance 

Privatisation 

Consensus based systems 
Ecologkal harrnony 
Land redistribution 
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What MaCoTra does is ta provide organisational members with the competence ta 

participate in each of the Choruses. This enhances their employability. Attraction ta, 

compensation and retention of key talents in the organisat ion is enhanced. This sustains 

the momentum of the change. 

ln summary, Figure 7.1 reflects a helicopter view of the challenges addressed by each 

Chorus. This is a confirmation of Figure 5.10 that reflected links between themes and 

challenges from a convergence/divergence point of view 

Figure 7.1: Integrated Links between Choruses and Challenges Addressed (continues 

to next page) 

CHOIIUI 

1. Holding collaborative . Consensus building amongst Privatisation 
promise delivery stakeholders Gender consciousness 
forums with staff Role of international lending Consensus based systems 

institutions Ecological harmony 
Use of relevant national languages Economie reform and 
Role of national culture in poverty reduction 
transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from 
political to economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

OtORUS OW•PI• 

2. Collaborative listening . Consensus building amongst Privatisation 
to business stakeholders Gender consciousness 
stakeholders Role of international lending Consensus based systems 

Institutions Ecological harmony 
Use of relevant national languages Economie reform and 
Role of national culture in poverty reduction 
transformation 
Transfer of positive lessons from 
political to economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

CHORUS CJIA11Tlm 

3. Collaborative Value-enhanced products & services Gender consciousness 
expression of ail Use of relevant national languages Privatisation 
stakeholder needs & Role of national culture in Land redistribution 
expectations transformation Ecological harmony 

Transfer of positive lessons from Consensus based systems 
political to economic liberation Boosting investor confidence 
Economie reform and poverty 
reduction 
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Figure 7.1: Integrated Links between Choruses and Challenges Addressed (continued 

from previous page) 

CHORUS Qf,&llltNIPS 

4. Collaborative Value-enhanced products & services Culture of non- performance 
development of Employment creation & Privatisation 
distinctive promises entrepreneurship Consensus based systems 

Boosting investor confidence Ecological harmony 
Use of relevant national languages Economie reform and poverty 
Role of national culture in reduction 
transformation Land redistribution 
Transfer of positive lessons from 

political to economic liberation 

atOIIUS Of:A!!INGIS 

S. Collaborative Employment creation & Culture of non-performance 
designing of entrepreneurship Privatisation 
distinctive Boosting investor confidence Consensus based systems 
value streams Use of relevant national languages Ecological harmony 

Role of national culture in Economie reform and 
transformation poverty reduction 
Transfer of positive lessons from 
political to economic liberation 

Land redist ribution 

CNOIIUS 

6. Collaborative setting Employment creation & . Culture of non performance 
up of distinctive entrepreneurship Privat isation 
structures & Boosting investor confidence Consensus based systems 
systems Use of relevant national languages Ecological harmony 

Role of national culture in . Economie reform and poverty 
t ransformation reduction 
Transfer of positive lessons from 
political to economic liberation 
Land redistribution 

OIORUS aw, ... 

7. Collaborat ive capacity Employment creation & lnstitutional capacity building 
& capability entrepreneurship Boosting investor confidence 
enhancement Role of international lending Culture of non-performance 

institutions Privatisation 

Use of relevant national languages Consensus based systems 
Role of national culture in Ecological harmony 
t ransformation Land redistribution 
Transfer of positive lessons from 

political to economic liberation 

Economie reform and poverty 

reduction 
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7.2 MaCoTra Challenges and Enfolding Literature Challenges 

What is significant from Figure 7.1 for generalizing the MaCoTra theory/model and for 

further theory building is that there are 8 challenges that appear across each of the 7 

choruses. The challenges are: 

ll,é of re e,ilnt na(o,,, l,,nCJ l clCJe ,: 
Role of natior d c,i ltL, , e n U,rn~tonnation· 
Tr ,-,11 ,fPr ,,' po•,iti\'P rE-,,ons /rom p,,,it",,. to economic [i1,e,,1ticn; 

Lilnd r·<c<d i, tr1IJuti)rY 

P ,\·3tizat,on; 
fco 1omic 11:cfornr ,rnci poverty reo .,ctio 1; 

f-co og iec,I hcHmony; ano 
(,._Jn)en\u s b?..')t""" _J :yst21T'15. 

This reinforces my assertion that each Chorus may be sung on its on or in combination 

with others. The result of such singing, however, will have ripple effects across the whole 

organisation as it transforms. 

Consistent with theory building from the bottom up, it is instructive to check whether any 

futurists, particularly politicians, have highlighted some of these challenges in relation to 

the African business renaissance. 1 cite here Mbeki and Mbigi as typical examples of such 

futurists. 

Mbeki's (1998:239) contribution towards the future of organisations is a round his conviction 

that 'ex Africa semper aliquid novi! - something new always cornes from Africa'. 

Mbeki (1998) proposes six issues under the development agenda: economic reform, 

democratization, environmental protection, poverty reduction, conflict resolution and 

reduction of debt levels. 

The first proposai is to rebuild and reconstruct the African economies, achieve high 
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and sustained rates of growth, reduce unemployment and provide a better life for the 

people. This implies economic reform and poverty reduction, employment creation and 

entrepreneurship, and ecological harmony in the MaCoTra Madel 

From a socio-political angle, Mbeki proposes that democracy in African countries needs 

strengthening and further entrenchment while at the same time inculcating a culture of 

human rights among all the people. This resembles the challenge of consensus based 

systems in the MaCotra Madel. 

The third issue concerns Africa embarking on a journey to discharge responsibilities to 

itself, future generations and the world with regard the protection of the environ ment. This 

relates to ecological harmony in the MaCoTra Madel. 

The poverty reduction issue has to do with meeting the needs of the people through 

improving the quality of life by ensuring access to good education, adequate health 

care, decent homes, clean water and modern sanitation. This is consonant with ecological 

harmony and poverty reduction in the MaCoTra Madel. 

Conflict resolution has to do with the creation of a diverse society where similarities and 

differences are celebrated. For transforming companies, what features need to be put in 

place to maximize the benefits of functional conflict whilst creating opportunities out of 

dysfunctional conflict? The question is answered by collaboration in the MaCoTra Madel. 

Lastly, Mbeki predicts that there will be larger inflows of capital into the continent 

when political circumstances are improved. How, then, may transforming companies assist 

governments and civic communities in changing bath the political and economic positions 

in the different emerging countries? The MaCoTra Madel raises the same concerns and 

proceeds to suggest the way forward for other researchers in Section 7.3 below. 
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Mbeki's (1998:278) stance is: 

... we must make the fairly obvious point that the untapped markets in the world 
economy are those of the developing world, ... 

Clearly, therefore, the further, qualitatively new expansion of the world economy must 
derive from the expansion of these markets or, in other words, the development of our 

economies such that we outgrow our designations both as developing countries and 
emerging economies. 

What is clear from Mbeki's views of the future is that he is urging organisations to address 

the issues of setting a new agenda focused on the sustained and sustainable development 

of African countries. 

Mbeki's analysis is restricted to four challenges and is pretty general. 

On the other hand, Mbigi (2000:139) argues 'the African Business Renaissance has to shine 

through innovative approaches to human resource management'. 

Mbigi (2000) also indicates that there are four principles of progress in Africa: the market 

principle, the democratic principle, the principle of inclusion, and the knowledge principle. 

The market principle proposes that every economic activity be market based in order to 

maximise wealth creation. The argument for emerging economies is that wealth creation 

should be a high priority until material misery is banished from the earth. This resembles 

economic reform and poverty reduction covered in the MaCoTra Model. 

Under the democratic principle Mbigi proposes that each person's happiness is as 

important as the next person's and therefore individuals are equally entitled to respect 

and autonomy. Thus power should always be given to individuals unless the market 

principle also demands attention to the common good, to community and fraternity, 

without infringing the dispersion of power in society. This reinforces the African's view 
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of collaboration, which is the underlying principle of the MaCoTra Madel. However, 

Section 7.3 highlights further insights around power and politics in organisations given the 

significance of informai background lobbying. 

The inclusion principle proposes that all citizens feel included in society and have a 

reasonable share of society's resources. What is reasonable is defined according to what 

society can afford. Inclusion is the essence of the MaCoTra Madel. 

The fourth principle, the knowledge principle, proposes that the key to progress is the 

acquisition and use of knowledge. ln this regard, the premise is that a society that 

values and multiplies knowledge and insists that it is universally distributed, will progress 

much faster than one that places a lower value on knowledge. Capacity and capability 

enhancement in the MaCoTra Madel concerns the creation of knowledge assets capable of 

learning, relearning and unlearning. 

The four areas covered by Mbigi above do not exhaust the sixteen challenges identified in 

the MaCoTra Madel. However, there is very close similarity between Mbeki and Mbigi's rays 

of hope for the future of African organisations. 
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Figure 7.2 Comparison between MaCoTra Challenges and Enfolding Literature 

Challenges 

Mbeki's Six Agenda Issues: 

Economie reform 

Democratisation 

Environmental protection 

Poverty reduction 

Conflict resolution 

Reduction of debt levels 

Mbigi's Four Principles: 

The market principle 

The democratic principle 

The principle of inclusion 

The knowledge principle 

. & Mbigi's princip\es & 
Mbeki's issues es 

... A co,ra covers n more cha\\en9 
,v,a addresses eve 

Evidently, the study has unearthed more challenges than those provided by Mbeki and 

Mbigi. As the MaCoTra Madel addresses a broader and more specific array of challenges 

than Mbeki and Mbigi, 1 assert that the MaCoTra Madel may be generalised. 

7.3 Generalising the MaCoTra Model 

This study has highlighted three key power blacks that need ta be managed for change 

efforts ta succeed - government, business and civil society. 

Since futurists like Mbigi, Rifkin and Melnyk & Denzler have provided insights in the same 

direction, 1 had ta go back ta that enfolding literature ta search for any conflicting or 

supporting evidence. 
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Mbigi's three phases of revolution, reflected in Chapter 2, suggests a linear movement from 

phase to phase as in Figure 7.3. 

Figure 7.3: Mbigi's Phases of Revolution 

CNIL LIBERTIES 

POLITICAL LIBERATION 

l ECONOMIC LIBERATION 

1 
CIVIC SOCIETY GOVERNMENT BUSINESS 

Mbigi, however, has refined his thinking and now talks (in his lectures) about a 'Golden 

Triangle: Figure 7.4, to emphasize the interaction between the three sectors. 
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Exhibit 7.4: Mbigi's Golden Triangle 

CIVIC SOCIETY 

' 
GOVERNMENT 

._ __ -+ 
BUSINESS 

Convincingly, the phases and the'Golden Triangle' confirrn the existence of the three power 

blocks in this study. 

1 had to go beyond Mbigi's ideas to Rifkin (2000) and Melnyk & Denzler (1996) to corne up 

with what the nature of interaction between the sectors looked like. 

The nature of interaction as conceptualized by Rifkin (2000:294) in connection with the 

United States is that: 

.. . society is a th ree-legged stool made up of the market sector. the government 
sector, and the civil sector. The first leg creates market capital, the second leg creates 

public capita l, and t he third leg creates social capital. 

1 have corne up with a diagrarnmatic illustration ofthis statement as reflected in 

Figure 7.5 
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Figure 7.5: Rifkin's Analysis 

Market sector 

(market capital) 

Rifkin proceeds to argue: 

Civil sector 

(social capital) 

Government 

sector 

(public capital) 

Of the three legs, the oldest and most important, but least acknowledged, is the third 
sector - social capital. 

... Thinking of society as creating three types of capital - market capital, public capital, 
and social capital - opens up new possibilities for conceptualizing both the social 
contract and the meaning of work. 

Rifkin's prediction is that the landscape may change if the clout and profile of the civil 

society is elevated to a position where it is an equal player with both the marketplace and 

government. However, Rifkin (2000:295) is quick to warn: 

But since the Third Sector relies on the other two for its survival and well-being, its 
future will, to a great extent, depend on the creation of a new social force. This force 
can make demands on both the market and government sectors to pump some of the 
vast financial gains of the new Information Age economy into the creation of social 
capital and the restoration of the civil life of a country. 
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The trend now is that some people, besides working in either industry or government, 

also spend some hours serving in more than one non-profit organisation constituting civil 

society. 

Melnyk & Denzler (1996) also make this observation when they discuss the knowledge 

factory concept. The two authors suggest that knowledge workers are a new type of 

employee interested in a job's contribution to persona! learning and the strength of his 

or her resume rather than in security and short-term income gains. Such employees are 

considered temporary since they can work for more than one organisation at a time. 

If more people become knowledge workers increasingly serving in the civil society, 

this society will become a powerful constituency. Rifkin predicts that this, coupled with 

globalization, will result in geographically bound nation-states becoming increasingly 

irrelevant and without a clearly defined mission. 

Summarizing his contribution, Rifkin (2000:295) suggests: 

ln the new world emerging, the role of government in the affairs of commerce is going 
to be reduced but however government will find a greater role in the civil society. 
Rifkin envisages such a trend resulting in the government and civil society, which are 
geographically bound sectors, exerting tremendous political pressure on companies, 
forcing some of the gains of the new commerce into the communities. 

Contraryto Rifkin's views, the four cases have strongly reflected government as a significant 

looming factor on the other two factors. Government, through its actions and inactions, 

has affected the success rate of organisational transformation. There is a strong case for 

other researchers to investigate how business leaders can assist both government and 

civic society to play a more significant role in organisational transformation. 

ldeas like Rifkin's point in the direction of exploding opportunities opened up by the 

globalizing economy, the technological demands of shortening product life cycles and 
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shifting technology platforms and the convergence of industry boundaries. 

1 have conducted an in-depth analysis of the perspectives of key stakeholders, and reflect 

that there are 8 possible subsets of stakeholders as I have shown in Figure 7.4. 

Figure 7 .6: The Madzivire New Business Leadership Challenge - The interface 

challenge 

7 

AREA OF FOCUS 

3 

BUSINESS 

2 

The operations of these subgroups of stakeholders need to be investigated further to 

corne up with a generalised theory/model of transformation. This warrants an independent 

study. 

However, 1 will explain briefly each of the subsets and recommend the nature of such an 

independent study. 
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There are stakeholders/individuals who have a conviction that their activities are restricted 

to civic issues only (subset 1 ), government only (subset 2) or business only (subset 3). More 

interestingly, there are other stakeholders/individuals whose view is that there is need to 

interface only two of the three: civic society with business (subset 4) or civic society with 

government only (subset 5) or government with business (subset 6). There are also those 

stakeholders/individuals outside their country (subset 7) whose activities have a strong 

bearing on the economy of their nation and need to be managed. Subset 8 includes a 

powerful constituency of stakeholders or individuals who have a deep appreciation of the 

interrelationships between the three sectors. 

Having analyzed the different perspectives of key actors in a national economy !ike 

Zimbabwe, 1 suggest that change leaders focus on appreciating, operating from and 

enlarging the intersection (area of focus, 8) in figure 7.6.1 suggest this because from the 

evidence in the four cases, it is only those business leaders who fostered collaboration 

from the intersection of the three sectors (the area of focus, subset 8) who succeeded in 

transforming their businesses. 

I argue that a general theory of organisational transformation in emerging economies will 

emerge including findings on how to foc us on the intersection of the three sectors,enlarge 

the number of key players with this perspective and collaborate with them. 
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CHAPTER 8:CONCLUSIONS AND CURIOSITIES 

8.0 Introduction 

The study managed to achieve the following: 

Examine the challenges of organisational transformation in emerging 
economies with special reference to Zimbabwe; 

Develop a theory/model (and elaborated it) to resolve the sixteen identified 
challenges. 

This was done through: 

Examining the experiences of four Zimbabwean companies regarding 
organisational transformation; 
ldentifying points of convergence of experiences of the chosen companies 
regarding organisational transformation; 
ldentifying points of divergence of experiences of organisational 
transformation; 
Spotting those issues that trigger organisational transformation; 
Exploring the best practices in organisational transformation; and 
Ultimately developing a theory/model (and elaborating it) to resolve the 
transformation challenges of companies in emerging economies using 
the four Zimbabwean companies as anchors. 

This Chapter summarises the major findings and conclusions as well as provides some 

curiosities, caveats and prospects for future research. 

8.1 Summary of Major Findings and Conclusions 

8.1.1 Constructs 

Twelve tentative constructs werethe basis of this case-based theory building study.After an 

initial entry into the field and analysis of resultant data, the tentative constructs increased 

to fourteen. Each of these was tentatively defined after within-case data analysis. The 

cross-case data analysis yielded the refined definitions. The fourteen contructs, tentative 

definitions and refined definitions are reflected in Figure 8. 1. 
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1 recommend that these fourteen constructs be a basis for replicating this study in other 

companies in Zimbabwe and other emerging economies. 

Figure 8.1: The Fourteen Constructs 

CONSTRUCT 

Triggers of transformation 

Best practlces of transforma
tion 

Key players 

Tlme 

Help 

Relevance 

Walking the talk 

Fear & anxiety 

DIPINfflON 

Critlcal incidents that the organization 
has to respond to for Jts survlval. 
Tried & tested ideas & ways of con
ductlng business that can be migrated 
wlthin & across organizations & envi
ronments. 
Those actors influenclng others 
through their credibility, capability & 
commitment. 
Pilot group's flexibility & control over 
its own energy & priorities. 

Coherent. consistent. knowledgeable 
coaching, guidance & support. 

Presence of a clear, compelling busi
ness case for Jearnlng. 

The match between espoused values 
&actions. 

Concerns about exposure, vulnerabil
lty & inadequacy triggered by the 
conflict between lncreasing levels of 
candor & openness among members 
of the pilot group. 

Assessment & measurement Establishlng the degree of success of 
the transformation effort. 

Belief 

Govemance 

Diffusion 

Strategy & purpose 

Success 

The extent of polarization in belief 
about the transformation effort. 

The legitimate a utonomy of a pilot 
group to act in tune wlth existing 
power & accountabillty structures. 

The ability to transfer knowledge 
across organizational boundaries, 
making lt possible for people a round 
the system to build upon each other's 
wcœss. 
Whert! die bus.iness is golng & what 
the business is there for. 

The achievement of desired results/ 
outcomes. 

Clusters of forces that aeate motion ln & 
around an organlzatlon. 
Trled & tested ideas & ways of conducting 
business that can be benchmarked against. 

Any stakeholders operating as the'seed carri
ers' of new ideas & new practices. 

Enough flexlbility & control of events allowing 
people lnvolved in change to devote energy 
towards reflection & practice. 

Coherent. consistent. knowledgeable coach
lng. guidance & support to develop Internai 
resourœs needed to bulld capadty for ongo
ing transformation. 

Making a case for transformation, articulating 
an appropriate business focus & showing why 
new efforts,such as developing learning capa
bilities,are important for individuals & busi
nass. 
Fully living up to the new values espoused by 
the transformation. 

Concems about exposure. vulnerabillty & inad
equacytriggered bythe conflict between 
increasing Jevels of candor & openness and 
low levels of trust among people involved ln 
transformation. 

Establishing whether the transformation effort 
has achieved the desired results/outcomes. 

The extent to which the convictions of organ
izational members over the transformation 
effort are polarized. 

Power & accountabillty structures set up to 
focus the transformation effort. 

The proœss by which an entlre organization 
& its external partners leam from the experi
ences of the transformation. 

Revitalizing & rethlnkll"g the organization's 
lntended business focus, Jts contribution to 
me commul\i its identity. 
Meeting, and better still, exceeding stake
holder needs & expectations. 
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8.1.2 The Sixteen Challenges 

The use of fourteen constructs resulted in the unearthing of sixteen challenges faced by 

each of, some of or ail the four companies in the study. The challenge areas, emerging 

challenges and refined challenges are reflected in Figure 8.2 

Figure 8.2:The Sixteen Challenges (continued on next page) 

CHAWNGE &MEIIGING CHAI I EN1I 

1. Role of national culture ln Organisations that transform in Zim-

transformation babwe have to anchor such change on 

national culture. 

2. Use of relevant national 

languages 

Organisations that transform in Zim

babwe have to use relevant national 

languages to convey and embed the 

new different ways of doing business 

to a Il relevant stakeholders. 

RIPINID CHALLINGI 

Organisations that transform in emerging 

nations have to anchor such change on 

national culture to narrow global inequlties 

between developed and emerglng nations. 

Organisations that transform in emerging 

nations have to use relevant national lan

guages to convey and embed the new dlf

ferent ways of doing business to all relevant 

stakeholders. 

3. Land redistribution Organisations that transform in Zim- Organisations that transform in emerging 

4. Economie reform and 

poverty reduction 

babwe will have to promote an equita- nations will have to promote an equitable pat-

ble pattern of land redistribution. tern of land redistribution. 

Organisations that transform in Zim

babwe have to conduct business 

aimed at sustalning long-term high 

rates of economic growth driven by 

agriculture ln order to alleviate pov
erty. 

Organisations thattransform in emerging 

nations have to conduct business aimed at 

sustaining long-term hlgh rates of economic 

growth drlven by agriculture in order to allevl

ate poverty. 

5. Employment creation and Organisations that transform in Zlm- Organisations that transform in emerging 

nations have to create employment and 

upscale entrepreneurshlp to enable the states 

restructure their economies and compete glo

bally. 

entrepreneurship. babwe have to create employment 

and upscale entrepreneurship to 

enable the state restructure its econ

omy and compete globally. 

6. Ecological harmony 

7. Boosting investor confi

dence 

Organisations that transform in Zim- Organisations that transform in emerging 

babwe have to engage in safety, health nations have to engage in safety, health and 

and environmental programmes to 

enhance the quality-of-life of employ

ees and communities. 

Organisations that transform in Zim

babwe have to contribute towards the 

environmental programmes to enhance the 

quality-of-life of employees and communitles. 

Organisations that transform ln emerglng 

nations have to contribute towards the 

reduction/eliminatlon of reduction/elimination of (trans)national con-

(trans)natlonal conflicts. crime, includ- fticts, crime (lncluding corruption) in order to 

ing corruption, in order to boost inves- boost investor confidence. 

tor confidence. 
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Figure 8.2:The SixteenChallenges (continued from previous page) 

8. Value-enhanced products Organisations that transform in Zlm- Organisations that transform in emerging 
and services. babwe have to (re)brand value- nations have to (re)brand value-enhanced 

enhanced products and services for products and services for the global market. 
the global market. 

9.Consensus building To succeed in leading change in their To succeed in leading change in their corn-
amongst stakeholders. companles in Zimbabwe, managers panles ln emerging nations, managers need 

need to forge an institutional frame- to forge an instltutlonal framework and proc-
work and process for consultation and ess for consultation and consensus building 
consensus building amongst stake- amongst stakeholders on the make up of 
holders on the rnake up of reform pro- reform programmes. 
grammes. 

1 O. lnstitutional capacity Organisations in Zimbabwe need to Organisations in emerglng nations need to 
building. build institutional capacity to build institutional capacity to minimise/ 

minimise/eliminate the gap between elimlnate the gap between designed plans 
designed plans and thelr implementa- and their implementation. 
tion. 

11. Gender consciousness Organisations in Zimbabwe need to Organisations in ernerging nations need to 
move to a higher level of con- move to a higher level of consciousness in 
sciousness in gender relations by gender relations by engaging ln gender analy-
engaging in gender analysis in order sis in order to empower women. 
to empower women. 

12. Role of international ln the design and implementation ln the design and implementatlon of reform 
lending institutions. of reform programmes in Zimbabwe, programmes in emerging nations, non-state 

non-state actors will have to assist actors will have to assist governments assess 
government assess the role of interna- the role of international lending Institutions. 
tional lendlng institutions. Business leaders will have to play a pivotai 

role. 

13. Privatisation Managers of companies to be priva- Managers of companies to be privatlsed in 
tised in Zimbabwe are to undertake emerging economies are to undertake the prl-
the privatisation process transparently, vatisation process transparently, lnformed by a 
informed by a stakeholder driven stakeholder driven team. Such privatisation is 
team. Such privatisation is to be an to be an effective role for the indigenisation of 
effective role for the indigenisation of the economies. 
the economy. 

14. Culture of non-perform- There is need to attract and retain There is need to attract and retain capable 
ance capable staff to arrest the movement staff to arrest the movement of non-perform-

of non-performing staff across Zimba- ing staff across the public sector, non-govern-
bwean companies. mental organisations and the private sector in 

emerging nations. 

15. Consensus based sys- The cultlvation of trust and credlbllity The cultlvation of trust and credlbility 
tems. between key stakeholders in the con- between key stakeholders in the constitution 

stitution rnaking process is critical. making process is critical. Business leaders in 
Business leaders in Zimbabwe have to emerglng nations have to play a critical role. 
play a crltlcal role. 

Companies ln emerging nations have to har-
16. Transfer of positive les- Companies in Zimbabwe have to ness positive methodologies used during the 
sons from political to eco- harness positive methodologies used struggles for political liberation to foster eco-
nomic liberation. du ring the struggle for political libera- nomlc liberation. 356 
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The sixteen challenges were confirmed through an intensive literature search of what 

obtained in Zimbabwe, regionally and globally that was relevant to organisational 

transformation. 

1 recommend that in the replication studies recommended in 8.1.1 above, checks for the 

recurrence ofthese challenges be made. 

8.1.3 The Seven Themes 

From the within-case and cross-case analysis, nine emerging themes were synthesized to 

seven. The seven themes and elaborated theme statements appear in Figure 8.3. 

Figure 8.3: Elaborated Themes 

ELABORATEDTHIMI ILAIORATIDTHIMI STAT1MIN1S 

,. Staff. 

2. Business 
stakeholders. 

3. Needs& 
expectations. 

4. Promises. 

S. Value Streams. 

6. Structures & 
systems. 

7. Capacity & 
capability 

Holding collaborative promise delivery forums with staff. 

Collaborative listening to business stakeholders. 

Collaborative expression of stakeholder needs and expectations. 

Collaborative development of distinctive promises. 

Collaborative designing of distinctive Value Streams. 

Collaborative setting up of distinctive structures & systems. 

Collaborative capacity & capability enhancement. 
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8.1.4 The Emerging Model: The Madzivire Transformation (Ma Tra) Model 

The seven themes were used to corne up with an emerging theory/model - the Madzivire 

Transformation Model (the Ma Tra model}. 

The Ma Tra model reflects that organisational transformation revolves around changing 

needs and expectations of (Internai and external stakeholders), changing promises, 

changing delivery processes, changing structures and systems and changing capacity 

and capability to sustain the change. Two other critical elements of the emerging theory/ 

model are capturing the changing needs and expectations of internai and external 

stakeholders. 

Grippingly, none of the four cases in the study reflected an effort that catered for ail the 

seven Ma Tra elements.The closest was the home-grown FINANCE process model. 

Figure 8.4: The Madzivire Transformation (MaTra) Model 

STEP 1: 

STEP 2: 

STEP 3: 

STEP 4: 

STEP 5: 

STEP 6: 

STEP 7: 

Hold Informai & Formai Promise Delivery Forums 
with Internai Business Stakeholders 

Listen Actively to Externat Business Stakeholders in 
Informai & Formai Settings 

Express ail Internai & External Business Stakeholders' 
Needs & Expectations 

Develop Unique Promises to Meet Internai & External 
Business Stakeholders' Needs & Expectations 

Design Unique Processes to Deliver the Unique 
Promises to Internai & External Business 

Stakeholders 

Set Up Unique Organizational Structures & Systems 
to Align with Unique Delivery Processes 

Build Unique Organizational capacity & capability to 
Sustain the Changes 358 
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This MaTra model has more elements to change, compared to Newman & 

Nollen's (1998:207) findings based on a study of 6 Czechoslovak (one country only) 

companies from one industry (manufacturing). The two also came up with an elaborated 

mode! of radical change and say: 

We were able to develop a testable model that includes facilitators of radical change 

(starting resources and capabilities, competitive conditions, and leadership), the most 
important things to change (strategy and systems), and the effect of national culture 

on the change process. 

Thus, Newman & Nollen only found two elements (strategy and systems) to change. 

lnsights from Newman & Nollen's (1998:206) include: 

We have also observed in the Czech Republic that changes in strategy and supporting 
systems are prerequisites for radical change. ln particular, system change appears to 
play a larger role in these firms than previously hypothesized in Western firms. We 

suggest that this is so because new systems are necessary for new core values, which 

themselves are necessary for radical change. 

Thus, there are more intricacies in the MaTra Mode! as compared to Newman & Nollen's. 
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8.1.5 The Elaborated Model:The Madzivire Collaborative Transformation 

(MaCoTra) Model 

The MaTra model in this study was elaborated to include the common thread 

of 'collaboration' from an African perspective. The elaborated model (the Madzivire 

Collaborat ive Transformation model - MaCoTra) is shown in Figure 8.5. 

Figure 8.5:The Madzivire Collaborative Transformation (MaCoTra) Model 
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The MaCoTra model integrates relevant Western and non-Western ideas producing a 

different and unique theory/model of organisational transformation that celebrates 

similarities and differences between cultures. 

This is consonant with the pointers from Booysen & Beaty (1997) in connection with 

the South African context, Harvey, Carter & Mudimu (2000) comparing work values and 

motives among Zimbabwean and British managers, and Tidjani & Noorderhaven (2001) in 

an exploratory study with a special focus on Africa. 

Booysen & Beaty (1997:15) say: 

The South African workplace reflects many diverse cultures including European, 
African, Asian, Middle Eastern, and others, and people from the same cultures in South 
Africa frequently differ along regional and ethnie lines, reflecting a workplace that 
Beaty describes as a cultural cocktail. 

Whereas Harvey, Carter & Mudimu (2000:723) argue: 

There is increasing evidence showing that Western management theories, of 
motivation and work values in particular, need to be adapted to the local cultural 
features of independent African countries. 

And Tidjani & Noorderhaven (2001) suggest: 

Existing studies show that national cultures influence governance and economic 
performance. Sub-Saharan Africa, however, is sparsely covered in international 
comparative culture studies, and the existing studies suffer from a Western bias. 

With the opening up of the national borders, there is much mobility of workers from 

diverse groups to the extent that this statement may be applied to the whole of Southern 

Africa. 
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The MaCoTra mode! is based on the metaphor of choruses, reflecting bath non-linear 

and linear linkages. The metaphor of a chorus is used ta depict the significance of sangs 

in African bonding. lndeed, a persona! commitment ta transform an organisation with 

others calls for bonding around values, visions, missions and strategies.This is a remarkable 

departure from the steps, phases, and stages espoused in most of the cited Western change 

literature.This also emphasizes the need ta appreciate that the MaCoTra philosophical base 

has emerged ta be Ubuntu - 'I am because we are' - focusing on bath independence and 

interdependence. 

Hence change interventions may be through individual or multiple MaCoTra choruses, 

with the organisational sang connecting ail organisational members in a choir of 

transformation. 

Change leaders have ta bear in mind that although extant change literature is mostly 

around steps, stages, acts and phases; change does not necessarily occur and cannot be 

implemented in a neat, clear-cut fashion. Booysen and Beaty (1997:12), for example point 

out: 

1,stead of a contro llable process, mo ·e 0fter, tr'a , not, Chdnge occurs ,,:ithér 

hëtpr,aza rdly and ch,1üt ic1l ly, in spuns ano •1ot evE:nt l)y evën'.. 

What was startling ta find was that leadership and/or the quality of leadership was 

more of a given. lt was a significant issue only in PLEASURE where the death of PL 1 

(considered a servant leader) resulted in a variety of crises, including leadership crises 

and mass resignations. This necessitated the need ta integrate servant leadership and 

African leadership in the MaCoTra mode! through the inclusion of relevant work from 

Secretan(l 997;1999) and Mbigi (1997;2000). As indicated in Chapters 2 and 6, bath these 

futurists have the spirit as a basis of transformation. 
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8.2 Curiosities, caveats and future research 

8.2.1 Curiosities and caveats 

1 argue that case-based theory building research from Eisenhardt's (1989) 'Process Of 

Building Theory From Case Study Research' is ideal for situations like the ones faced by 

companies in Zimbabwe from 1980 to 2000. 

ln connection with case-based, theory building research in their study in the Czech 

Republic, Newman & Nollen (1998) assert: 

Events that had potentially tremendous effects on firms unfolded in unpredictable, 
and uncontrollable ways. Firms grappled with change in very unfamiliar territory 
with few guideposts and even fewer good role models. The exogenous changes that 
triggered company-level change were extraordinary and pervasive. These were ideal 
circumstances for case-based, theory-building on the process by which radical change 
was undertaken. 

1 also assert that these sentiments are applicable to my study in Zimbabwe. 

From the cited literature, it is interesting to note that no researcher has applied Eisenhardt's 

process in the African context, which is a limitation in itself. There was therefore no 

enfolding literature on the Eisenhardt process to compare against,other than that available 

from the west and Eisenhardt herself. 

An interesting feature around the African perspective of collaboration is that it is 

characterized by intense background lobbying. Opinion leaders play a critical role in the 

process. A quick assessment of the power and politics dynamics in the Zimbabwean 

companies studied reflected that, on the surface, power and politics reside in concentric 

circles from the top leadership down the hierarchies to the shop floor as shown in 

Figure8.6 
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Figure 8.6: The Madzivire Concentric Circles of Power and Politics in Organisations 

Deeper analysis given the issue of background lobbying and the three sectors discussed 

above, however, revealed that a shop floor worker may be in the centre of power circles in 

either national politics or civic society. Other shop floor workers in similar positions may be 

connected to the top leadership and wield a lot of power through such relationships. Such 

shop floor workers, for example, may influence the direction of transformation efforts. 

The unanswered question is: How may organisational leaders harness the energy of opinion 

leaders in different concentric circles to spearhead transformation? 
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8.2.2 Future research 

The propositions put forward are representative of unanswered questions. The challenge is 

for other researchers to test the propositions. 

Figure 8.7 captures possible areas for further study from the within case analysis. 

Figure 8.7: Possible Areas of Further Study as Propositions 

POSSIILI AREA 

,. 
Contextualisation of 
business issues. 

2. 
Natural disasters. 

3. 
Interface between Govern
ment. business and civic 
society 

4. 
Managing the Interface 
between key power 
blocks. 

5. 
Effective management of 
conversations. 

6. 
Key stakeholder blocks. 

7. 
Lack of consultation and 
polarisation. 

PROPOSITION 

Contextualisation of business issues is a prerequlslte for success of transforma
tion efforts. 

Natural disasters like drought trigger major change. There appears to be a 
10-year drought cycle for Zimbabwe. 

Transformational business leaders need to thoroughly understand the interface 
between business, govemment and civic society. 

Success in business transformation is dependent on the ability to manage the 
interface between key power blocks. 

Successful organisational transformation is a functlon of the effective manage
ment of conversations. 

The role of state institutions, political parties and civic society is a major deter
mining factor in the shaping of organized business in a society. 

The lack of consultation on major economk issues and governance often leads to 
polarisation of positions between states, civil soclety and the private sector. 
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8.3 Overall Conclusion 

The Eisenhardt (1989) eight step process used in this study guaranteed both internai and 

external validity. This is because steps 3, 6 and 7 (selecting cases, shaping hypothesis and 

enfolding literature) have built-in features to ensure such validity. 

The sample of companies is representative of four business sectors in Zimbabwe. ! assert 

that the results of the study may be generalizable to theory and other companies in 

Zimbabwe. 

Generalisability to African companies outside Zimbabwe may be lower given the diverse 

nature of cultures. Hence there is need to replicate the study in other sectors not covered 

in Zimbabwe, other African countries and emerging economies outside Africa. 

As pointed out under findings and conclusions above, there is need to systematically test 

the elaborated theory in a larger sample of companies and to extend the research to other 

emerging economies outside Zimbabwe. 

1 am prescribing the MaCoTra mode! to those organisations in emerging economies that 

intend to embark on transformation. 
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APPENDIX 1: Semi-structured Interview and Focus Group Discussion Guide 

Punctuated Equilibrium Paradigm 

1. Describe the changes that have taken place in your company as from 1980 to 2000. 

Initiation 

2.What prompted the changes? 

3. Who were the key players? 

4. lndicate the time available for the initial stages of the change(s) in this company. 

S. Highlight the kind and quality of help that was needed for the change. 

6. Describe whether the change initiative was relevant for people's persona! goals and 

business objectives. 

7. lndicate whether those advocating the change were'walking the talk'. 

Sustenance 

8. Highlight whether fear and anxiety were acknowledged as part of the change process. 

9. Describe how progress was assessed. 
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1 O. lndicate whether the company was split into groups of those who believed in the 

change and those who did not believe in it. 

Redesigning 

11. Describe the power and accountability structures that were set up during the change. 

12. Highlight how the entire organisation learnt from the experiences of the change 

initiative. 

13. Describe how new ideas about purpose and strategy influenced thinking in the 

company. 

14. How successful were the changes? 
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APPENDIX 2: Request to Study a Company 

1 am conducting a study on the challenges of organisational transformation in emerging 

economies with special reference to Zimbabwe. The purpose of the study is to corne up 

with a theory/model of transformation that is suitable for Zimbabwean companies, in 

particular,and emerging nations in general. 

Based on the experiences that your company has gone through since 1980, 1 have identified 

your company as one of the four that may contribute significantly to this study. 

The study involves collecting data through interviews, foc us group discussions,observations, 

and from company documentation as well as media reports. 

Ali records relating to your company will be strictly confidential. Participants and the 

company will be referred to by pseudonyms. 

At the end of the study, 1 will present the findings and recommendations to your leadership 

team and provide you with a copy of these findings and recommendations. 

Your assistance is greatly appreciated in advance 

Yours faithfully 

Alex Benjamin Madzivire 
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APPENDIX 3:The"Case Method"Research Project 

lnterview/Focus Group Discussion Consent Form 

ln order to study organisational transformation in Zimbabwe, it is important to listen 

to employees' thoughts and feelings regarding changes that have taken place in their 

company. 

Based on your invaluable experiences in your company, 1 have identified you as an 

individual who can add value to this study. l am inviting you to participate in a 

one-on-one interview or foc us group discussion that I will conduct. 

The interview or discussion should take approximately one and a half hours and will be 

scheduled at a place and time convenient to you this month. 

Your decision to participate is completely voluntary. 

Ali the records relating to the interview/discussion will be strictly confidential. Even 

though I am requesting that I tape record the sessions, participants will be referred to by 

pseudonyms. 

1 will hold ail the raw data (tapes and transcripts) and will not distribute that data to any 

unauthorised person(s). 

Further information on this study is obtainable from me on 

Mobile number 263 - 11 606 433. 

Researcher's signature Participant's signature 

Date----------------------------------- Date------------------------------- 370 
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APPENDIX 4: Request to be a Research Assistant 

1 am conducting a study on the challenges of organisational transformation in emerging 

economies with special reference to Zimbabwe. The purpose of the study is to corne up 

with a theory/model of transformation that is suitable for Zimbabwean companies, in 

particular, and emerging nations in general. 

The study involves collecting data through interviews,focus group discussions,observations, 

and from company documentation as well as media reports. 

Ali records relating to the four companies will be strictly confidential. Participants and the 

company will be referred to by pseudonyms. 

At the end of the study, 1 will present the relevant findings and recommendations to the 

leadership team of each company and provide them with a copy of these findings and 

recommendations. 

Based on your experiences and your objectivity, 1 am requesting that you contribute 

significantly to this study as a research assistant. 

Your role will be to bring a very different and possibly more objective eye to the evidence. 

1 will acknowledge your contribution in the final document. 

Looking forward to your support 

Yours sincerely 

Alex Benjamin Madzivire 371 
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CURRICULUM VITAE: ALEX BENJAMIN MADZIVIRE 

Alexis a distinguished Zimbabwean inspirational and transformation leader. He serves the 

three main sectors of the economy, namely business, civic society and government. Having 

started his career as a secondary school mathematics teacher, Alex rose through the ranks, 

serving as Deputy Headmaster and Headmaster of several secondary schools. On leaving 

the Ministry of Education, Alex was the Education Officer in charge of policy planning, 

research and evaluation, and aid to disadvantaged schools. 

ln the private sector, Alex started off as a Training Officer at an insurance company, and 

as a result of his significant contributions, he was promoted to Training Manager. From 
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